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INTRODUCTION
I- Statement of the problem:
The problem for investigation is an outgrowth of work
with boys and young men in a religous institution during the
time of an economic and social upheaval known as the Depression
1930-1937. The boys and young men included the following:
transient boys, local homelss, parole and probation, pre-
delinouent and special problem boys needing psychiatric guid-
ance and soecial counseling. It was noted that having been
subjected to tremendous strains and stimulation "on the road"
and in poor home situations, they were freouently disillusioned
cynical, short-sighted or embittered by hardship of "tramping"
or contact with crime attitudes and practices- Often they
were so torn by mental conflict growing out of their pre-
mature exposure to the hardships and morbid side of life that
ordinary oastoral counseling was inadequate to deal with
their problems- When the traditional approach of religious
evange'lism was used, while attempting to give them a Christian
philosophy of life in order that they might meet their crises
victoriously, they would react with hostile criticism and
derision in a great number of esses. Yet they were in great
need of integrating their -personalities in order to deal
adequately with their inner impulses and urges of life and
their outer-world of social relations.

It became clear to the writer that a re- interpretation
|of the olace of religion in the integration orocess of oersonal-
;ity was needed- It became clear, also, that a deeper under-
standing of the nature of mental conflict was necessary in
; order to make this re-interoretat ion valid- About this time
the writer came in contact with the theoretical formulations
and practices used in mental hospitals and psychological
clincs
.
It is out of this background of contact with new methods
of dealing with problems of oersonality integration and a
:
consciousness of the failure of old methods used b^ religious
i
oeoole in dealing with the orooleras confronting the transient,
I
homeless, parole and probation and special problem youth of
A erica, that the writer set out to make a re-interpretation of
the olace of religion as a factor in the integration of
;i personality
.
>l
II
II . Method of Study.
The method of studying the problem falls naturally
into two divisions:
A. Study of literature.
The writer undertook a study of the literature
dealing with various asoects of the oroblems of integration
I!
of personality and specifically with the oroblems of determining
the place of religion in the integrative process- Five
classifications of the nature of the literature^ used in the
study may be made.

jr
3#
1. Literature of the Members of the Medical Profession
j
During the middle of the nineteenth century
the study of personality began to take shape under the direction
of the medical men and since that time a great growth of
i
material, both Quantitatively and Qualitatively considered,
dealing with the basic structure and organization of personality
I
has appeared- Among the most important of these writers are
the following names: E- Kretschmer, S. Freud, C-Gr- Jung,
n
i
!a. Adler, B. Hart, P. Janet, W. H. Sheldon, F. Alexander,
|
J,
! W. Healy, £• Jones and a host of others- Four distinct schools
Iwrnit^ -r . . v'v.vfe, t^r lii^ljjMtlM';
"
1
'
* "
V
"
"
of medical-psychological thought which are represented in this
I group shall be chosen for scrutiny for the purpose of orient-
i
Ration in order to have a background out of whieh to develop
a new techninue of approach in the usage of religion in the
'i integrative urocess of personality. The schools are,
T A
(1) psychoanalysis, represented by S- Freud, F. Alexander,
E. Jones, W. Healy and others; (3) individual psychology,
;A. Adler, (3) analytical psychology, C G- Jung, B. Hinkle and
others; (4) motivational psychology, W. H- Sheldon.
2. Literature of theoretical and experimental
psychology
.
The literature of the theoretical and
i
experimental psychologists is vast and varied* The history of
i
;
psychological interest in personality is represented by the
I
following names of schools: Structuralism, Functional ism,
I
Hormism, Behaviorism, Gestaltism and others- Among the famous

4.
names in this group of writers are the following: W- Wundt,
J. Pavlov, 2. Titchner, J. Watson, V/. McDougall, R. Woodworth,
W- Kohler, K. Koffka, K. Lewin, G. 3. Hall and many others.
In our discussion of this literature for the purpose of
gaining a background against which to interpret the olace of
religion in the integration of oersonality, we shall limit
ourselves to the discussion of Behaviorism and Gestaltism.
3. Literature of Members of the Mental Hygiene
Movement
•
The mental hygiene movement began with the
writing of the book, The Hind that Found Itself by Clifford
W. Beers- Since that time there has appeared a large quantity
of mental hygiene literature in the form of periodicals, books
on education, industry, recreation and social hygiene- Among
the list of writers belonging to this group are the following
names: J. J. B- Morgan, Young. As a result of the impact made
by Clifford Beers' book, a National Committee for Mental Hygiene
was organized and its influence through its literature, study
projects, and efforts for improvement of mental health in
communities, has been very wide. In May, 1930, a Congress of
Mental Hygiene was called, embracing representative of seven-
teen nations. Practically every state in the United States has
its mental hugiene society.
4. Literature of Members of the Clerical Profession.
Sin: e the popularization of the investigation
of psychoanalytical psychology and individual osychology there
j

5.
has appeared a vast amount of literature concerned with the
implications of these findings for religion. Among the writers
of this group appear the following names: T. W. Pym, C- Hudson,
jlL. Weatherhead, H. C Miller, E- Worcester, E. Ligon, A. Boisen,
K. Stolz, J. Oliver and a host of others- There is a rearakenin
I
of interest in the inner life of the psyche under the impetus
'of these writers- The author has included in his reading a
|
great deal of this literature.
5. Literature of Professors of Psychology of Religion
With the work of E. Starbuck, published in
|1899 under the title, " The Psychology of Religion ", a great
interest in the study of the nsycho logical aspects of religious
life emerged- Among the writers of tlr s group who have made
I important contributions to the understanding of the nature of
religious consciousness are the following: G- Coe, W. James,
:J- B. Pratt, E. Ames, Gr- Stratton, J. Leuba, F. Strickland,
IF. Hickman, E- Underhill, H- Weiman and a host of others- The
j
methods of s tudy used by these writers have varied a great
deal and furnish a valuable background for the study of the
problem of determining the place of religion in the integration
of personality -
B- Personal i£xoerience in Pastoral and Clinical Practice.
The second approach to a study of the oroblem of
determining the olace of religion in the integration of person-
j
ality made by the writer consisted of the following experience
;
in pastoral and clinical work:
-(
<
1. Seminar work at Soston Psychopathic Hospital.
It was the privilege of the writer to be
included for two years in the seminar study grouos at the
Boston Psychopathic Hospital under the direction of C -.facfie
Campbell. The discussions here awakened in the writer a great
interest in the task of osychotherapy and in the study of the
mature of the dynamic process of integration of personality.
;; Interest in the function of religion in that integrative process
'emerged as the writer saw in the hospital patients that
I religious phenomena was manifested in many of the personality
disturbances studied in the seminar group. C. Campbell like-
wise required, throughout each semester, that the dynamic
[personality adjustments of historically famous people should be
'presented by the students. This likewise stimulated a great
I
interest in the plr>ce of religion and personality integration
[.inasmuch as the great personalities usually revealed either a
; conspicuous - resence or absence of religion in their dynamic
J adjustments •
2. Clinical Case Study.
Under the direction of Walter C Beck
of Leipsig, Germany, the writer engaged in clinical work and in
the study of the theoretical aspects of clinical practice-
I
This work was done in connection with the Boston University
School of Social Service and it included the study of mental
'Conflict situations leading toward delinouency in the adolescent
boy.
. ft
•
i
3. Pastoral Counseling of Boys and Young Men at
Goodwill Inn.
j
It has been the writer's privilege to be
|j
the director of a home for transient, homeless, parole and
'probation and many other varieties of boys and young men
j
'
.<5y t at "i
| between the ages of fourteen and twenty-four. This work has
been carried on for five years and has included approximately
2400 boys and young men. It has afforded a splendid opportunity
i for interviews and experimentation in pastoral techniques with
• persona viamic
the youth of American in the crises hours of their life
situations. During this time there has been an opportunity
for instructive contact with other case-working agencies in
i
the city of Boston. There have been a variety of problems of
i'l
,
personality adjustment in which functional disorders have been
present • It has been a rare orivilege to deal with these
I
-
*
-:tv
,
• r < : ix it lc i \
problems, both under the guidance of psychiatrist and on the
writer's own initiative where counsel could not be secured and
fmanced.
4. Counseling of Boys and Young lien at the Goodwill
Boys' Camp.
In the extension work of the Goodwill Inn, at
a camo which cared for thirty boys, there has been an unusual
opoortunity for work along therapeutic lines- The camp pro-
gram has been set up under the direction of the writer's own
j
views, and consists of work for wages, organized play,
opoortuni ties for oersonal interviews and group therapy.
Jixoerimentation with the use of religion as an effective means

8.
of developing personality lias been possible to an unusual degree.
Some of the finest results of personality readjustment were
made through the program of the Goodwill Boys' Camp.
XXI < Plan of the Study.
The plan of the study is influenced "by the following
interests:
A. The Theoretical Interest-
Throughout this study an interest in the theoret-
ical aspects of the nature of personality and the dynamic
Ifactors operating in mental conflict; and the place of religion
ti»»ot i \n-iV A#3us*'W»nt* . Evidence ti u n Ishe
as a factor in the oroces? of the integration of personality
jwill be kept in mind.
A survey of the theoretical formulations of the various
schools of psychological investigation will be undertaken in
order to understand the theorectical implications of the problem
of our study, namely, the place of religion as a factor in the
constructive adjustment in mental conflict and in the process
I Mfgt ^o role t? w>. •-. ffeo^ds1 ; kmc t&G%£i%
i
of the integration of oersonality.
B. The Practical Interest.
The basic divisions of the plan of study are made
in the following manner for the purpose of keeping the practical
interest of maintaining mental health foremost in our thinking
as the inouiry proceeds.
1. What is mental health?
The criteria and backgrounds of mental health
will be discussed as subdivisions of this section. The central

Iimportance of mental conflict and the various reaction patterns
of adjustment in the mental conflict situation will be developed
The end results or outcomes of the several adjustment patterns
jswill be noted.
2. What are the Undermining Conditions of Cental
Health?
Inasmuch as mental conflict and emotional
adjustments therein are the core of our inquiry, we shall in
section II, glean evidence from the following sources as to the
I cpuses of the mental conflict and the determinents of the
J
emotional adjustments. Evidence will be gathered from the
j
investigations of the exoeri?nental psychologists, the
behaviorists , the Gestaltists, and the study of artificially
!
I
induced mental conflict made by Luria- .Evidence will be
[gathered from the non-experimental investigations of psycho-
BofiQ ifU Inter© gi
i analysis, individual psychology, analytical psychology and
motivational psychology. Evidence will be gathered from other
| cultures as to the role which such a factor as sex (which is
po . t>7 .
I
at the root of many neurotic adjustments in our Western culture;
plays in the development of mental conflict. A discussion of
jithe genetic method of gathering evidence, which is used in
j child guidance and osychological clinics, will be presented.
A presentation of the Goodwill Inn technioue of gathering
evidence, developed to meet the needs of short-contact work,
I
[will be made. Finally notes on the life-history method will
Ibe made.

I1
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3. What is the Dynamic Function of Integration in
the !!aintenance of Ilental Health and. in the Cure
of Mental Ill-health?
As subheads of this division the nature of
the orocess of integration will be investigated. Its relation
to the central oroblem of mental conflict rill be established.
The mental mechanisms of adjustment in mental conflict and their
tendencies toward integration or disintegration of oersonality
will be examined. In conclusion six objectives of a pastoral
and clinical technique designed to aid in the orocefsof
integrating personality will be exoounded.
4. How did Religion Function as a Factor in the
Integration of Personality in the Experience
of Specific Cases?
Presentation of original cases will appear
in the final section of the dissertation.
C Specific Interest.
The specific interest throughout the discussion
is the discovery of the function of religion in the adjustment
of personality. Wherever the opportunity affords itself the
religious implications of the topic under discussion will be
cited. Under the heading of objectives for a oastoral and
clinical technioue, special emphasis will be made u:on the
sixth objective which is distinctly a religious norm for an
adequate therapeutic technioue. This objective ie stated as
follows: "teach the individual the art of creative worship and
prayer". In Chaoter 12 under this same main division of
integration, special consideration will be given to the soecific

11.
functions of religion discovered as having an important
function in the pastoral and clinical or-ctice.
D. The Application Interest.
The final interest in the development of the
| inouiry will be in the application of the pastoral and clinical
technioues as outlined in selected cases chosen for the most
part from the Goodwill Inn residents. These cases were chosen
because in each one the religious interest was manifested in
one way or another during the course of counseling and therefore
they afforded an opportunity to witness the functioning of
'religion as a factor in the integration of personality. Some
I
practical conclusions will be drawn concerning the function
of religion in these specific cases.
IV. Orientation in the Broad Field of Mental Health.
Within this broad field of mental health we must
i define our tas^ and finally particularize our interest of
I
examining the function of religion as a factor in the inte-
gration of personality.
A. Mental ill-health originating from organic lesions is
"omitted from this discussion. The broad field of mental health
I
includes the study of the relationship of various kinds of
organic lesions to the process of the disintegration of
personality. It includes the study of lesions as those caused
by tissue disease, syphilis, brain tumors, gross gland
deficiencies, etc., and their effect on personality changes

12.
and deterioration. This pursuit has no interest for us for the
purpose of this dissertation and, therefore, we leave it for a
separate chapter in the field of scientific medical inquiry.
B. Mental Ill-health Originating from Endo-psychic factor*
is of Paramount interest to us.
It is in this field that we discover the minds and
hands of the medical men, psychologists and clergymen .joining
to the common wask of working for the practical end of under-
standing the dynamic factors operating in the integration and
disintegration of personality in order that as professional
men they night serve the myriads of people suffering from
ailments due to endo-psychic causes.
C. Extent of Mental Ill-health in the United States.
It is indeed timely that these professions should pool
their theoretical findings and their practical experience in the
interest of the vast number of people suffering from mental
ailments. In 1933 the total number of patient days in all
hospitals of the United States for mental cases was
173,000,000 against 123,000,000 patient days for all other
diseases. It must "be understood, however, in interpreting this
figure that a mental patient stays in a hospital for a longer
it
time than a medical and surgical patient- It is pointed out
| in this connection that discharge expectancy from a Massa-
chusetts Mental Hospital is about one case per 1.25 fea.xs
whereas, surgical and medical cases are discharged in about
! 18 days (figure based upon the experience of Massachusetts
General Hospital, Boston, Mass.). It may likewise be noted
I
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that whereas there are about 500,000 beds occupied by nental
patients as against 585,000 by all other types of patients in
t
.the United States, that if general hospital -atients were to
I
remain as lone; as mental cases, that the 500,000 beds would
have to be balanced by IS, 500,000 beds for patients in general
hospitals
.
In this general connection, it is pointed out by a report
dealing with the proportion of the psychoses represented in the
above, that less than 40yo have a ohvsical cause. It is also
[mentioned that 19$ of all mental patients admitted to State
.hospitals are diagnosed as senile dementia which is usually
accompanied, by cerebral arteriosclerosis, and paresis, or
general paralysis (9%) which is always caused by syphilis.
This fact leaves the vast majority of mental hospital patients
in the functional disorder group without any known organic
basis for the malady. Here the scientific psychological
inouiries made in this large group of non-organic ally caused
disorders are of vast interest to us and shall be called upon
very freouently to give us the insight which they have gained
!
from such innuiry.
D- The Medical Profession is Preparing Itself to Practice
the new Psychological Approach in Dealing with
Functional Disorders, Especially Neuroses-
Consciousness of failure in dealing with these
i
disorders by purely physical manipulation has driven medical
jjmen to seek the psychological and in some c^ses as will be i
jj
shortly noted, religio-psychological means of therapy.
1
1
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The consciousness of failure may be tersely symbolized, by the
Istatement made by • George Kirby in his ^residential address
in 1934 to the American Psychiatric Association: "Notwithstanding
Waves of interest and exaggerated claims for various drugs,
glandular products, vaccines surgical operations, etc, the
fact remains that we know of no chemical agents, biological
products, physical procedures, or surgical measure of proven
curative value in psychiatric, disorder with the single
exception of general oaresis and small groups of cases associated
with thyroid deficiency or due to focal brain lesion". (1)
In confirming this consciousness of failure comes the word
from K • Menninger that the treatment of functional mental
illness by physical devices is as illogical and unscientific as
it is exoerientially futile. Although. the medical profession
has oroduced the modern pioneers in the exploration of the
inner world of personality for causes of functional disorder,
there is a woeful general lack of training in the concepts and
technioues which these pioneers have wrcue^it out of clinical
jexperience. As evidence of this fact is the reoort of the
-National Committee for Mental Hygiene made after a two-year
survey of sixty-eight medical schools- The committee found that
the twenty-four that had budgets for the teaching of psychiatry
isoent altogether the sum of $600,000 a year. Half of this
|sum was spent in four schools—leaving $300,000 for the re-
(1) FNB Pages 49 - 52.
(
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raining twenty. It is important, however, to note that there
is a general increase in this matter. In 1935 35 medical
schools were giving "reasonably adequate" training in psychiatry
as against fourteen in 1952.
Inasmuch as it is estimated "by various observers that
approximately 40$> and up to 70$> of the patients who come to the
average practitioner are suffering from functional troubles, the
medical profession undouotedly soon, under growing leadership,
wilLexpand its area of operation to the psychological field.
WA11 sorts of disorders, from goiter to colitis,
are being traced to psychological origins- Even
diabetes can sometimes be tracked down to emotional
disturbance", (l)
• William A- White of St. Elizabeth's Hosoital in
'Washington, has suggested that osycho-therapy may give a clue
I
5 to what he calls "the silent areas of medicine"., such
baffling disorders as epilepsy and cancer".
p.. Carl G. Jung, one of the pioneers in the new approach
to functional disorders writes the following about his profes-
sion, and its relation to one branch of functional disorders,
'namely the neuroses: "
"The unmistakable feature of the neuroses is the
fact that their c puses are psychic, and that their
cure depends entirely upon osychic methods of
treatment- The attempts to delimit and to explore
this soecial field - both from the side of psychiatry
and from that of neurology - ha.ve led to a discovery
which is very unwelcome to the science of medicine:
namely, the discovery that the psyche is an etiological
or causal factor in disease- In the course of the
(l) FNB Pages 53 - 54
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nineteenth century medicine shaped its methods and
theory in such a way as to become one of the dis-
ciplines of natural science, and it also adopted that
primary assumption of natural science: material causation"
Hi
0- Jung "becomes very specific as to how the psyche may
influence the health of the individual- He states:
"These psychic methods are just as effective as we
might suppose the glandular extracts would be- So
far, then as our "oresent experience goes, neuroses
are to be influenced or c ired by considering them, not
from the side of their irreducible elements, the
glandular secretions, but from that of psychic activity,
which must be taken as a reality. For example, a
suitable explanation or a comforting word to the patient
mgr have something like a healing effect ?hich may even
influence the glandular secretions. The doctor's words,
to be sure, are only vibrations in the air, yet the
constitute a particular set of vibrations corresponding
to a ^articular psychic state in the doctor- The words
are effective only in so far as they convey a meaning
meaning
or have a significance
effective. But "
spiritual. Call it a
less it enables us to
disease in a far more
preparations- We can
processes of the body
in me spontaneously, or
of human speech, it can
f!
It is their meaning which is
is something mental or
fiction if you like. None of the
influence the course of the
effective way than with chemical
even influence the biochemical
by it- Whether the fiction arises
reaches me from without by way
make me ill or cure me. Nothing
is surely more intangible and unreal than fictions,
illusi^is and opinions: and yet nothing is more effective
in thepsychic and even 1he psychophysical realm". (2)
This foregoing discussion need not be developed further
i
II
|! since our interest is merely orientational • The fundamental
point of view is presented and the fact established that
modern medicine is dividing a portion of its field of thera-
peutic activity with the psychologist and the cleric.
(1) JMS3
(2) Ibid
Page 356
Pages 258 - 259
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The medical profession is brought face to face with the task of
understanding the dynamic factors in the integration and dis-
integration of personality, consecuently , it must be interested
in the soecific task which we have set for ourselves, namely,
the discovery of the function of religion as a factor in the
| integration of personality. As we shall see later there are
specific views which men of the medical profession propound
uoon the health of the human being.
E. The Psychologist is Turning to an Examination of the
Dynamic Structure of the Total Personality.
Psychology began its interest in personality with
introspect ionism (structuralism) under the direction of
E. Titchener who was a student of Wilhelm Wundt of Leipzig.
The objective of this investigator was to reduce consciousncess
. to its elements which he found to consist of: sensation,
affection, and image- (l) The method of study was experimental
and it set the uace for psychological investigation for several
decades. It was William James who dislodged the pre-eminence
of experimental ism in psychological study; proclaiming
structuralism to be a manufactured Mbrick and mortar" psychology
(2) The next great forward step in the field of psychology to
deal with the problems of personality was that taken by
J. R. Angell (3) and his student, John Derey . (4).
5
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Neither of them intended to found a school but frecuently their
i
views are referred to under the name of functionalist or
!
instruinentalism Hind is conceived to be simply a tool of
adaptation- The field of osychology of religion has profited
much from the study of functional ism because of its emphasis
upon the value of religious goals; uoon the security which
religion imoarts; uoon the character building- values rhich
religion espouses, and also uoon the necessity of reorganizing
i
institutional life on a religious foundation • The criteria of
truth under which it operates is M oramatism M .
Then a revival of exoerimentalism took olace under the
^leadership of J-hn B- Watson in the United States (inspired by
l!
I. Pavlov) and thechief burden was to protest against structur-
i
.alism and functional ism which presumably dominated osychological
'thought. The implications of this approach to the oroblems of
J
I
personality will be studied in Section II.
l!
Behaviorism was frankly mechanistic- The aim of the
behaviorist was to replace religion with an experimental ethics
i
; based upon objective methods of determining the validity of
• certain behavior.
As a criticism of behaviorism and also structuralism, came
the Gtestalt school of psychology under the leadership of
1
Max Wertheimer, Wolfgang Kohler, (l), Kurt Koffka, (2) and
K. Lewin, (3). The emphasis of this approach to the problems of
(1) K;"A and KGP CF) LPTP and LDTP
(2) KOM
ii
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personality adjustment is upon the configuration of the total
oersonality • Their method is primarily experimental; and
their findings are leading psychological thought to a consider-
ation of the total oersonality in order to understand the
dynamic factors which oper-te in human experience- A close
;
scrutiny of this psychological approach will be made in the
'next Section, (II). The implications of the findings of this
school for the place of religion in the integration of the
total personality are significant. Religion thrives within the
framework of reference emphasized "by the configurational ap-
proach to life of the Gestaltist. Meanings and purposes are
inextricably involved in the consideration of the total
situation of a personality; religion invests life with purposes,
meanings and values which must be considered as significant in
the pattern of the relationship of the individual to himself,
to his social environment and to his universe (including
God).
liention must likewise be made of the significant relation-
ship of the dynamic psychologies, in their emphasis upon
inner motives, impulses, urges and drives, to the new interest
! which psychology is taking in the problem of the integration
of the total personality and its relationship to mental health.
| The works of IlcDougall (emphasis upon goal seeking) and
I
Woodworkh (emphasis upon drives) are significant indications
it
i; of the turn of Psychology away from elemental ism and atomism
i!
I
1 to organization and organicism in the a-ooroach of psychology
11
i
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to the problems of personality adjustment. It is at this
point that a convergence of interest with the medical school
of psychological investigation takes place. Problems of
mental conflict and personality integration become the primary
interest of both. Despite radical differences in theoretical
formulations of these pS3rchologies a common interest in the
human urge to achieve unity of personality and enrichment of
experience is sustained. Psychology and medicine come to
share a common task, and in recent times, religion is joining
them in this same task of understanding the dynamic structure
of personality adjustment and maintaining mental health.
Dr. Sheldon expounds the division of labor in this common
task as follows:
"Psychology is concerned with developing insight
into the nature of mind; religion has to do with
steering the mind's development, wisely or unwisely,
along patterned channels; and the study of medicine
necessarily must underlie both osychology and religion
for without the background of intimate clinical
familiarity with the personality as a whole, in its
basic physical problems and fears and hopes, psychology
a^d religion tend to become both disassociated, super-
ficial conceit". (l)
F. The Clergyman is Turning to Psychology for a deeper
understanding of the dynamic structure of oersonality and for
a new technique of handling the dynamic orocess of personality
integration. Historically there have been three groups of
clergymen (based upon interest in aporoach to religious matters)
(1) SPPW Page 133 ff.
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who have been interested in the orocess of structuralization
and enrichment of personality* - A. T. Boisen names these
three groups as (1) the evangelistic group, (2) the ecclesi-
astical group, (3> the liberal group. (l)
(l) • The Evangelistic Group.
Within the evangelistic group he finds
diverse viewpoints and methods ranging from the "Holy Roller"
cults and the Pre-millenarian enthusiasts to "the staid correct-
ness of educated Calvinists." The essence of their message is
derived from authority of tradition and from the conception that
man's nature is originally bad and must undergo a process of
"new birth" in order to achieve salvation. God is conceived as
a personal spirit who may intervene in personal affairs and
cause changes to take olace • Whereas the ethical content of
this view is essentially good, the emphasis is largely upon
conformity to accented conventional standards. The revival
meeting whose fundamental task is "saving souls" is the
technique by which a new integration of oersonality is to take
place. The efforts of the evangelist are directed toward the
increase of "consciousness of sin" and an arousal of the
listener from his "carnal security". This first step of
"consciousness of sin" is to be followed by an "experience of
grace" and the final result in the transformation of personality
is regarded as "sanctification"
.
(l) BIIW Page 84 ff.
4
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It may "be observed that the chief contribution of this
evangelistic group to troubled personality is in the field of
inspiring an individual to souare himself with "that which is
supreme in the hierarchy of loyalties and values" . The tech-
nique of the evangelist is to set out to "trouble the conscience
of men! (and bring) them peace and a new plan of
life". (1)
This method has historically resulted in a great many
unusual and valuable personality reintegrations which has led
men like George Fox, John Bunyan, Sir Wilfred Grenfel, Dwight
Moody and many others to especially unique fields of service
with an unusual, r el igous drive. The chief difficulty with this
technique of dealing with personality problems is that it offers
a universal panacea and conseouently personality maladjustments
are frenuently driven into deeoer pathological emotional re-
actions rather than helped- There is no conscious attempt to
diagnose oersonality problems and to apoly the specific thera-
peutic technicme which is suited to meet the needs of a
I
particular individual- Due to two factors, this method is
decidedly less effective than it was fifty years ago- The first
factor is that oeople do not expose themselves in the same
numbers to the influence of high-powered evangelists; the
second factor is that people are becoming more familiar with the
findings of osychology concerning the importance of individuals
(1) BEIW Page 86
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izing the approach to personality problems.
(2) . The Ecclesiastical Group.
A.T* Boisen finds that the chief objective
of this group in dealing with personality problems is to bring
the individual to a greater loyalty to an institution or to the
objective sacraments, creeds and ritual. There is no particular
attempt to influence the individual to receive an "immediate
experience of God". The aim is primarily to encourage the
individual to discharge the formal obligations arising from a
plan of instruction and conformation. G. G. Jung places a
great emphasis upon the value of this approach for keeping a
balanced, healthy personality. (Further elaboration of this
view will be found in Chapter XII). It may be cited, however,
that in the ordinary church in which ecclesiasticism is the
chief objective of religious loyalty, that "Tittle of the trans-
forming v^tlue to a troubled personality may accrue. The chief
contribution of this approach is palative and not curative.
(3) The Liberal Group.
A.T- Boisen finds that the liberal group is
characterized by "openminded attitude toward the conclusions
of modern science and its emphasis upon the interpretation of
the old faith in terms of modern thought". (l) Although they
are openminded to the concepts of modern psychological thought,
they are woefully lacking as a group of clerics in the art of
(l) B.EIW Page 87

psychotherapy. The authoritarian aspect of religious belief of
past days has been overthrown and a new seeking for spiritual
values has cone in, but with the passing of the old message
went the "aggressive enthusiasm" for affecting personality
changes in the lives of disturbed people. To date most of the
clerics belonging to this group are seeking for a spiritual
zeal born of conviction concerning the"ultimate reality" of
communion with God- Programs of social service and religious
education have come in for special recognition and emohasis.
More recently "there is a growing interest in personal counseling
and a number of new undertakings have sprung up in the nature
i
of church clinics or 'life adjustment centers 1 ". (l) The
chief criticism of this last venture is that the church clinic
provides usually for a merely "orthodox psychiatrist * who does
not understand the significance of religion or psychothera-
peutics nor is interested in any approach beyond the narrow
limitations of his traditional medical training. The tendency,
however, in the future may be expected to be in the direction
of the recognition of the values of religion. This point will
be brought out clearly with citations from the literature of
modern forward-locking psychiatrists who have a deep appreciation
of the significance of religion, in the succeeding sections
of this dissertation- A^T. Boisen cites, as do also 1
Wm. H. Sheldon, and 0. G. Jung, that the cleric in the future
(1) BJ2IW Page 38

will rightfully, if properly trained, venture into the pastoral
and clinical practice with the psychological tools of modern
psvchiatry and with a balanced religious zeal and enthusiasm-
Even Sigmund Freud is more liberal in his interpretation of
the rightful place of the educator and cleric in psychotherapy
than many of his medical-psychological followers. He writes
the following:
"It may be asked whether the practice of psycho-
analysis does not presuppose a medical education
which must remain lacking to the educator and
pastor, or whether other relations are not antago-
nistic to the purpose of the placing the psychoanalytical
technique in other than medical hands- I confess that
I see no such obstacles- The practice of psychoanalysis
demands much less medical education than psychological
preparation and free human insight The educator
and pastor, they being habitually associated with youth,
makes them perhaps better suited to have a sympathetic
insight into the mental life of this class of persona. 11 (l)
It is clear on the basis of this orientational discussion
that there is a convergence of medical, osychological , and
religious interest in a plan of treatment of the problems of
personality integration. In the further development of this
dissertation we shall pursue the task of determining the place
of religion in the integration of personality and the task of
postulating worthy objectives for a pastoral and clinical
technioue which will aid in this process of wholesome inte-
gration of personality. It is clear that in the future a most
important emphasis will be out upon mental health and most
(l) (Pref-ce to Pfister, PH, vii)
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certainly upon preventive rather than curative work.
Dr. C. Zahniser writes that in the future re will "orovide
ourselves with spiritual child clinics, .just as our parents
have become accustomed to having a child health clinic", (l)
We shall turn now to a discussion of the criteria of mental
health in order that we may know how to evaluate particular
personality adjustments.
(1) Z3D Page 145

PART I 27.
CHAPTER I
THE CRITERIA OF CENTAL HEALTH - NORMALITY AND ABNORMALITY
At the outset of our examination into this oroblem of
integration of personality we are faced with the necessity of
creating criteria of nental health by which to judge the norm-
ality and abnormality of an individual- The three main
divisions into which the discussion naturally falls are as
follows:
1. IN TERMS OF NORMATIVE ETHICAL STANDARD:
According to this view, normal is an authoritative
standard. It is an ideal as nearly perfect as one can abstractly
conceive
.
Freouently in religious circles this criterion of normalpne a . STW-s. fXfvSffflfw P ».\9*9,ig9 STICK v iwm \mi i
is found particularly in connection with moral standards to
which the oersonality must conform- Since we do not adoot the
normative evaluating point of view with reference to behavior
in this dissertation, ^e sh^ll leave this criterion to the
field of ethics, and confine ourselves to adescriptive approach.
2. IN TERMS OF 1 ISA SURE! IENT .
The normal man in terms of statistical measure-
ment is the one who is near to the "central tendency" of a
typical group of individuals- This norm is familiar to us in
every oha.pe of human experience.
In the field of the weight of individuals we are familiar

ji
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with this concept. If the average weight of eighteen year old
b^ys is 135 lbs-, then this is taken as the normal weight for
iboys of that age- Likewise, in the field of personality, the
'average adjustment may be taken as normal. According to the
i
curve of distribution there are always those who fall within the
"central tendency" group; and from there to either extreme, a
deviation occurs.
Some may deviate very slightly from the average, while
others may show a marked deviation; some toward the sub-normal
group and others toward the suoer-normal group. This inter-
pretation of "normal" creates an objective, disinterested
medium standard for a group of people, and its meaning changes
from group to group, from culture to culture.
The "normal" interpreted as "average" among inmates of a
mental hospital would constitute a different configurational
picture from a group outside a hospital. The "normal" in the
hospital could hardlu be called wholesome although it is
identical with the "central tendency" of that group. Statistical
measurements tend to follow certain objective factors or traits-
The fallacy of which this procedure is heir to is the "fallacy
of abstraction". (1)
The Thurstone Neurotic Inventory (2) is a case in point.
This is an "omnibus test" which aims at the establishment of a
(1) AP Page 247
(2) TNI (In JSS Pages 91 - 97)
_ . . ... _ _ i
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a "central tendency". Neuroticism comes to be the "failure to
express imagination effectively on social reality". (l) The
correlation with introversion is very high. Allport writes:
"So high that it is impossible to consider it a
separate variable. Eventually neuroticism may be
shown to be indistinguishable from 'emotional intro-
version 1 . It is apparently not related to the Guilford's
factor of 'social introversion 1 ". (S)
Allport finds another point of criticism of the tendency toward
abstraction. He writes:
"Another difficulty with neuroticism as a scalable
trait lies in its asymetrical distribution, most
people having few symptoms, and some a great many.
There is also a troublesome sex difference in norms,
women being more neurotic than men (according to
scale). As a common variable, then, the neurotic
disposition is neither well enough defined, nor normally
enough distributed Though it fails as a
common variable, neuroticism is exceedingly important as
an individual trait in any life where it is found, but
only in the peculiar form in which it is found". (3)
The Bernreuter personality inventory is another omnibus
of 125 Questions. (4) With the aid of these 125 Questions the
scale attempts to measure similtaneously four common traits of
personality: dominance, self-sufficiency, introversion and
neuroticism.
"Each answer represents four scores (some of them by
a zero), according to its empirically (i.e., statis-
tically) determined diagnostic value for each of the
four traits. Thus one question reads, 'Do you often
feel just miserable?' If your answer is '?', meaning
you don't know what you feel or else that you don't
(1) 3TCPI Page 1
(2) AP Page 432
(3) Ibid Page 432
(4) BTCPI Pages 3-30
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know what you feel or else that you don't know what
the tester means, you are scored a -3 on introversion,
-1 on dominance, and 0 for both neuroticism and self-
sufficiency", (l)
Gr. W. Alloort's criticism of this is stated as follows:
"Now such a response to such a ouestion seems bo
bear a very tenuous 'logical' relation, if any at all,
to any of these four traits. Why should a person who
sets a question mark against such an item be judged an
an extroverted and submissive, but neutral in response
to neuroticism and self-sufficiency"? (S)
The confusion of thought which occurs from trying to follow
four traits in personality adjustment through the medium of
statistical measurement is very great and it is suggested that
it would be considerably better to stick to the simpler concep-
tion of the scale in which only one trait is followed deliber-
ately leaving unmeasured all the other determining influences
affecting the score. (3)
Thus it is obvious that any statistical measurement,
valuable as it may be for the study of an abstract trait like
honesty (4), is not the way to get at the particular problems
of a particular individual. "An inference drawn from the
'average' to the particular case is impossible and valueless. (5)
3. Ill T2R1I3 OF ADJUSTMENT IN BEHAVIOR.
For the purpose of our study of integration of
personality, we must turn to the field of adjustment in
behavior in order to establish an adequate criterion for mental
(1) AP Pagg 328
(2) Ibid Page 328
(3) Ibid Page 3?9
(4) msD
(5) SHE tage 398
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health. Two aspects of adjustment in behavior are discernible.
The first aspect deals with the maintenance of a "socially
acceptable behavior" and the second with the attainment of
"ideal personality behavior" . We shall turn now to the dis-
cussion of each of these divisions.
A. Socially Acceptable Behavior.
A representative of this criterion is
Dr. Abraham Myerson, psychiatript and humanistic scientist. He
identifies normal with the average, i.e., socially acceptable
behavior. He and his associates aim to take the purely ob-
jective viewpoint toward behavior and avoid pronouncing any
value judgments upon that behavior.
The normal is what most people do and any deviation from
the normal is viewed with suspicion as tending toward the
abnormal
•
In the field of delinquency Dr. Abraham Myerson is con-
cerned merely with the "organization and unorganization" of
personality and not with ethical evaluation of that behavior.
In the American Journal of Psychiatry (l), we find the
following statement:
"In using the terms organized and unorganized,
especially in relation to sex, there is no moral
connotation- There is no pretense to praise or blame
nor any effort to set up good or bad ethical standards,
to say that one kind of conduct is higher or lower than
another. The degree of social evolution in the organization
is alone taken into account".
(l) November 1933.
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Thus as long as an individual is sufficiently organized to
4
behave in such a manner a? to be acceotable, he nay be called
"normal". As long as the group in which he is living at a
given moment does not regard his behavior as unacceptable or
deviating too far from the average, he is according to this
criteria mentally healthy. The greater the deviation from the
average (acceotable behavior) the less healthy the individual
is considered to be. On the contrary, the :iore nearly the
individual conforms to t he social average and enters into a
cooperation with the people of the group, the healthier he is
considered to be. Confirmation of this viewpoint may be found
in other cultures.
Ethnologists have made it clear that the line between the
normal and the abnormal is culturally determined. Sapir writes
that culture anthropology will redefine normal adjustment in
terms of cultural conditioning. Benedict has pointed out that
many tyoes of personality adjustments, which seem to us to be
clearly abnormal, are accepted in other civilizations as normal
and are the very foundation upon which their institutional life
is b^sed. Normality is to these ethnologists primarily a terra
for "the socially elaborated segment of human behaviarr in any
culture and abnormality, a term for the segment that that
particular civilization does not use". (l)
(1) KRD Page 290
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As an illustration of this proposition, homosexuality is
cited. .A homosexual is condemned in our society but he may
have an honorable career as a Shaman or religious head in
Siberia or among North American Indians. Abnormality then is
simply "deviation from the accented oattern". A criticism of
this point of view arises out of the fact that it is practically
impossible for the student of integration of persons 1 ity (mental
health) to retain throughout his studv the necessary objective
observational mood-
Some concepts of ideal personality adjustment present
themselves whenever one becomes interested in the wholesome
integrated functioning of the entire personality. Whenever one
ceases to be merely an observer and becomes a participant in the
creative enterprise of assisting an unorganized personality to
become organized, he assumes at once the value judgment
criterion. By this value judgment we do not mean the normative
ethical concepts which evaluate behavior in terms of various
concepts of ethical value. We mean, rather, that the participant
is unavoidably interested that the patient or client may be
living to that "fullness of life" which he is ca.pable; both in
the utilization of his cersonal capacities and in the role he
plays in the social group. Therefore, we move now t°> the
discussion of the second aspect of the "adjustment in behavior"
criterion.
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B. Attainment of Ideal Personality Behavior.
In discussing this second criterion of adjustment
in behavior, ^e have in mind primarily five sub-criteria. .Each
of these is intended merely to be suggestive of the notion
which we have in mind and the number of five is not intended to
exhaust the list of possible sub-norms.
The primary guide in the development of this criterion is
• William H. Sheldon, whose views will be discussed more fully
in Section II of this dissertation.
Sheldon finds that when the social conformity criterion
is used, a phenomenon which he calls the "dying back of the
brain" may occur and the personality may still remain in the
category of mental health. There is, however, in each person-
ality an urge toward the realization of all the innate pos-
sibilities and a personality has net attained its fullest
development as long as part of it is in a state of atrophy.
• Sheldon holds that a personality, in order to be con-
sidered really healthy, must not be in a state of semi-atrophy;
and must have attains d a state of "unity of thought and
feeling". (l) In other words, the personality must be oriented
toward goals ("in time") and be conscious of meanings
("feeling unity ^ith things, ideas, people and God") in such a
i
way that a. "thrilling sense of delight" results.
(1) SPPW Page 223 Refer to Section II for full
discussion of this viewpoint.
1
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Wm- Sheldon calls this "Fifth Panel Living". It freouently
occurs that when one is living out very fully his mental and
emotional capacities and is doing this with relation to ultimate
goals and values, rooted and grounded in social value, that the
individual is out of conformity with the present social group
in which he finds himself at any given moment. Thus. Wm- Sheldor.
speaks ofthe "Promethean Personality" as being the mentally healthy
personality, which is however out of conformity with the
present group. He speaks of the "Epimethean Personality" as
being the one which is interested in socirl conformity
-
Out of this background discussion may now draw up the
five sub-criteria of the ideal personality adjustment in
behavior
.
(1) • The individual must be living up to the fullest 1
of his mental and emotional capacities ; no atrophy should occur-
To limit the development of capacities is to forego mental
health to that degree-
(2) Secondly, the individual must be living in
"Reality" . The realization of these capacities must take place
in relation to a social situation- Living in a fantasy world
(autistic thinking) is certain to cause an impairment of social
adjustment -
(3) This does not however mean that the individual
must live in social conformity. Social value is not synonymous
with social conformity. This third sub-criterion demands,
however, that a social value should result from the personality

adjustment in order that there might "be an attainment of the
ideal personality behavior. Jesus, St. Paul, George Fox are
cases in uoint
•
(4) The individuals must be living creatively for
the realization of ends and goals in their oersonalities pnd in I
the social group.
Wra. Sheldon speaks of the need of being oriented-in-t ir.ie
.
He refers to this as the matrix of the religious adjustment.
The individual, in order that he should attain the ideal person-
ality behavior, must in other words, make this fundamental
"religious adjustment" . (l)
(5) Finally, there must be a unity of thought and
feeling which brings to the personality that sense of well-
being which is characterized by all that is connoted in the
expression, "The Child Mind". (2) When one feels himself
linked to the world ground and intellectually gives assent to
1 this feeling, he is living to the fullest of his oersonality.
[This is a value-judgment which Wm. Sheldon calls the "Fifth
Panel Barometer of liental Health. Relatively few personalities
achieve this fullness of life because mental conflict tends to
disintegrate the emotional life. Adjustments must be made
continually
.
In conclusion, we may say then, that criterion to which
(1) SPPW Page 33 ff
(2) Ibid Page 240
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we shall o;ive credence and assent is the criterion of "adjust-
ment in behavior" but we shall do it with a consciousness that
"socially acceotable behavior" is merely a sta^e in a
development toward and "ideal personality behavior".
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CHAPTER II
BACKGROUNDS OF MENTAL HEALTH
Following our discussion of the criteria by which to judge
mental health it becomes necessary to examine at once into those
background factors which must be kept in mind in order to in-
telligently understand the integrating processes of personality.
We shall proceed in our discussion of the background of mental
health along five basic lines for the purpose of clarity of
thought. These five categories of study are hereditary, a
physical, chemical, psychological and social backgrounds. We
shall turn at once to the discussion of the first.
(4) HEREDITARY BACKGROUND OF MENTAL HEALTH
Our interest in surveying the hereditary background of
mental health is purely a general one in which we shall state
conclusions which are reached by recognized authorities, and we
shall not enter into any discussion as to the relative merit or
various views concerning the hereditary factors in personality
adjustment,
We are interested in the purely biological inter-
pretation of heredity. Thus, we may say that human beings are
born into the world with a definite "given" which will undergo
certain changes and modifications, through interaction with
environmental conditions. This "given" is transmitted, according
to one theory, through the gene from generation to generation. (1)
(1) ..eissman
+
.
y
<<
According to this theory the flexibility of the gene through
permutations accounts for the development of individual dis-
tinctiveness, while still retaining definite resemblances be-
tween individuals of the same family. The course of development
between any particular individual is subject to the particular
interaction of this "given" and the environment. This inter-
action continues throughout life. Thus at every stage of
development, the personality must be understood as being the
product of both heredity and environment, for in the process of
adjustment, heredity is always present and so is environment.
According to the view point of G. W. Allport (1), the inborn
qualities in a man play a very definite role in the adjustment
of the individual but, the part they play in any particular case,
is very difficult to determine; and can be determined only after
an intensive analysis of the life history of the individual is
made. It is impossible to formulate a general rule regarding
the weight of heredity as against environment in the development
of any particular person. In one case, training seems to out-
weigh the influences of heredity, in another case, the stress
seems to be reversed.
The following quotation summarizes this position tersely:
(1) AP Page 107
•*
*
•
<
'] ...
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"Besides the conclusion that in different lives the
operation of heredity plays very different roles, there
is another fairly certain fact important for the psychology
of personality, namely, that the more directly a quality
is bound to structural inheritance the less modifiable it
is. The three principal raw materials of personality,
physique, the endowment of intelligence and temperament,
are genetically determined through structural inheritance,
and are only slightly altered by conditions existing sub-
sequent to birth. They are the effective agencies of
heredity entering the process of growth at every stage to
influence development of traits and attitudes. Sometimes
they accelerate the molding influence of the environment;
sometimes they place limitations upon it; but always their
force is felt." (1)
According to the view point of G-. Allport, at birth the
category of intelligence may resolve itself into three qualities;
sensary capacities, religious plasticity, and retentivity;
temperament down to glandular and chemical tonicity; and physi-
que down to muscular and skeletal structure. Along with this
he recognizes the presence of inborn special capacities, skills
and sexual functions which are to mature later. In addition
there are certain "adaptive mechanisms" which modify the stream
of activity. These "adaptive mechanisms" are listed as follows:
"maturation, conditioning, integration, inhibitions,
differentiation and all other agencies for modifying
behavior during the course of the individual's interaction
with his environment," (2)
Our particular interest in discussing the hereditary back-
ground of mental health is in citing the relationship of
hereditary factors to the processes of integration and disin-
tegration of personality,
(1) AP Pages 107
.
(2) AP Page 108
i
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"There is a fairly extensive literature on the re-occur-
rence of mental disorders in family history by such writer
as Popenoe, and Iviyerson. The conclusion of both of these
writers in that psychotic individuals, especially when
reared in different environments, tend to break down be-
cause they are born that way." (1)
A statement concerning the place of heredity as a causative
factor for "insanity" is the following based upon a study of
173 patients:
"Out of 159 cases, on which information was available
there was evidence of psychopathic inheritance in 46, that
is 29;.. Of these, 18 had parents who were mentally ill,
7 had psychotic brothers and sisters and 21 more remote
relatives. In 11 cases there was an alcoholic father.
In 101 cases there was no record of nervous or mental
disorder. It would be too much to assume that the
absence of any mention of neurotic relatives meant freedom
from psychopathic taint, but it does seem safe to say that
while the group as a whole had more than its share of bad
inheritance, the family history in the majority of cases
was as good as the average." (2)
At best then, the investigation of mental disorder ; and
personality instabilities will have to take a forward rather
than a backward direction. The records of people will have to
be correllated not only with the records of ancestors but
likewise with the records of environmental factors in the pres-
ent and future. Mental health is determined by the interlocking
factors of the past, present and future. The inter-relation-
ship between the native capacities (intelligence, temperament,
physique) and the present environment (culture family, group -
(1) Ibid 108
(2) BSm Page 21
s
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particularly whose approval the individual wishes most and
strivings for future goals (ideals, approvals, satisfactions
and meanings) will determine the mental health of the individual.
The entire configuration must be kept in mind in order to
deal adequately v/ith the problem of understanding of the develop-
ment of a personality. We shall move now to the next division
set apart arbitrarily, for a comprehensive discussion of the
backgrounds of mental health; namely the physical background.
(5) THE PHYSICAL BACKGROUND Oi?' MENTAL HEALTH
In discussing the physical background of mental
health v/e will omit consideration of the effect of organic
lesions (brain tumors, encephyli tis
,
etc.) upon personality.
Likewise, we may only mention in passing that definite deviation
of personality from the accepted standard of normal occurs when
bodily tissues are deteriorated through the usage of drugs,
alcohol or the presence of toxic poisons. Changes in physio-
logical functions such as the ones which occur at puberty, meno-
pause and senility cause distinct deviation in personality. The
affect of general physical tonicity and health upon the person-
ality is great and must be taken into account In all diagnostic
work in the clinical approach to mental problems.
Physical structure—skeletal and muscular--plays an important
part in the psychic life of the individual. The interpretation
which the individual gives to physical factors is fraught with
power to create a personality disturbance. The feeling of in-
feriority is frequently founded upon an organic deformity.
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It is well known, for instance, that the mere size of an individ-
ual will affect his attitudes toward others and their attitudes
toward him. Muscular development, facial symmetry, oeculiar de-
formities, special co-ordinating endowments - all of these enter
definitely into the psychogenic approach to the study of mental
health.
6. CHEMICAL BACKGROUND OF MENTAL HEALTH
Into the blood stream which is an integrator of
the chemical aspects of the organism, there are secreted many
substances which effect the general tonicity and motility of
personality. Among them are the hormones, also called autacoids .,
secreted by the glands belonging to the endocrine system.
These are closely related to mental health.
There are also the carbon dioxide and oxygen of the lungs,
insulin from the oancreas, urea from the kidneys, food and
w^ste materials in the intestines, and fatigue substances from
the muscles. All of these must be taken into account in dealing
with the background of personality adjustment- Brief mention
may be made specifically of the several substances secreted by
the glands of endocrine system-
A. The Thyroid Gland-
At the base of the neck is the small thyroid
gland weighing less than an ounce which secrets a hormone,
thyroxine. Iodine, constitutes aiDoroximately 65$ of the
total secretion.
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The thyroid hormone has been chemically identified and
analyzed and found to have a composition indicated by the
formula C15 Hn O4 NI4. It is called Thyroxine- The primary
work of this hormone is to speed up metabolism- Deficiency of
the hormone causes a slowing up (Hypothyroidism); and an exces-
sive amount of the hormone (Hyperthyroidism) causes a speeding
up of basal metabolism. It is obvious, therefore, that a
definite inter-relation exists between this hormone and the
general process of integration of personality on the psychic
life- Diagnosis of thyroid abnormality is indispensable to the
understanding of personality reactions.
B- Parathyroids.
The parathyroid glands are attached to the
thyroid and work with it in the process of eliminating oxidation
compounds in the body- In par-ithyroid deficiencies, the calcium
8
balance is disturbed.
Overactivity of the parathyroids is characterized by
lassitude and lack of interest, and underactivity by conditions
if muscular tenseness and consequent fatigue and intense
responses to stimuli of all sorts- The person with an under-
active condition has a great sensitiveness to distraction and
the criticise and opposition of other people. (l)
(l) WP Page 114
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C. The Adrenal Glands
The Adrenal glands lie close to each kidney,
though their function is distinct from the kidneys. Each Adreral
gland consists of an outer part called the Cortex (bark) and an
inner part called Medulla (pith or marrow) ; the two parts being
different in structure and function. Each part is an endocrine
gland in its own right and produces its own hormone.
The Medulla secretes adrenin for which the
formula is Cg H13O3N and the cortex, Cgo H30°5« The latter
however, is still something of a mystery. The complete destruc-
l
tion of the cortex results in a fatal disease called Addison's
disease, the symptoms of which are: progressive weakness and
lassitude with a continued feeling, disinclination to activity,
loss of sex interest, weak heart action, low resistance to any
infectious disease. The personality characteristics are marked
by poor judgment, irritability and lack of cooperation.
The over activity of the Adrenal cortex seems
to be the cause of a condition called "Virilism" or an excess of
the masculine characteristics in either the male or the female.
There may be a deepening of the voice and the growth of a beard
in the female.
The function of the Adrenal cortex appears to
be inhibitor'y and depressant to the vegetative activity of the
Medulla. (1)
(1) SHE Page 371
1 ,
•
•
•
•
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D. The Pituitary Gland.
This is a small body attached to the side
of the brain lying in a pocket at the base of the skull. It
consists of the anterior lobe derived from the skin of the mouth
and a posterior lobe derived largely from the brain. The former
produces a growth promoting hormone which acts as a stimulant to
all of the smooth muscles of the body - stomach, intestines,
blood vessels and other internal organs.
Some authorities think that the pituitary
may produce more than two hormones for the anterior lobe seems
to have two distinct affects, promotion of general growth in the
development and activation of sex apparatus. (1)
Under activity of the anterior pituitary
produces midgets and the over activity produces giants. The
under activity of the posterior pituitary produces obesity. This
"hypo" condition characterized by muscular weakness and sluggish-
ness by easy discouragement tendency to give up and cry. Some-
times "fits" resembling epileptic attacks occur. The "hyper"
activity on the contrary produces strong muscles, aggressiveness
and frequently precocious mental development.
B, The Gonads.
The Gonads are the two glands produced by the
female ovary and the male testis. The female hormone has been
chemically identified in the formula C]_q H22 °2 and is call e(i
"Theeline."
_ — ___
i
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In recent times some authorities have differen-
tiated between the two aspects of the functions of the gonad
glands. The term gonad is reserved to mean reproduction cells
and the term puberty gland to refer to the interstitial cells
Ivhich have an endocrine significance and are located among the
gonads. The gonads furnish an external secretion which has no
sndocrine significance,
P. The Pineal Gland
The Pineal gland secrets a hormone whose functim
is ill-understood. The activity of this gland ceases in early
life. Some authorities say at seven years of age and that then it
deposits pineal sand. Other authorities say that it is active
until about the seventh year and then atrophies and that it is
the gland that "serves to hold sex development in check until
puberty." (1)
the muscular system of the individual and in fostering childish
mental reaction frequently. The early cessation of the activity
of this gland results in deficiencies of the muscular system and
produces unusual sex reactions and mental precocity. (2)
G. The Thymus Gland
The Thymus gland is situated in the lower neck
and is composed of two lateral halves attached to a medial cord.
The effects of this hormone seem to be found in
(1)
(2)
VSP Page 204
Ibid Page 204
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It reaches it greatest size at the time of puberty and then
always atrophies. Its functions seem likewise to be to inhibit
premature growth and development of the sex gland. While it is
active, secondary sex characteristics do not appear. If the
thymic gland remains active beyond its normal span, the child
shows certain childish characteristics such as a skin of soft
velvety texture, smooth face, and sparse hair. The individual
is self-centered, simple, childlike, imitative and needs pro-
tection and care. There is generally a lower blood pressure,
slow pulse, easily fatigued, and hyper-acidity. It must be said
however, that greeter study of the effects of this gland is
needed. There is even doubt in the mind of some authorities as
to its significance in endocrine function. (1)
"During the embryonic development the hormone from the
puberty gland regulates the formation and growth of the
primary internal and external genital organs. A special
hormone produced in the active uterus during pregnancy
stimulates the development of the mammary gland in the
mother at the same time inhibits the formation of milk
at birth it is the cessation of these hormones which permit !
lactation to start.
Sexual vigor is depended upon the interstitial cells rather
than upon the gonads as most investigators had earlier
supposed. The castrated animal lacks pugnacity, his whole
personality is altered because his organism has been de-
prived of the hormone from the puberty gland. When the
secretion ceases in the menopause, bodily functions suffer
a disturbance which expresses itself in symptoms of nervous
tension. The rythmical occurrence of ovulation in the
female is associated with rhythmical changes in the secre-
tions from the interstitial cells." (2)
(1)
(2)
WDP
VGP
Page 277
Page 203
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Under the impetus of a study made by . Roy G-. Ho skins of
Harvard Medical School, Director of the Memorial Foundation for
Neuro-Endocrine Research, and Editor-in-Chief of the Journal of
Endocrinology, interest in the significance of the endocrine
chemistry upon personality development and mental health had
risen grown to a great proportions. More recently, however,
authorities are attempting to minimize the exaggeration of this
inter-relation between the endocrine function and personality,
A statement made by - Gr. w. Allport is apropos at this
point. He states,
"Emphasis upon "glands regulating personality" is an article
of faith wholly in keeping with an over-simplified biological
theory of personality, but it is psychologically far too
narrow a conception. Granting that the chemistry of the body
has much to do with the general cast of temperament, and that!,
severe dysfunctions of the glands bring with them character-
istic types of emotions disorder, there is still no reason
to suppose that a specific and proportionate relationship
exists between the chemical and psychic constitution of
normal people. Tensions produced by glandular activity are
absorbed into the more integral tensions that comprise
personal motives. Suppose, for example, that there is a
marked secretion from the adrenal glands. A vague emotional
excitement will probably ensue; but the way in which. this
excitement is handled is a matter of deep-seated habits and
attitudes, even of one's underlying philosophy of life.
Chemical changes induced by disease or age, the menopause,
adolescence, even hyperthyroidism and castration, are all
handled by the individual in ways characteristic of his own
pre-existing personality." (1)
Gr.W. Allport further suggests that,
(1) AP Page 120
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"a much needed antidote to the exuberance of the
endocrinologists is a study based on 1,400 autopsies
by W. Freeman, Using the method of comparing the size
of various endocrine glands (assuming that abnormal
size indicates some variation in function) with the
records of the patients 1 personalities, he reaches the
following conclusion: 'As far as determining whether
an individual shall be a proud, sensitive, suspicious,
paranoid individual or a timid, shut-in dreamy, schizoid
person; a boisterous, jolly, hail-fellow-mell-met cycloid,
or a moody, pedantic, egocentric, epileptoid individual,
the endocrine glands would seem to have little say in
the matter. » " (1)
It is likewise instructive for us to note the conclusions
reached by , A, T. Boisen on the basis of a study of 173
mental hospital patients whic , Hoskins used in his con-
trolled study of endocrine function.
endocrine dysfunction has been revealed than would
be found in a group of normal persons, no single
metabolic deviation has as yet been found to be
characteristic either of dementia praecox as a group
or of several types. An inspection of our cases
indicates more over that in quite a number of patients
the endocrine dysfunction was corrected without any
appreciable effect upon the mental condition and that
in a few cases the mental condition cleared up without
any alteration of the endocrine condition. This does
not mean that these physiological factors were uinim-
portant. There were other cases, not a few, in which
the correcting of the endocrine dysfunction and the physical
renovation had marked mental effects. It merely
emphasizes the complexity of the problem." (2)
With this discussion of the chemical background of mental
health we may now proceed to the discussion of the psychical
factors
.
(1) AP Page 120 FTN
(2) BEIW Page 23
-_.-r—Tts
-
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It has been made clear to us on the basis of the endocrine study-
that the inter-relationship of the chemical and psychical aspects
of personality is great, but does not offer an exhaustive, final
solution to problems of personality integration.
7. THE PSYCHICAL BACKGROUND OF MENTAL HEALTH.
We are now ready to set before ourselves the main
concepts with which we shall have to deal in the discussion of
the principles of mental health. Five sub-headings may be made
for convenience of study.
A. The Unconscious (The depth dimension of conscious-
ness. )
In current psychological discussion the term
"unconscious" is generally accepted as valid, and representative
as necessary to account for certain mental phenomena. The
behavioris tic school of course, gives no credence to such a
concept. This view we shall examine more carefully in Part Two
in our discussion of the undermining conditions of mental health.
The concept of the unconscious is formulated to account for
certain mental phenomena, evidenced first by the medical men who
had turned to the psychial treatment of mental disorder. We
shall examine the concept of the unconscious under the leadership
of Freud and Jung. Then we shall critically evaluate the concept
under the leadership of Gr. %, Allport and W. H. Sheldon.
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(1) Freud's Concept of the Unconscious,
Prom the point of view of Freud, the uncon-
scious is a vast quantity of mental life which either never was
in consciousness or, having been these, was repressed. It is
a sort of dormant storehouse in which our historical past is
preserved. In this reservoir of memory are preserved the in-
dividual's past experiences which have been banished from con-
sciousness because of their antagonism to the individual '3 eth-
ical concept. The unconscious is the realm of the individual's
accumulated repressed desires and cravings which were formed in
early childhood. There are resident repressed infantile wishes
which still function and interfere with present life. These
infantile wishes should have been outgrown, but were not. The
sole function of this unconscious museum of feeling is wishing
and wanting. Resident in this unconscious is the life-force,
"The Id" which constitutes the libidinal energy. This energy
acts to express itself through the medium of the ego but is
inhibited by the internalized moral codes (The-Super-Ego) , and
by the external world (Reality).
This vast internal region is, from Freud's point
of view, the real self. It is the domain of the fundamental
instincts and primal emotions from which spring the overwhelming
unconscious motives of conduct. In this Psychic region is to
be found the fountain head of the most characteristic traits,
interests and prejudices. Here is the place of operation of
split-off elements; caused by repression.
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These split-off segments of libidinal energy which are not
allowed expression through the ego in reality carry on their
own functions behind the scenes. Each manifests itself in some
obsessive, compulsive, neurotic manifestation. The dynamics of
this process are discussed in section II.
It is clear that in order to understand the dynamics of
Freudian theory of the unconscious one must understand the
theory of the submerged.
VUhen strong emotionally- toned-ideas have been repressed
into the unconscious, they become the center for a group or
constellation of ideas and feelings. Such a pattern or system
is called a submerged or repressed complex. Theres ideas are
bound together by strong emotional conditioning rather than by
more repetition.
The complex may be reactivated by the arousal of any of
the associated ideas through the recollection of past experiences
or through fresh experiences confronted in reality. While in
the state of partial repression these ideas seek expression
through the ego by symbolic means. Neuroses are best under-
stood as symbolic manifestations. The ! Id" which is the
source of libidinal energy seeking expression, is a most potent
aspect of the Unconscious.
Freud describes the relationship which exists between the
Id and the expression of submerged complexes through the Ego.
i I
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"Instincts fill it (Id) with energy, but it has no
organization and no unified will, only an impulsion
to obtain satisfaction for the instinctual needs,
in accordance with the pleasure-principle. The laws
of logic--above all, the law of contradiction—do not
hold for processes in the Id. • .Conative impulses which
have never got beyond the Id, and even impressions which
have been pushed down in the Id by repression, are
virtually immortal and are preserved for whole decades
as though they had only recently occurred,
. .Naturally,
the Id knows no values, no good and evil, no morality...
The pleasure principle dominates all of its processes.
Instinctual cathexis seeking discharge, --that, in our view,
is all that the Id contains..." (1)
Thus we see that this unmoral "Id" dynamizes the ideational
naterial and drives it toward some form of gratification through
through the Ego. We shall, in a later discussion, investigate
the dynamic aspects of the inter-relationship which exists
between the Id, super-ego and ego. At that time there shall be
also a consideration of some of the main Freudian complexes,
such as the Oedipus and Electra complexes.
(2) C. D. Jung's Concept of the Unconscious.
C-. D. Jung postulates the theory of the
unconscious in order to account for the mentsl phenomena which
he finds in his medical practice. The following is an attempt
to account for a voice which he assumes to have originated in
the unconscious:
"As a matter of fact, the concept of the unconscious mind
is a mere assumption for the sake of convenience. In
reality I am totally unconscious of — in other words, I
do not knov; -- where the voice originates. I am not only
incapable of producing the phenomenon at will but I am
also" unable to anticipate the mental contents of the voice,
(1) NILP Page 104 - 105
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Under such conditions it would be presumptuous to call the
factor which produces the voice ray mind. This would not
be accurate. The fact that you perceive the voice in your
I
dream proves nothing at all, for you can also hear the
noise in the street, which you would not explain as your
own." (1)
Thus we find Jung extending the content of the unconscious
beyond surpressed personal experiences and images and instinctual
cravings to universl experiences, primordial images, and
. >y dvery
archetype patterns of thought. These primitive patterns are
inherited. q. Jung is not certain of the nature of these
racial deposits which he lumps under one term the "collective
unconscious" but he makes the following statement indicating that
they may be assumed to be of a psychial nature. His statement
is as follows:
"Of what those factors consist, we have no idea, since
we can observe only their effects. We may assume that they
are of a psychical nature, comparable to that of conscious
contents, yet there is no certainty about this. But if we
imagine such a likeness we can hardly refrain from going
further. Since the contents of our minds are only conscious
and perceivable insofar as they are associated with an ego,
the phenomenon of the voice, having a strongly personal
character, may also issue from a center — one, however,
which is not identical with that of our conscious ego.
Such reasoning is permissible if we conceive of the ego as
being subordinated to, or contained in, a super-ordinated
self as a center of the total, illimitable and indefinable
psychic personality. " (2)
This unconscious primordial matter manifests itself in dreams,
neurosis and other mental aberrations .When a man is caught in a
crowd of people he is unaware of being lowered to an inferior
moral and intellectual level and at this level it is possible
(1) JPAR Page 46-47
(2) Ibid Page 48
l
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for the collective man to be set free and thus break through
the threshold of consciousness.
"A change of character brought about by this "up-rush"
of collective changes is amazing. A gentle and reasonable
being can be transformed into a maniac or a savage beast.
One Is always inclined to lay the blame on external cir-
cumstances, but nothing could explode in use if it had
not been there. As a matter of fact, we are always living
upon a volcano and there is, as far as we know, no human
means of protection against a possible outburst which will
destroy every body within its reach. It is certainly a
good thing to preach reason and common sense, but what if
your audience is a lunatic asylum or a crowd in a collective
seizure? There is not much difference either, because
the mad man as well as the mob is moved by nonpersonal
overwhelming forces." (1)
Thus to C . Jung a complex may consist of repressed material
split-off from consciousness as indicated by the Freudian view,
but in addition it may consist of material never before in
consciousness and handed down through generations as the
accumulated experience of the race. This material has autonomous
existence and constitutes the real psyche and may break forth
into consciousness as a complex at any time when the balance
between this non-personal unconscious force and the inhibiting,
conscious and reasoning power is disturbed.
Thus we find before us an unusually unique view of the back-
ground of mental health. As we proceed in our examination of
the dynamic process of the integration of personality both in
the further study of theoretical material from various authori-
ties and in the study of the personal experiences of the group
of young men whose cases are discussed at the close of this
IT) JPAR Page 16
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dissertation; we shall keep this view in mind. C. Jung
recognizes the problems of logical consistency in this view.
He states:
"There is only one condition under which you might
legitimately call the "voice" your own, namely, when
you assume your conscious personality to be a part of
the whole or to be a smaller circle contained in a
bigger one. A little bank clerk showing a friend
around town, who points out the bank building, saying,
"And here is my bank," is using the same privilege." (1)
It is with the notion resident in this suggestion of
; C. Jung's that we shall proceed to the next concept of the
nature of the unconscious.
(3) . Wil iam H. Sheldon's View.
Wra» Sheldon viewed the use of the term un-
conscious as a "logical absurdity." Pie feels it was born in
medical minds "unchas tened by psychological discipline in
accurate, reverent handing of the tools of thought." (2) He
feels that most careful students of psychology do not find it
necessary to use the term at all and thus evade a vast amount of
"dangerous psycho-religious cultism."
Wm. Sheldon views the problem in the following way:
"At a given moment the clear conscious content of a
mind is comparable to a point of light in a great
surrounding dsrkness. It is as if consciousness were
a finely focused searchlight, sweeping continually
across the night landscape; but is a landscape with
which a person has been somewhat acquainted in days
of the past, and as the light stops for an instant
upon some object or face ov even upon a blade of grass,
the darkness falls back a little and the thing is seen as
in a familiar setting, related to other things, some of
T±] JPAR Page 47 :
121 __SPP_W Page „19
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which can also he seen, certain ones clearly and certain
ones only in vague suggestive outline. At tirae3 the
darkness falls back abruptly quite a long way, and the
mind seems to sweep rapidly across a wide sector of
related things. These times are moments of insight of
inspiration, or of sudden apprehension, of meaning.
Frequently some little constellation of recalled experience
flashes through the focus, and there is the vague feeling
of having felt this, or seen it before, though the wider
setting cannot be summoned. Clearly it is this wider
setting as a whole, this system of conscious associations
which have existed again in the stream of consciousness,
that is referred to as the unconscious. There is no
doubt of its improtance in psychology. 'The question is
simply one of how best to describe it." (1)
Win. Sheldon continues the development of this thought in the
following statement in which he finds the nature of the conscious-
ness a "oneness" not a 11 twoness if .
"The meaningfulness of the idea of the unconscious
rests upon the extent to which the person has been
able to think his way through to a perspective con-
cerning these phenomena of relatively remote awareness
which collectively have been referred to by that term.
Whatever else may be true of consciousness it is normally
a system, a oneness and not a twoness. It consists of a
relative clearness and unclearness, with no separating
absolute differential. There are meanings of which we
become sharply and repetitively aware; and these are
vague, distant, dim, deep-lying meanings which come
into consciousness rarely, or perhaps never have reached
the clear awareness focus at all. There are intermediate
associations of every degree of clearness and frequency.
Further , there are tremendous differences in individual
minds. Some persons are relatively very familiar with
their own deeper level of consciousness, that is, they
are systematically introspective; while others live
chiefly at the surface, as it were, and are dominantly
occupied with external relationships; a fact which led
Jung and his followers to set up as a working hypothesis
and dichotomy of introvert and extravert types." (2)
(1) SPPW Page 19
(2) Ibid Page 19 - 20
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It is following this line of reasoning that Wm. Sheldon
has come to the usage of the term the "depth-dimension" of
consciousness. Supporting this line of thought, is the recent
work of . (j. W. Allport.
(4) . G. W. Allport 's View.
G. W. Allport, being empirical in his approach
to the study of personality, comes to similiar conclusions, i.e.
that consciousness is best understood as a unitary whole, a one-
ness. His statement is as follows:
"Probably nothing whatsoever in the structure of any
human mind exists sealed up in completely independent
systems. Segmentsl reflexes seem most nearly to approach
this condition, but even these can be markedly altered in
their functioning by concurrent activity or tonus prevailing
in psycho-physical regions." (1)
He accounts for the continuity of conscious-
ness as a function of immediate present consciousness.
"Of the whole of our own natures we are never directly
aware, nor of any large portion of the whole. At any
single moment the range of consciousness is remarkably
slight. It seems only a restless pencil point of light
entirely insufficient to illuminate the edifice of per-
sonality. Yet, for all its feebleness, it provides each
of us with the one and only sure criterion of our personal
existence and identity. The past is drawn out in suco^srH
and overlapping conscious moments, backwards, twenty,
thirty or forty years to early childhood, and the future
extends vaguely but still intimately before us in each
overlapping moment of planning and imagination. It is
through this dovetailing of the successive moments of
consciousness v/ith their imbrication of temporal reference
and content, that we arrive at the conviction that we do
somehow possess consistent personalities surrounding the
momentary conscious core." (2)
(1) AP Page 326
(2) AP Page 159
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G. W. Allport is aware that this view-point is assailed
by behaviorists and logical postivists, and psychoanalysts.
He states in defense of his thesis against these assailaints
the following:
"Each individual, they say, is aware of so little, his
introspection is so faulty and unverifiable , he is so
given to self-deception, that direct awareness must not
be admitted as a scientific datum of any importance. It
is following this line of reasoning that the Unconscious
or the physico-chemical Bodily Constitution has been pro-
posed as the true matrix of personality, the only region
worth exploring. This reasoning has something to commend
it, but even so, the core of the objective method is still
the reliance each scientist places upon the testimony of
his ov/n fugitive and overlapping conscious states. He can
work with the Unconscious or with Bodily Constitution only a^
they are distilled into his own consciousness. And what is
more important, his acceptance and rejection of evidence,
his devotion to his own standards, are bound to the still
more suojective core of his personality, viz., his self-
consciousness. (1)
It is with this empirical background of thought that
Allport passes judgment upon the "racial unconscious" view of
,
C. G-. Jung and also upon a similar intuitionis tic view of
F. W. H. Myers, concerning the "subliminal self."
"In both of these is the belief that certain portions
of one's own mind are co-extensive with the minds of
others. A common inheritance, a common civilization,
or a common humanity (according to the variant of the
theory) enable all those who share it to understand one
of them sympathetically.
Theories of this type are out of fashion among psycho-
logists, for, by assuming innate ideas and the existence
of an over-individual mind, they deny the basic tenets of
empiricism. These theories are, in fact, only the more
extreme varieties of intui tionism, although they are some-
times mistakenly thought of as its only representatives." (2]
(1) AP-Page 159
(2) Ibid Page 536
i i
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G.W„ Allport develops, as an alternative view, his theory
of the "functional autonomy of traits." These traits of per-
sonality are rooted in the constitutional growth and become
capable of initiating response and called by &W« Allport "neuro-
psychic dispositions." These traits are, he writes,
"Not creations in the mind of the observer, nor
are they verbal fictions; they are here accepted
as bio-physical facts, actual psycho-physical facts
related though no one yet knows how- -to persistent
neural systems of stress and determination." (1)
(1) AP Page 339



The chart as it appears on the proceeding page represents
i
in an ever-expanding cone, the fact that experience starts at
a very narrow level at point P - P' and continues to expand in
breadth and in richness of experience to points Y and X,
As the personality grows in richness and variety of experi-
ence, successive integrations of that experience take place,
indicated in the chart by the numerals 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, In
that accumulation of experience the focus of awareness is
shifted from one experience to another. The sub-cones b,d, and
j
f , indicate this fact of differentiation. The line AB running
through the center of the cone indicates the "normal" (see
discussion on criteria of normality). Below the threshold of
P-P', capital letter A represents merely a stream of activity
or the expression of "life principle" (vi talis tic postulate) or
Protoplasmic Irritability (mechanistic postulate). This stream
of activity expresses itself at the integration level 1. in
terms of "mass activity" in an undifferentiated manner (see
Luria and Lewin, Section II). This mass action includes such
gross paterns of movement as extension, squirming, retraction,
etc., and some specific reflexes as breathing, sucking,
sneezing, elimination, etc. As maturation takes place and
greater differentiation of function occurs the psycho-physical
organism becomes less stably integrated and new functions begin',
I!
jj
to operate such as segmental drives (tensions), and goal seeking
processes (instincts, needs, urges, etc.) The particular
direction of the growth will depend upon the interplay of the
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I ' fkim ftbtt^t fej .ms to oolRt out-, fciie <t*fttiai* afcrufctur* of
native equipment of the individual (intelligence, temperament,
'and physique) and the adaptive mechanisms (maturation, integra-
j|
tion, inhibition, further differentiation, etc.) with environ-
mental factors. The breadth of the cone will be determined by
the breadth and variety of this experience. In proportion as
i
the cone grows wider, meaning that experience has broadened, to
that extent greater differentiation of experience is taking place
land a greater difficulty of maintaining a personality integration
' ce»
Is experienced,
ij
This chart intends to indicate that all experience is within
breadth and depth of consciousness. There is a "oneness" not a
"twoness" (1) and "probably nothing whatsoever in the structure
of any human mind exists sealed up in completely independent
systems." (2) Yet not every experience exists consciously in
the present focus of awareness. There is always a receding of
awareness of experience from C to C, E to E 1 , G to G'. This
katerial easily recalled into present consciousness is what the
Freudians call "the preconscious" . The chart also indicates that
the deeper the experience is in the past and the nearer to less
differentiated functions, the more difficult is recall into
present awareness. Thus the process of exploration of past
experience may be properly called 11 the exploration of the depth-
d-imension of consciousness".
(1) SPPlfi Page 19
(2) AP Page 326
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The chart aims to point out the dynamic structure of
mental conflict in the depth-dimension of consciousness. It is
seen that the experience "d", which had a particularly strong
emotional tone, was only partially incorporated into the pre-
sent integration E-E'. The sign portion of the experi-
ence "d" (perhaps a shame-filled or frustrating experience)
remained unassimilated and was not deprived of its conscious
existence in the remote recesses of awareness, (origin of the
Freudian concept of the unconscious). 'The chart further in-
dicates that the nearer the focus of awareness comes to the
content of this unassimilated material the more disturbed it
becomes--indicated by the irregularity of the lines. The
focii f. tend to be, in a compensatory fashion, centered upon
experiences far removed from the unassimilated "d" . The new
integration G— is shown to deviate distinctly from the normal
line A-B. The personality is said to be suffering from a
functional neurosis. In some aspects of living according to
the integration line G— G-', the individual is relatively v/ell
integrated and appears normal. This is true when the individual
is indulging in experiences which are far removed from the
unassimilated material.
The chart also shows, in the integration line H-H f , that
the personality may be brought back to normal mental health if,
by proper techniques of psychotherapy, an exploration of the
depth dimension of consciousness has taken place and the
unassimilated alpha portion of "d" has been incorporated into
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the present integretion of personality.
This chart is presented at this point for two reasons:
First, in order to show that we need only to speak of the "depth
dimension of consciousness" (Sheldon and Allport) and not of
the "unconscious" in order to account for the mental phenomenom
of unassimilated material. It shows that the unassimilated "d"
is still co-existing with the general extension of consciousness
A-Y, A-X, although it is not incorporated into the present in-
tegration of personality. If we accept some such explanation
as this, we shall come somewhat near to charting a concept of
consciousness which is acceptable to the psychiatrist W. H.
Sheldon and the psychologist G. W. Allport. The Second . reason
j
for presenting it here is that it has proven to he of definite
value in the pastoral and clinical practice of the writer with
ji
boys and young men. By .neans of this chart a greater under-
standing, of their own dynamic structure of personality has bee
achieved and the importance of sharing their most shameful or
terrifying past experiences has been more easily understood.
It has been a practical chart with great value in psychothera-
peutic work when cautiously and intelligently used.
B. The Concept of Mental Conflict.
The second psychical phenomenon to be kept in mind
in discussing the background of mental health is the concept of
mental conflict. At this point we need but to mention the pre-
sence of this concept without analyizing it, in as much as this
problem is to be tackled in the next chapter.
i
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It suffices here to point out that conflict is present at every
level in the life of the individual, beginning in the biological
organism and continuing through the higher co-ordinating neuro-
logical functions of man, and finally, in the highest mental
and spiritual functions of personality. Whereas we are inter-
ested in the constitutional root of conflict; our main emphasis
in this study shall be upon conflict at the personality level.
We live in a universe which tends to maintain its integrity
in character through a balance of opposing forces. When these
conflicts in the mind assume such proportions that their resolu-
tion is not possible in the world of reality and some subterfuge
resolution takes place either of concealment or withdrawal,
manifestations of personality maladjustment and disorder occur.
! We shall have occasion, as this study progresses, to examine
carefully into these various methods of the resolution of mental
; conflict; noting particularly the outcome of these various ad-
i justments in personality formation of mal-forma tion. We shall
'have in the third section, some definite suggestions to make as
\ to the methods by which we may aid an individual in the con-
!
structive resolution of mental conflict. The various mechanisms
of adjustment which are consciously or unconsciously used by the
individual in the process of resolution of mental conflict, will
likewise be examined and particular note will be made as to the
nature of the process of integration of personality in which
;
process mental conflict is handled constructively and adequately.
4 —
1
1
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.
This leads us to the suggestion that integration should be
noted as one of the important concepts in discussing the back-
grounds of mental health,
C. The Concept of Integration.
The process of integration is a concomitant of the
processes of differentiation in the earliest experience of the
individual. Integration is rooted, as is also conflict —
inhibition, -in the constitutional functions of man. We shall,
in the third section of this dissertation, examine carefully
the nature of the process of integration and shall follow its
function from the earliest biological level to the highest level
of personality in which the conflicting forces of the person-
ality are unified and organized so as to render the personality
adequate to meet any of the stresses to which it is subjected
by experience,
8. THE SOCIAL BACKGROUND
No examination into the background of mental health
would be complete without calling attention to the all important
social situations within which the individual is reared. We
shall examine into the importance of the social background and
mental health under the following sub-divisions,
A. The Cultural Aspect,
The key to the understanding of the relationship of
social factors to the individual personality in its adjustments
may be best stated in a terse sentence:
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"How the situation looks from the point of view of the individ-
ual himself." (1) Thus we find that the cultural background
in which the individual is reared will determine the manner in
which he will react in his conflict situations and what the
general outcomes will be in terms of mental health.
We shall have occasion later in this paper to examine into
the inter-relationship of cultural norms of behavior and
specific mental conflicts of the individual. It suffices here
to illustrate this point by indicating that the phenomenon of
adolescent conflict belongs to our culture. The specific re-
ference here is of course to the dynamic factor of sex adjust-
ment. A statement may be quoted from Klineberg's "Race Differ-
ence" .
"Adolescent conflict is a phenomenon of our society, not
of human nature. Even in this case, it is important to
note that the conflict does not usually occur at the
time of physiological puberty but some time later when
the real transition to adult life takes place and when
the worry attendenant upon social and economic relation-
ships begins to appear. Not only the nature of the
problems of adolescence, but even their very existence
as well a3 the time of occurrence will differ according
to cultural influences." (2)
We read further this statement which is based upon the
findings of Margaret Mead in her study of the Samoan Society.
"The problem of sex, which in one form or another,
creates difficulties for almost every adolescent in
our society, is practically non-existent, (in Samoa).
Samoan society permits premarital intimacies and shortly
after puberty almost every young boy and girl enters
into a series of "affairs".
TT) BEIW Page 27
(2) KBD - Page 311
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These can hardly be called love affairs, because love
in the romantic sense in which we know it rarely enters;
but they are for that reason no less able to satisfy an
urge which in our society is probably the most important
single source of torment and disturbance." (l)
Thus we see the importance of our original statement from
the standooint of its cultural implications. It is the way
that we interpret our social situations that may or may not
cause conflicts which may grow to such a proportion that a state
of mental ill-health comes into being.
It is for this reason that we find such great problems of
adjustment among the adolescents of our American centers in
which are resident families who have migrated from foreign cul-
tures into the American culture- There is a vast difference of
interpretations of modes of life between the parents and the
children of the first and the second generation. We shall
have occasion in a later discussion to develop this thought
further. We may, in this connection, emphasize the importance
of language in the transmission of cultural factors from one
generation to the next. Words are symbols which not only re-
present logical concepts and powerful tools of thought, but are
also the condensations of a whole cultural outlook.
(1) KRD Page 308
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B. The Life Situation Aspect.
The individual must be understood in the light of the
demands for adjustment made by his situation in life. We have
previously considered the psychical equipment which the
individual presents to his social relationships; now we shall
consider the converse of this, namely, the impact of the social
forces upon the psychical make—up of the individual. For pur-
poses of clarity of thought we may subdivide our statements
under several headings.
1. The Family Situation,
Perhaps no one is more important to the mental
well-being of an individual than the members of the immediate
family, and perhaps of all of these members, the mother is the
most important. It is in relation to this primary environment
that the individual gains his conceptions of the proper relation-;
ships to others which may stay with him throughout his life.
In relation to this early group he gains his first experience of
psychic tensions which grow out of social conflicts and likewise
gains his earliest senses of satisfaction. It is here that
codes of conduct, goals for striving, inhibitions and taboos
are formed. It is in this group that the child first emerges
into sub-self-consciousness and proceeds to develop from level
to level in his psychical life.
i
Freud has found this a rich field within which to seek out
the primary causes for mental ill-health, particularly of
neuroses
,
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We shall become familiar, when We consider the Freudian concepts,
with such terms as the Oedipus complex, Electra complex, incest
wish, etc. Special mention may be made of the importance of
the "Rank-order" of the members of the family. Special conflict
problems arise in connection with the oldest member of a large
family, the youngest member of a large family, the only child,
the only boy among many girls, etc. 'Ihe dynamic aspects of the
emotional life arising out of such situations as those are found
to be working in various constellations of behavior, such as
delinquency, neuroticism and psychoses.
Furthermore, it may be indicated that the conflicts arising
out of situations in which a stepmother, stepfather, and foster
parents are present lead to various malformations of character
of personality. We shall witness the functioning of these
dynamic emotional factors in several of the cases which we shall
consider at the close of this study,
2. The School Situation,
Perhaps no institutim outside of the home is
more influential in the development of life adjustment of any
child than the school. Beginning with the nursery and going on
up through the grades we find new personalities coming into the
experience of the developing child. These personalities are
both in the form of contemporary children and of usually trained
adults. More damage can be done by a school teacher ill adjusted
to life than by any other person who enters into the developmental
life of a child outside of the home.
t1
i
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J. J. B. Morgan writes " the school should
teach the student mental balance as well as give him
intellectual training." (1)
"Education today is more than training the child to
construct compositions and to solve mathematical
problems. It is the training of the whole individual.
It is personality training. A teacher cannot make the
statement that her work is with normal children and
that she has no time for the peculiar one. She must
be trained to interpret each child and do the thing
that is best for him. Teaching is essentially
guidance and if the instructor will work only with
those who need no guidance, sh is a poor teacher.
With teachers trained to teach the students in our
schools proper emotional and personal habits as well
as intellectual skills, we shall have gone a long way
towards solving the mental hygiene problem." (2)
Unforunately, however, . Morgan's ideal for a school
teacher has not as yet been reached and consequently a good
many maladjustments of personality find a fertile area of experi
ence in which to continue and develop in the school. The tasks
are not arranged to meet the needs of the individual child.
Defeats and humiliations are often sustained. A dull normal
child is placed into situations beyond his capacity. The
exceptionally brilliant child has unused energy which quickly
moves into mischief instead of being redirected into construc-
tive achievement.
. Leonhard Seif, M. D. , of Munich, Germany, writes in an
American Medical Association Monograph, entitles "The Background
; of Juvenile Delinquency", the following observations on the
l
i
relationships of the educators to the life adjustment of the
child:
(l)MPAP. Page 4 (2) Ibid Page 28
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"The child reflects the fault of the educators. The
parents and the school teachers stand at the head of
the list; clergymen, physicians and social workers
may also be factors. Pestalozzi said 'If you try to
win a nervous or delinquent child for social life,
you must expect that he will resist your attempt with
all his power. 1 'why? Individual psychological study
indicates that it is because he has his confidence in
faithfulness and love both in himself and in others.
The first step to a new fertile cooperation is to
arouse the lost confidence by becoming trustworthy
to the child, by showing him free benevolence and by-
taking him as fully equal and equally worthy. Preaching
and moralizing are poor tactics; they only increase
the sense of inferiority feeling. The worse thing the
educator can do is deny the child his future, his
chance to make good. The educator should be a bridge
between the child and social life; he should encourage
him, and in a patient, free way, help him to understand
his failures as "understandable but not justified. His
great task is to teach the child to work, to help him
to learn how to deal v/ith stuff and with human relation-
ships. This develops his usefulness as a member of
society. But parents are many and varied and are likely
to take situations too personally; the teacher can be
more easily objective as he has the child for many years. "(1)
C. General Social Factors.
In addition to this previously discussed life situa-
tion in which the individual has to make adjustments are some
other general' social situations which are the matrix of mental
conflict, and frequently lead to mental ill-health. The economic
situation of the family of the child plays an important part in
his development. Poverty, hunger, over-appreciation of money
and exaggerated materiaLism all may be important factors. If the ;
parents are continually apprehensive about the future, about
food and rent and the other instrumental values of life, the
child is living in an atmosphere in which confidence, and feeling
(1) EBJD Page 9
:
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of security are difficult to maintain.
If the children are crowded into one room, proper rest
is difficult, parents are fatigued and continually irritated.
The emotional tensions under which the child lives are devasta-
ting to the basic need of security which the child should have.
The case histories of many neurotic and delinquent in-
dividuals reveal the importance of these basic securities.
The social standing of the family in the community and in
the eyes of the people whose approval members of the family
would wish is important. Thus, the child of outlaw parents,
that is, socially unacceptable parents, has a deep sense of
shame and a feeling of inferiority haunting his life.
Komes broken through divorce, separation, and death are
distinct liabilities to the developing child.
The nature of the immediate social environment in the
community in which the individual lives is an important factor
in the growth of the child's mental life. The companions in
play life and in the pursuits of adolescent goals and the
heroes and heroines whose emulation the environmental group
fosters are distinct factors in life adjustment. However, it
must be stated that the most important factor in the individu-
al's adjustment is "How the situation looks from the point of
view of the individual himself." Frequently good adjust-
ments of personality may be made in greatly handicapped situa-
tions .
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D. The Social Aspect of Sex,
It is important that we should note here under the
discussion of the general backgrounds of mental health, the
social aspects of the sex adjustment.
As has been previously stated, in our Western
culture sex has become one of the greatest areas of human experi-
ence in which mental conflict arises. These conflicts arise
chiefly because of the social disapprovals which are brought to
bear upon the expression of the sex craving. It is significant
to find that in practically all of the 173 mental cases which
were studied b~ , A. T, Boisen, the sex conflict was one of
the causative factors.
He writes,
"Nevertheless, a review of these cases leaves the
definite impression that with the doubtful exception
of a few married men there were none in the group
who had arrived at a healthy adult sexual development
with wholesome expression of the sex drive. For all
of them the realm of sex had apparently remained
something at once terrifying and fascinating, something
unassimilated in the organization of their experience
and thus the source of much distress and discomfort," (1)
The condemnation of the sex urge, made by the individual
himself, taken over from the social standards of the group
whose approval he values most highly. It is well known to us
in our work among boys and young men that homosexuality is wide
spread and is viewed by nearly all of them, as a perversion.
Yet this pronouncement of condemnation upon the practice of
homosexuality belongs to our culture.
(1) BEIW Page 26
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The following quotation tends to show the importance of the
social interpretation with reference to the homosexual impulse:
"There is a close similarity between what is normal
in one society and abnormal in another. Perhaps the
clearest case is that of homosexuality, where the
abnormality consists entirely of a certain form of
behavior, so that the resemblance between the
Siberian shaman and the pervert in our society may
hardly be dismissed as superficial. It is true that
in some cases the shaman and the pervert in our
society may be feared and disliked, but he is accepted
as an important person in the community. His position
is an enviable one, and it is more than probable that
many people who would otherwise show no such tendency
are encouraged to do so by the prestige and power
which will result." (1)
Special consideration shall be given to the work of adjust-
ment of individual personalities in conflict situations which
arise out of the social condemnation of certain sex practices,
particularly those of the adolescence period such as masturbat±n,
homosexual experience, petting etc. It suffices for our dis-
cussion of the backgrounds of mental health at this point, to
point out the importance of the social aspects of the innate
impulse for sex gratification.
E. The Social Aspect of Three Mental Phenomena Important
in the Consideration of Mental Health.
In this consideration of the social backgrounds of
mental health it is well for us, to consider the implications
of the social aspects of three mental phenomena; repression,
over- stimulation and inferiority.
(1) KRD Page 300
*»
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We shall meet these three again many times throughout the
discussion of this study. Therefore, in an introductary way
we may now develop the main social aspects of the concepts.
(1) The Social Aspect of Repression.
Those instinctual impulses which are felt
by the individual with relation to a social situation and
which are contradictory to the legal, moral or as the tic
standards of conduct tend to be repressed.
The key for the proper understanding of the
part played by the social group in causing repression to take
place, is found in the following statement which points out the
dynamic quality of the individual's adjustment in a social group
The repressed material tends to be that material which is "dis-
approved by the group whose approval the individual desires
most." (1)
We shall come to understand the social impli-
cations of repression more thoroughly as we advance in our
study of the undermining conditions of mental health. For the
present it suffices to say that the Freudian Super-ego origi-
nates within the Ego when the Ego passes judgment upon itself;
and these judgments passed by the Ego upon itself have definite
social reference.
(1) 3EIW Page 172
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"The first judgments about the ego, however, are
not made "by the ego itself. The first judgments
are made by parents and those in authority. The
child is taught that it is naughty, that he is dis-
obedient that it must be punished- The forerunner
of super-judgment within the child is judgment by
parents. It is only as the judgments of parents are
taken over by the child and accepted as part if the
one personality that the super-ego becomes operative.
the super-ego, thus, is an incorporation
within the personality of the desires, commands, rules,
regulations, prohibitions, etc., of parents as related
to the growing child. Freud teaches that the super-
ego tends to t^ke over the harshness and severity of
parents while the love of parents appears to influence
the other part of the personality, such as the tt Id M
and the ego. (l)
Freud writes the following:
" the super-ego of the child is not really
built upon the model of the parents, but that of
the parent's super-egp; it takes over the same con-
tent, it becomes the vehicle of tradition and all of
the age-long values which have been handed down in
this way from generation to generation." (2)
A summary statement of the dynamics of personality is as
follows:
"The Super-ego is in reality the source of the
repressions which protect the Ego from the infantile
and powerful urges of the Id. The Ego is thought to
be in close contact with the -orocess of the Id, for
the Super-ego is set up within the personality when
certain impulses of the Id strive for expression
against the will of oarents and those in authority.
Excitation of impulses immediately gives rise to
restraints of the Super-ego. This function of
repression and restraint goes on for the most part,
without the conscious recognition of the individual"
"The Sure r-esco can operate unconsciously". (4)
(1) DFVR
(2) Ibid
(3)NILP
Pages 73
Page 77
Page 33
- 74
(3)

Thus we see in this preliminary discussion that the
Super-ego of the Freudian conception, although it may operate
unconsciously , has still a very definite social reference-
(2) Overstimulation-
• William H- Sheldon in his "Psychology
and the Promethean Will" develops the thesis that a new evil
has crept into the experience of man with the development of
highly urbanized life and greatly facilitated communications of
man with man; that evil is overstimulation. This phenomenon
is partially the result of the widely current attitude that
expression rather than repression should be the ^atch-word of
life- Sheldon writes the following:^
"there aooears to be eternal conflict in human life
by the two elemental wishes ; a wish to harness and
restrain, and a wish freely to express the direct
desires of the biological self. When the former wish
is apthologically dominant a condition of repression
is said to exist But when the latter wish is
pathologically dominant the far more dangerous condition
of overstimulation occurs The condition is
outstandingly characteristic of our generation through-
out all Western Society. Where overstimulation occurs
the soul is sooner or later destroyed and the very
brain then dies back to a fraction of its activity
scan. (l)
• Sheldon finds that the tendency of this rapid-fire
social impact upon individuals is to pauperize life ^ith an
emohasis upon sensory pleasures and to destroy the sense of
orientation and soul-well-being of the individual. He
writes further:
(1) SPPW Page vii
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"Unmistakably we are swamping; out children and for that
matter ourselves, with overstimulation. This throws a
terrific strain upon the orientation influences of
society, for to maintain an orientation is like trying
to remember a half-learned poem in the midst of a
bombardment. Yet the essential problems of civilization
are clearly orientational problems and therefore a
psychology effectively pertinent to the modern need,
that is to say, an effective social psychology, must
lay its primary emphasis upon the orientational rather
than upon the sexual, economic, or social-dominance
cravings of human beings." (l)
Sheldon states the following concerning the nature
| of the orientational influences in human experience:
"BY orientational influences I mean those influences which
are concerned mainly with the direction of development
of human thought and hope; in short with formulating the
conscious purposes of life- This is really a matter
of maintaining orientation in time- Theoretically the
religious institutions control this most vital of all
human mental functions. In the long ran the idea of
religion and the idea of orientation doubtless are
pretty nearly synonymous". (2)
In the experiences of a race of oeople there are those
who seek "overstimulation". - Sheldon calls these people the
"waster minds". He writes the following concerning them:
"Waster Perforce seek overstimulation, love city life
and have a profound horror of the inferiority complex-
There god is Expression, and their spiritual counselors
are sometimes the psychoanalysts. Flushed with the
sudden release from Christian inhibitions, they are
resolved to smash away all that was ever associated
with the spiritual, or religious, or reminiscent, or
chastened mental outlook and their exultant ecstasy
finds its channels of exoression in the material
processes of manipulating things, of social domination,
and of sexual conouest." (3)
(1) SPPW Page 23
(2) Ibid Page 23
(3) Ibid Page 63
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Here we see the great importance of having in mind the
social backgrounds of mental health from the point of trieW of a
ne™ evil which has come in uoon the modern generations, namely,
overstimulation
.
(3) The Sense of Inferiority.
Perhaps the most familiar mental phenomenon
having a social reference is that exoerience called the
inferiority feeling. A great deal of popular disucssion has
grown up around this experience which, for our purposes now,
we wish to merely point out the fact that the sense of inferi-
ority is one of the very important mental phenomenon- We shall
have occasion to analyze its nature from the view points of the
various schools of oyschological thoughts later in this dis-
sertation. (Section II - Chapter IV)
For the oresent it suffices to call attention to the strong
social reference in this phenomenon of human exoerience.
Frustration in the early experience with the early guides
and companions results in the development of the feeling of
inferiority. Once again we may call attention to the fact that
the most important principles to keep in mind is that end
results in personality adjustment are determined more by the way
in which the individual views his situation than by any ouality
resident in that situation.
The orocess of integration is freouently furthered by the
social desires for response and recognition from other people
particularly from those whose esteem the individual w i she s most.
«I
I
!
j
j
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As a confirmation of the import ance of the social background in
the mental health of any individual, particularly as it refers
to the sense of inferiority, we turn to the study of the 173
mental hospital patients made by . A. T- Boisen. He writes:
"The examination of the causative factors in dementia
praecox has lead us to the conclusion that the primary
evil lies in the realm of social relationships partic-
ularly in a life situation involving the sense of
personal failure- We have found one characteristic
common to the group as a whole: They are isolated from
their fellows through a social judgment which either
consciously or unconsciously they accept and oronounce
upon themselves. In this they are to be contrasted
sharply with the criminal and delinouent t; r oes • Such
types are likewise social failures as judged by the
standard of the family and of organized society, but
they refuse to accept that judgment. Instead they seek
social validation in groups which have standards of their
own and support each other in rebellions anti-social
attitudes- But the osychotic acceots the social judgments
of the group in which he has been reared and by the
standards which his early guides have implanted he
stands condemned- The result is an intolerable loss of
sel£res-oect " . (l)
He writes further concerning the primacy of the social
desires as follows:
"Our cases have shown convincingly the orimacy of the
social desires- The outstanding evil revealed in all
of them has been, according to our findings, the sense of
isolation or guilt- To feel oneself cut off fro 1 ' those
with whom one seeks identifications is death, Tan, as
Prof - Head insists, is a social being, a. part of the
social process- It appears to be just as important for
an individual to feel himself cart of the social organism
as for a cell to be a functioning unit in the body to
which it belongs- To be cast out is destruction". (2)
(1) BiSIW Page 28
(2) Ibid Page 150
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Thus we have shown the Importance of the social "background
| of mental health. For anyone to deal affectively and adequately
'with a client or parishioner who may be in the throes of mental
ill-health, an understanding of the social background of his
case is indispensible . We shall have occasion to refer to
this matter again when discussing the importance of the life
;history method and the technioues of clinical and pastoral case
work which apoear in Section II.
F. The Social Asoects of Religion.
In considering the social background of mental
health in the light of the theme of our study, it is necessary
to ooint out the social aspects of religion as it is associated
with the social experiences of the individual. We shall have
occasion in a later section to deal with the -oersonal asoect
of religion found in the mystic communion of the individual
with a personal God. But, for the airposes of study in this
section in which we are concerned with the social background of
mental health, it suffices to point out that religion is
intimately tied up as a social force in the individual's
I
experience. Mental health is not an individual matter. It has
; to do, as we have seen, with the consciousness of right and
wrong relationships with "those whom we account most worthy of
love and honor". (l)
(1) B3IW Page 289
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The desire for response from others is a deep desire of
the human soul and finds its best fruition in that deepest of
> \ our desires of the human heart, namely, love- Individuals
cannot live for themselves alone and remain mentally healthy.
One must have a consciousness of living for others, for his
j
race and for himself in order to have the fullest exoerience
!
of mental health and happiness.
It is amply pointed out to us by I'oore in the little
book entitled " The Birth and Growth of Religion" that religion
and especially the idea of God is deeply rooted in the well-
being and social solidarity of early people. "The idea of God
which is found at all times (in some form) and among all races,
is a symbol of the collective interests". (l) Even in the
experiences in the child of today, religion has a social
significance in that it is based upon the child's sense of
i
j
helplessness and depends upon others; but with the proper
|
growth of the religious experience of the child, his religion
|
culminates in the mature experience of a sense of depended
!
trust, (l) upon the supreme personality, whom Jesus called
Father, and in a dedic tion to those loyalties deemed to be
supreme and universal, (3) and worthy of perpetuation. (3)
It is the exoerience of any religious and social worker
who works with young people, that the idea of God under
(1) Schleiermacher
(2) BjSIW rage 173
(3) BRV Page 74
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whatever name, creed or philosophy of life it may occur, is a
potent force in the dynamic life of many of them. Whereas,
there are young people in whose lives the idea of God is non-
potent, as is true in the "waster" personalities of whom
• Wm- H. Sheldon speaks (contemporary-minded-gratification-
seekers); it is also true that a large proportion of our young
people are definitely seeking for self-realization upon a
basis conceived to be universal and ultimate- In the experience
of these individuals the idea of God may be either oppressive
or an inspiring symbol.
Since it is true that much of mental ill-health is caused
by a sense of personal failure and inferiority in the presence
of those whose esteem and approval we desire most, it is easy
to see how the idea of God (the supreme approver) might be-
come a source of tremendous disapproval and condemnation and
thus be a fertile source of the "sense of guilt".
Gases of the unpardonable sin are known to almost everyone
who deals with human experience; and especially is this true of
the one who deals with the mentally-broken in institutions.
Religion, clearly, may have an oppressive aspect in the world
of human experience or it may be a source of freedom and a
sense of personal worth. Religion may promote the sense of
release in life. The chief constructive value of religion lies
in the forgiveness of sins and the sense of divine approval
for the acts, purposes, loyalties and values which the individual
esDouses- No dynamic is stronger in the experience of man than
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the desire to live out under God's aporoval and in fellowship
with him, the values for which he and all other Godly people
are striving. A zest and enthusiara and beautiful glow of
comradeship enters into the experience of such an individual
and mental health is enhanced.
It is clear from this discussion that there is inherently
a social aspect to religion. It is rooted in the loyalty that
is looked upon as all important for which the individual is
£eady to live and if necessary to die. We shall occasion to
examine later the dynamics of mystical experience in which the
individual seeks communion with a personal God.
It will be found that this desire for a personal relation-
ship of fellowship, identification and unity with a "Greater-
»
than-self", has social implications. The following summary
statement of the social origin and function of religion is
given to us by • A. T- Boisen:
"The religious attitude is characterized by the out-
reach after the best and the true and by the attempt
to elevate the personal and group loyalties to the.'
level of the cosmic and to make them something more
than contemporary and local- Religion is thus social
in origin and it seeks to meet the need' for social
response and security in the attempt to identify the
individual self with that which is felt to be universal
and abiding in human society. The personalization of
this in the idea of God is a conseeuence not merely of
the social origin of religion but also of the need of
the struggling individual for support and for relief
from the sense of isolation. Because of the social
utility and thereapeutic value of the belief in a
oersonal God, it seems very doubtful whether a purely
humanistic religion can ever make any headway outside
of university centers". (l)
(l) Page 17 6 - 187
;
•
f
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The church, which as an institution of religion has a
definite socializing- function in the experience of the individua
It is the urinary uoint made by Hv Link in his book entitled
"The_Return to Religj 011 '' > thnt he, as a psychologist, both
personally and in his advice to clients, emphasizes attendance
and participation in church activities because of the health-
giving qualities of that socializing experience. Thus, religion
in the form of the church has a social aspect which we must
keep in mind in discussing the backgrounds of mental health-
The definition of a church which has been of great value
in our work with boys and young men in which the social aspect
of religion is brought out, is the following:
" The church at its best is a group
of imperfect persons united on the basis of an
ideal which they are seeking to realize in their
own lives and in the social order". (l)
It remains true in spite of all the criticisms which
voung ueople oresent against the institution called the church,
that when it is defined in these terms the church, in soite of
its weaknesses and short comings, is one of the best means for
men to achieve a gre-ter unity, socialization and integration
in personalities on progressively higher levels of loyalties
and values- It is in church that imperfect men may confess
their weaknesses, share their sins with the assurance of social
understanding and support without having to lower their
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standards- But, religion "becomes a problem to those people who
have remained at an early level of their religious experience
and have not undergone the process of reinterpretation of
dogmas, creeds and previous teachings and when they have not
assimilated their religious experiences of an earlier day and
incorporated them into a dynamic living, functioning force
today. Severe mental conflicts may arise out of religious
immaturity
.
Religion has definite implications in its social aspect
for mental health. It is capable of aiding in the resolution
of mental conflict and also of creating mental conflict.
With its emohasis upon ultimate values and loyalties it is
capable of being a force fraught with untold danger for mental
health if misused as an oporessive agent and conversely, it is
capable of being the r.ost stabilizing, integrating, unifying
guarantor of healthy personality adjustment. It is capable of
becoming the most enriching and enlivening experience known
to man.
f.
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CHAPTER III
CENTAL CONFLICT AS A CENTRAL PROBLEM OF MENTAL HEALTH.
We live in a universe which maintains its integrity and
character through the balancing of forces which are opposed to
!
each other. This is true in the biological and psychological
i
;
fields.
Conflict is one of the most basic realities of all nature.
To the student of mental health, mental conflict furnishes the
I raw material for this study. We shall examine the nature of
j
the conflict process from several standpoints.
9. THE MEANING OF PSYCHOLOGICAL CONFLICT
•
The energy (life principles etc.) which we
indicated in the chart of consciousness, Page 62 manifests it-
self in a movement toward expression at the physiological and
the psychological levels. At each level the "principle of
opposites" is in operation. The objective of the organism
(both physical and psychological) when in a healthy state is
; to arrive at an equilibrium of the opposed forces.
For the purposes of convenience in the study of the nature
of mental conflict, we shall examine the operation of the
i
principles of conflict at the physiological level.
A. Principles of Inhibition in the Skeletal Muscles.
It is familiar to the students of the physical
j
organism that the muscles of the individual are organized upon

i a principle of mutual inhibiton and compensation. The purely
!
mechanical aspects involved in the mutual inhibiton of
!
extensor and flexor muscles, illustrates that principle-
Washburn has "out it this way;
"While it is perfectly possible for antagonistic
muscles to contract at the same time it is
clearly impossible for a limb, >r any part of the
body to be actually moved in opposite directions at
the same time " (l)
B. The Principles of Inhibition in the Central Nervous
System.
It may be stated in a general way that the higher i
centers of the central nervous svstem exercises an inhibitory
!
I
control over the lower nerves- Thus in a decerbrated animal,
the whole skeletal musculature animal, the whole skeletal
i musculature goes at once into a general contraction and there \
is no organization and integration which grows out of the
mutual inhibitions of the various functions- The higher centers
have the oower of maintaining- an equilibrium in the antas-o-
i
nistic expression of the "ootential energy of the human being.
ii
These higher powers reoresent the capacity for tentative
behavior
.
In Section II a further exploration into this thesis will
I
be found in the discussion of the experiments of A. R. Luria
;i
and recorded in his book called "The Nature of Human Conflict". |
(l) Quoted in YMB Page 485
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0. The Principles of Inhibition in the Autonomic Nervous
System.
The autonomic nervous system has to do primarily
j
1
witla the innervation of the digestive, circulatory, reproductive li
i!
respiratory, eliminative and glandular structures. It is
composed of three fairly distinct divisions; the upper or
cranial segment, or the lower or sacral segment, and the
!iintermediate section called thoracicolumbar segment. The
I
cranial and sacral segments work in conjunction with each other,
j
while at the same time, they work in an opposite fndiion to the
!
thoracicolumbar segment. The physiological basis of conflict
becomes very clear in the study of the autonomic nervous
systems. A review of the functions nay be cited here to
illustrate this principle.
The cranial and sacral segment are concerned with the
pleasant expressive biologically positive interest of the
organism- They augment appetite, digestion and sexual interest
j
and give the general feeling tone of the pleasant and expansive.
j
Opposite to this function is that of the thoraciciolumbar
segment which inhibits the digestive, sexual and eliminative
activities and promotes the emotional patterns of fear, angar,
desperation, protection and defense- It accelerates the heart
beat, dilates the pupils of the eyes, mobilizes the energy of
the organism for defense- (l)
(1) SPPW Page 13 ff
.
Il
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The effect of the emotional tensions upon mental health
and physiological health is intimately tied up with this
conflict orinciple operating in the autonomic nervous system.
Whereas, we shall not he concerned in the development of this
study by means of measurement and observation of the function of
this physiological concomitant of emotional reaction, we shall
keep in mind that such does exist and is worthy of continual
investigation. (l)
D. The Principles of Inhibition on the Psychological Level
We have seen how the orinciple of inhibition
functions on the physiological side of the psycho-physiological
aspects of this same process-
Throughout the entire range of consciousness, the necessity
of inhibiting the expression of one response in favor of
another is -resent. We will have occasion in Part II to
examine the origin of mental conf"' ict according to the several
schools of thought which have investigated this problem. It
suffices at this point, to point out that conflict occurs
throughout the entire range of consciousness past, present and
future (goal seeking). Each school of investigation finds
conflict in that aspect of consciousness which it studies.
Thus, psychoanalysis speaks of finding the seat of conflict in
the "unconsciousness" and the G-estalt (2) psychology finds it
in the conf iguat ional patterns; Personalistic Psychology
(1) See CBCP (Cannon)
(2) KGP

(G. Allport) (l) finds it in the vario is "traits" of person-
ality •
In general, it may be said that the problem of conflict is
greater than the conclusions of any school of thought which
investigates it. Mental conflict is as deep as human conscious-
ness and as far flung as human imagination can penetrate.
The individual was, is and shall be confronted with two alter-
i
;
natives of action, two contradictory ideas and ideals; he will
|
experience mutually conflicting impulses antagonistic to each
other, urges and ideals acceptable and unacceptable to the
;
outside world, as long as he shall live.
The ordinary individual will be torn by the conflicts and
j
thrown into a state of emotional instability. Others will
I take time to investigate into the mental conflict and will
develop a philosophy of life which will enable them to cope
\ more adequately with the antagonistic forces involved and will
,
be able to maintain an adeouate security, poise and integration
j
of life. Conflicts in themselves may be opportunities for
achievement and progress-
To understand the significance of mental conflict we must
study the ways in which that person reacts within conflict
situations , and in addition, note the end results of the
several types of reaction patterns. That mental conflict is the
matrix of the process of integration and disintegration is clear.
(1) AP Page 319
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We shall turn now to study fundamental adjustments in conflict
situations
•
10. FUNDAMENTAL PERSONALITY 4BJUSTMEHT8 IN CONFLICT
SITUATIONS.
It is our ourpose in this section to point out
the broad outlines of personality adjustment in conflict
situations; by which adjustments, the resolution of mental
conflict is attemnted. The tendency for every conflict is
toward resolution. Some attempts at resolution are successful
and result in a progressive integration of the nersonality
around its ideal and in the world of its outer reality. Other
attempts are only oartially successful. Bernard Hart writes:
"Conflict with its emotional tension and accompanying
indecision and paralysis of action, cannot uersist in-
definitely. It is a biological necessity that some
solution of the difficulty, some way out of the impasse,
should be found. This necessary solution may be attaiited
in many different ways M • (l)
The resolution of mental conflict is attempted by a dis-
tinguishable set of mental mechanisms or dynamisms discovered
by students of der)th--osychology (primarily osychoanalysts )
.
We shall leave the discussion of these to Section III to be
considered after the broad outlines of the various schools of
thought concerning the origin of mental conflict have been
presented. It suffices for us at this ooint to state that
there are essentially three main rays of reacting in conflict
situations. Each of these has within it mechanisms of adjust-
(1) H?I Page 95
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ment which are largely unconscious and also those means of
adjustment which are essentially conscious.
The three ways of attempting to resolve mental conflict
are as follows:
A. By Facing the Facts.
The orocess of facing the facts involves an
examination of the elements in both the external reality situ-
ation and the internal osychologic?l situation. When an under-
standing of each of these is achieved it involves the conscious
initiation of a plan of action which aims to resolve the
situation to the greatest advantage of the individual himself
and others who may be involved. It may also be pointed out in
this connection that in the more progressive conscious life of
an individual there are conflict situations which are incapable
of being resolved completely and finally- In this case it
becomes a oart of mature personality to tolerate (l) the
elements in the Conflict. To illustrate:- the death of a
member of the family may demand a philosophy of the situation
intellectually conceived and emotionally accented in order to
be able to, not resolve but, tolerate the new situation.
According to this view the chief objective of psychotherapy is
to intellectualize mental conflicts and thus render them
incapable of disintegrating the personality.
(1) SPPW Page 39
I
i> !
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i
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Religion at this point demonstrates its chief value in
assisting the individual to free the facts of his experience
with faith, love, dedication to ultiaate loyalties (l ) and thus
to be able to withstand any experience which life nay present.
This is primarily a. conscious nrocess. It is also true that
individuals come to face their situations at the sub-conscious
level in the deoth-dimension of consciousness.
In the study of 173 patients made by • A. T. Boisen it
appears that those patients who experienced a panic and were
diagnosed as M cata.tonic dementia praecox" cases were the ones
who were subconsciously facing their "oroblems. (2) Nature
herself brought about this problem solving experience (mental
disturbance) in which the dynamic adjustment is primarily
this one of facing the elements of the conflict.
A.T- Boisen finds that these personality disturbances may
best be interpreted as "natures attempt to get rid of the
malignent sets ofattitudes that are blocking development", (3)
and that "many of the o®x6 serious psychoses are essentially
problem solving experiences which are closely related to
certain types of religious experiences". (4)
or agitated type, are not in themselves evils but are
analogous to fever or inflammation in the body. They
are attempts at cure and reorganization which are closely
related t^ certain recognized types of religious experi-
ence." (5)
(1) See Section III (3) Ibid Page 54
(2) BSIW Page (4) Ibid Page 53
(5) Ibid Page 29
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We have noted that both at the conscious level and. now at the
unconscious level, conflict may be solved by facing the situ-
ation and that religion may be a factor in promoting this
reaction mode. To develop this thought of the place of
religion further, we may point out that A.T.Boisen finds in
disturbed psychotic personalities the presence of ideas of
"cosmic catastrophe and cosmic identification" (l) usually a
"sense of peril" (2); which he makes synonomous with "religious
concern". Whenever these disturbed personality ideas are
present in the "content of thought" an acute, panic, problem-
solving experience takes place-
Thus we find religion linked with the reaction pattern
of "facing the facts"- Henry 0. Link states:
"The religion I speak of, therefore, is not the refuge
of the weak but the weapon of those who would be
strong. I see religion as an aggressive mode of life,
by which the individual becomes the master of his
environment, not its complacent victim". (3)
But certainly this ideal of facing the conflict situations
of life and making the adjustment which results in the inte-
gration of personality is not achieved by everyone. There are
those people who will attempt to resolve the conflict by
fighting the situation-
B. By Fighting the Situation.
In this reaction of fighting the elements
in the conflict situation, ^e find two important aspects-
(1) BMW Page 48 (S) LRR Page 15
(2) Ibid Page 34
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The first is the one in which the individual fights the
external situation either by direct attack or by indirect
attack through the development of stragetic reaction nodes
: such as conversion (physical incapacitation )and defense
mechanisms which tend to "save one's f-ce", one sometimes
refuses to admit defeat or error and resorts to distortion of
i
|
"belief in order to escape the sense of failure or feeling of
|
guilt
.
"Host of our beliefs" as C . Macfie Campbell points
i
I
out, "grow out of the reouirements of the life situation and
I
represent attempts to meet the stresses of existence. In
! other ^-ords, they represent attempts to organize their
experience in such a way that we can go on living and function-
ing in the ^orld of men". (l)
The various mechanisms which are used in the subterfuge
method of maintaining oneself against the external world shall
; be discussed in detail in the next division of this dissertation.
We may merely mention that there are such mechanisms as trans-
!
fer of blame, rationalization, compensation, conversion and
j
introj ect ion
.
A second asoect to tlr. s reation mode of fighting the
i
element in the situation is found in connection with the
1 aggressive attack which one mares upon the instinctual impulses
|
which rise up from the organisms and which are unacceptable to
(1) BEI W Page 29
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i the present organization of personality. Thus we cone f^ce to
face with that mental process known as suppression and re-
pression .
Some Freudians make the distinction between these two
processes as follows:
Suppression means the conscious suppression of an impulse
thus preventing it fr^m finding expression through the ego in
overt action- Repression is reserved to mean the unconscious
"blocking of the expression of these impulses through the ego.
In fact, material which is not acceptable to the ego is
i
i
j blocked in the unconscious before it makes its appearance to
I the conscious ego.
Another way by which the individual^rom the Freudian
point of view, fights his aggressive impulses is by the method
of projecting these aggressive impulses upon another- He then
i feels that that individual is attacking him pnd he becomes
;
possessed with the delusion of persecution. If he goes a step
i
further and accepts the blame from others and begins to make
his own atonement in the form of self-punishment, he has turned
those aggressive impulses on himself and thus punishes himself.
This self-punishment is an attempt to fight the situation
(in which unacceptable instinctual impulses seek expression)
by paying the price consequent upon allowing the gratification
(symbolic usually) of the impulses. F. Alexander points out
' that the self-punishment itself may become a symbolic way by
which the individual satisfies the cravings of the instinctual
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impulses. Further development of these modes of adjustment
shall be developed in Section II under psychoanalysis . For the
present it suffices to point out these broad lines of adjust-
ment which come under the general heading of attempts to
I
resolve mental conflict by fighting the situation. This
fighting may be against elements arising in the external
world or in the unconscious instinctual world.
In general, the reaction pettern of life at this point is
not the frank, open facing of the elements of the conflict
situation but rather the concealing and defending of oneself
•ituation az guw be necer '
against all on-comers . This obviates the necessity of
integrating oneself on a higher level of adjustment- The
general category of neurotic-reaction is found here
.
Much crime can be understood in the light of this general
reaction mode of fighting the situation. According to the
study of Alexander & Staub in their discussion of the
criminal (l) we find that the "neurotic criminal" is one whose
hostile activities against society are the result of intra-
psychic conflict between the social and anti-social compounds
of his personality. There is a refusal to face the elements
in his conflict situation, and also to make an adjustment
openly, frankly and in the light of ultimate values and
loyalties. The normal criminal's psychic organization is
similar to that of the normal individual- But this criminal,
being unable to make the necessary adjustments in his society,
(1) ACJP pp 54-55.
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because he refuses to f«ce the need of comprise and if need be,
to toleration of conflict, seeks out a lower class of indi-
viduals who will aporove and fortify his anti-social behavior.
Here is the genesis of the criminal gang in which ine identifies
himself with crime prototypes. The individual continues to
fight the external situation. Through experience, however, one
finds individuals who do not possess the courage to fight the
situation, even to the extent to which the neurotics and the
criminals do. They certainly do not have the courage, object-
ivity to face the elements of the conflict and resolve or
tolerate the situation as may be necessary or expedient.
These individuals are the ones who will attempt to avoid
the (Sonflict by fleeing from it. Thus, we come to the third
main category of reaction modes to conflict situations,
(c) By Flight from Conflict Situation.
The most unsuccessful method of resolving
mental conflict interpreted in the terms of the norms which re
have set up at the beginning of this study, is the method of
flight from the conflict situation.
In this reaction mode one does not face the elements nor
fight the elements in the conflict situation but rather
retreats and runs away from them. This nay take place by
taking refuge in a fantasy world. One does not try to change
the situation in which he finds himself but rather builds up in
a day-dream world those satisfactions which fulfill his needs
and give him some measure of gratification of those desires
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which in him seek gratification the most*
It is not infrequent that the individual rill hasten the
process of retreat by resort to drink or drugs- Step by step
as the habit of retreat becomes established by a repitition,
the individual arrives at that state in which the dream world
becomes for him the real world. The individual becomes
inaffective, unproductive and finally he may be entirely un-
able to take care of himself. He then becomes a burden of the
mental hospital.
Whenever this mode of flight has been protracted over a
long period of time and is characterized by a "drifting" and
lack of fight, the chances of recovery of a patient are very
poor. (l) But when the retreat is sudden and is characterized
by a disturbance in which the patient suffers greatly and there
are present bizzare ideas and hallucinations, and especially if
there are present ideas of cosmic catastrophe and a sense of
peril, the patient will probably recover in spite of the
retreat undertaken when the elements in the conflict situation
were too strong to be faced originally.
The attempt to resolve conflict by flight from the situ-
ation is unsatisfactory and eventually leads to a disinte-
gration of personality and to that state known as mental ill-*
I health. It may be said that in all personalities normal and
(1) BSIW Page 28
i
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abnormal there is a manifestation of each of these general
reaction nodes. In any situation in which the conflicting
forces are strong we may observe this fact- It thus becomes
clear that it is not the indulgence in one or the other of
these reaction modes that designates one as being mentally
healthy or unhealthy, but rather the degree and duration of
the oarticular reaction mode which is important.
1
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PART II
THE UNDERMINING CONDITIONS OF MENTAL HEALTH
The objective of this section of the dissertation is to
gather evidence from various sources of investigation of
personality adjustment with regard to the undermining conditions
of mental health.
We have indicated that the root problem of mental health
(psycho-genic aspect only) is to be found in mental conflict
and the attempt to resolve the same through the usage of
various reaction patterns previously indicated.
In this section, we shall gather evidence with regard to
the dynamic factors operating in mental conflict, from the
experimental psychological investigations, from the obser-
vations made of other cultures, and finally we shall indicate
the nature of the genetic method of gathering evidence used by
child guidance clinics and medical and psychological clinics.
First, then, we shall turn to the findings of the
experimental schools of investigation.
i
CHAPTER IV
EVIDENCE FROM THE EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS
It is our purpose in this chapter to gather evidence as
to the nature of the dynamic factors which operate in the
creation and maintenance of mental conflict, which is the
root problem of personality adjustment.
We shall limit our investigations to primarily two
schools of experimental psychology. First, we shall inquire
into the evidence gathered from the behavioristic school,
represented particularly by Pavlov and Watson, and then into
the more modified behavioristic investigation carried on by
A. R. Luria in that worthy study of MThe Nature Of Human
fiflflffliGt" . Secondly, we shall gather evidence from the
Gestalt psychological investigations as they are carried on,
primarily by three representatives, Lewin, Kohler and Koffka.
11. EVIDENCE FROM THE BEHAVIORISTIC SCHOOL.
The Wundtian mantle of experimentation in the
psychological field fell upon Pavlov, a Russian scientist.
After his work on dogs became well known, an American
professor of psychology, John B- Watson, was greatly
influenced and continued in America to further research on

the "conditioned response" and to systematize in written form
the implications of these investigations for practically every
phase of human experience.
It was his arxluouB experimentation and efforts in pop-
ularization which revolutionized psychological investigation
(which was laden with introspect ionism) , and cast its fading
shadow for a generation or more upon all fields of work with
human beings. We shall not, in this discussion, relate
intimately the details of the Pavlov and Watson experiments
on the "conditioned response" (reflex) which are covered
thoroughly in all modern studies of general psychology. We
may merely indicate the general procedure of the Pavlov
experiment and note the conclusions which were drawn.
Pavlov placed his dog in a sound proof room ,connecting
tubes to catch the salivary secretions and then proceeded to
feed the dog and noted the flow of saliva. Then he rang a bell
while presenting the food, and finally he merely rang the bell,
and still secured a flow of saliva. By this method, Pavlov
concluded that an inadequate stimulus (the bell) by proper
association with food became an adequate stimulus causing a
flow of saliva. This newly conditioned stimulus he called a
"conditioned reflex".
Psychologists have suggested that the term "response"
would be more accurate than "reflex" and that the principle of
conditioning should be restricted "only to She explanation
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of the fact that a response to one situation may be conditioned
or attached to a new situation by association 11 , (l)
It is on the basis of this principle of the conditioned
reflex that Pavlov continued his investigations into the nature
of conflict- Thus, in the experiment above mentioned, the
ringing of the bell was sometimes followed by punishment
instead of by food. The dog reacted in a conflicting way. If
this conflict situation was continued for some time,— a
situation in which the dog by association experienced a
pleasant feeling and then an inhibiting, unpleasant feeling at
practically the same time,—the dog eventually suffered a
nervous breakdown. It is said that he would eventually become
a psychopathic or mental case. In this connection it may be
pointed out that Bertrand Russell is quoted to have said,
"Pavlov does not cure him by making him reflect upon his
infancy or confess to a guilty passion for his mother, but by
rest and a bromide H . (2)
The transference of the same technique of the cultivation
of conflict in the dog is made to the human being by the
behaviorists • Thus, it became Watson's prerogative to further
experimentation and to apply the results of the findings to
human life and especially the child.
(1) VGP Page 22
(2) BHN Page 58
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A corollary to the fundamental truth discovered in this
"conditioning 11 process is the "unconditioning" process- By
i
the fact that a response could be conditioned, the same response
could be unconditioned if the proper substitution of a new
I
stimulie for the original one were effective through the process
of association. Thus, a baby who is afraid of a rabbit may,
by the process of feeding the baby in closer proximity to
the rabbit at each feeding, finally completely dissipate the
original fear by the new association. Watson writes:
HSoon the child can tolerate the rabbit on the
table, then on its lap. Tranquility descends,
the fear is gone permanently. We call this
process unconditioning H . (l)
There are many implications to the general problems of
personality which might be gleaned from the prolific writings
of the behaviorists, but for our purposes here we shall
s
merely glean those implications which have to do with the
adjustment of personality in conflict situations.
J
The first implication to be noted is that personality
becomes to the behaviorists, "the end product of our habit
systems". The individual's personality may be observed
through his activities. Among the manifold activities, however,
are certain dominant systems; in the manual field (occupation),
in the laryngeal field (great talker, raconteur, child thinker,
and in the visceral field (afraid of people, shy, given to
(l)WPCIC Page 66

outbursts, having to be petted, and in general what we call
emotional), (l)
Thus, it may be seen that there is an integration of
habit responses through the principle called conditioning.
The organization of habits into hierarchies depends upon
experience and upon the elimination of combinations which
bring undesirable results. The integration of personality to
i
the behavior ists is primarily an integration of the habits
which integration is a matter of conditioning just as the
acquisition of any single habit is a matter of conditioning.
It may thus be noted that mental health is dependent upon the
associational inter-connection of the compatibility habit
systems. Contradictorily, mental ill-health is the association
of incompatible habit systems which tend to disintegrate the
personality, as was the case with the psychopathic dog
i
previously mentioned. It may be pointed out, however, that
"when two forms of response are allowed to occur together,
the principle of dominance insures the ascendence of one and
the elimination of the other. The individual is at war with
himself. He is, in a sense, two individuals- If the two parts
are allowed to get together and fight it out, the individual
will be remade and united. It will be noted that except for a
i
difference in terminology this is identically what the
early psychoanalysists meant when they spoke of recalling
(1) SHE Page 391

supressed experiences, or facing reality, or understanding
oneself; and that it is almost exactly what Socrates meant
when he said that goodness and intelligence are identical and
set down the maxim "Know thyself", (l)
A further implication of the behaviorists 1 approach, of the
conditioned response to mental health, may be found in the fact
that every organ of the body can be "conditioned". This would
include the organs of which we have no voluntary control, such
as the glands and unstriped musculature, and those organs which
are under our voluntary control
•
"The response of the involuntary organs is direct,
often immediate and does not require the inter-
vention of 'verbalized ideas'; often indeed a
realization of what takes place does not penetrate
into consciousness, although the associations of
unrelated stimuli may later be traced and recognized
to account for one's "mood" or "feeling tone". (2)
This then, suggests to us that in order to get an under-
standing of the dynamic factors operating in mental conflict,
the psycho-therapist is thought by the behaviorist to be
employing the "delicate process of tracing, via verbal
connections, the "suppressed memory". These are thought to
be so hard to be gotten at because of "the simple fact that
they belong to the aspects of life which (through fear or shame)
were never verbalized, or belong to a period so early in
infancy that verbal symbols had not been acquired". (3)
li
(1) MJAP Page 83
(2) SHE Page 390
(3) GJAP Page 82

Paradoxically enough, there is hardly any advocate of
mental hygiene so ardent and resourceful a? J- Watson. On the
assumption that there are three major emotions: fear, rage and
love, the appeal to society, in the closing pages of Watson's
Behaviorism, is to devise intelligent modes of eliminating
fear and rage and of strengthening and fostering love.
The contribution of the conditioned response must never
be overlooked. Its short-comings, however, must constantly be
kept in mind- It is a case of over-simplification- It fails
M to take into account the manifold associations which con-
stitute meaning. Mere sequence of temporal contiguity may
explain the flow of saliva but it cannot adequately describe
the factor of "belongingness n (l)
- G. W. Allport writes the following concerning
criticism of the Watsonian picture of personality in which
mental conflict is to take place:
"Such a theory is highly mechanistic. It inherits,
first of all, the difficulties of the principle
of conditioning whenever it is applied to human
behavior in general, (ref. Page 151.). Further,
though the reflex circle and cross-conditioning
may in fact exist, they are really rather trivial
principles. They leave the formation of interest
and its occasional arousal almost entirely to chance
factors of stimulation. They give no picture at all
of the spontaneous and variable aspects of traits,
interests, or sentiments. These dispositions are
regarded as purely reactive in nature; the stimulus
is all-important; the truth is that dispositions
(l) VGP Page 408
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sort out stimuli congenial to them, and this
activity does not in the least resemble the
rigidity of reflex response", (l)
An elaboration and confirmation of this final state-
ment (Allport) indicating that the "higher" centers for the
power of inhibiting, selecting and initialing the activity of
simpler segmental responses may be found in the psycho-
physiological theory advanced by Sherrington, Herrick, Dodge,
Kohler, Troland and many others. (2)
12. THE A. R. LURIA EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF MENTAL CONFLICT
.
conflict as a modified form of behaviorism. However, it must
be understood that, although his study is one of observation of
behavior under controlled circumstances and his emphasis is
upon neuro-physiological material, that he himself critizes
severely the materialism of the traditional behavioristic
"Psycho-physiologists studying affect were always
very much inclined to localize the affective
processes in a special neurological system. Some
suppose that the affect has its existence in the
sympathetic nerve chains, and that it can be
detected in the symptons connected with the activity
of this system. Hence, the continued and complete
attention which the psychologists gave to the study
of the symptoms of respiration, pulse, psycho-
galvanic reaction, distention of the blood vessels,
etc Other authorities tended to the view that in
order to see the existing mechanisms of the affect
We have classified the Luria study of mental
school. He writes:
AP Page 203
Ibid Page 203

in the disturbance of the cortical processes it was
well to devote more consideration to the phenomena
of consciousness, the flow of association, etc
We believe that the chief error consists in
this, that the majority of the authors were inclined
to see always in the affective processes a functional
connection with a special stable system (often even
morphologically strictly defined). Precisely,
therefore, the authors expected to see the affect
always expressed by definite symptoms, and obtaining
facts which were varied and contradictory; they fell
into confusion, often ending with the belief that in
the chaos of disorganization it was not worth while
to look for any constant relations and laws.
We take just the opposite position. In the revealed
unstable affective symptoms we see a result of this,
that the affect is each time a function of dis-
similiar structure The detailed analysis
of the affective processes should not proceed from
the mechanism of the affect and a morphological
system; rather must be based upon a detailed
analysis of the dynamics upon its in-
clusion in one or another complicated psychological
structure M . (l)
In this connection we likewise note that Luria develops
his concept of the "functional barrier 1*, with relation to the
cultural setting. This occurs chiefly through the means of
speech and symbols belonging to that culture. Mental conflicts
have an etiology in the relationship of the "neuro-dynaraical
system" to the cultural setting. He finds that during conflict,
the "functional barrier" is destroyed and that the "excitation"
1.7? by a&*-m* ogratfn &&o fdwtitefc
is able to pass over into the motor area without inhibition.
\
The "functional barrier" which is the inhibiting factor has a
!
cultural origin, and arises out of the cultural impact upon
the psycho-physiological organism.
(1) LNHC Pages 170-173
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Luria writes:
H in the 'functional barrier'
we have not a natural mechanism but one of
cultural origin, and that we may connect it with
any purely morphological elaboration in the
cortical system, but not with a conception of
the unlinking or weakening of the synapses
between the central activity and the motor area,
but with a functional inclusion in the reactive
process of the intricate psychological systems
having a general regulating character", (l)
Luria bases his conclusions concerning the dynamic
factors operating in the conflicts of human nature, upon a
vast series of studies made under a definitely methodological
technique and procedure
.
We may summarize this technique and procedure in a
pictorial fashion. Luria 's subject is seated in a comfortable
arm chair in front of a table with his right hand resting
lightly upon a metal capsule. Inasmuch as the verbal
association method is used simultaneously with measurements of
the activity of voluntary muscles, the subject is instructed to
press the capsule simultaneously with his word response to the
stimulus word- The pressure of the hand squeezes a rubber
bulb which is connected to a tube and the latter is connected
to a recording drum by means of a kymograph and rotating
smoked paper. From this a record is obtained in the form of
a continuous graph; of the strength of the voluntary contrac-
tion; of the delay by the stimulus word and movement; and
(1) LHHC Page 45
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of the general pattern of voluntary movement from the beginning
of the contraction to the end of relaxation. During this time
also, the left hand remains passive while holding a weight.
The movement of this hand, in spite of instructions not to
move it, is recorded also. This records the involuntary-
changes of muscle tones concnmitent with the voluntary con-
tractions of the right hand- The complete record then contains
a curve of the voluntary muscular contraction of the right hand
a curve showing the involuntary tremor and indicating all
variations of muscle tonus of the left hand and arm, a stimulus
line, and a time line. It may be added that the movement of
stimulation is registered by closing an electrical key by the
exoerimenter and the instant of the response is registered by
means of a sensitive membrane, (Shirsky's System) which is
operated by the subject's voice. (l)
The general aim of the investigation is to study
objectively the disorganization and control of behavior in
definite concrete situations. Luria's studies have been made
on thousands of subjects.
During the Russian revolution when students were to under-
go a severe examination for the purpose of a "cleansing" or
"purgation", Luria took the students out of the waiting lines
prior to examination, and other students just after the
(l) LNHO Page 34

examination, and subjected them to his observation. At other
times he took ordinary school students during the ordinary-
examination period in sach routine courses as mathematics,
physics, social science, languages and made the same records
of observations- In another series of experiments he took
criminals; those suspected of crime, who were innocent; then
"guilty" arrested ones; then innocent and guilty ones before
and after trial and sentence; and finally those just before
execution
•
In still another series of experimental studies he used
i]
students aiming toward the orofessions. For instance, in
one case he writes about a young woman who was a student of
obstetrics and who was placed under a deep hypnosis, during
i
which hypnosis it was suggested to her that she perform an
abortion upon a woman who implored her to do so. Her re-
actions were observed. The results of this experiment were
interesting- The medical student protested that the operation
is illegal- When she was offered a bribe for producing the
abortion she still protested. Finally, when awakened from
the hypnotic state and when her reactions were recorded,
i
Luria found evidence of definite symptoms of a conflict. The
conclusion which he drew is that conflict can both be produced
and removed by hypnotic suggestion.
A great portion of Luria' s observations in connection
with the origin and nature of conflicts were drawn from cases

in which he artificially produced conflicts even neuroses in
order that he might observe the structure of the conflicting
processes. In summary, we may note, conclusions which were
drawn by Luria on the basis of the lengthy observations in
his experimental work.
We note first :-
i Xu other worde, to
A. HIS CONCEPT OF TEE RELATIONSHIP OF "EXCITATION"
AND "MOTOR RESPONSE"
.
I
Luria shares closely the findings of
K. Lewin that mass excitation in a baby tends to express itself
at once in motor response. There is a diffuse reaction.
Secondly, we note that:
B. A suspension of motor response at the time of
excitation appears as the child grows and especially as he
develops the capacity. To verbalize and to introcept
cultural symbols. This suspension capacity is the "functional
barrier" and its objective to insulate the affective centers
from the motor response long enough to enable an appropriate
amount of energy and the precise reaction pattern reouired by
the situation to be expressed-
Luria finds that as long as the "functional barrier" is
,
operative that a state of mental health exists. Especially is
this so when the individual has learned the art of controlling
his behavior through the process of setting up for himself
"artificial stimuli", (l)
(1) LNHC Page 401
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Luria finds that the difference between man and animal is
that "the human is able to control not only the external world
but his own behavior indirectly by the creation of artificial
I
necessities and stimuli " (l) He defines
voluntary behavior as follows:
"Voluntary behavior is the ability to create stimuli
and to subordinate them; or in other words, to bring
into being stimuli of a special order, directed to
the organization of behavior". (2)
It is with the loss of this ability to set up artificial
stimuli, that problems of behavior appear. To delay a motor
response, when excitation occurs, is to foster good personality
adjustment. Conversely, when delayed, response is not possible
because the operation of the "functional barrier" is impaired.
Personality maladjustments follow a state of mental conflict.
We may note, in this connection, the observation made by
Luria.
0. The disorganization of human behavior is grounded
fundamentally in the mechanism of conflict. He writes:
"Experiments have shown that each time any active
process increases, it augments the conflict and we
obtain an a cute discharge of the affective state
which leads to disorganization of behavior and the
destruction of the reaction process- Where there
is no internal conflict, (we do not have such a
case in the analysis of trauma), we usually do not
find such active pfiycho-physiological disturbance
of the behavior playing the deciding roll in the
acute affect If activity represents
(1) LNHC Page 401
(2) Ibid Page 401
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by itself a complete account, a certain dynamic
structure; this structure inevitably spreads to
its limits, and the excitation which has been
set in motion really manifests the tendency to
terminate in the motor system If this
dynamic structure discloses in one or another of
its systems a strong conflict obstructing its
adequate motor completion, the whole reactive
system is disorganized; the excitation not finding
its organized exit, becomes spread out destroying
the activity of all the chief systems of behavior 1*, (l)
Thus we see the importance of that neuro-dynamic
"functional barrier" in life adjustments. Luria states the
following concerning the origin of neurosis:
D. The Neurosis
"We have arrived at the fundamental neuro-
dynamic mechanism right at the base of the
neurois- The inability to isolate the conflict
from the motor sphere and destruction of the
"functional barrier" situated between the
connecting and the motor activity is one of
the chief psycho-physiological mechanisms,
and from this soil there may quickly spring a
neurosis. During its presence, a conflict
might easily pass over into an affective state
and we have those exceedingly acute disturbances
in behavior which we have studied Producing
them, artificially or observing them in the
neurotic cases". (3)
He comments further:
"Analysis of the structure of the conflicting
processes brings us to the recognition of the
great role which the structure of the reactive
process and the differentiation of its separate
parts in the pathogenesis and therapy of human
behavior". (3)
1) LNHC Page 205
3) Ibid Page 300
3) Ibid Page 300
4
S. Oligergasia - Imbecility and Feeblemindedness.
A further implication of the study of the
relationship of conflict to human life is drawn by Luria con-
cerning imbecility and feeblemindedness.
He finds that behavior in oligergosia tends to be, when-
ever faced with a conflict situation, very diffuse. That is,
In feeblemindedness, the functional barrier is very weak and
capable of dissipation easily. His own words in this
connection are:
M The diffuse connection of the reaction processes
in the mentally defective show at once that the
higher cortical mechanisms are very important in
the elaboration of the functional barrier. We
are convinced from this that the defect of the
cortical apparatus produces not only an abatement
of this intellectual process but profound changes
in the very structure of the eimpliest neuro-
dynamical acts Behavior and thinking
of the oligrophrenic convinces us that the defect
of the functional barrier, the tendency of all
excitation to desire immediately, has for the
imbecile a special significance- His impulses,
his inability to restrain from the fulfillment
of each wish, the direct response to each stimulus
represents the life of the mentally retarded", (l)
Thus we see that the implications of the study of Luria
concerning the nature of the processes of human conflict is
very instructive with reference to the neuro-dynamical aspect
i
of that process called mental conflict. His conceptions are
grounded in extensive research and his conclusions are drawn
with great reverence and respect of truth, and modest accurate
i
(1) LHNC Page 393
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statements. At some points his kinship with the next school
of experimental investigation is close. Notation has already
been made of the relationship of his findings with those of
Lewin. A difference, however, does exist in the interpretation
of the data secured from the investigations between these two
experimental ists
•
At this point, we may now turn with interest, to the
discovery of the findings of the Gestalt school, with reference
to the nature and origin of conflicts found in human experience.
13. EVIDENCE FROM THE GESTALT SCHOOL OF EXPERIMENTAL
PSYCHOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION.
We turn now to the review of the basic notions
concerning the dynamic structure of personality and the nature
of the dynamic factors which operate in mental conflict
("unresolved tensions"). We find the work of the Gestalt school
originating at approximately the same time as behaviorism,
but coming to its period of influence some time later.
Von Ehrenfels, 1890, was probably the first to use the
term "Gestalt". Max Wertheimer ,who experimented on the illusion
of movement produced when two lines are exposed successively
a little distance apart; and Kohler, who experimented with
apes, finding in them notions of "units" applicable immediately
to the solutions of problems; and others, such as Koffka and
Lewin, continued experimentation on human beings and animals
and have been the chief representatives of the Gestalt school
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of psychology. They have attacked, severely, the intH)*-
soectionism and behaviorism and all other osychological schools
in which personality is regarded as the coordination of Darts,
integration of factors, or the organization of psychic powers.
They affirmed that the analysis into narts destroys the most
unioue distinctive "G-estaltaualitat " of the personality. The
whole is not built by the organization or coordination of its
parts, but rather, the rarts are derived from the whole by the
process of differentiation or individuation.
The conscious impulses of personality, for instance, are
all relative to the personality "energy-system".
"There is a certain pattern, a hanging togetherness,
which distinguishes man from the sum of his chara-
cteristics" >• (l)
The main implications of the findings of the Oestalt
psychology, with reference to the dynamic structure of
personality, have been drawn up in recent times by an adherent
of the Gestaltian viewpoint-
Wheeler has formulated "eight organismic laws" which
apply to human behavior; which laws have to do with the ex-
pression of the ouroosive activity, which is a "potential",
much the same in conception as the potential to be found in
meterology, gravity, etc. Wheeler maintains that human nature
is like any form of nature. The laws are as follows:
(1) 8TPP Page 33
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(1) The Law of Field Properties.
Any item is more than the sum of its t>arts.
Personality is a part of, and exists only in relation to a
dynamic whole, a society, "a field of personalities". Human
nature is thus a phenomonen of the group and not of distinctly
individual behavior.
(2) The Law of Derived Properties.
Parts derive their properties from wholes. The
infant begins life with an undifferentiated personality from
whosepotentials are evoked patterns of behavior which are largely
the reflection of the individuals around one. Thus, the parte
derived are properties from the whole. The whole takes
precedence of its parts in time and space.
i
(3) The Law of Determined Reaction.
The whole governs the activities of its parts,
e.g., "the outstanding qualities of the leaders assist only in
relation to the mediocrity, need and potentials of the group".
Society imposes dress, religion, moral ideas, education etc,
on its members- Thus, the whole conditions the activities of
its parts. The whole functions through its parts.
(4) The Law of Individuation.
Parts emerge from wholes through a process of
j
differentiation. Personality is conditioned by the whole social
pattern. Therefore, variations are derived from the social
patterns in which the individual lives. For instance: the
positions of a child in the family with reference to age-order

(oldest, youngest, etc • ) , may be a striking factor in setting
'!
up individual differences.
(5) The Law of Field Genesis.
Wholes evolve as whcaes. The group, whether
viewed as a oerson or as a society, evolves as a unit.
(6.) The Law of Least Action.
The technique of proceeding over the shortest
route is the key at this point- The person who finds himself
unable to conform to the group, or to the demands of life,
develops "tensiTis" and conflicts- He may utilize a short cut
to escape reality- He may retreat, withdraw, psychologically
as well as physiologically. He may shut himself up in day
dreams, or regress, or develop any of those symptoms charac-
teristic of neurosis or psychosis.
Wheeler states:
H The higher the level of intelligence and culture,
the more complex the goal activities. This means
that civilized man has a greater variety of tensions,
more worries, more troubles than primitive man;
conversely, he has more satisfactions and enjoyments,
shown by a release from strain- The critical,
intelligent person undergoes more conflicts than
the feebleminded or the ignorant", (l)
(7) The Law of Maximum Work.
The doctrine that each experience is maximum under
existing conditions is developed here. If the personality
suffers any disruption of its behavior pattern, the potential
(1) WLHN Page 211
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of the whole system is utilized to re-establish the balance.
For this same reason people resist whole-heartedly ideas
which are being coerced upon them, but when "insight" occurs,
the whole is changed at once and progress takes place
.
(8) The Law of Configuration.
The thought that the whole possesses a form, or
Gestalt of its own, and that oarts, in their evolution from
this whole, are held subservient to the whole, or Gestalt.
No element is out of relation with anything else- There is
always an integrated whole; a change in one whole is always
in response to a total set of circumstances or conditions-
I
The Gestalt school in applying this to human behavior
holds that:
"Any reaction of the human being is a reaction of
the organisms-as-a-whole, and is unified response
to a situation of some kind. If the response is
directed specifically toward a detail of the total
situation, it is always made to that detail in
relation to all aspects of a social setting".
For instance: the short men without superior
abilities, develop a blustering attitude, whereas
their equally short but intellecturally gifted
brother having qualities which command respect,
will not resort to this kind of compensation,
for it is not needed, (l)
The implications of the eight organismic laws for
personality, in the light of the operation of the tensions
or conflicts, are shown by Wheeler through the citing of a
case of a refined sensitive boy.
(l)SHE PAGES 399-401 (for summary on above)
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At four years of age this boy was bullied by rough
companions and sought refuge in his mother's sympathy. Change
to another environment failed to make any difference. He still
continued to withdraw from others and would be suspicious of
all contacts- He compensated by becoming intellectually
brilliant in his studies. His fantasy life was heavy and very
frequently he lost all social insight. He was unable to
recognize genuine friendliness, even when it was extended to
him. This continued at college- Attitudes of fear, suspicion
and hatred resulted in quarreling and increased social
isolation of the boy- Finally a mental break-down was
precipitated.
Wheeler interpretes this case as "a struggle of human
energy system trying to maintain its organization during
maturation"
.
With reference to the sense of isolation, Wheeler writes:
"Human nature decays in isolation. The boy was
depriving himself of a personality because human
traits depend upon dynamic relation with a
surrounding human-nature pattern. As the seclusion
went on, the human aspect of his nature disappeared.
If he should continue in this direction, in the end
he would lose all contact with his environment,
refuse to recognize people, show no interest in
them, decline even to talk, eat, keep himself clean
or care for his bodily needs- In other words, without
stimuli from the outside, the potentials necessary for
a personality were loose and differential. They were
changing to a state of homogeniety which means in the
end, inactivity and death-" (l)
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Lewin has developed the implications of these Gestalt
psychological laws with reference to childhood. He speaks of
a "circular causal relation between self and environment".
The less intelligent child is less able to cope with the
circumstances surrounding him than an intelligent child, and
thus has a "more difficult task" and presents an "inferior
performance". He writes:
"Quite analogous accumulative series may be
seen in psychopathic children or in other children
that have difficulties in social groups- The
over-excitable or socially disagreeable child is
not only less competent in his social situations
(by thus making his task the harder) but the other
children reject him, driving him to a defensive
attitude etc. The child soon gets himself into
a social situation originating perhaps in some
quite trivial conflict that would tax the
capacities of a child of high social endowments", (l)
It is this direct interaction between an "experienced"
individual and a situation which is of decisive importance
i
in understanding the dynamics of behavior. Since no two
personalities are psychologically alike, no two reactions can
be experienced on exactly the same basis of intepretation.
According to Lewin each individual reacts to a similar
environment in decidely different ways. He finds that each
individual interprets his environment with a new "color". He
refers to this "coloring" of the environmental object as
"valence". • This valence is the most important property of the
subject's reaction to the situation. Lewin differentiates
"
~
-
(1) LECB Page 124
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between the two valences- The "positive valence" is charac-
terized "by the effecting of approach; e.g., eating, grasping,
etc, and the "negative valence" is characterized "by with-
drawal, fear, annoyance, etc. These two valences determine
the "direction" of the individual's behavior. Each new
environment factor causes a change and presents a new "basis
of reactions" for future situations; this may be both favorable
and unfavorable.
i
Thus we see that the source of mental conflicts, which
have a relationship to our problem of mental health, is to
be found in the "unresolved tensions" accruing from the
potentials of growth. The psychology of personality upon this
basis is the manifestation of the unceasing resolution of the
j
ever recurring tensions within the whole individual's "human-
nature-energy-system", (l)
According to the theory of personality of the Gestalt
school, the tensions chiefly arise between the "perceptual
motor region" and the environment. These motor perceptuals
are the peripheral regions, and correspond to what G.^-Allport
calls the directive or "expressive traits". Under tensions
these motor perceptual regions may act independently or as a
part of a larger system. (2)
(1) STPP Page 33
(2) AP Page 362
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According; to the theory of personality held "by Lewin,
there is an inner personal region more deeply situated than
the perceptual motor region which is called the "core". It is
this "core" which forms the basis of a continuum of greater or
lesser unity through the various vissicitudes of conflict with
the environment. It is likewise this "core" of personality
which is most involved in the states of emotional disturbance
and which results in retreats from reality into fantasy and
regression from newer patterns to older patterns of reaction.
Lewin develops the implications of this topological
description of personality in his 1936 book called "The
Principle of Topological Psychology". The criticism which is
brought to bear upon this Gestaltian description of psychology
by such men as G. W. Allport (l)and W.Stern, is that the Gestalt
or inner "core" is too temporary in its existence to act for
the persistence of the personality structure of long periods
of time through myriads of conflict situations.
Stern suggests that back of the Gestalt is the Gestalter;
that in order to deal adeouately with the permanence of
personality through change, some such view as this must augment
the pure Gestaltian view. (&) It may be cited, in conclusion,
that the Gestalt psychology interprets the dynamic factors of
conflict in terms of conscious processes- Gestalt psychology
(1 ^ SGP
'{Mi AP Piige 553
iI
<
disallows such common place techniques as unconscious
rationalization and sublimation of the Freudian concept, by
claiming that all of these processes are conscious.
W. Sadler, as a psychiatrist, writes the following state-
ment of evaluation concerning the relationship of the Gestalt
psychology to clinical practice. He writes:
"Regardless of how the Gestalt teachings will work
out in the clinic, regardless of whether or not
the Gestalt psychologists are making real and
lasting contributions to psychiatry, it is
refreshing to pursue their teachings just now as
something which at least in our philosophy, serves
somewhat to antidote the barrenness of highly
mechanistic claims of the behaviorist M . (l)
(l) STPP Page 33

CHAPTER V
i
EVIDENCE GATHERED FROM THE NON-EXPERI^NTAL
PSYCHOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS
We shall turn now to a survey of the various non-exr>er-
imental psychological investigations which have been made to
determine the dynamic factors operating in personality adjust-
ments* It is our interest to determine, as far as possible,
the nature and the origin of the mental conflicts which lead
to that adjustment of personality known as mental health. We
shall examine four of these non-experimental investigations-
These are: psychoanalysis, as represented by Freud and others;
I
individual psychology, as represented by A. Adler and his
followers; analytical psychology as represented by C G- Jung
I
and motivational psychology as represented particularly by
W. H. Sheldon (systematized in his recent book, Psychology
And The Promethean Will ) . We shall turn first to the survey of
psychoanalysi s
.
14. PSYCHOANALYSIS
We shall turn in this section to an investigation
of the dynamic structure and function of oersonality and
particularly of that experience of personality called mental
conflict. Freud, still living (82 years of age), began his
work during the last part of the preceding century and has
i
!
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continued his pioneer work to the present although the last
years of his life have been spent in systematizing and
rationalizing his viewpoints. Freud it is who postulated
most of the original concepts which are known to us now
under the general name of psychoanalysis. Our aim here is not
to make an exhaustive study of the original sources of Freud's
writings and to present a complete picture of every detail and
aspect of his teachings- His own writings in German have been
prolific
.
We shall have occasion in the next two sections to
examine into the views of A. Adler and C G. Jung, who dissented
from Freud because they did not agree with some aspects of his
teachings. For the present, we shall turn to an outline
presentation of the basic concepts of the dynamic factors
operating in mental conflict.
A. The MUnconscious M .
Basic to the Freudian view is the concept of the
"unconscious'1 . Freud was driven to the postulation of this
hypothesis in order to account for the mental phenomona which
he observed in his clinical practice while working with
neurotic patients. The content of the unconscious consists of
repressed material and the instinctive cravings of the organism.
We shall have occasion throughout this discussion to refer to
the various types of repressed complexes and instinctive urges.
It suffices here to say that the material in the unconscious
is not available to the conscious aspect of personality except
rroo
i
I
i
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through various distorted symbolic manifestations. Freud
regards the material which is readily recalled by the conscious
mini, without being distorted, as belonging to the Mpre-conscious M .
B. The Topology of the Freudian Personality.
We note that there are three main aspects into
which Freud graphically divides personality for the sake of
study. It is in the inter-relationship of these three aspects
that Freud observes the dynamic of that phenomenon known as
mental conflict.
(1) The "ID".
Under the term H Id" Freud refers to one
aspect of the unconscious- The Id is the deepest aspect of the
psyche for it relates the personality to the somatic processes-
The basic segmental cravings or organic needs are first
known in the Id and finally, if they are strong enough, they
emerge to the Ego- The Id is the reservoir of the Libido.
V* mm* «*Y tiiA* '«* $s?a fit*nd« fnr re>M« am<§
Freud holds that the Id processes are chaotic, unorganized,
and ruled by the "pleasure-principle " . He summarizes the
nature and contents of the Id in the following passage:
WHb - 'tOu, >r«)ij b #he modi**
"Instincts fill it with energy, but it has no
organization and no unified will, only an impulsion
to obtain satisfaction for the instinctual needs, in
accordance with the pleasure-principle- The laws of
logic - above all, the law of contradiction - do not
hold for processes in the Id Conative impulses
which have never got beyond the Id, and even impres-
sions which have been pushed down into the Id by-
repression, are virtually immortal and are preserved
for whole decades as though they had only recently
occurred Naturally, the Id knows no value,
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no good and evil, no morality The pleasure-
principle dominates all of its processes- Instinctual
cathexes seeking discharge,—that, in our view, is all
that the Id contains- M (l)
(3) The Ego-
Under the term "Ego" is included most of
I what Freud finds in the conscious and the pre-conscious . The
Ego includes the conscious self and its memory linkages- It
includes that which is in the immediate focus of consciousness
of the Ego and that which can "be readily brought into con-
sciousness ur>on the proper demand- Freud writes in this
connection the following:
"This system (the oerceptual-conscious ) is directed
on to the external world, it mediates perceptions
of it, and in it is generated, while it is function-
ing, the phenomenon of consciousness. It is the
sense-organ of the whole apparatus, receptive, more-
over, not only of excitations from without but also
of such as proceed from the interior of the mind-
It dethrones the pleasure-principle, which
exerts undisputed sway over the processes in the
Id, and substitutes for it the reality-principle,
which promises greater security and success
We may say that the Ego stands for reason and
circumspection, while the Id stands for the untamed
passions" • (2)
The Ego, then, is an organization of mental life derived
from that primal material, the Id, and undergoes the modi-
fications which are imposed upon it by the external world-
The Ego is the center of the coherent organization of mental
I processes. It aims to adjust the demands of the Id with the
demands of the world of reality. Thus the principle which
(l"5 HILP Pages 104-105
(3) Ibid Pages 105-107
11
-
governs it is "the reality-principle" . As we have noted
earlier, the Ego comes to pass judgment upon itself and at
this point we find the dynamic genesis of what Freud terms
the " super- ego M .
Freud notes that the *ego f must serve three masters —
the 1 Id 1 , the 'super-ego 1 , and the'outer world- 1
M The proverb tells us that one cannot serve two
masters at once. The poor Ego has a still harder
time of it; it has to serve three harsh masters
and the demands of all three. These demands are
always divergent and often seem quite incompatible;
no wonder that the ego so freauently gives way
under its task. The three tyrants are the external
world, the Super-ego and the Id", (l)
(3) The "Super-Ego".
The super-ego originates within the ego,
as we have noted,when the ego passes judgment upon the self.
As has been noted in a previous discussion, however, the
original judgments upon the Ego are not made by the Ego itself,
but rather by parents or those in authority. It is only later
that the external authority is transferred into an internal
authority. Freud writes the following concerning the origin
of the idea of Super-ego in his own mind:
"I formed the idea that the separating off of an
observing function from the rest of the Ego might
be a normal feature of the Ego's structure; this
idea has never left me, and I was driven to
investigate the further characteristics and re-
lations of the function which had been separated
off in this way The observation is only
a first step towards conviction and punishment,
(1) NILP Page 108
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so that we may guess that another activity of this
function must he what we call conscience
I might simply say that the function which I am
beginning to distinguish within the Ego is the
conscience is one of its activities, and that the
self-observation which is necessary as a pre-
liminary to the judicial aspect of conscience is
another. And since the process of recognizing a
thing is a separate entity involves giving it a
name of its own- I will henceforward call this
function in the Ego, the 1 Super-ego 1
w
. (l)
It must be noted, in this connection, that the super-ego
functions from the Freudian point of view, for the most part,
unconsciously. Through the mechanism of repression, during
the earliest years of the child's life, the Super-ego is
formed and many of the original childhood experiences of
censorship remain embedded deeply in the recesses of the
Unconscious and from what Freud and his followers have some-
times termed, "the Censor". This unconscious aspect of the
Super-ego has the capacity of inhibiting Id impulses even
before they have reached the Ego- It is at this point that
Freud finds the operation of that mechanism which he calls
"repression"- It may be emphasized once again, because of the
,
importance of the point, that the Super-ego of the children
tends to be formed from the Super-egos of the parents. This
fact becomes the basis of many severe conflicts arising in the
lives of children who do not outgrow early childhood inhibitions
and who do not come to realize that their parents were as
(1) NILP Page 86
T
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human as they are themselves • Often because of the death of
parents these early super-ego inhibitions are not outgrown.
In connection with this general point Freud writes the
following:
H In general, parents and similar authorities follow
the dictates of their own Super-egos in the up-
bringing of children. Whatever terms their Ego
may be on with their Super-ego, in the education
of the child they are severe and exacting. They
have forgjotton the difficulties of their own
childhood, and are glad to be able to identify
themselves fully at last with their own parents,
who in their day subjected them to such severe
restraints", (l)
We may, for the purpose of systematic consideration, note
what Freud means by the "Complex"
.
C The "Complex".
It is a group of emotionally-charged ideas which
have an unconscious activity, i.e., are partly or entirely
repressed. It iff to be remembered that the near or entire
repression of a segment of experience does not prelude the
functioning of this material as a complex. With this in mind,
then, we may turn to the two well-defined Freudian complexes
which become the basis of a great many of the psychoanalytical
theoretical formulations.
(l) The Oedipus Complex
The Oedipus complex refers to a son's over-
attachment to the maternal parent. He has fallen in love with
her, or in other words, has fixed his libido upon his own mother.
(1) NILP Page 95
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The dynamic factors of the conflict here are found in the fact
that the boy has a sensuous affection for his mother and an
antipathy and jealousy towards his father. The allusion of
the term is to the Greek legend - Oedipus is the son of Lai us,
King of Thebes, and his wife, Jocasta. From the point of view
of the Freudian psychology, most boys are able to free them-
selves from this sexual attachment to the mother and jealousy
of the father, but a vast number of them have never outgrown
this early level of libidinal attachment and are therefore
experiencing an emotional fixation at an early stage of their
development. This fixation frequently develops a feeling of
shame and repression and may, according to the experience of
psychoanalysts, incite abnormal sex practices and sexual
inversions- It is the basis of many neuroses- The obverse of
this complex is the "Electra Complex"
.
(3) The Slectra Complex.
The Electra Complex is the complement of
the Oedipus complex and refers to the over-fondness of a
daughter for her father and a corresponding antagonism to her
mother- Thus, the father becomes the Object of the sexual
fixation of the daughter and becomes her ideal beau. Frequently,
in the experience of the psychoanalysts, it is found that the
daughter refuses to cultivate a love for any other man and
abstains from marriage- This fixation may operate unconsciously
and likewise lead to a variety of sexual indulgence and
nervous maladies. The origin of the Electra complex may be
i1
i
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the basis as is in the case with the Oedipus complex, of an
excessive demonstration of parental affection and caressing.
The tendency for the individual, fixated at an earlier level of
development, is toward an excessive self-love, which Freud
calls "narcissism 11 . It is In the consideration of the dynamics of
narcissism that psychoanalysts find infantile forms of
sexuality, homosexuality, childhood sex fantasies or nervous
disorders during the period of pubescence, adolescence and
adulthood. We may now turn to a brief survey of the stages of
psychosexuality through which the individual passes in his
development
.
|
D. The dynamics of Psychosexuality.
In order to understand the psychoanalytical
formulations of the dynamic factors involved in mental conflict,
we must survey briefly the psycho sexual development of the
individual
•
(l) Autoerotic or Infantile Stage of Psychosexuality.
In very early life the libido is
undifferentiated and is diffusely connected with all parts of
the body - the skin, the muscles, etc The body of the child,
in other words, is the object of its sexual libido- Such
practices as self-fondling, thumb- sucking, etc, are given
quasi significance by Freud. The child develops during this
stage definite "erogenous zones" which retain a pleasure-
giving capacity, even into adulthood. It is commonly held by
psychoanalysts that at about the age of four, an individual
-
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establishes the primacy of the genital organs in the matter of
psycho sexuality • The Autoerotic stage of the sexual life in
which the libido is narcissistically directed, is fairly normal
for early childhood- It is, however, a transitional stage to
be outgrown. If it is not outgrown during adolescence, such
practices are referred to as "infantile fixations of libido";
that is to say, the libido may stick to the autoerotic
expression of sexuality through the process of regression and
never reach sexual maturity. In understanding the dynamic
factors operating in mental conflict from the psychoanalytical
standpoint, it is important for us to note that "this infantile
sexuality" is the basis of the development of many perversions,
impotencies, neuroses, sexual neurosthenia and other difficul-
ties. Further discussion of the dynamic factors of psycho-
sexuality in the production of mental conflict will be dis-
cussed in a later chapter. For the present, we are merely
interested in gaining the psychoanalytical conceptions.
(2) The Bisexual or Homosexual Stage.
I
For the purpose of understanding, we may
differentiate between two aspects of this stage of pscyhosexual
development. First, we may refer to the fact that during the
latency period, the child is indifferent to the members of
either sex. It makes little difference to the child which sex
he shall be interested in- It is at this stage that the boys
are for boys and girls are for girls. Sven the "Cub 3cout"
boys 1 organization recognizes this fact. Bisexual ity is the
!
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normal experience at this stage- Homosexuality involving
manipulation of genital organs may be a concomitent of bi-
sexuality but not necessarily so. This stage usually terminates
early in adolescence when an awakening of interest in the op-
posite sex takes place. However, osychoanalysts have found
that in instances when overt homosexual experience (with
specific reference to genital organs involvement) takes place,
a continuation of homosexuality may result. This would, then,
not be a true case of homosexuality but rather a conditioning
of the child to the practice, (l)
Secondly, the psychoanalysts r ecognize a true form of
homosexuality in which the homosexual tendencies develop into
a form of neurosis in which the individual of either sex is
sexually attracted by the same sex. At the extreme mani-
festation of this tendency the male may prefer to dress in
feminine clothes, paint his lips, etc The whole mental
i
make-up may become that of the opposite sex. This same
inversion may take place with the woman. This is sometimes
referred to as effiminacy in man and viraginity or massulinism
in woman- More shall be said about this in a later stage of
the development of our study of the sex factors in human
experience. For the present we are merely interested in
gaining the Freudian conceptions of the psychosexual develop-
(1) HS?iP Page 103-108
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ment • It may be said, however, that when the Freudians refer
to a true case of homosexuality, they refer to a case of
I
sexual satisfaction in which a regression to an infantile stage
I
of sexual satisfaction has taken place, (l) The libido has
regressed to an earlier attachment and consequently becomes,
in the experience of the psychoanalysts, frequently the basis
|
of a neurosis. The psychoanalysts use such expressions as
"repressed homosexual tendencies"
•
(3) The Heterosexuality Stage.
From the Freudian point of view, the normal
progress of the libidinal attachment is to the object-love
belonging to the opposite sex. This stage of the development
is known as the heterosexual object-love stage. Some psycho-
analysts believe that, in the pathway of progress from
narcissism to heterosexuality, the pause at the intermediate
bi-sexual (homosexual stage) has a distinctive value to the
j
development of qualities, (such as a cooperation, etc.), which
will be of definite value later in the heterosexual stage.
The heterosexual stage is one in which the libido has
achieved its full genital development and the love object is
fully realized and loved as another distinct personality, not
as a mere reflection of the lover's self. (2)
1) HSMP Pages 103-108
2) Ibid Page 106
i
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Heterosexuality is essentially unselfish and regards
others as individuals worthy of respect as individuals; the
I
other earlier stages tend to be marked by self-centeredness
and the usage of other people for one's own ends. Freud's
own statement concerning the value of the homosexual stage
is as follows:
"After the stage of heterosexual object-choice has
been reached, the homosexual tendencies are not, as
might be supposed, done away with or brought to a
stop; they are merely deflected from their sexual
aim and applied to fresh uses", (l)
Thus we have seen in a brief survey the significance of the
psycho-sexual development, in the generation and maintenance
of mental conflicts in personality. We may now turn to a
closer scrutiney of the inter-relationship of these dynamic
elements in the structure of mental conflict.
E. The Dynamic Factors in Mental Conflict from the
point of view of Psychoanalysis.
The dynamic factors which enter into the creation
of mental conflicts may be summarized as follows:
(l) Conflicts arising out of the dynamic inter-
relationship of the Id, Ego, Super-ego and external reality.
The Ego is found to be the center of the conflict- The
tendency is for the development of hysteria and "transference"
neuroses whenever there is an unresolved conflict between the
Ego and the Id; whenever an unresolved conflict exists between
(1) HSMP Page, 106
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the Ego and the Super-ego there is a tendency for the develop-
ment of obsessions, compulsions and narcissistic neuroses;
finally, whenever a state of unresolved conflict exists
between the Ego and the outer world, the tendency is toward the
development Of psychosis, (l)
(2) Conflicts arising out of the fundamental Polarity
between the "Eros" and the "Death" instincts.
From the physiological standpoint the life
instinct which maintains and increases the organic life is
known as "Eros". It consists primarily of the basic un-
inhibited sexual or organ-gratification impulse; the sublimated
("aim inhibited") impulses and, finally, the self-preservative
impulses, which are used not only to protect and preserve the
body and physical life, but also the personality and Its self-
ideals. Opposed to this Eros is the Death or destruction
instinct. This means that from the physiological standpoint
there is a tendency of the organic to revert to the inorganic
state - "to re-establish a state of things which was disturbed
by the emergence of life". (2) The psychological mani-
festations of this appear in the regressive impulses which
lead the personality to earlier levels of development; next it
manifests itself in the self-injury, self-punishment and self-
destroying impulses. (See Alexander, Psychoanalysis of the
(1) This is the essence of a statement made by Freud and
r;asred on to us by A. A. Brill in (Alexander, PTP,VI)
(2) ESim Page 72
:q-i 193
Personality); and finally, in the aggressive impulses which
lead toward the oartial or total destruction of objects in the
external world- The development of conflicts between these
two tendencies is at once apparent. In the scholarly presen-
tation of the cleavage which exists between these two instincts
given to us by Alexander, we find four combinations which
i
result in four distinct manifestations of personality.
1. "The destruction instinct directed outward, which
we recognize in various instinct-fusions- It forms
an element of the genital impulse, in which it
becomes neutralized by an erotic admixture of equal
rank, and is only to be seen after thorough-going
analysis. When present in a relatively much
stronger degree, it helps form the perversion of
sadism. In its sublimated form, it contributes
an important element to every active type of
behavior (impulse to research, social activities,
athletics, etc.)". (l)
2. "Sadism directed inward, which plays so large a
part in all instinct- inhibitions, in the categorical
imperative of the Super-ego - always, to be sure,
with some erotic admixture. Pathologically we find
it in moral masochism as well as in the masochistic
perversion". (2)
3. "The Eros instinct directed outward. Its most
important manifestation is the object-libido or the
genital impulse. It is always mixed with destructive
elements." (3)
4. "The Eros instinct directed inward, we know best
as narcissism. Its principal task is the neutral-
ization of the destruction-instinct remaining in the
organism. The construction of an integrated svstem
wMch we call the Ego is its achievement". (4)
(1) HSMP Page 77
(2) Ibid Page 77
(3) Ibid Page 77
(4) Ibid Page 77
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According to Alexander, a neurosis may be viewed as the
result of an excessive inward turning of the death instinct.
(3) Conflicts which arise out of the persistence of
the "infantile fixation of the libido".
As we have noted previously this fixation of the
libido renders the individual incapable of meeting the "outer-
world of reality" with the necessary libidinal energy. Because
of the harshness of the demands made by the world of reality
and the meagerness of the available libidinal energy, the
various manifestations (short-cuts) of mental ill health make
their appearance. The neurotic manifestations of the ego,
according to Freud's view, arrive out of the inability or the
refusal of the ego to face the tensions which it experiences.
It must be said in this connection that these fixations
operate largely in the unconscious as submerged complexes and
make their appearance into consciousness only in disguised
forms which are not recognized by the conscious ego.
(4) Conflicts which arise out of the operation of
the "submerged complex".
Through the process of repression a great
deal of once conscious experience is relegated to the un-
conscious. This material has not lost its emotional quality
and continues an independent existence in the unconscious.
Consequently, a mental conflict is felt because of the presence
of this unassimilated material in the unconscious. Feelings
of guilt, shame, and inferiority creep into the experience of
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the individual as a result of the dynamic functioning of this
repressed material. The genesis of the process of repression
II
with reference to shamefilled complexes has only been noted
as taking place between the Super-ego and the Id in the
unconscious
.
(5) Conflicts arising out of complexes, the
Oedipus and Electra Complexes.
For the purpose of emphasis we may single out
here these primary complexes which the Freudians find as the
basis of many neurotic manifestations. In the language of the
Freudians, the implications of these two complexes are carried
over into their social ramifications- Thus it is found that,
in primitive society, the totem animal has become a father
substitute. The killing or injury of the totem animal was
carried on at a celebrated feast but never otherwise; it was
held to be a taboo and punishable by the death of the offender.
Freud describes the totem feast as "die Wiederholung und die
Gedenkfeier dieser denkwurdigen verbrecherischen Tat M . (1)
Thus it is seen that the conflict which grows up in con-
nection with these repressed basic complexes is of great
importance to the individual and even to society. In order to
understand the psychoanalytical literature one must understand
the implications of these two complexes. To understand the
dynamic factors which operate in the structure and formation
(1) FTT p. 145
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of the personality one must keep in mind this basic psycho-
analytical formation lest one might pass up one of the richest
contributions made to psychological knowledge in recent times.
Before closing this section on the importance of complexes,
we may make mention of the Castration Complex, which has been
well-formulated in Freud's own mind but not so well acknowledged
by his followers. The key to the understanding of his meaning
of the Castration complex is to be found not in the fear of the
removal of the testicles but rather injury to the penis-
"The idea embodied in the Castration complex theory is very
largely that of injury, mutilation, and deprivation of the
penis and of itself, (l) Thus it would appear that there is
a rather extravagant usage of terminology by Freud at this
point. However, the psychic significance of this complex is
held by psychoanalysts. Freud holds that the chief significance
of the Castration complex lies in the impression it makes upon
the individual in childhood when the child identified himself
with his father in order to gain strength from the father to
stamp out the "unpermissible incestuous urge".
"Through identification with father, he sets up
within himself the latter's prohibitions. In other
words, the Castration fear is internalized and the
boy submits now to self-imposed restraints; thus
his narcissism is preserved both through retention
of the penis and the feeling of no longer sub-
mitting himself to external authority". (2)
(1) HSliP Page 145
(2) Ibid Page 150

Frequently, according to psychoanalysis, the ego may,
through this process have created for itself a tyrannical
master in the new Super-ego which it will have to seek to
appease at great cost. Neurotic developments are frequently
aooarent . A fear somewhat akin to the Castration fear
develops in the girl. According to the formula of the
psychoanalysts, the girl soon discovers a "penis-lack" and
i
feels a distinct sense of loss, even envy. As a compensation
for this lack she develops a "desire to be given a child
by her father as a present, to bear him a child", (l) This
is intimately tied up with the Oedipus complex in the girl.
Freud 1 s own statement bearing out the dynamic significance of
: this aspect of the complex is as follows:
"From the analyses of many neurotic women we have
learned that women go through an early phase in
which they envy their brothers the token of maleness
and feel themselves handicapped and ill-treated on
account of the lack of it (really, on account of its
diminished form) During this early phase
little girls often make no secret of their envy of
the favorite brother and the animosity it gives
rise to against him; they even try to urinate
standing upright like the brother, thus asserting
the equality with him that they claim." (2)
I
The ramifications of the meaning of these latter complexes
are many and varied and will not be further developed in this
dissertation. We have called attention to them in order to
I present as complete an outline of basic elements entering into
mental conflict.
(1) HSMP Page 136
(2) Ibid Page 141
*J
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The various mechanisms, by which the unconscious complexes
make themselves manifest in the reaction of personalities, have
not "been developed in this present discussion but will be
developed in a latter section in which an attempt is made to
resolve the mental conflicts which operate both consciously
and unconsciously.
P. The Relation of Religion to the Dynamic Factors
which Operate in Mental Conflict.
It may be pointed out that religion is intimately
tied up with the dynamics of mental conflict from the point
of view of psychoanalysis. We may, at the outset, point out
that the concept of the Super-ego and its functioning is of
special importance in the study of the relationship of
religion to life.
(l) The Super-ego and Religion.
Freud's views on religion are to be found
chiefly in two works: " The Future of an Illusion " and
" Totem of Taboo " . In both of these books the significance
of the Super-ego in the development of religious attitudes and
beliefs is pointed out. The genesis of morality is connected
at this point too, thus showing the close inter- relationship
between religious beliefs and the restraints and prohibitions
which have grown up in society and especially primitve society
Religion has come in to re-enforce taboos and social
prohibitions. Inasmuch as the Super-ego operates sub-
consciously we witness that the beliefs and attitudes of
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religion are tied up intimately with the unconscious of man-
(2) Religion is related closely to the Oedipus and
Electra Complexes.
Inasmuch as the child tends, early in life, to
take over the Super-ego standards of "behavior from its parents,
we may expect that their religious beliefs and attitudes
would be closely tied up with these early complexes. Freud,
especially, calls attention to the importance of the role
of the father. He is the authoritarian and is endowed heavily
with powers of prohibition and domination. Freud finds that
the ideal God is derived from the "father complex".
"Die Religion ware die allgeraeine menschliche
Zwangsneurose, wie die des Kindes stammte sie
aus dem Odipuskomplex der Vaterbezeihung M . (l)
He further states that the idea of God is most closely
affected by one's own paternal parent and, therefore, that the
idea of God is relative to each individual.
"Allein die psychoanalytische Erforschung des
einzelnen Menschen lehrt mit einer ganz besonderen
Nachdrucklichkeit, dass fur jeden der Gott nach
dem Vater gebildet ist, dass sein personliches
Verhaltnis zu Gott von seinem Verhaltnis zum
leiblichen Vater abhangt, mit ihra schwankt und
sich verwandelt, und dass Gott im Grunde nichts
anderes ist als ein erhohter Vater. (2)
belief
"Both militant atheism and devout /in God can be
equally traced to the child's earliest reactions
to his earthly father. The attributes of omni-
potence, omniscience, and moral perfection are
invariably ascribed to the father at once stage
(3) FTT
Page 70
Page 136
a;
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or another during the young child's growth; they
proceed at least as much from internal necessities
as from any external example or suggestion- Various
repressions to do with the idea of the father,
together with his obvious short-comings when judged
by so absolute a standard, lead to the attributes of
perfection being abstracted from him and incoroo rated
in an intangible figure- This, in a couple of words,
is perhaps the gist of the mass of knowledge we
possess about the development of the idea of Godhead-
(Psycho-Analysis and the Psychology of Religion",
IN S- Lorard, PT, 330).
A criticism of this view is offered by Herdis Deabler, on
|
the basis that Freud's religion remains "fixated 11 at an
; infantile level and never really grows up into that conception
i of God which is held by mature minds after the scrutiny of
intellectual investigation and moral judgment has been passed
upon it- He indicates that the origin of an idea does not
i
determine the validity of an idea.
"The validity of z belief Is determined by its corres-
pondence with the object to which it refers -- or if
the objective reality to which, it refers cannot be
grasped as in the case of Kant's ' ding-an-sich, 1 the
belief must be tested on the basis of its own inher-
ent consistency and its coherence with experience
taken as a whole. The testing of beliefs belongs in
the field of the sciences that deal specifically with
the objects concerned. In the case of belief in G-od,
the task of validation falls v/ithin the realm of the
philosophy of religion. fl (1)
(1) DFVR p. 231
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0. Freud likewise finds that religion is rooted in the
!
I
dynamics of mental conflict at another point, namely, in the
doctrine of the "Primal Deed". According to the views of
:
:
Freud, in the early primitive society the tribal chieftain,
B being autocratic, domineering, selfish and a jealous man,
[i
! ruled everyone with an iron hand and kept all of the women
1 '
- ; • y ' , .>:..' ' :..
.,
.'<
.
'
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for himself and governed their lives in detail. According
to the myth, the sons being aroused to anger, banded together
and murdered the father- Then they vied among each other as
to who would be the chieftain and could not agree. They soon
began to realize that they had committed a wrong in the
murder of their father and strong feelings of guilt evolved
in their lives. These feelings of guilt are directly related
to the primal deed and out of them grew the law against
murder. In this connection Freud writes the following:
"Nachdem sie ihn beseitigt, ihren Hass befriedigt
und ihren Wunsch nach Identifizierung mit ihm
durchgesetzt hatten, mussten sich die dabei
uberwaltigten zartlichen Regungen zur Geltung
bringen- Es geschah in der Form der Reue, es
entstand ein Schuldbewusstsein, welches hier mit
der gemeinsam erapfuldenen Reue zusammenfallt
.
Der Tote words nun starker, als der Lebende
gewessen war; all dies, wie wir es noch heute an
Menschenschicksalen sehen Sie widerriefen ihre
Tat, indem sie die Totung des Vaterersatzes , des
Totem, fur unerlaubt erklarten, und verzich-teten
auf deren Fruchte, indem sie sich die freigheworden
Frauen versagten. So schufen sie aus dem
Schuldbewusstsein des Sohnes die be iden fundamentalen
Tabu des Totemismus M . (l)
(1) PTT, Page 132; Duk; Page 112
1
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Freud finds the doctrine of original sin related to the
primal deed. Thus we see how intimately religion is tieki up
with the basic conflicts of the personality. The following
long quotation is taken from a study (l) made of the relation-
ship of religious practices and obsessive acts (neurosis) as
they both grow out of the dynamic factors involved in mental
conflicts
•
"Freud, in his early writings on the subject of the
relationship between religious practices and obsessive
acts, attempted to point out that the two phenomena
were similar in one basic fact, namely, both were
attempts to atone for, to do penance for, to gain
redemption from, inner guilt tensions.
The protestations of the pious that they know they are
miserable sinners in their hearts correspond to the
sense of guilt of the obessional neurotic; while the
pious observance (prayers, invocations, etc.) with
which they begin every act of the day, and especially
significance of defensive and protective measures." (2)
M It is easy to see wherein lies the resemblance between
neurotic ceremonial and religious rites; it is in the
fear of pangs of conscience after their omission, in
the complete isolation of them from all other activites,
and in the conscientiousness with which th& details are
carried out. (3) Freud asserts that in each case, the
meaning is not fully understood. The worshiper usually
has some idea about the meaning of the ritual, but the
meaning is usually clothed in symbolic terms, the full
comprehension of which only the priest and trained
clergy are aware'.1 (4)
w0n the basis of this similarity between obsessive
acts and religious oractices, Freud came to look upon
"this neurosis as a private religious system, and
religion as a universal obsessional neurosis". (5)
DFVR
AAS
Ibid
Ibid
Pages 159 - 160 (5) Ibid Page 34
Page 306
Page 27
Page 30
1j
•
i
1
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M If the individual blindly works out his 'unconscious'
guilt feelings on an individual plane, he will likely
develop some form of a mild obsessional neurosis. If
the individual works out his 'unconscious 1 guilt
feeling on a group and on a cosmic plane, he will save
himself from individual, private neurotic symptoms:
M Der Fromraglaubige in hohem Grade gegen die
Gefahr gewisser neurotisher JCrkarankungen geschutst
ist; die Annahme der allgemeinen Neurose Uberhebt ihn
der Anfgabe, eine personliche Neurose auszubilden" . (l)
The next 6tep in Freud's development of his hypothesis is
to be readily guessed- He states that as the private ob-
sessional neurosis is to be overcome so is the universal ob-
sessional neurosis to be outgrown. He asserts that we are,
in the present, in the process of this development.
MNach dieser Auffassung ware vorauszusehen, dass
sich die Abwendung von der Religion mit der
schicksalsmassigen Unerbittlichkeit eines
Wachs turnsvorganges vollziehen muss, und dass
wir uns gerade jetzt mitten in dieser Entwicklungs
hase befinden". (3)
(1) ZEI Page 71
(2) Ibid Pages 70 - 71
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15. EVIDENCE FROM THE SCHOOL OF INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOLOGY.
We shall turn now to a summary survey of the
contribution of individual psychology toward the understanding
of the dynamic nature of the structure of personality and the
nature and origin of mental conflict.
In moving from our study of the psychoanalytical school to
the school of individual psychology, we are following the
course which occurred historically.
It was A. Adler,one of the brilliant students and
followers of S. Freud,who ventured a new interpretation of
mental disorder which was essentially unacceptable to his
teacher and turned out to be a quite unique and individual
approach to the same problems
.
In order to understand the similarities and the differences
of these two schools with reference to the dynamic structure
of personality, it is well to keep in mind some basic facts.
Both of them worked for the same purpose, namely the cure
for neuroses which are considered to be psychogenic in origin.
Both schools postulate, as a basic approach to this problem,
the need of the exploration of the childhood experiences of the
neurotic and both of them hold to the concept of the "un-
conscious". Both of them postulate a basic libidinal drive.
m,.fj.f
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However, it must be kept in mind that the usage of these con-
cepts in the two schools of thought is different. It may be
pointed out that, whereas, the nature of the libido for psycho-
analysis is essentially sexual in nature, that for individual
psychology, it is essentially an egoistic drive for superiority.
The sexual aspect of the libido is subordinated to the primary
will-to-power and superiority, by Adler. Whereas, in the
psychoanalytical concept, the libidnal energy may be split off
into separate functioning units, antagonistic to the outter
world of culture and standards- In individual psychology no
such split occurs. It is not a matter of the transer of
quantities of libido from one place to another but rather a
calling in of the energy to help a human being in meeting the
present world as he sees it. There is no fundamental antag-
onism between the conscious and the unconscious according to
individual psychology. Both strive toward the same goal which
the individual holds.
Adler writes the following in this connection:
"The use of the terms "consciousness" and "uncon-
sciousness" to designate distinctive factors is
incorrect in the practice of Individual Psychology.
Consciousness and unconsciousness move together in
the same direction and are not contradictions, as
is so often believed- What is more, there is no
definite line of demarcation between them- It is
merely a question of discovering the purpose of their
joint movement. It is impossible to decide on what
is conscious and what is not until the whole connection
has been obtained", (l)
(l) ASL Page 56
O
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To the psychoanalysts mental c onflie t arises from
material banished or repressed into the unconscious, whereas,
to the individual psychologist, mental conflict arises out of
the concept which the individual holds of himself in relation
to the ideal derived from his social relationships and uses the
'•vast chasm" between what he is and does and what he thinks he
should be and what he ought to be doing.
We may turn now to an outline presentation of the funda-
mental concepts of individual psychology with relation to the
dynamic factors which operate in mental conflict.
A. Concepts Basic to the Adlerian View of Structure of
Personal ity
.
(1) Striving Toward Goal of Superiority.
Individual psychology may be said to be an
investigation of the individual differences in the mode of
striving toward goal of superiority. According to Adler, this
striving may be on the "useful" or "useless" side of life.
Adler writes:
"The goal of superiority may be on the useless or
the useful side of life- If a person is benevolent,
it may mean either of two things -It may
mean that he is socially adjusted and wants to
help, or else it may mean simply that he wants to
boast". (1)
(2) The Feeling of Inferiority.
The school of individual psychology holds
that every personality has a feeling of inferiority. This is
(l) ASL Page 94
.'Vm
!
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inevitable because of the fact that we are born small, weak and
inferior and have to live in the TDresence of strength and
general superiority. But, this feeling of inferiority may be a
very good thing inasmuch as it inspires striving, especially in
children. It may, however, become the basis of futile com-
pensation and neuroticism. In this latter interpretation the
feeling of inferiority permeates the whole personality and is
^freouently called "the inferiority complex" . Adler tersely
states this fact as follows:
"Inferiority, we have seen, is the basis for human
striving and success- On the other hand the sense
of inferiority is the basis for all our problems
of psychological maladjustment- When the individual
does not find a proper concrete goal of superiority
an inferiority complex results- The inferiority
complex leads to a desire for escape and this desire
for escape is expressed in a superiority complex,
which is nothing more than a goal on the useless
and vain side of life offering the satisfaction
of false success." (l)
(3) The Concept of the Goal of Life
Inasmuch as every individual has a feeling
of inferiority and his chief ourpose is to achieve superiority,
the individual sets up within his life a definite goal for which
he strives in order to achieve his sense of superiority*
Again Adler' s own statement in this connection is the following:
"It is true that when the word "goal" is mentioned,
the reader is likely to have a hazy impression. The
The idea needs to be concretized- Now in the last
analysis, to have a goal is to aspire to be life God-
(l) ASL Page 263
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But to be like God is of course the ultimate goal
—
of goals, if we may use the term. Educators should
be cautious in attempting to educate themselves and
their children to be like God. As a matter of fact
we find that the child in his development substitutes
a more concrete and immediate goal. Children look
for the strongest person in their environment and
make him their model or their goal. It may be the
father, or perhaps the mother, for we find that even
a boy may be influenced to imitate his mother is
she seems the strongest person- Later on they want
to be coachmen because thev believe the coachman is
the strongest person*?. (l)
(4) The Concept of Compensation.
Very commonly in life the individual is
unable to achieve the goal of superiority. A blocking occurs
and the individual is called upon to make an adjustment.
According to Adler and his followers in the school of individual
psychology, a phenomenon called comoensation appears. Adler
took this idea of compensation from the biological field in
which the body will over-develop certain parts in compensation
for the injury done to other parts and applied it in the realm
of mental health. Thus, when a sense of deficiency and in-
adequacy appears, the individual will find himself setting up
a compensatory reaction toward the situation. The various
types of compensation will be discussed in a later chapter in
which the mechanism of compensation will be examined with
reference to the part they play in the resolution of mental
conflict. At this point we are merely interested in the main
outlines of the dynamic structure of personality from the
(1) ASL Page 54
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individual psychologist's viewpoint.
(5) The Concept of the Style of Life.
The individual's method of achieving his
goal of superiority will become crystalized into a charac-
teristic behavior response which is, by the individual
psychologist, called the "Style of Life".
The individual style of life is determined b/ childhood
experiences of each person- No two styles of life are ever
identical. Inasmuch as the individual's style of life is
effective for the achievement of the goal of life for the
individual person, it is essentially natural that they will
not be discovered in the favorable situations of life but,
rather, in the unfavorable ones in which the individual is
confronted with new difficulties and must make an adjustment.
The individual psychologist is exceedingly interested in
the understanding of the style of life of an individual for
j
the ourpose of understanding the dynamic structure of oerson-
ality, and the dynamic factor operating in mental conflict.
Concerning the appearance for the individual's style of life in
unfavorable circumstances, Adler writes the following:
"As long as a person is in a favorable situation we
cannot see his style of Mfe clearly. In new sit-
uations, however, where he is confronted with dif-
ficulties, the style of life apoears clearly and
distinctly. A trained psychologist could perhaps
understand a style of life of a human being even in
a favorable situation, but it becomes apparent to
everybody when the human subject is put into un-
favorable or difficult situations". (l)
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(6) The Concept of the Prototype.
The individual's style of life is seen
early in life and its origin is found by the individual psycho-
logist in the "prototype" goal, which is formed usually in the
first four or five years of life, and for the most part, does
not change its character throughout life. Adler writes:.
"For the most part the style of life never changes-
There is always the same person with the same per-
sonality, the same unity. A style of life, as we
have shown, is built up through the striving for a
particular goal of superiority, and so we must
expect every word, act and feeling to be an organic
part of the whole "Action line". Now at some points
this "action line" is more clearly expressed- This
happens particularly in old remembrances", (l)
The individual's prototype cannot be changed by punish-
ment and preaching, not by any mere experience of life- It is
only when, through some method of investigation, the therapist
is able to get at the basic prototype personality that a
change may be accomplished.
According to individual psychology, when the prototype is
formed in connection with symbols and goals having a social
interest and value, then the individual is progressively well-
adjusted and mentally healthy. He is living then, on the
"useful side of life". On the other hand, when a mistaken
prototype is formed, i.e., when the prototype is self-seeking
and dispossessed of social interest, then the ground work of
mental health has been laid.
(1) ASL Pages 117 - 118
MI* 1
Mistaken prototypes are said by Adler to have definite
characteristics some of which he suggests in the following
passage
:
"There are a few signs which may be taken as definite
indications of a mistaken prototype- A child who
wants to attract attention and who is lacking in
social interest will often be untidy. By being untidy
he occupies other people's time. He will also not
want to go to sleep, and will cry out at night or
wet the bed. He plays at anxiety because he has
noticed that anxiety is a weapon by which he may
force others to obey. All these signs appear in
favorable situations, and by looking for them one
is likely to reach a correct conclusion". (l)
In the following passage we see thd importance which
Adler places upon prooer guides in the early childhood in
order that mistaken prototyoes may not be developed, but
rather, that the prototype should be filled with social
striving and a sense of the achievement of a goal of superi-
ority. He writes:
"This is the dynamic mechanism of psychological
life. More concretely, we know that the mistakes
in the functioning of the psyche are more harm-
ful at certain times than at others. We know
that the style of life is crystallized in
tendencies formed in childhood-— in the pro-
totype that develops at the age of four or five.
And this being so, the whole burden of the
guidance of our psychological life rests on
proper childhood guidance." (2)
(7) The Importance of Courage.
The primary dynamic factor in the structure
of the functioning of personality, which makes for the develop-
ment of a wholesome healthy personality, is courage.
(1) ASL Page 207
(2) Ibid Pages 263 - 264
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Individual psychologists find that in the instance of a
mistaken prototype, which brings with it a train of failures,
that courage is soon shattered- Defeat, failure, experience
of hostility to oneself and aspirations and dreams, result in
discouragement, withdrawal and finally surrender. Neurotic ism
is, according to the individual psychologists, a price which
one pays for violating goals with social interest and value.
Discouragement is "bound to creep into the life of an egoist.
Consequently, from the point of view of the psychologist, our
chief goal of therapy is the development in the patient of:
(a) understanding of his symptoms
(b) courage to face his situation
(c) establishing a sense of confidence
and adequacy
With this background of the understanding of the dynamic
structure of personality, we may turn to a brief survey of the
nature and origin of mental conflict within the frame-work of
this theory of personality.
B. Findings Concerning the Origin of Mental Conflict,
(l) Organic Inferiority.
In the early works of Adler the primary
emphasis which he puts upon the nature and origin of the sense
of inferiority, which is the primary element in the dynamics
of mental conflict, has been somewhat augmented by his
followers. Adler, however, still maintains the early emphasis
upon the organic basis of inferiority.
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His formula for the development of the feeling of
inferiority and its corresponding compensation is as follows:
Inferior organ—leading to
Feeling of inferiority—leading to
Longing for security—leading to
Compensation- (l)
In his recent book, the HScience of Living", Adler writes
the following in connection with a discussion of suicide:
"Some types turn to suicide and desire in this way
to throw off the whole world with its difficulties-
They seem not to care for life and so feel superior,
although they are really cowards- We see that as a
compensation for the inferiority complex. We must
always try to find the organic connection—the
connection which may seem to he a contradiction
but which is ouite in the course of human nature,
as we have already shown. Once this connection is
found we are in a position to treat both the
inferiority and superiority complexes". (2)
been added as a second great causative factor in the development
When in the social world, the wish for power and for
I
superiority is frustrated, the individual is driven into com-
pensations of various types or into a complete withdrawal from
f
attack in social living. It must be said, however, that the
individual's style of life is inadequate to the meeting of the
ij
social resDonsibilities and defeats when neurotic compensation
and withdrawal into a psychosis take place-
(2) Social Failure.
In more recent times social failure has
of the sense of inferiority. (3)
151
(3)
VLS Page 6
ASL Page 96
ZLS Page 20
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From Adler'3 viewpoint, the most important fact about the
individual's relationship to his life situation is not to "be
found in the situation itself, but rather in the way by which
the individual interprets the situation- In the following
quotation it is evident that not even a physical defect need
necessarily result in a psychological defeat leading to a
neurosis or psychosis- He writes:
"There is no necessary cause and effect relation
between a physical imperfection and a bad style
of life. For the physical imperfedtion we can
often give good treatment in the form of right
nutrition and thereby partly obviate the
physical situation. But it is not the physical
defect which causes the bad results; it is the
patient's attitude which is responsible". (l)
Social failure may take place in any early human experience
in which one is involved in an inter-relationship with another.
We shall not at this point rehearse the familiar areas of
social experience except to mention a few of the most important
ones •
In the earliest experiences of the child, the parents
and immediate guides play the most important role.
During the later childhood and adolescence, relationships
with friends, school authorities, and "puppy love" situations
are determined. The social attitude taken by others toward the
facts of sex oractices plays an important role in the
adolescent period and very frequently leads to a great sense
(1) ASL Page 71
11!
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of inferiority which may be the basis of a strong mental conflict
In young adulthood and adulthood, the positions attained, such
as political, vocational, artistic etc., have a definite
influence upon the nature of personality adjustment. Failure
; in these fields may become the basis of a frustrating mental
j conflict leading toward mental ill-health. It may be noted
likewise, that the social aspect of the lack of intelligence
is a most important factor in understanding the sense of
inferiority in a dull - normal or intellectually inferior
individual - It is the interpretation of ones situation which
is more important than the elements in the situation-
0. The Hasculine Protest.
This concept of the masculine protest has been
developed by individual psychology to indicate the fact that
in our Western culture, femininity has been identified with
inferiority. There is a strong s truggle to overcome inferior-
ity feelings which are connected with tenderness and sensi-
tivity and to achieve a domination identified with masaulinity.
We find here an interpretation which has a strong broad
; cultural reference, (related to a sense of social failure).
" i* ' , . v \: < n- v n I f|. Alva
D. The "Fiction" World Out of Adjustment with the World-
Whenever the individual has developed through
the strivings for the realization of the "prototype" goal, a
"fiction world", (fantasy or autistic thinking), a train of
1 new mental conflicts are sure to follow those already in
operation-
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Whenever the individual lives in an inner world in which a
"private logic" operat es he is bound to suffer much because
of his lack of adjustment to the social world- He becomes
'caught in a vicious circle by which the maladjustment leads to
further maladjustments. MHe spins himself into 'the meshes
of his private fiction' as if he were a split personality and
not a unified being. Curative training commences only when
1
|j
he realizes that the split in his ego is of his own arrangement,
a product of his unnecessary fear and that his egoistic goal
j)
is incompatable with the demands of reality". (l)
E. Exaggerated Compensations.
Inasmuch as Adler holds that all individuals have
a sense of inferiority to some degree and in some situations,
there is a universal practice of compensation. Thus, whenever
j an individual compensates to such a degree that he becomes
socially intolerable or an oddity, he has set the stage for a
! whole new series of conflict situations which are bound to
lead toward mental ill-health- While all compensations
j arising out of an intensified inferiority feeling, it is held
j!
by individual psychology to have essentially the character of
lj a "fiction" and there is, in the communal life of the
individual, a certain tolerance of eccentricities which makes
!
it possible for the individual to carry on a reasonably
successful social career. But because the individual reasons
« ».,.. ,.. >-»» — • •
j!
differently (egoistically ) he does not enjoy the same zest
(lT~]S4JAP Page 161
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for life and social security which the healthy individual
enjoys who is living with an objective attitude in his world
of reality.
F. The Neurotic Compensation.
We may, for purposes of study, single out that
class of compensation which comes under the general heading
of neuroses.
The tendency of the misguided prototype is toward the
development of a style of life which leads deeper and deeper
through the operation of "vicious circle" into a maladjustment
of the personality in the world of its social relations.
Increasingly, as a sense of failure for inferiority creeps in
more deeply upon the personality, a more devastating fear pos-
sesses the individual. He then comes through anxious effort
and ambitions to the usage of neurotic methods of gaining his
goal. For instance: the individual wishing attention and
sympathy and appreciation may develop a case of infant ism
(usually neurasthetic or hysteric) which has a purely psycho-
genic origin and represents "the last trump for otherwise
insolvable inferiority complexes", (l)
Thus, it is evident why the individual psychologist holds
that the neuroses is a safe-guard to the individual and
represents a desperate attempt at cure and healing.
(1) AP Page 180
fit 3!
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Inasinuch as the desire for security is one of the strong-
est elements in the dynamics of the neuroses, there is a strong
nuerotic who wishes to play a "stern role H cannot do so in the
world of outer reality, he will do so in the world of fantasy.
The price which he pays for this pseudo-security is terrifically !
heavy. The short cut method results in mental ill-health and
disintegration of personality. Thus, from the point of view
of the individual school of psychology, the end results of the
neurotic compensation is the psychoses-
A summary statement of this matter may be found in the
following passage:
"All enurotic character traits are essentially
aggressive and represent in active or passive for
the means used to the attainment of the neurotic
goal. Since the goal is unattainable, the neurotic
must slacken his efforts sooner or later. At first
he sharpens his character traits or develops new
ones to strengthen the aggression- When that does
not suffice and the discouragement keeps on pro-
gressing, he runs away from the battl? front of
life where his tasks and obligations await him-
And the best refuge is sickness- He who is sick
is excused, is nursed and gets whatever he wants
to salve his inferiority feeling: attention, love,
care- He has achieved by simple means what he could
not accomplish at life's front; he rules- That costs
him the price of suffering which increases because
the lack of a reasonable activity stimulates his
tendency for the individual to take recourse to the construction
of a "fiction world" through the operation of fantasy. If the
(1) l&JAP Page 223
I4
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16. EVIDENCE FROM ANALYTICAL PSYCHOLOGY.
We turn now to a survey of the analytical school
of psychology as represented "by C G. Jung for the purpose of
f#Mi rV.r.h ha* ii into trivet?p*«-« *x-<
gathering evidence as to the nature of the dynamic structure of
personality and the dynamic factors operating in mental conflict
We have, under the section dealing with the backgrounds of
mental health, discussed at some length the nature of Jung's
conception of the unconscious. We need then, at this point,
merely to recall to ourselves that he has pushed back the con-
cept of the unconscious as represented by Freud and Adler to
include a vaster sphere of experience including, in addition to
the individual experience, the experience of the race. This,
he has incorporated under the term self. He writes:
H I have chosen the "self" to designate the totality
of man, the sum total of conscious and unconscious
existence. I have chosen this term in accordance
with eastern philosophy which for centuries has
occupied itself with those problems that arise
when even the gods cease to become human", (l)
A. The Dynamic Structure of Personality.
In order to understand the dynamic factors which
operate in mental conflict, it is necessary for us to review
the dynamic structure of personality according to the view-
points of analytical psychology. This may be done under five
sub-headings as follows:
(1) JPAR Page 100
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(l) Primordial Archetypes.
Man is more than present consciousness*
In him is the depository of the vast experience of primitive
man which has been crystalized into "archetypes" and inherited
from generation to generation. Man, in fact, is so vast that
"it is auite impossible to define the extention and the ultimate
character of psychic existence. When we now speak of man we
mean the indefinable whole of man and ineffable totality which
can only be formulated symbolically." (l)
These archetypes which Jung feels must be transmitted
through biological inheritance, manifest themselves in
consciousness in several ways. Jung finds that dreams are a
singularly significant way of witnessing the re-appearance of
the archetypal forms and images. He has developed the art-of-
using-dream- interpretation, into an effective therapeutic
procedure. Then again, Jung finds that mythology and the
creedal deposits of religion (the Trinity, the idea of God)
a representation of the archetypal patterns of the human life.
He also finds in disturbed personalities (neurotics and
psychotics), when the balance between the conscious and the
unconscious is disturbed, the re-appearance of archetypal
motives, forms and images. He also finds that in the mood
of contemplation and revery, when the conscious direction of
(1) JPAR Page 100
nl
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of the flow of emotional energy is lessened, that the same
archaic material flows into consciousness. This re-appearance
of experiences, Jung feels cannot be interpreted any other way
than that the archetypal patterns are transmitted "by heredity.
His own statement in this connection is:
"I have called those motives archetypes and by them
I understand forms or images of a collective nature
which occur practically all over the earth as
constituents of myths and at the same time as auto-
chthonous, individual products of unconscious origin.
The archetypal motive presumably start? from the
archetypal patterns of the human mind which are not
only transmitted by tradition and migration but also
by heredity. The latter hypothesis is indispensable,
since even complicated archetypal images can be
spontaneously reproduced without any possible direct
tradition"
All this primordial material is referred to by C G. Jung
as belonging to "the collective unconscious 11 .
(2) The "Personal Unconscious".
The second sub-division to Jung's theory
of personality is his concept of the "personal unconscious".
It contains the forgotten, repressed and fixated infantile
material. At this point, Jung coincides with the Freudian
view of the unconscious. He, however, does not regard the
libido primarily as sexual in nature as does Freud, but
transcends it with an all embracing energy "tremendum".
(1) JPAR Pages 63 -64
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(3) The Present Consciousness-
The human personality consists of the
"present consciousness" and the vast hinterland of the uncon-
I
scious psyche which is made up of "personal unconscious" and the
"collective unconscious" material. The sum total of human
personality is, at any given instant, always the totality of
I
experience ,personal and rational incorporated under the term
"self". There exists between the conscious aspect of person-
ality and the unconscious aspect, a balance in the normal
personality. When this balance is destroyed, a personality
disturbance begins to occur and mental health begins to
diminish. For Jung, the raaintanence of balance in the immediate
i
and present circumstances of life is the most important aspect
of personality adjustment.
To understand Jung's concept of personality it is essential
to keeo in mind the importance of wholesome adjustment in the
|j
present life situation- Jung writes:
"The pathogenic conflicts exists only in the present
moment only in the actual present are the
effective causes and only here are the possibilities
of removifcg them'.' (l)
(4) Introvert and Extrovert.
The adjustment which the individual makes
in the present situation is determined to a great degree upon
the way in which he reacts to life situations- According to
Jung's findings, there are two main reactions to life which
(
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man may take. Jung proclaims a man to be an extrovert:
"When he sjlves hie fundamental interests to the outer
or objective world, and attributes an important and
essential value to it; he is introverted, on the
contrary, when the objective world suffers a sort
of depreciation or want of consideration, for the
sake of exaltation of the individual himself", (l)
The introvert is capable of greater introspection and,
therefore, of greater understanding of his inner psychic
nature. The extrovert is usually too busy to investigate the
processes of his mental reactions.
(5) The Concept of "Balance" Between the Unconscious
and the Conscious.
Fundamental to the understanding of Jung's
dynamic structure of personality is his concept of the "self-
regulated system (psychic) that maintains itself in equi-
librium" . The following quotation from Jung states this fact
tersely:
"The psyche is a self-regulating system that
maintains itself in equilibrium as the body does.
JEvery process that goes too far immediately and
inevitably calls forth a compensatory activity.
Without such adjustments a normal metabolism would
not exist, nor would the normal psyche. We can take
the idea of compensation, so understood, as a law
of psychic happening. Too little on one side results
in too much on the other. The relation between
conscious and unconscious is compensatory. This
fact, which is easily verifiable affords a rule for
dream interpretation. It is always helpful, when we
set out to interpret a dream, to ask: What conscious
attitude does it compensate?" (2)
(1) Quoted in AP Page 409 For elaboration consult Jung,
"Psvchological Types".
(2) JMS3 Page 20
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Jung holds that when a tension accumulates and increases
in severity that the harmony between the unconscious and the
conscious is disturbed and a "volcanic" eruption takes place
in which "a gentle and reasonable being can be transformed
into a maniac or a savage beast and and there is, as
far as we know, no human means of protection against a
possible outburst which will destroy everybody within its
reach", (l)
When any oerson violates the laws of balance and harmony
and equilibrium between the conscious and the "overwhelming
unconscious", he does so at the price of personal disturbance
and loss of mental health and wholesome social adjustment.
It is in the maintenance of this mental balance that Jung finds
the great value of religious ritual, creeds and ceremonies.
A defense against the unexpected, dangerous uprush of the
unconscious is greatly needed and Bought after.
B. The Dynamic Factors Operating in Mental Conflict.
Having before us Jung's concept of the dynamic
structure of the personality, we are ready to turn to a
survey of the dynamic factors which operate in mental conflict
according to the views of analytical psychology. Inasmuch as
the maintenance of the balance between the unconscious and the
conscious is the end and object of all personality integration,
we may turn in this investigation into the nature of mental
(1) JPAR Page 16
000
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conflict, to the investigation of those factors which will
disturb this balance and lead to dissociation and personality
disturbance
.
(1) Conflicts in the Present External World.
As has been mentioned already, Jung places
a great deal of emphasis upon the importance of right relations
and harmony in the world of outer-reality in the present.
Friction between parents, between children and parents, between
children and children, may all lead to a disturbance of the
balance, resulting in nervous behavior and misconduct. Social
failure of any type, frustration in vocational or academic
careers, and any severely humiliating or disrupting experience
is capable of unbalancing this necessary state of equilibrium.
(2) Repression Leads to Disturbance of the Balance.
From the point of view of Jung, repression
|i
is Ma sort of half-conscious and half-hearted letting
go of things, a dropping of hot cakes, a reviling
of grapes which hang too high, or a looking the
other way in order not to become conscious of one's
desires", (l)
Jung continues the above statement as follows:
"Freud has discovered repression as one of the main
mechanisms in the making of a neurosis. Suppression
amounts to a conscious moral choice, but repression
is a. rather immoral (penchant) for getting rid of
disagreeable decisions". (2)
(1) JPAR Page 91
(2) Ibid Page 91
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Jung holds that whenever repression of an inferiority
("the inferior man") occurs such a:, isolation from consciousness
!
"forces the latter (the Unconscious psyche) to become revolu-
tionary". (1)
Thus, it is evident that through the mechanism of
repression of segmental instinctual cravings or humiliating
shame-filled experiences that a disturbance of the equilibrium
occurs and a state of ill-health is apt to develop.
(3) Concealment.
Man is a social being and finds a suDoort for the
a&fiaclotts 0 f vrh* t wa eo* e a e 1 . K $> - :•. '. -.pa 4»
maintenance of the balance between the conscious and the un-
conscious from associating with the crystallized dogmas and
creeds belonging to his social group. Whenever a trespassing
of the codes and creeds of the social group occurs and man
becomes conscious of "sin", a concealment of the action or
impulse or thought takes place. This concealment is filled with
portents for the "soul". That material becomes a "poison" for
the psyche. Jung's quotation in this connection is as follows:
"As soon as man was capable of conceiving the idea
of sin, he had recourse to psychic concealment or>
to put it in analytical language, a repression arose.
Anything that is concealed is a secret. The main-
tenance of secrets acts like a psychic poison which
alienates their possessor from the community. In
small doses, this poison may actually be a priceless
remedy, even an essential preliminary to the differ-
entiation of the individual. This is so much the case
that, even on a primitive level, man has felt an
irresistible need to invent secrets; their possession
(1) JPAR Page 95
\<
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saves him from dissolving in the unconsciousness of
mere community life, and thus from a fatal psychic
injury. As is well known, the many ancient mystery
cults with their secret rituals served this instinct
for differentiation. Even the Christian sacraments
were looked upon as mysterious in the early Church,
and, as in the case of baptism, were celebrated in
private apartments and only referred to under a
veil of allegory", (l)
He writes further concerning the destructive effect of
a "private secret" which is concealed from other persons:
"However, beneficial a secfet shared with several
persons may be, a merely private secret has a
destructive effect- It resembles a burden of guilt
which cuts off the unfortunate possessor from com-
munion with his fellow-beings- Yet if we are
conscious of what we conceal, the harm done is
decidedly less than if we do not know what we are
repressing or even that we have repressions at all.
In the latter case we not merely keep a content
consciously private, but we conceal it even from
ourselves. It then splits off from consciousness
as an independent complex, to lead a separate
existence in the unconscious, where it can be
neither corrected nor interfered with by the con-
scious mind. The complex is thus an autonomous
portion of the psyche which, as experience has
shown, develops a peculiar fantasy life of its own.
What we call fantasy is simply spontaneous psychic
activity; and it wells up whenever the r epressive
action of the conscious mind relaxes or ceases
altogether, as in sleep. In sleep this activity
shows itself in the form of dreams- And we continue
to dream in waking life beneath the threshold of
consciousness, especially when this activity is con-
ditioned by a repressed or otherwise unconscious
complex- It should be said in passing that uncon-
scious contents are by no means exclusively suchas
were once conscious and, by being repressed, have
later grown into unconscious complexes, (ftuite
otherwise, the unconscious has contents peculiar
to itself which, slowly growing upward from the
depths, at last comes into consciousness. We
should therefore, in no wise picture the unconscious
(l) JMSS Pages 35 - 36
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psyche to ourselves as a mere receptacle for contents
discarded by the conscious mind" • (l)
(4) Regression.
Through regression to an earlier infantile
Level of behavior, thought, or patterns of emotional reaction,
the present consciousness is robbed of its power of critical
svaluation, reasonable integration, and power for maintaining
a state of equilibrium between the unconscious and the world of
conscious experience, including adjustments to outer-reality.
ie writes:
"Where it is a matter of regression to an archaic
modus, the result is an inferior adaptation and a
corresponding lack of efficiency". (2)
(5) Discarding of "formal aids" for maintaining
"an equilibrium" such as creeds, dogmas, rituals, etc.
Jung holds that authoritarianism, formalism, and all manner
of crystallized social thought have a distinct value to the
individual in the maintenance of a balance between the con-
scious and the unconscious, as long as these authorities are
accepted as valid by the individual- Accordingly, we find that
Jung sees a decided increase in mental disturbance in modern
times where an overthrow of authoritarianism and formalism in
morals and religions has occurred. He finds that with the
exodus from church that an increase in mental ill-health has
taken place. He finds, too, that the Protestant Church
(1) JMSS Pages 36 - 37
(2) JPAR Page 106
=*=====
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with its emphasis upon individual relations to God, is running
a greater risk of having disturbed personalities in its midst
than the Catholic Church, which still maintains to a relatively-
high degree, her indisputable authority. He writes:
•'Protestantism was, and still is, a great risk and
at the same time a great opportunity. If it keeps
on disintegrating as a Church it succeeds in
depriving man of all his spiritual safeguards and
means of defense against the immediate experience
of the forces waiting for liberation in the un-
conscious mind", (l)
He writes further:
M I ask myself seriously whether this
kind of 'religion 1 , which I prefer to call a creed, has
not an important function in human society. The
substitution has the obvious purpose of replacing
immediate experience by a choice of suitable symbols
invested in a solidly-organized ritual and dogma. The
Catholic Church maintains them by her indisputable
authority, the Protestant Church (if this term is still
applicable) by insistence upon faith and the evangelical
message. As long as those two principles work, people
are effectively defended and shielded against immediate
religious experience. Even if something of the sort
should happen to them, they can refer to the Church for
it would know whether the experience came from God or
from the devil, whether it was to be accepted or to be
rejected". (2)
He continues by indicating his personal experience in connection
with disturbed personalities and their relationship to the
dogmas and churches:
"In my profession I have encountered many cases of
people who have had such an immediate experience, and
who would not submit to the authority of dogmatic
decision. I had to accompany them through the
peripeties of passionate conflicts, panics of madness,
desperate confusions and depressions which were
(1) JPAR
(2) Ibid
Page 59
Page 52 f.
4
grotesque and terrible at the same time, so that I
am amply aware of the extraordinary importance of
dogma and ritual, at least as methods of mental
hygiene. If the patient is a practicing Catholic,
I invariably advise him to confess and to com-
municate in order to protect himself from immediate
experience, which might easily be too much for him.
With Protestants it is usually not so easy, because
dogma and ritual have become so oale and faint that
they have lost their efficacy to a high degree", (l)
Thus it is clear, for the purposes of our discussion here,
that Jung finds a definite value in the formal authoritatian
racial deposits of belief, creed and ritual for the maintenance
of mental health. Conversely it is clear that with the over-
i
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throw of the same, a great assisting force for the maintenance
of the balance between the unconscious and the conscious had
been discarded and any slight disturbing situation is apt to
develop a mental conflict so strong that it leads to a serious
disturbance of the necessary equilibrium of persona 1 ity and,
thus, of mental health-
It would not be a complete presentation of Jung's view
of the harm done by the overthrow of the religious factor of
life if we were not to mention the potential force of the
"God idea" archetype, developed in a recent book entitled
Psychology and Religion (1929), in which C.G.Jung has made a
.study of a "scientific intellectual" who had overthrown the
idea of God and religion and who had become seriously dis-
turbed in his personality. With an elaborate discussion of the
technique of dream-analysis by which Dr. Jung got at the root
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problem of this man's mental life, he presents to us the
j
dynamic significance of the final grasping of the idea of God
in the man's experience. CG.. Jung takes one through the
j
ramifications of symbolism, mythical and medieval, and finally
arrives at the recognition of the "quatemity" symbol and the
', "mandalla" symbol of the deity and points out how, through a
|
series of four hundred dream-analyses, he was able to trace
the unconscious process from rejection to the acceptance of
: the idea of God and finally, with that acceptance, to witness
the new health and sense of "most sublime harmony" and peace
which came into the life of his patient, (l)
CG.. Jung concludes that the "archetypal idea of God" is
one of the most potent and powerful archetypal iceas present in
the unconscious psyche of man. He finds this archetype
bearing somewhat the same significance in many cases and has
come to the conclusion that each individual must reckon
adequately with the need of purposely organizing his life
around religious values in order to maintain the proper
equilibrium of personality. Religion has come to mean to him
a relationship to the highest and strongest values in life.
He does not argue the metaphysical validity of a belief in the
idea of God. He merely observes the psychological significance
and power of that idea for the maintenance of mental health.
(1) JPAR Page 87
I1
He writes:
"That psychological fact which is of greatest power
in your system is the god, since it is always the
overwhelming psychic factor which is called god-
As soon as god ceases to be an overwhelming factor
he "becomes a mere name- His essence is dead and his
power is gone", (l)
He continues:
M It is a regrettable mistake if anybody should under-
stand my observations to be a kind of proof of the
existence of God. They prove only the existence of
an archetypal image of the deity which, to my mind,
is the most we can assert psychologically about God.
But as it is a very important and influential
archetype, its relatively frequent occurrence seems
to be a noteworthy fact for any theologia naturalis.
Since the experience of it has the quality of
Numanosity, often to a high degree, it ranks among
CG~ Jung found that with the necessary symbolic fulfilImen
of the idea of God, that hi •"scientifically-minded" patient
regained his eouilibrium and mental health. Thus he
generalizes that without the proper compensatory expression in
conscious life for the archetypal idea of God, a loss of the
equilibrium is inevitable and leads to mental disturbance in
the form of dissociation of personality. His quotation
impressing uoon us the importance of the idea of God, even
though God be merely a "nonego", is the following:
"3ince the idea of God represents an important,
even overwhelming, psychical intensity, it is,
in a way, safer to believe that such an autonomous
intensity is a nonegjo, Perhaps an altogether
different or superhuman entity, " total it eral iter " . (3)
(1) JPAR Page 98
religious experiences
Ibid
Ibid
75
104
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When his patient overthrew the "totaliteraliter" he became ill.
Whenever a person declares the "tremendum" to be dead, he
should find out at once where this considerable energy, which
was once invested in an existence as great as God, has dis-
appeared- It might reappear under another name, it might call
itself "Wotan" or "state" or something ending with — ism, even
atheism, of which people believe, hope and expect just as much
as they formerly did of God. If it does not appear under the
disguise of a new name, then it will most certainly return in
the mentality of the one from whom the death declaration has
issued. Since it is a matter of a tremendous energy, the
result will be an eaually important psychological disturbance
in the form of a dissociation of personality. The disruption
can produce a dual or a multiple personality. It is as if one
single person could not carry the total amount of energy so
that oarts of the personality which were hitherto functional
units instantly break asunder and assume the dignity and
importance of autonomous personalities- (l)
Thus we have summarized the nature of the dynajnic structure
of personality as viewed by C.G.Jung and have witnessed the
dynamic factors which operate in the functioning of mental
conflict. We are ready now to turn to the next school of
investigation for further evidence concerning mental conflict.
(1) JPAR Page 104
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17. EVIDENCE GATHERED FROM MOTIVATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY A3
REPRESENTED BY . WILLIAM H. SHELDON. (The
Psychology of the promethean Will).
Under the general heading of the psychological back-
grounds of mental health we have at some length dealt with the
criticism of some of the concepts of the previous non-experi-
mental schools of psychological investigation as given to us
by W. H- Sheldon. He finds that a "Psycho-religious cult ism"
has been developed in these three approaches and suggests that
the investigation of the dynamic structure of personality,
with reference to the nature of the elements entering into
the mental conflict, should be chastened by more reverent
and scrutinizing usage of terminology to designate psycho-
logical processes. We have witnessed the fact that he finds
it sufficient to use the term "depth dimension of consciouness"
instead of "unconscious" which term he regards to be a
"logical absurdity", (l)
In his approach to the dynamic structure of personality
we find nothing new except a fresh restatement of the funda-
mental processes of personality development and adjustment,
|
and finally, an attempt at a development of a "philosophy of
mental conflict". (2)
As we have seen earlier, mental conflict for him is
rooted in the very foundations of psycho-physiological functions
81
PPPW
Ibid
Page 20
Page 39 f.
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and persists throughout the time-span of personality. His
approach to the understanding of the structure of oersonality
is from the viewpoint of the study of the problem of maintaining
a progressive orientation in the time-dimension of one's
existence maintained in the face of mental conflicts which
inevitably occur in all areas of experience. Thus we may
point out that basic to the theory of personality according to
W. H. Sheldon, is the concept of the "character-phyllic trended
A. The Dynamic Structure of Personality.
(1) The "Character-Phyllic Trend-
From the point of view of W. H. Sheldon,
"character is the extent to which a mind has succeeded in
establishing and reenforcing its pattern of orientation". By
orientation he refers to the tenance of a purposive development
in the time-span of human experience- A set of hierarchical
conscious values and purposes is as necessary a "supportive
pattern or frame" to the psychological personality as a
skeleton is to the physiological aspect of personality.
"Character is the extent to which a mind is purposively
cemented together and can resist disintegrated influences". (2)
In the following sentences W.H.Sheldon states tersely his
concept of a strong character-
(1) SPPW Page 55
(2) Ibid Page 55
(3( Ibid Page 55
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"In the sense that mind refers to general conscious
process, character is a completely teleological word,
implying the presence of purpose or direction in
the process. A man of strong character is a man of
strong purpose, who is pointed in a straight direction.
That is to say, he is clear in his orientation, and is
on his way toward a goal- The mind has come into focus
and has got its hearings, and the personality is therefore
oointed. Character is the quality of moving toward an
objective. If happiness is a condition of moving
successfully toward a difficult objective, character is
the first prereauisite to happiness. It is the vehicle
of enduring happiness". (l)
(2) The Unity of Thought and Feeling
This charadter aspect of oersonality in
which an "orientation-in-time" is paramount needs, in order to
maintain its integrity, a "feeling support". (2) W.H- Sheldon
writes:
"The two elements are always to be carried in mind
when character is mentioned; the pattern of ideals
and the extent to which this is felt, as distinguished
for a merely intellectual pattern". (3)
Throughout the discussion of the dynamic structure of
personality the two aspects of knowing and feeling must be
kept in mind in order to understand the conception of person-
ality to which W.H.Sheldon subscribes.
The following quotation reveals the fundamental importance
of this unity of thought and feeling.
"Feeling and knowing constitute the elemental
qualities of consciousness, and when these two are
well harmonized in a nr.nd the will, or dynamic
expressive aspect of the personality, is effective
(1) SPPW Page 55
(2) Ibid Page 55
(3) Ibid Page 5 5
I!
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and one-directional. Such a personality is happy.
But through inept human response to conflict, feeling
and intellect tend to become dissociated or separated
in individual minds. The will is then split against
itself and loses rapoort with outer reality, which is
represented in consciousness by the intellectual
element . One of the first and most vital concerns of
man is the maintenance of integfation between feeling
and intellect. It is a need fully as imperative to
human hapoiness as the need for food, and to meet this
need is the true psychological function of religion,
as I believe the term should be used". (l)
(3) Concept of the Character-Phobic or Waster Trend
in Personality.
The waster mind is the mind which refuses a
consideration of the orientation- in-time with reference to
values, goals and purposes. The waster lives for the present,
loves to do things, wishes to wield power, and to live an
untrammeled expressive life.
"He is hardy, big, expansive, fast and a lover of
that which is farthest removed from sentiment and
conservation- He is in al"* things the antithesis
of the chastened mind". (2)
The waster mind seeks stimulation and more stimulation; he
is the expansionist in life and psychoanalysts tend to be his
spiritual counselors- They find their exaltant ecstasy in the
channels of expression which may be represented under the
processes of "manipulating things of social dominance and of
sexual conruest" . (3) The waster is the real enemy of values
and meaningful-end of self-realization. He is the enemy of
(1) SPPW Page 26
(2) Ibid Page 62
(3) Ibid Page 64
!
I
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religion and character- - Sheldon feels that the Freudians
have found in the waster their wealthiest source of data out
of which to postulate the hypothesis of the primacy of sexual
urge in life. In the waster he sees "a pathological intensi-
fication and spreading of this sexual human brain. The waster
indulges in the expression of those which are more closely
related to the primitive undeveloped mind. A process of the
"dying hack of the brain" takes place in the waster mind.
Discouragement and the sense of futility creep in inevitably
after the period of intensive physical energy has minimized.
Gloom and a sense of inferiority and a feeling of the meaning-
lessness of life follow surely after the waster has had his
fling. But, there is, according ing to Wm- Sheldon, no "pure"
waster .
"Everyone is partly waster and partly character-
phyllic. We all have impatient moments and reverent
moments- The problem of types in psychology is really
a problem of the dominance of expressive and inhibitory
patterns or habits. Yet, the problem remains real
enough. Personalities do become dominately waster,
dominantly Promethean, etc", (l)
(4) Concept of the Promethean Conflict.
In addition to the cleavage which exists
between character-phobic and the character-phyllic trends of
personality, there is a discernible cleavage within the
character-phyllic trend between the will to achievement and
freedom and the wish for security and conservation.
(1) SPPW Page 69
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He calls this the cleavage between the Promethean and the
iSpimethean wishes of character.
The concept of the Promethean Will is rooted in Greek
li
mythology. The myth out of which the concept came is the
following:
"Titan Iapetus wedded the fair Clymene, an ocean
nymph, the daughter of Oceanus. These two became
the parents of four immortal sons, Atlas, Menetius,
Prometheus (Forethought), and £pimetheus (Afterthought).
Prometheus and Epimetheus molded an image of clay
similar to the form of the gods. Eros breathed into
its nostrils the spirit of life, and Pallas endowed it
with a soul, whereupon man lived, and moved, and looked
out upon his new domain.
Prometheus gazed upon man and his heart was filled with
a great compassion for his handiwork. He longed to
express his deep paternal affection with a noble gift
unshared by any of the other creatures of the earth;
some gift that would bring man nearer to the immortal
gods- He begged Jupiter to permit him to bestow the
gift of fire, but Jupiter refused, and after long
conflict in his own mind Prometheus resolved to obtain
this gift for man in s^ite of the will of the gods.
Therefore on a dark night he entered the abode of the
gods on Olympus, quietly hid a lighted brand in his
bosom, returned to earth, and presented the stolen
treasure to man. But soon from his throne, the peak
of Mount Olympus ,Jupiter saw a strange light upon
the earth, and thus discovering the theft, his wrath
knew no bounds. He seized Prometheus and bound him
fast to a rock in the Caucasian Mountains, where he
summoned a great vulture to feast day by day upon the
unfortunate offender's liver., 'the tearing of which
from his side by the bird's cruel beak and talons caused
the sufferer intense anguish. All day long the vulture
gorged himself; but during the cool night while the bird
slept, Prometheus' suffering abated, and the liver grew
again, thus prolonging the torture' M . (l)
(l) SPPW Pages 77 -78
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The Promethean wish to penentrate that unknown is a root
desire of the inner resources of the human soul. There is in
!
every man a desire to penetrate the unknown for knowledge,
i
understanding and truth. The Promethean urge would split the
established order of things for the sake of new light. The
Promethean urge in man does battle against the waster tendency
and the conservative Epimethean urge. "The mind binds itself
I over to repress its own Promethean function", (l)
There is a strong tendency of the Epimethean aspect of
I
every personality to strap and strangle the Promethean in order
that the already achieved goals and patterns of behavior may
i
be retained.
W.£» Sheldon finds this conflict between the Epimethean and
1 Promethean tendency to be a dominant conflict in the religious
mind
.
"The recurrent splendid impulse to do something of
vital use in the world is the Promethean wish, and
the sense of helplessness, or aralysis, or insignif-
icance and futility in the fact of this great life
desire is the price the Epimethean religious mind
must pay for the compromise it has made. The Epi-
methean sells his soul for — ition and —ness, but
he is still in conflict below the surface. The
Promethean will is almost conscious." (2)
But, the mind which has resovled the conflict by becoming
essentially Epimethean is a restless, nervous and essentially
1
unhealthy mind. There is in such a man a cleave inevitably
born between the feeling and the intellect. There is a fear
in the Epimethean of the Promethean will. Therefore,
ii
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Prometheus in the mind, as well as in the myth, is born and
sacrificed
•
W.H- Sheldon comments at this point that the individual
inevitably feels a loss with the crucifixion ( of the Pro-
metheus and that this feeling is comparable to the "castration
complex" which the Freudians find in human experience. His
statement is as follows:
'•The Freudians refer to the mental strain resulting
from the feared sacrifice of the most valued thing
as the castration complex. From a Promethean point
of view we might in a similar manner refer to the
supreme sacrifice as the encephalectomy complex-
(Encephalectomy is, literally, excision of the
brain",), (l)
An important point which must not be overlooked in the
discussion of this Promethean conflict with the Epimethean
conflict is that both are essentially character-phyllic in
nature and both have an important function in iddividual and
social character. Without the Epimethean trend the Promethean
would break itself upon the heavy rocks of outer world
experience. With the Promethean trend, the Epimethean would
reduce life to formalism, static organization and conservatism.
Therefore, the object of life is to discover within oneself the
Promethean tendency and to harmonize it consciously with the
Epimethean tendency and then to live out with abandon and to the
fullest degree, the implications of that new harmony and unity
(l) SPPW Page 91
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until there is in life a unity of feeling and thought and one
finds a sense of "delight" and "meaning" in life. Sheldon
writes in this connection:
"A mind which has made internal peace with the
Promethean conflict, uniting its own Prometheus
and Epimetheus in a functional brotherhood can
resist any waster influence that ever flourished
upon the earth. It is only when one of these
elements is crippled by the premature resolution
of the Promethean conflict that the dogs run away
with the game.
Forethought and afterthought, when brought into
adequate integration with each other, constitute
a well-balanced religious mind. Together they are
an orientation in the time dimension, and of all the
suggested criteria for the recognition of fully adult
intelligence, I know none so revealing or so valid as
evidence of an adequate understanding of the Pro-
methean conflict and of the history of thepJay of it
in one's own consciousness of the part". (1)
He continues:
"The Promethean conflict is the strife which takes
place in the human mind between the yearning for
understanding, and the nearer, more immediate pull
of those living affections and desires which are
conditioned upon the good will and the support of
fellow beings; desires for the happiness of loved
ones; for the alleviation of pain and disappointment
in minds that cannot understand the inner dreams; and
for the warm reassurance of mundane honors- This
conflict is the rock upon which the religious mind
founders and is split against itself". (2)
B. The Five Panel Approach to the Understanding of the
Dynamic Elements in Mental Conflict.
Sheldon has suggested a five panel approach to the
stady of any particular personality which is troubled by mental
ill-health. He has taken his cue from the medical profession.
(1) SPPW Pages 84 - 85
(2) Ibid Page 86
L^-i.
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He suggests that every doctor of medicine is drilled for years
in the "development of a panel picture" of the physical person-
ality and that he has in mind the five or six basic systems,
in which areas of physical trouble might be located, (the
circulatory, respiratory, skeletal, gastral-intestinal , etc.).
The five panels of personality which he suggests for the
purpose of the study of the dynamic elements of mental conflicts
are as follows: (l) Panel of Material Relations; (2) Panel
of Social Dominance and Submission; (3) Panel of Sexual
Relations; (4) Panel of Orientation; (5) Panel of Feeling
Awareness
.
"Institutionally they are the economic, political,
sexual, religious and aesthetic panels".
Throughout his discussion, Dr. Sheldon insists that this
schemic approach to the determining of the basic elements in
the mental conflict is only a "pragmatic device and not a
didactic classification". (l)
(l) Panel of Material Relations.
. Sheldon finds that the lust for massed
material wealth is the primary conflict in this panel. When
the achievement of material goods and riches becomes and end
in itself so that any means, moral or immoral is used to
achieve the goal, then the oersonality is living around a
temporary goal and is forsaking the basic character-ohyllic
(1) SPPW Page 105
i
trends so necessary to mental health. The waster viewpoint is
about to creep in when any interference with this amassing
process takes place, (such may be the case in a depression).
The border line between business trickery and dishonesty
becomes merely a "legal quibble".
A second major psychological problem growing out of the
;
first panel of consciousness is in that of specialization in
vocational work- The individual is narrowed into a routine
and robot oerformance thus crushing out of him the impulse
toward creativeness and adventure into self-exoressive lines.
Sheldon states:
"Many neuroses arise from unhappy adaptation to a
social situation which demands of a person a
specialized achievement in a field so far below
his potential achievement level, that he becomes
finally unable to direct his energies at all.
These unfortunate individuals are like men equipped
with wings who instead of being permitted to fly
are forced to walk all of their lives, and finally
are judged upon their skill at walking. This is a
dilemma that in recent decades has come to occupy
a place in human unhappinese, out of all proportion
to its recognition- It works selectively, affects
chiefly the best individuals, cripples them, and
puts them out of the running early". (l)
Win.. Sheldon concludes that:
"If they could have been allowed to intellectualize
and carry in their minds for ten years of adult
unmarried life the basic doubts and vocational
uncertainties that must necessarily reside in any
unusually capable mind, many of these people whose
brains are dying by the fourth decade, could have
been saved for Promethean achievement". (2)
(1) SPPW Page 147
(2) Ibid Page 147
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(2) Panel of Social Dominance and Submission.
In this panel we find the relations which
exist between human beings in the family, in the community, in
the nation and with respect to law and order for political and
social statis as being essentially after the pattern of
dominance and submission-
Wm» Sheldon introduces no new concepts as to the tyr>es of
conflicts which might arise in this panel which have been
already stated in connection with the social background of
mental health. He does discuss the implications of the
dominance submission battle for social psychology-
We find that throughout his discussion a healthy balance
is maintained by the inner and outer world of personality
relationships. His thought comorehends the processes of
inner personality adjustments and outer social process: i.e.
psychology and sociology. He concludes that in this panel the
cardinal virtue is "humility rather than obedience, and the
cardinal sin is arrogance or the lust to dominant"." (l)
Wm. Sheldon's comment on the psychoanalytical concept of
the ego in connection with this second panel is as follows:
"Some psychoanalysts love to use the term ego
and speak of ego domination- To me such a term
seems pretentious, cultish and unclarifying • Ego
refers, if to anything at all, to the whole con-
sciousness of the relations of the self, in all
of the panels- We need terms that can carry a
sharper focus than the"ego". (2)
SPPW Page 112
Ibid Page 112
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(3) The Panel of Sexual Relations.
The primary concern in this -oanel is with the
various attempts which are made to harness and utilize the
emotional and creative energy of the reproductive urge to the
achievement of various ends set "by the personality.
The waster personality strives merely for the gratification
of the sexual craving of the moment. He interprets his relation4
ships to other people in terms of the sexual goal and in terms
of expression and self-gratification.
The ramifications of the sexual origin of mental conflict
has been traversed "by Win, Sheldon in his discussion of this
panel. He discusses the tendency of man to hold a double
standard for women in his thinking about them. Man, particular^
the w?.ster man, separates in his mind.
"Women like the angels, set apart and protected from
the dross and corruption of an evil world. In these
women only the purest and the simplest thoughts
might exist and their minds were to remain as pro-
tected as their bodies from life experiences", (l)
and on the other hand, he creates
"a fallen woman to give over to the play of his
third panel delight and thus to be overcome by
evil and altogether condemned and spoiled. Women
with sexual appetite and available warm bodies". (2)
At this point Wm. Sheldon indicates the nature of the
third panel alternatives.
(1) SPPW Page 173
(2) Ibid Page 114
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He writes:
i!
"The cardinal third panel virtue does not lie in
sexual inhibitions, nor in sexual expressiveness;
but in the diffusion of sexual energies into
enthusiams which will in later life lay the pattern
for the growth of the soul . The cardinal sin in
this panel, as in others, lies in distortion of
values, that is, in devoting too much direct energy
either expressively or repressively to sexual
phenoraenia- The moral prude is probably as scarlet
a third panel sinner as the sexual waster". (l)
Wm~ Sheldon has found that a source of much mental conflict
in this third panel cones with the strain of pre-mature marriage
He finds that there is a great risk in early marriages (20 f s)
inasmuch as one mate is unable to know the course of the other
one's development. Many marriages are unhappy because
ultimately the
"tender-minded one* usually the woman, submits
completely and obliberates her own personality.
Ordinarily to the more subjective member of the
partnership, the marriage means bitter pain and
affectional starvation; while to the more objective
or tough-minded member, it is a source of perpetual
irritation and cramping of life. In the past two
decades this tragedy of the opposites in marriage
has been markedly on the increase, for the waster
has not only increased in numbers, but his pop-
ularity has risen like the tide with a corresponding
slump in the social value of the more chastened
types of both male and female minds". (2)
Wra- Sheldon does not wish to propose a formal solution of
the problem but merely to indicate one aspect of the source of
mental conflicts. He suggests, in this connection, that in
many instances the task is not a resolution of the mental
conflict created but rather an ability to tolerate the conflict
(3)
SPPW
Ibid
Page 114
Pages 176 - 177
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and to carry on in spite of it. He develops at length the
importance of the relationship between religion and the sexual
urge and indicates that many sources of mental conflict may be
discovered in the repressing and crushing viewpoint of religion
in its conception of puristic chastity. Christianity has been
responsible for many oppressive viewpoints concerning expression
of the sexual urge- A reaction against this repression in
recent times has taken place and a new evil of over-expression
! or "over-stimulation" has crept in-
"Sex being so clearly the thing of expression or
repression, is for ever tossed back and forth like
a basketball between these opposite poles. For
almost every mind of the Western hemisphere, it
is a little sinful either to express or to repress
a sexual impulse. That is why the third panel plays
so important a role in the determining of character
and in the understanding of conflict". (l)
(4). The Panel of Orientation.
I
This panel of orientation is concerned with
"orient at ion- in-time" . Wbu Sheldon views the first three panels
I
j of consciousness as being e ssentially related to the biological !
processes of life. In this fourth panel of orientation- in-time
I
i
he comes to the distinctly psychological function in which man
orders his intellectual and emotional life in terms of a
hierarchy of values. This fourth panel Wm^ Sheldon recognizes
to be the religious panel.
(1) SPPW Page 195
i;
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Religion, by him, is defined in terms of the basic
chafacter struggle for the maintenance of orientation-in-time
.
He states that from the point of view of practical organized
religion, man is concerned with ethical ends and norms, but
that psychologically it is concerned with the problem of
orientation. His summary statement is as follows:
"Practically, religion always has to do with the
definition of good and evil, and with the effort to
bring the human mind to desire a maximum of the former
and a minimum of the latter. This is the problem of
ethics. Psychologically it is the problem of
orientation in time. The essential thing about it,
whether it be called ethics, religion, or merely
orientation, is simply that it remains a problem of
understanding the nature of conflict, and its harjpy
outcome rests u-oon. the ability of minds to carry and
to tolerate conflict at progressively higher, more
intellectualized levels'*. \l)
He suggests that a "cheap" religion is one which is "any
orientat ional system which offers self satisfaction with the
achievement of less than an individual's best intellectual
and emotional development". (2)
But, a fully matured religion which lives up to its ideal
expressing adequately the Promethean urge is one which oromotes
"a creative marriage between the feeling and intellectual
qualities of mind ". (3)
Accordingly, "the cardinal fourth panel virtue is
reverence for character and the cardinal sin is premature
orientat ional certainty which produces inevitably either a
Promethean, an Spimethean, or a waster distortion" . (4)
(1) SPPW Page 39
(3) Ibid Page 48
(3) Ibid Page 41
(4) Ibid Page 117
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Religion must carry on the balancing compromising function
in order to avert the distortion of personality. It must be
concerned in protecting the "orientation already achieved-
Promethean function". No other social force is as likely to do
it as religion. "The religous mind must always hold itself
ready to swing either way as the situation demands either
toward Epimetheus or Prometheus M • (l
)
Wm. Sheldon indicates that a major source of mental
conflict in this orientation pattern is a premature resolution
of a conflicting situation. In toleration of mental conflict
lies progress. In order to be able to tolerate conflict,
Dr. Sheldon suggests one must intellectual ize the elements in
the conflict and transfer the seat of the conflict from the
emotional to the intellectual realm.
In summary then, we may say that personality without
orientation-in-time is subject to severe mental conflicts
arising from the first three panels of life. These conflicts
come freauently to such proportions that a distortion of
personality function occurs. The same conflicts are present
to some degree in the personality which is oriented-in-time
but they are resolved to a relatively healthy degree and if
not resolved, then, tolerated so that they have no ill effects
upon the personality. It still remains true, however, that
even though one is oriented-in-time, he may not experience a
(l) SPPW Page 200
—
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a unity in his thought and feeling in his personality. There
may still exist this cleavage or dissociation which does not
allow the individual a sense of full satisfaction of life-
Thus we come to consider the fifth panel of consciousness.
(5) The Panel of Feeling Awareness.
This panel is:
"Concerned with the development of sensitiveness to
the subtler, less obvious meanings of things, with
the imagination of pain and joy; with the warming
and vitalizing of the aesthetic exoerience; concerned
in short, with the growth of the human soul", (l)
It is the panel in which "thought and feeling" intermingle
when "imagination is lighted up", and there is a unity of
thought and feeling in the focus of awareness.
.Emerson called this the experience of the "Over- Soul".
A German word expressing the same thought is "£infuhlung"
.
It is clear that a great difficulty to maintain fifth panel
unity is experienced when the individual is faced with a
severe conflict situation. Yet, to maintain it is to have the
key to a rich, full, and abundant life. The corner stone of
the soul is laid when the Promethean and .Spimethean balance
of life is maintained and a unity of thought and feeling occurs
which is anchored not in temporary values but in eternal
values, objects, goals and ideals.
(1) SPPW Page 117
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God, Creator of the living world, and immanent in every
aspect of its growth, becomes the finest basis of anchorage for
the fifth panel of "delight" and unity. The fourth panel is
the structure of the healthy psychological life, the fifth is
its flesh and soul.
Wm- Sheldon suggests that there is a need of re-awakening
of the relationship of psychology and religion to the problem
of mental health and the general integration of personality.
In his following concluding statement he makes three specific
practical suggestions toward such a development.
"The cohesive idea may lie in the emergence of an
intellectually respectable religious psychology, or
time-dimensional psychology. Three specific practical
suggestions toward such a psychology seem to follow
from the theme which has been presented in this book,
(l) The religious mind is surrounded by powerful
though unappreciated allies in the immortal creatures
of the living earth. (2) If religion is essentially
a matter of carrying emotional support to the function
of orientation- in- time , then one primary religious
concern ought to be that of enlivening and unifying
the hitherto appallingly uninspired teaching of history
and anthropology. If the ministers will resolve to
stop preaching and will turn his energy instead to the
planned and unified teaching of the drama of the human
past, they may by this coordinating with the universities
to save their profession, and they may even save the
Protestant Church. (3) An adequate clinical or face
to face psychology has now become a vital necessity u o
the minister. The foundations of it may lie in a five
panel conception of the mind, and in further insight
into the Promethean conflict." (l)
(1) SPPW Page 230
i

CHAPTER VI
EVIDENCE FROM OTHER CULTURES
In this chapter we shall turn to a brief survey of the
background of cultural determinants of the dynamic factors in
mental conflict- We shall do this under two main sub-divisions:
first, a study of the cultural backgrounds of mental conflict,
and second, the study of mental disorder and its cultural
setting
.
18. CULTURAL BACKGROUNDS OF MENTAL CONFLICT
.
In considering the cultural backgrounds of
mental conflict we may, for the purpose of study, sub-divide
our subject into four divisions.
A. Emotional Expression and Culture
B. Customs and Practices Determined by Culture
C The Role of Sex in Its Cultural Setting
D- Psychoanalytical Formulas Inadequate in Other Cultures
We nay now turn to the consideration of the first.
A. Emotional Expression and Culture
In a study of race differences, Kline.berg arrives at
the conclusion, after gathering much evidence from authoratat ive
and original source, that the physical aspects of emotional life
are much the same from culture to culture but that the forms
and extent of the expression of emotion vary greaty. In other
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words, the study, such as the one done by Cannon on the nature
of emotion, would reveal that fear, rage, etc., are the same in
all cultures and carry with them the same bodily changes from
culture to culture. However, the stimuli necessary to arouse
the emotional responses and the type of response which certain
stimuli arouse, vary greatly from culture to culture. Thus,
we may point out now, a few instances of the cultural deter-
minents of the form and extent of expression of emotional
response
.
We may begin by pointing out that the birth of twins is
hailed with great joy and fervor by the Bakuba and is regarded
as a calamity of the first order by the JSast African Jagga- (l)
But, an orphan is a tragedy and calls for contempt among the
Dobuans, whereas among us in the Western American culture, it
calls for sympathy and understanding care.
William MacDougall points out that the emotion of shame is
aroused by a variety of situations other than sexual in every
culture. (2)
Briffault points out that the wearing of clothes is a
custom in our civilization but not at all the rule throughout
the world. He indicates that the Pugians have the front part
of their bodies exposed to full view but wear a small covering
(1)
(2)
LACCP
MISP
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on their backs. Among certain groups in Australia the only
piece of wearing aooarel is a nose ring and a girl without one
feels "ashamed". (1)
In certain parts of the world eating is an object of
shame and the people turn their backs upon each other or eat
in privacy, whereas in our culture, it is time of joyous
festivity and family gathering.
Porteus relates the story of a group of Australians who,
while sitting with each other only, are invariably naked but
when a white man appears they scurry for their clothing, not
because of any personal modesty on their part, but rather out
of respect for the white man f s rules- (2)
Klineberg concludes on the basis of the above citations
the following:
"The cause of shame is determined right by custom
and the feeling appears to develop almost entirely
as a result of being "out of fashion". (3)
An interesting fact may be pointed out also in connection
with the emotion aroused in response to the experience of
death. In one society the occasion may call for demonstrations
of sorrow and deep grief and in others for rejoicing and
hilarity. In our Western culture death is one of the most
sorrowful experiences of man, but among the Figi Islanders and
the inhabitants of Northern Siberia, it is accepted with
rejoicing. (4)
(1) BiiTSO (3) KRD Pages 278-279
(2) PPPP (4) LPT
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Lubbock relates in detail some of the experiences in
connection with death among the Fiji Islanders- At a funeral
a great procession is organized to go to the burial place- It
is reported that on one occasion a visitor, a xvhite man, joined
one such procession and soon inquired as to the whereabouts of
the corpse which was not readily in evidence. The Fijian
oointed out the one to be buried, as his own mother, walking
on ahead. As she walked along with them, being as well as any
of them, her friends and relatives bid her farewell in re-
joicing, and buried her alive-
Kline oerg comments:
"This custom rests upon the belief that an individual
^oends eternity in the next world in person of the
bodily powers with which he lives in this one- It is
an advantage to die in the prime of life, and the
greatest service a son can render his parents is to
kill them before they are weakened by old age". (l)
It may be further noted that when a Kwakiutl child dies
the father experiences a unique grief mingled with shame- The
shame he experiences is born of the thought that the universe
has "insulted" him and his security and prestige are at stake.
Thus, the general conslueion drawn by Kline oerg is as
"Culture appears, therefore, to determine the situations
that will arouse an emotional response, as well as the
extent to which the response is overtly expressed and
the particular forms which the expression may take
It may attach a muscular or glandular resoonse to any
one of a number of situations so that a form of
(1) KRD Page 279
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of behavior because "second nature" _'n one society
and unthinkable in another- It nay make one people
"emotional" and another "phlegmatic", altogether
apart from his biological constitution. This does not
mean that there are no innate factors in emotional
expression. Young children in all societies orobably
laugh and cry under much the same conditions- As they
grow older, however, they learn to "speak" the particular
language of emotional expression that has been institution-
alized by their group. It is probably that the very
emotions felt by one people may not occur in that same
form elsewhere On the physiological side, all we
really know is that in emotional excitement the organism
is prepared for some activity which are met with existing
energies. This function of the emotions is probably
universal; the nature of the overt activity, however,
as of the subjective experience which accents it, vary
greatly from one culture to another". (l)
B- Customs and Practices Determined by Culture.
We may turn now to the various customs and practices
to indicate their variety from culture to culture and their
relationship to the nature of mental conflict.
(l) Attitude Toward Private Property.
In our Western culture orivate oroperty is
the basis of our social and economic organization and a great
many conflicts arise out of the fact that social and economic
security is absent in proportion to the absence of property or
the orocesses by which property can be acquired. It may be
indicated that food is a private property to us, whereas in
some primitive societies, private property in food is un-
thinkable .
(l) KRD Page 279
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Sumner indicates that the Yakuts were alarmed when informed
that "in his country people died of starvation in the midst of
rich and populous cities". They understand that as long as
there is food anywhere in the community, no one is denied the
right to use it.
The very opposite of this view is that of the Trobriand
Islanders of Melanesia, who maintain their social prestige on
the "basis of the Quantity of food which they store and
display, (l)
The British Columbia Indians hold also to the theory of
private ownership of property but use it in a unique way for
the ourpose of obtaining prestige. The one with the greatest
prestige is the one who distributes or destroys his property
• (l
)
Klineberg refers also to the extreme emphasis uioon private
ownership among the Torries Straits Islands where "every rock
and water hole has its owner the only piece of common land
being the village street". (S)
The Andaman Islanders go so far in this matter that they
regard a song as belonging exclusively to the man who composed
it once the song has been received by the public with applause
and the Nootka Indians have the same views with regard to
rituals, dances and carvings- Thus it is evident that the
ownership of private property viered differently by several
1) MOAP
2) LPS
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cultures becomes a unique background in which mental conflict
originates in each culture.
(2) Ways of Settling Quarrels in Different Cultures.
There are people in the world who would
not think of physical combat as a means of settling a dif-
ference of opinion or a feud as many in our culture tend to do-
T- Lewin writes that the Mrus of India call in exorcists
whose main business is to find out from the soirits how a
matter should be settled- The Indians of Santa Marta in
Columbia carry no arms and never resort to physical combat.
Their grievances are settled by taking two sticks and pounding
them against a tree or rock while uttering an array of in-
sulting words- When one or the other cracks or breaks his
stick, to him victory is conceded. His enemy regards him as
the braver and after embracing each returns to his home, (l)
Lowie writes that among the Crow Indians personal brawls
are held in contempt. A man would not "readily imperil his
social position and invite the public derision of his joking
relatives by engaging in fisticuffs with his fellow tribesman'12)
A grotesaue way of settling conflict is that of the
Eskimos who will gather for a public duel which consists of
singing satirical songs at each other- The victory goes to the
one who sings the most ridiculing songs and wins the apolause
(1) SKSS
(2) LFRS Page 398
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of the observers. This contest is occasionally repeated a
number of times during which intervals the enemies are on
perfectly friendly terms. (l)
(3) The Attitude Toward Marriage.
Whereas in our culture the problems of
adolescence are many and varied due to the fact that the young
adolescent has to fight his way to the achievement of adult-
hood and recognition by the adult and due to the fact that
economically the newly married couple is ex-aected to maintain
itself and assume all of the responsibilities of marital unity.
In other cultures it is perfectly correct for a marriage to
take place without these economic and social barriers. In our
culture , because of the delay of marriage and the insistence
upon the autonomous right of each participant to make his
own choice, middle and late adolescence is filled with many
conflicts, worries and distresses. Yet no girl would want to
give up the right to choose her own partner and to be a co-
partner in the marital unit with eoual privileges with her
husband
.
A Yakut girl on the other hand would not under any
circumstances wish to have it any other way than that her
marriage should be arranged and that she should bring a good
price to her family. She is proud of the price she brings.
(l) This is reported by Reclus and presented to us by
Klineberg. RPK
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Klinecerg cites from Haddon's Anthropological investigation!
in the Torres Straits that one husband complained harshly con-
cerning his bargain. He said his wife cost him a "Camphor
wood chest with seven bolts of calico, one dozen shirts, one
dozen singlets, one dozen trousers, one dozen handkerchiefs,
two dozen tomahawks, one dozen hooks, two fish lines, one long
fish spear, one pound of tobacco, two pearl shells—and added
sorrowfully "by jolly, she too dear". (l)
It is evident again that the causes of mental conflict
from culture to culture are varied and determined by the mode
of living in that culture.
(4) The Position of Man in the Family.
Miss Mead reports, in her late book, "Sex and
Temperament in Three Primitive 3ocletlee 1! that among the
Arapesh both men and women are cooperative and responsive to the
needs of each other. They are not aggressive and domineering.
In contrast, however, she finds that among the Mundugumor's
both men and women are ruthless and aggressive toward each
other- She sees them as "positively Sexed Individuals".
Among the Tchambuli, the woman is the domineering and
managing partner, the man on the other hand is the weak and
emotionally dependent individual. (2)
(l) HCAE Page 231
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Among the inhabitants of the Island of Manus in New
Guinea, M. Head reports it is the hoy rather than the girl
who plays with dolls and croons lullabies to them. In
explanation of this fact Klineberg comments on M. Mead's
observations as follows:
"The pattern in Manus is for the man to play with the
children, while the women are busy with their regular
duties- The division of labor is such that the women
are continuously occupied throughout the day, while
the men have a great deal of leisure time between their
activities of hunting and fishing. The father attends
to the child and plays with it, and the Manus boy in
Miss Mead's experience is merely imitating the behavior
of his father in what we might regard as a cultural
prophecy of later fatherhood- This fits in with the
theory of Groos, who considers play as a preliminary
experimentation in forms of behavior that are im-
portant in adult life, except that we regard the
determining factors as cultural and not biological.
For our purposes the essential thing is that a sex
difference which in one society might be regarded as
innately determined, is completely reversed when a
culture imposes other patterns of behavior". (l)
It is also instructive for us to note the relative
position of the in-law males in a family situation among the
Trobriand Islanders- Malinowski reports that the father plays
merely a social role in connection with his own children,
"receiving them in his arms"/ (2) and looking after them and
tending their needs as an affectionate friend-
"The authority over them is centered in the mother's
brother. It is he who is held up as an ideal to be
followed. He introduces into the life of the boy,
social ambition, glory, pride of lineage and the
promise of future wealth. He must be obeyed unquestion-
ably". (3)
(ll KHD Page 303
(2) MSRSS
(3) KRD Page 314
il
I
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Thus, once again it is clear to us that the dynamic element
in mental conflict must be understood with reference to the
cultural setting.
0. The Role of Sex in its Cultural Setting.
It is frequently pointed out that sex regression
forms the chief dynamic element in the mental conflict of our
culture. It is instructive for us to observe the role of sex
and its significance in other cultures.
We note first of all in the study made by Margaret Mead
of the adolescent girl in Samoan society that the role of sex
assumes a minor part in the causing of mental conflict. In
Samoan society, pre-marital intimacies, particularly around
the age of puberty, are very common and looked upon as ordinary
or normal. Almost every young boy and girl has a "series of
affairs" which according to Margaret Mead's observation can
hardly be called love affairs as we understand romantic love
.
Their objective is purely to satisfy the sexual urge.
Malinowski (l) indicates that the Amphlett Islanders
maintain a very strict sexual morality regarding nuptial inter-
course, whereas on the other hand, the Trobrianders regard
with wkindly indulgence" the sexual experimentations of children
They urge young men to visit the girls with almost complete
freedom.
(l) MSRSS
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Spencer and Gillen (l) report that the practice of
"wife lending" is common among the Australian Arunta and
jealousy is very rare- Among some Eskimos it is a part of the
entertainment of a guest to "lend his wife" • It is reported by
Hobhou8e (2) that a childless husband among the Hindus frequently
!
compels his wife to bear him a child by another man.
In the Manu, IX, 5, appears the following statement:
"Men who have not marital property in women,
but sow their seed in the soil of others,
benefit the owner of the woman"
.
Margaret Mead reports, (3) that in a certain East African
tribe, a girl is not fit for marriage until she has successfully 1
born a child- Obviously there is no sacred air about chastity
An unusual situation in the relation of the sexes is found
among the Crow Indians where according to Lowie (4) a brother
is never to speak to a sister but freedom in sex relations
with any man's sister is permissible.
We have already, in the discussion of the backgrounds of
mental health, alluded to the fact that the role of homo-
sexuality varies from culture to culture. We may at this
i
-* * •
point merely refresh our memories by suggesting again that,
whereas homosexuality is declared a perversion in our culture
in their brides
.
HMS
MJPC
LPS
SGNTA
=4
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it is in Northeastern Siberia regarded as a source of special
power and influence among the "transformed shaman" . These
"soft men" are at first normal people but after they are
inspired by the spirits they have changed their sex (according
to current views) and on occasions even enter into a state of
"homosexual marriage". Women undergo this same change but
less freouently. (l)
It is thus clear once again that the dynamic elements of
mental conflict must be understood in the light of their
cultural setting.
D. Psychoanalytical Formulas Inadequate in other Cultures.
Attempts have been made by Malinowski to transpose
the dynamic ramifications of the Oedupis complex to the lives
of the Trobriands but not entirely with success. Xlimrtserg
reports on the conclusions of Malinowski and gives us an
estimate of his experiment. He states:
"Malinowski suggests that these differences in the
relationships within the family give to the neuclear
complex a very special form. In the Oedipus complex
is the repressed desire to kill the father and marry
the mother while in the Matralineal society of the
Trobriands, the wish is to marry the sister and kill
the maternal uncle". (2)
The evidence is not entirely convicting but it is
interesting to note that when the natives were asked whether
they ever dreamed of incest with their sister, they became very
much disturbed and refused to discuss the matter whereas the
(l") KRD Page 272
(2) Ibid Page 81
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thought of incest with the mother w-^s apoarently ridiculed and
dismissed without any show of emotions. (l)
Ernest Jotbs (2) questions the nature of the neuclear
complex in the matralinial family. KTineberg interprets the
findings of E- Jones as follows:
"He believes a fruitful field of investigation is
present at this point in the study of mental conflict.
The future will without auestion "bring a great many
findings which are at present lacking". (3)
19. MENTAL DISORDERS AND CULTURE.
It is observed by Malinowski that among the
Trobrianders who look upon sexual experimentation of children
with a kindly indulgence :-
"There appears to be no hysteria or neurasthenia,
and that during his long visits among these people
he observed no cases of nervous tics or of obsessive
behavior. The Amphlett Islanders, however, were a
community of neurasthenics. It should be added that
these two groups are similar in race and in language
and that their cultural differences refer almost
exclusively to their attitude toward sexual morality". (4)
Parallel with this is the observation of Margaret Mead that
inasmuch as in Samoan society "the adolescent girl differs from
the non-adolescent only in the fact of bodily changes; there
is no conflict, no revolt, no mental d isturbance or neurosis,
only an easy transition to a new state". (5)
Pre-marital intimacies among boys and girls is permissible
and natural whereas in our culture sex being repressed is found
(1) KRD Page 314 (4) Ibid Page 395
(2) IISIS Pages 109 - 130 (5) Ibid Page 308
(3) KRD Page 316 - 317
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to "be the primary single dynamic factor in mental conflict
leading to mental disorder. This does not mean that cultures
which do not inhibit sexual intimacies are free of usychogenic
disorders.
VanLoon indicates that a cultural habitual pattern of
behavior may become exaggerated and lead to that state known
as mental disorder. For instance, he notes that approximately
85$ of the Malay women suffer from a mental disease known as
"Lattah" which has its origin in the mode of life which they
must carry out. As servants in wealthy Chinese Malay and
JSuropean households they learn obedience without Question and
submerge their personality entirely crushing out all individual
initiative. The disease may be in this case merely an
exaggeration (schizophrenic nature) of a habitual mode of
behavior. VanLoon likewise discusses the cultural psychosis
called Amok which appears frequently among the Malays.
Amok is a disease in which the individual runs around
blindly raging and attacking every one. The dynamic element
in it is not temper or rage as in an epiliptoid state
(Kraepelin) but rather agonizing fear which the patient
experiences due to an hallucinatory attack upon him by a tiger,
a snake or a human enemy. (l) It may also be pointed out that
the psychosis called Wihtigo which appears among the Northern
Cree Indians is due to an indigenous cultural dynamic set of
factors which is not duplicated among any other people-
(l) KRD Page 298
4—
"The Wihtigo in 3ree mythology is a supernatural
being who is much feared because of his cannibalistic
tendencies, occasionally bad in times of famine. A
man may have the illusion that has been transformed
into a Wihtigo and may develop a craving for human
flesh; he either goes through the motions of eating
or actually does so. This type of psychosis is
clearly a natural phenomonen and could not appear
in that form among any other people", (l)
It is also found that an adequate cause for commiting
suicide may change according to culture. It is well known that
the Japanese have institutionalized suicide to a greater degree
than any other people for the purpose of preserving a "Persona"
or to "save one's face". In a recent study by Dublin and
Bunzel (2) (Kline.berg reports) suicide among certain African
negroes has been known to be comMted because of the death of
a cow. This would indeed seem a trivial matter in our
culture
.
Comparison has been made between the behavior of a
paranoaic in our society and the behavior of a Northwest
Coast chieftan who finds in everything a source of self-
reference and potential harm- The comparison is not justified
on the basis of the fact that the oaranoaic lacks a fundamental
orientation to life, whereas, the chieftan is a highly organized
character. Comparisons are also made between the Hindu mystics
and the Catatonic of our culture- The difference between the
two, however, is to be found in the fact that the former
possesses a higher voluntary control of the postures of his
(1) KRD Page 296
(2) DSS (Kline' .erg reports)
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body, whereas, the latter is a rigid state, "in response to
some inner uncontrollable needs". "The Hindu is an integrated
personality". (l) The relationship of culture to mental
disorder is apparent. The dynamic processes in the mental
life are basically much the same but the elements entering into
those processes vary from culture to culture. One culture
may make life easier in one direction but it will probpbly
strain it in another direction. The following quotation,
which is taken from Klineberg's study of the relationship of
culture to the dynamics of personality, relates the experience
of people during a transitional oeriod in Russia. He calls
upon the findings of Frankwood Williajns to augment his
conclusions. The quotation is as follows:
"Similarly, even the extent of abnormality in any
community may depend at least in part upon the
demands which it makes on its members. Frankwood
Williams believes that the sweeping effort now being
made in Russia to relieve "anxiety pressures", those
things causing anxiety, has meant a parole for hundreds
of thousands of potential neurotics and psychotics.
The reduction in economic responsibility and competition
has been the most important single factor, though other
influences, particularly the freeing of parents and
children from too great an emotional attachment to the
home, have also contributed. Williams says that although
it is too early for accurate figures, the incidence of
nervous and mental diseases in Russia appears to be
falling, and there seems to be a similar decline in
prostitution and divorce and other symptoms of mal-
adjustment . Even when peasants come to the cities in
large numbers they show no special behavior problems;
They "won't even go crazy when they should"!
(1) KRD Page 299
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One Russian psychiatrist told Williams that he had
searched in vain for three months in all Moscow to
find a new case of depressed manic-depressive insanity
to show his students. H In Russia mental hygiene is
inherent in the social organization, in America such
mental hygiene as we have is injected into the individual
and the social body by a grouo of professional experts".
Williams believes that the comparison is all in favor
of the Russians".
"As he says, howeger, accurate statistics are not
available and a final judgment on the incidence of
abnormality in Russia "iust be postponed. There is
an interesting possibility that it is not so much
the amount as the character of abnormality which has
been affected- There is reason to believe that while
the important psychoses, like manic-depressive insanity
and schizophrenia, may not occur so frequently, there
is considerable increase in the number of fatigue and
exhaustion neuroses- The culture may make life easier
in one direction and increase the strain in another.
In any case, the nature and extent of the abnormality
cannot be understood except in the light of cultural
factors." (1)
(l) KRD Pages 294 - 295

CHAPTER VII.
GENETIC METHODS OF GATHERING EVIDENCE CONCERNING
THE DYNAMIC FACTORS OPERATING IN MENTAL CONFLICT.
30. GENERAL STATEMENTS CONCERNING THE GENETIC METHOD.
We shall turn in this chapter to a presentation
of the theory of the genetic method of gathering evidence
concerning the dynamic factors operating in mental conflict
and will show an exhibit of clinical methods and forms- The
basic philosophy underlying the genetic method of gathering
evidence concerning the dynamic factors of mental c onflict is
ecclectic in nature.
We shall not in this discussion venture a comprehensive
study of all of the various methods used for the study of
personality but shall rather confine ourselves to those methods
which are in usage in the practical task of psychological
clinics
•
• G. W. Allport has listed fifty-two methods of
studying personality in addition to the native common sense
"intuition" method used by everyone in forming his own judgments
We shall not review his material at this point which may be
found by referring to his book entitled "Personal ity, A
Psychological Interpretation 9 (1
)
(1) APPI Pages 369 - 399
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We shall merely indicate that the psychological clinic or child
guidance clinic after making the original contact with the
client, proceeds to register the individual, gathering "face
sheet" material and then to set in motion medical, social
investigation, psychometric and psychiatric methods of
gathering evidence concerning the nature of the dynamic factors
in the mental conflict of the client.
First the patient is referred to a medical doctor who
gives a thorough physical examination giving attention to
internal organic oroblems, endocrine problems and some analysis
of heredity. He then makes note of somatic peculiarities such
as deformities of structure or mal-development of exterior
organs- Next, the client is referred to the psychometric
division in which standardized tests are used for determining
learning abilities, span of information, bodily coordination
and dexterity, personality rating and aptitude measurements, etc
From here, the client is routed to the psychiatrist for an
interview in which the psychiatrist aims to determine the
dynamic formulations of the personality and understand the
dynamic element in the mental conflict. A suggestive
psychiatric interview schedule is presented in exhibit I.
While all of this is going on the social worker has made
a contact with the central-social-index-bureau to determine
which agencies have worked with this client before and then
proceeds to contact each agency to secure such material as may
be of definite value in the understanding of the client.
-"-r—
-
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Following this, the information is written up into a case
record. The material which the worker aims to get from
agencies and the family is suggested in exhibit IX. The aim
in this case record is to present as complete a picture of the
client's total situation, present and past, as possible.
Following the gathering of this data a case conference is
called in order to pool all the sources of information for the
purpose of analyzing the dynamic nature of the conflict in the
client's personality and with a view of suggesting a thera-
peutic program for the alleviation of the mental conflict
situation. After this case conference has taken place and
responsibility has beenallocated to the proper worker for the
purpose of carrying on the therapeutic orogram, the recommended
plan is put into operation and carefully watched at every step
of its development- Evidence concerning dyne iTiis factors in
mental donflict is still continued to be gathered from stage
to stage in the unfolding of the therapeutic program.
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EXHIBIT I (1)
Outline for Psychiatric examination of Child (initial interview)
A
B
Aim of initial interview:-
1. Establish contact with patient, and initiate psycho-
therapy •
Learn motivation for behavior.
Survey personality and range of activities
Establish child's deviation from group norm.
Outline plans for treatment.
Methods of obtaining information:-
1. Observation of child's spontaneous behavior and reaction
to questions.
Estimation of answsrs to direct questions.
Evaluation of spontaneous remarks.
Following all leads child gives by his remarks.
Following leads already obtained from Careful reading
of Social History.
Synopsis of Outline
1. Observation of child's behavior
a. Appearance
b. Relationship with examiner
c Nature of child's physical and mental drive
d. Emotional makeup.
2.
3.
4.
5.
2.
3.
4.
5.
2
3
Date on specific problems
Background and child's reaction to it:-
5.
6.
7.
Recreation
Friendships
Family
School
Thought of Life
a. Type of thinking
Phantasies and day dreams
Wishes and ambitions
Night dreams
Earliest memories
Worries, fears, etc.
Identifications
.
Vocational plans
Reaction to own body and sexualization
Child's solution for difficulties
Summary of findings
Outlook for future
Treatment
a. Medical d. Recreational
b. Psychiatric e. Vocational
c- Educational f. Social
a.
b.
c
.
d.
b.
c
d.
e
f
h-
i.
2
(l) Used by Dr. D. Levy
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EXHIBIT II
The following is a suggestive Social Service History
which is used in gathering evidence concerning the dynamic
factors operating in the mental conflict of the client. The
information is gained by intervie?ang or securing written
information from agencies-
The aim in this suggested schedule is to gain information
concerning the attitudes and emotional life of the individual
and his general behavior which are manifested in family and
community situations rather than the gathering of facts
concerning names, ages, reasons for death etc
It is generally suggested that illustrations of behavior
and personality adjustment are superior to descriptive
adjectives or labels or general statements.
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Cooperative Social History Outline
IDENTIFYING DATA Date
Name of Agency
ReferringName
Address
Date and Place of Birth - note if verified
Sex
Color
Nationality
Religion
School, name and grade
AGENCY'S CONTACT WITH FAMILY
Sources of material. How long and in what connection has
case been known to the referring agency. If there has been
more than one informant, the source of the material should be
clear. Source may be put in parenthesis, such as: (worker's
impression) (School report) (grandmother's report) etc.
FAMILY'S UNDERSTANDING OF THE CLINIC
Include not only any explanation of the clinic made by
the worker to the child, but also the parents' (or foster
pafents) understanding of the clinic and the way in which they
are 1 ikely to discuss it with the child.
PROEL EM AS REFERRED
What tyoe of problem does child present and in what ways
does problem manifest itself? Include age it began, how it
developed, types of situation in which it occurs, its freauency,
previous methods of treatment and results, informant's idea of
cause, etc.
Suggestive List of Possible Problems:
truancy "show off" behavior
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stubborness
restlessness, overactivity
unpopularity with other
children
inability to learn
failure to profit by
experience
FAMILY HISTORY
(The family history seems important to 'now in order to
understand the emotional setting in which the child has grown
and in order to plan treatment which will be adapted to the
parental attitudes whether the child remains in the home or is
to be placed. As the parents 1 treatment of the children is
partly conditioned by their own experiences as children, it is
helpful to learn whenever possible, what the parents feel about
their own childhood situations and how they think their
development was affected by their relationships with their
parents, brothers, and sisters.
It is assumed that much significant information will come
out gradually as a result of the parents' interest in dis-
cussing his situation with some one in whom he has confidence,
rather than as a result of specific questioning, and that
social material is of value largely in proportion to the
spontaneity with which the parent feels free to express it.
This assumption seems particularly relevant to the question
under the heading PARENTS 1 RELATIONSHIP TO EACH OTHER. These
questions are included for the purpose of indicating the
importance to an understanding of the parents 1 adjustment to
each other, and it is assumed that this understanding may not
be achieved in the earlier stages of contact with a family.)
Father
Full name
Birthplace and date
Number of years in U. S.
Citizenship
Health history and present health. Attitude toward health.
Education.
Age and grade of leaving school. Any education since,
such as night school. Attitude toward school - desire for
higher education for self or children-
Occupation
Appro ximate number of positions held, length of time in
each, kinds of work, average earnings and informant's
impression of earning capacity. Attitudes towards work,
etc
.
stammering and other speech defects
temper tantrums
f ighting
teasing
bullying
disobedience
excessive unhappiness and
crying
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Interests
outside the home
Habits
Use of drugs, particularly alcohol. (If alcoholic, give
details of extent, if ever intoxicated, moderately
alcoholic, periodic tvpe, steady drinker, excessive,
delirium tremens etc.) Attitude towards habits.
Standards
S of honesty and morality. Degree of irregular living.
Court record
State if negative. If not, give dates, causes, sentences.
Other delinouency
Desertion, abuse, gambling, etc. When delinouency
directly concerns the home make only brief statement
here, entering details under Family Life and attitudes-
What was father's relation to his own siblings and
parents, and how satisfying was it to him? What were the
grandparents' attitude towards their children? How did they
discipline them? What were their ambitions for them? What
prefe ences did they show? Describe what is known of relation-
ship between the aunts and uncles as the father's attitude may
have been affected by it. Fnat is the attitude of the paternal
relatives toward the mother and maternal toward the father?
What is father's relation to each of his own children?
What ambitions does he have for his children, and what reason
does he give for this ambition? Does he compare any child
with any one individual, and in what way? What does he consider
the patient's problem to be - how does he explain it, and how
does he treat it? What is his opinion of the way mother and
others deal with the patient?
Father's Family Paternal Grandfather, Paternal Grandmother,
Paternal Uncles and Paternal Aunts.
Summarize for family in general the cultural, social,
and economic status- List all instances of alcoholism,
criminality, . and delinquency, serious social antagonisms,
"nervous breakdowns" or "insanity" with symptoms or diagnosis,
epilepsy, feeblemindedness, drug addiction, depressions,
suicide, violent tempers, wanderlust, social dependency, and
peculiarities of behavior- Make special note here or elsewhere
of difficulties which are freely discussed before the child,
or indicated as resembling his behavior.
Give for each: (if significant in relation to total
situation) name, age, relation to patient, residence, occupation,
amount of contact with patient and any speical influence on
either parent.
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Give a chronological account of significant features of
health, education, work, habits, social relations and adjust-
ments thereto-
Composition of the group, attitude of grandparents toward
each of their children; amtions for them; attitude towards
methods of discipline; emotional relations between parents
and each grandparent; was parent excluded by grandDarents?
particularly attitude of family group toward the in-law
marital relations and their effect upon attitudes of children
and grandchildren; granparents' attitudes toward death of
each other.
Mother
Same as for father, adding: attitude toward each pregnancy
and labor; toward any miscarriages or abortions, desire for
children
•
Hother's Family
Same as for father's family.
Parents 1 Relation to Each Other
How well did the parents know each other before marriage?
To what extent did the parents * families approve or disapprove
of the marriage? What independence, economic and emotional
had each achieved before marriage? What had each hoped for
in marriage and to what degree has this been r ealized? How
has the success of the marriage been affected by the attitude
of each toward the sex relationship. (The value of this
information depends upon the ease with which the client is able
to discuss it. This material often comes out naturslly as a
result of a discussion of the child's curiosity concerning sex -
a discussion which in turn may lead to the subject of the
parents' sex education and preparation for marriage). Did they
want and plan for children? What have their interests been?
What has been the reason for any disagreements? Social or
religious differences or any sources of antagonism. What
parent is the "head of the family"? What is the other's
adjustment to this?
Siblings
List in chronological order all the children (including
patient) with birth dates as well as pregnancies resulting in
miscarriages, abortions and stillbirths.
Keeping in mind the outline which follows for the patient,
give as full an account as possible of all siblings.
•1
-
i
!
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What is the relationship of one sibling to another? What
do other siblings think of patient's problem and how do they
treat it? Do they show preference among themselves? Did each
child know of the coming of the next child in the family and
how did he react to it?
How do the siblings view the clinic study?
Family Life
Does the family live in a neighborhood with a group whose
background and interests are similar to their own? How does the
present home compare with former homes before or after parents 1
marriage? What is present economic status? Recreational
facilities within home or neighborhood.
What is the relationship of the children and parents to
othdrs who live or have lived in the home? If the lives of
relatives closely touch this family group, indicate the
attitudes of those relatives toward the patient, his problem
and other siblings.
Was the patient ever out of the home for any length of
time? Why? How did he feel about leaving and returning?
What is the family's church affiliation, and how vital
a part does it play in their life? What religious training
does the child receive? Is it applied in the handling of the
child's problem?
Do the parents show any -©references for any of the
children? Are comparisons made? Whom do parents consider each
child to be life? Do they think all the children have equal
ability? How is the responsibility in the rearing of the
children divided between the parents? What are the children's
attitudes toward each other and toward each parent? What are
parents' attitudes toward each child?
(In the case of foster or step-parents follow the same
outline as indicated above)
.
PERSONAL HISTORY OF CHILD
Briefly what have been worker's impressions and contacts
with the child?
Development Factors
Was child wanted? What was the emotional reaction of
both parents to pregnancy? What was mother's physical condition
during pregnancy?
II
b|
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What were the conditions of birth? How much did the child
weigh? Was child breast or bottle fed? How long? Were feeding!
regular? Were there weaning difficulties? At what age were
toilet habits established? Methods used and response by child.
Any significant factors about age of walking, talking, and
dentition? Was child encouraged to take responsiblity for
helping himself?
What was mother's attitude toward each of these facts?
How much care did the child get? Did parents or nurses train
the child? What part did the father play in the child's
training?
Give child's health history including eyes, ears, skin
conditions, hernia, teeth etc (If boy, was he circumcised, and
at what age?) Was child ever hospitalized? (If so, obtain
report from hospital) Specially note severity of accidents or
head injuries • How much concern do parents and child show over
his illnesses? How much extra care does he get when sick?
Are there any present health symptoms? Age of puberty,
Menstruation, or appearance of public hair. Any periods of
rapid growth.
What has been child's daily routine re: sleeping, eating,
bathing and to what extent does he assume responsibility in
these activities?
Note any evidence of sex interest and curiosity and how
they were handled by the family. When was child's interest in
sex first noticed? Who was child's first informant about sex
and how was information given? How do parents reflect their
own attitudes in handling this matter?
Has child been prepared for changes in lohysical development?
What is his attitude toward it?
School
j
Give a chronological account of child's school progress
indiciating age at entering, progress in school, regularity of
attendance, present grade, no- of transfers, periods of
iisciplinary school and perochial school etc., and results of
any intelligence tests that may have been given and dates.
What were child's reactions upon entering school? What
special interests or abilities has child shown? How much
smphasis do parents place on school achievement? What is their
attitude toward the particular school and teachers? What is
school's evaluation of oarenti 1 interest? What is child's
'Dehavior in classroom? How does the teacher handle it? Stoat
Ls child's reaction to other children and to the teachers.
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Any school crisis or change in school attitude and why.
What do other school children think of the child? How is
homework handled? Does child or oarent take the responsibility
for it?
Work
Give reason for going to work, was it child's or parents'
plan? Describe kinds of work, regularity of work and child's
attitude toward it. Give account of his interest in his job.
What is his aptitude for it - as seen by himself and family?
How does he use the money he earns? What do his parents think
of this? Does child have any work responsibility in the
home? Is he paid for chores at home?
Companions and Recreation and Interests
How do the ages, size, int erest and social groups of
child's playmates compare with his own? Is he oopular or
unpopular with other children, and what does he do about it?
What does the family think of his frieds? Are they interested
in his activities? What does child do in his free time? Does
he belong to any clubs? Has he any special interests? -
athletic, social, manual, artistic, musical, commercial,
commercial recreation. Does he prefer group or individual
activities? Does child have an allowance? If so, how much.
If not, how does he get speeding money?
Behavior and Personality
Give briefly a vivid description of the child's personality
as observed by mother and worker. Describe chronologically
the development of child's behavior and personality character-
istics. Does he seem predominately outgoing in his relation-
ships or chiefly concerned with himself? What does he seem to
be trying to gain through his behavior? (indicate whose
impression this is) What do parents consider his assets? Do
they discuss his behavior with him? If so, how? How responsive
is he to other people? Has any personality change ever been
noted, if so, at what age and why. When were disturbing
manifestations first noticed, and how were they handled? What
methods of discipline have proved to be most effective? What
phases of his behavior most concern them?
In summary, the child's behavior should be classified under
the following traits: How dynamic is he, i.e., hyperactive,
restless, active, quiet, or listless? What is he socially, i-e.
gregarious, shut-in, leader or follower etc? What are his
emotional responses as to strength, expression, variability,
quality etc? What are his ethical standards?
. 'I
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SPECIAL RESOURCES FOR TRdATl."JSNT AVAILABLE
Past work of all agencies who have dealth with family.
Agency or agencies at present interested, and what they are
prepared to do. What neighborhood resources can be used in
treatment? Family resources - interested relatives and what
they are prepared to do- Does informant want child to remain
at home or be placed.
Sign with name of worker who wrote
study.
(i)
Following this a case conference is called in which
the pooling of the information gathered from all sources
medical, psychiatric, psychometric and social history, takes
place and out of which a therapeutic program is developed.
Thus, we have presented a graphic exhibit picture of the
genetical and ecclectical methods of gathering evidence
concerning the dynamic factors in mental conflict which are
used in the practical world of child guidance and out-patient
department clinical practice.
Of course, if a patient is suffering from a severe mental
conflict and is retained in an institution for observation,
the preceding procedure of gathering evidence is augmented
by objective observation of the client by trained attendants
and through a series of psychiatric interviews.
In the "short contact M work at the Goodwill Inn, which is
a transient and homeless boys' home, a modified procedure of
(l) Judge Baker Child Guidance Center, Boston, Mass
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gathering evidence must be used. Freauently letters and
telephone conversations must suffice for social history- Great
skill in interviewing is oaramount . A case conference is also
called and a plan developed. The following is a oresentation
of a case conference procedure used at Goodwill Inn which is
likewise designed to meet the needs of a limited short-time
contact work.
EXHIBIT III (l)
Case Conference Procedure at Goodwill Inn
(Short Form)
IDENTIFYING MATERIAL • Boy's report
Name Birth Date
Alias Referring Agency
Birthplace
Educational Standing
Nationality Extraction Religion
References
Father Living or deceased
Mother (maiden name) 11 w
Step-Parents
Siblings
Verified Report (all information verified)
Social Index
Medical Report: Wasserman, eyes, hearing, defects, history of
health.
Psychometric Report: Learning ability, mechanical analysis,
special aptitudes, ascendence^- submission and
personal traits.
Adjustments at Goodwill Inn. 1. To Interviewer, 2. to other
boys, 3. to program.
Reported Problems: 1- Social, 2. Personality, 3. Vocational,
4. Educational, 5. etc

Family History:
Father: Name, Health, Education, Habits, Court Record,
Occupation, Interests, Standard of Morality, etc.
Methods of discipline, degree of self-centeredness
•
Mother: Same
Inter-relation of family members.
Father's attitude toward mother and vice-versa.
Father's attitude toward siblings and (this case in
particular)
Mother's attitude toward siblings (this case in
particular)
Siblings' attitude toward each other (this case in
particular)
.
Family Life: Tensions, Loyalties, Church affiliations,
interests, Neighborhood, Economic status, (foster
or step-oarents)
.
Personal History:
Developmental history. Condition of birth. Feeding habits.
History of illness. Age of puberty, masturbation, sex
experiences, homo and heterosexual-
School history} Entrance. Advancement, Discipline,
attendance
•
Recreational, companionship and interest (hobby) history.
Situation preceding immediately prior to entrance at
Goodwill Inn.
Personality Characterization:
Dynamic or lethargic.
Gregarious or seclusive
Integrated or disintegrated reactions.
Trustworthy or dishonest and irresponsible-
Lying (imaginative or defensive).
Emotional level (depressive or exaltant or recurrent).
Fearful, anxious, neurotic, or other unstable tendencies
Facing, fleeing, fighting or just drifting in life
situations
.
Preoccupied or well oriented •
Stuporous or productive -
Interviews reveal what:
In relation to his reason for being on the road- (Trans-
cient boys)
.
In relation to his own estimation of his situation,
(own prognosis)
.
In relation to his insight into his problem of personality-
adjustment. (insanity, drifting, delinquency, sexual
problems, etc.)
In relation to his own future plan of action or lack of
same
.
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Assets and Liabilities:
Sense of loyalty and values.
Background of training, intellect, etc.
Personality
Resources of emotional security
Suggested Possible Programs:
Returned back to his home or its equivalent.
Continue residence at Goodwill Inn (Home unit plan of
residence)
.
Refuse further care and discharge all responsibility for
further plans.
Transfer care to another society.
CC.C. Camp.
Build a School-Work program at the Goodwill inn and
Industries:- (integrated with Boston school opportunities.)
Army or Havy.
Refer for Medical or Psychiatric care.
The following is an exhibit of a personality study
schedule which has been used with boys who have remained for a
longer period of time on a therapeutic self-adjustment
,
behavior adjustment, psychiatric, pastoral and social work
program
•
The specific objectives presented to them for making such
a personality study have been dual: for the purpose of
accumulating material on the place of religion in the inte-
gration of personality and for the purpose of helping them to
think about themselves systematically and constructively.
This dual objective has proven to be of definite interest to
them and their cooperation is much more easily secured than
if it were a pure biographical study. Absolute honesty, frank-
ness and objectivity are solicited- Guarantee is given that
the material shall be used only with their permission for the
purpose of publication and then in a disguised and anonymous
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fashion.
It will be seen that the procedure is one of studying a
crisis or adjustment situation (after a deep rapoort has been
established and when this study is deemed advisable and
valuable as a therapeutic measure) . It is not a Quantitative
record of data concerning the individual- Special attention
will be given to the consideration of the "Life History"
method in the next section.
EXHIBIT IV
Study of Religion as a factor in the integration of
personality
.
Begin: a. Study the relationship of the family as a whole to
religion in general- Church, creeds, ideas about
God, Christ etc- What did various members of the
family feel about religion and how did they act
toward it. What family attitudes were most out-
standing toward religion and how did they arise so
far as you know?
b- What were the family attitudes toward one another
and how much part did religion paly in the attitudes
Was there an outstanding religious attitude of any
member. If so what kind? How did this effect you?
c Is your religion moulded by the religious views of
any member of the family? Was there an emphasis
upon crisis religious experiences in the family and
how did this effect you? Give incidents of your
experience- Were there unusual experiences as
hearing of voices, seeing visions, etc?
General Background:
a- Give a general hereditary and social background
—
ancestry, home conditions, community or neighborhood
conditions, economic status of the home- Health,
education and occupation of family members- Indicate
the organization and spirit of the home, heredity
and environment which have gone int^ the background
for the study of a crisis situation in your life.
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Study some crisis or situation through which you passed and
which resulted in some change of life adjustment.
Personal History (previous to crisis or situation focused
upon in this study-)
1. Pre-school periodj-prenatal and birth conditions, age
of walking, talking, sphincter control, health and
general disposition-
2. School years:- Age of entering and leaving school;
grade attained, rating and prowess in school work,
relationship with schoolmates and teachers, special
abilities or disabilities as these may effect adjust-
ment! health, recreation, homelife, personality.
3. Vocational period:-
Positions held, proficiency, compensation, attitude
toward work, manner of work with regard to endurance,
distractibility and exhaust ibility, fitfulness or
regularity, relationship with employers and fellow-
workmen, reasons for changes which have been made,
satisfactions gained from several jobs.
4- Social adjustments :-
Recreation and amusement, use of leisure time,
social contacts through f ormal and informal associations
attitudes toward other people and their attitude toward
you. Were you outstanding or did you feel inferior?
Did you play a "role" in your contacts? Attitudes of
members of you? family toward your companions-
5. Sex adjustments - adolescent difficulties- Attitudes
toward parents, overdependence etc Cite unusual
experiences, attitude toward opposite sex, love affairs
and disappointments- From whom and when did you learn
about masturbation, homosexuality, he tero sexuality and
relation with animals, etc. Indicate how you felt
toward the experiences and the extent of indulgence
with same.
6. Delincuency :- Stealing, lying, arson, truancy, etc
Give incidents in outline or in narrative fashion.
Note particularly the reactions to the situations-
Were you fighting someone, flying from something,
bolstering up your ego, etc (Do not interpret too
much, give incidents)
•
Health:- Give health prior to crisis, vigor, illness,
accidents, disabilities
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with poetic essay writing which you nay ha-re done.
Have you had outstanding emotional experiences?
Indicate the reason for interest or lack of interest
in church and religion.
9. Personality:- Appearance, strong or weak points in
character, eccentricities, interests and ambitions,
the amount of self-reliance, determination and self-
direction- Reactions to disappointmonts and to success
to bereavements, fear of death in your own case.
Note upheavals in trend of life.
Study of oeriod of crisis: (chosen for study) . Note the
occasion and nature of the crisis or situation- Note con-
flicting tendencies in operation, note reaction patterns,
fighting situations, flying from conflicting factors, just
drifting or facing frankly the elements of the situation.
Note emotional conditions, religious attitudes and concern-
Note solution and how it was arrived at- Manifestations
interpreted as Supernatural, voices, visions, impulses, etc
Analysis of the factors entering into the situation and its
solution- What oart did religion play?
Subseo.uent history after crisis. (Narrative or outline).
Industrial record, sex adjustments, social relationships,
periods of conflict, general personality trends and philosophy
of life. New solutions arrived at subsequent to original
solution. Indicate how the previous crisis effected the whole
personality and its reaction patterns- Give forecast.
Note ouestions and problems still present.
Religion ihea.ns to me (Answer each negatively or
affirmatively)
.
Set of morals
Set of beliefs and creeds
Set of views about aft-^r life
Set of purposes for life
A worshipful experience
A thrill of intuitive insight
Sense of God's presence
Sense of dedication
Source of meaning to life
A sense of forgiveness
State views of God, Christ,
Salvation.
(i)
(l) Goodwill Inn, Morgan Memorial, Boston, Mass.
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22. EVALUATION CF THE LIFE HISTORY METHOD.
Following the oresentation of this last
personality study, used by the young men making a special study
of a crisis in their own lives, we may turn to an evaluation
of the life history method of gathering evidnece and of
interpreting the dynamic factor in the integration of oerson-
ality
.
1 j f l Oft ot
John Dollard in a study of criteria for the Life-History
(1935) gives us a splendid analysis of the inter-relationship
between the cultural factors, the client's subjective factors,
and the worker's interpretations- It is evident that a life
i
history is not a mere quantitative accumulation of material
beginning from childhood to the present . This would be a
I
ti
stupendous task impossible of accomplishment because no
individual could ever secure, with an unlimited amount of time
at his disposal, a complete picture of each organic, cultural
and experiential factor involved in the dynamic formulation
of the personality's relationship to itself and to its
environment- The life history method then must be something
more than a mere Quantitative accumulation.
- Walter Beck, (l) in an unpublished monograph on the
Life History Method (1936), in commenting upon this problem,
differentiates between a life history consisting of the
"historical* and historic material. The "historical" material
(i) Walter Beck, "Life History Method", 1936.
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has reference to the quantitative accumulation, whereas, the
"historic" has reference to the material which has entered
into a dynamic experience of the individual in his growth.
He states:
"Any given factor of human life has its history, hut
only certain factors make history, that is: determine
the singular configuration which a singular life is,
and as which it must seem, if we want to throw light
upon the problem of organic-cultural evolution and
integration, instead of being arrested in factural
quantities or partial analyses", (l)
He discusses further the fact that a dntamof experience
may not enter into the "structural and functional hierarchies
as the essential characteristics of life, wholes and processes.'
But, the same da tun re-experienced at a later time might fall
into its rightful place of importance and influence and become
thus, a "historic" factor in the experience of personality.
He writes:
11 In the psychological field one of the most striking
illustrations I know is what I call the specific
readiness for experience ( : spezifische Eriebnitz-
bereitschaft) : I may, for instance, read a certain
book or hear a certain symphony at a certain time of
my life; this experience, although factural and
undoubtedly constitutive with regard to my personality,
does not touch me particularly; some time later, I
read the same book or hear the same symphony - and this
time it is a profound revolving experience, demanding
a definite and singular place in structure and process
of my life, and designating a specific level of my
organic-cultural organization". (2)
(l) BLH Unpublished
(3) Ibid "
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Thus, there comes to be a quantitative aspect to ex-
perience which must be taken into account in the understanding
of any personality structure. W. Beck goes so far as to say
that in the life history of any individual "the dissolution
of a complex (as in psychotherapy) is not a true dissolution,
not a dispersion, not a sublimation but the putting of the
disturbed experience in its structurally and functionally
adeauate place with the rank-order of experience."
In taking this viewpoint we may draw three inferences with
respect to the important aspects of the dynamic experience
called "the taking of a life history". It is obvious at the
beginning that any experience which is recalled in the life
history interview is one which has assumed a historic
significance in the life of the personality. Thus, the
cultural background against which the individual must be
understood as he presents his material is of utmost importance.
The interviewer must know and feel the cultural setting of his
client. In the second place, the individual himself as a
subject in the life history interview is to be understood.
The subject's own interpretations of his organism, relationship
to the social institutions, to other persons in his social
group, to his cultural setting as a whole and his relationship
to the cosmic-whole, are of paramount importance in the
understanding of the dynamic formulations of his personality.
Finally, the interviewer who is taking the life-history must
be considered as an important factor- T{ie degree to which the
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interviewer understands himself, his cultural setting and his
dynamic relationship to the client is most important. One
might be a mere data recorder or a statistical historian.
This process, however, does not qualify him to he a recorder
of a life history. In order for an individual to know the
"historic" experiences of a client, he must identify himself
with his client as completely as possible. In this connection
Beck writes as follows:
"That is: he must not only study, but experience,
or even "live" the life of his subject, and he must
also become a living experience to his subject.
Only then can he discover the qualitative hierarchies
and the processive implications in the mass of data-
The taking of a life history is inadequate, if it
remains to be a more or less mechanic registration;
it must be a life process in itself, a mutual inter-
weaving of the two lives concerned, so that each one
becomes an integral element of the other"
.
In pastoral and clinical practice the most effective work
will be done by this identification with and reliving of the
experiences of the parishioner and clients.
The aim is to secure, not simply a recorder's point of
view, but rather to recognize the importance of the entire
client-culture-worker configuration
•
It suffices for us at this point to merely call attention
to the importance of the life history method in the procedure
of the psychological and child guidance clinics.
If in our original discussion there seems to have been a
cold objective gathering of facts and a similar cold analysis
of the dynamic factors of the life history method serves to
human ize
_
and warm the procedure.
i
i
i
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To be a good worker in a child guidance center or a
psychological clinic or a oastoral consultation room, the
individual must have the skill of combining "nearness with
distance, exoeriential capacities with logical and emotional
discrimination, devotion with restraint, self-discipline and
self-control", (l)
(1) W. Beck - Unpublished Monograph on Life History
He thod.
-«-+
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FART III
INTEGRATION AS PREVENTION AND CURE
In this section it is our aim to investigate the nature
of the process of integration of personality and to discover
its relationship to mental conflict.
We shall aim to investigate the various mental mechanisms
which operate to resolve mental conflict and then v/e shall set
I; up definite objects for a pastoral and clinical technique,
I through the means of which the worker may aim to promote the
! integration of personality so that the individual may exper-
ience that state known as mental health.
Finally, the specific interest which we shall have in the
l|
Ij discussion of this section is in the consideration of the
unique functions of religion as a means toward the integration
of personality and thus toward, the establishment of that state
\
known as mental health.
Ne may turn now to the consideration of the first part
of this section.

CHAPTER Till
NATURE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PRINCIPLES OF
INTEGRATION OF PERSONALITY
23. THE PRINCIPLES OF INTEGRATION.
As was stated in the discussion on the back-
grounds of mental health, the process of integration is a con-
comitant of the process of differentiation in the earliest
experiences of the individual.
In a recent discussion on the process of integration by
i
Jj. J. B. Morgan, (1) four stages of the tendency toward inte-
gration in the animal kingdom are noted. These are as follows:
A. Integration without Specialization.
This is illustrated by the single biological cell
B. Integration with Specialization.
This is illustrated by the horse which has
specialized functions for its several parts. The ears, eyes
end hoofs serve a special function and are necessary to the
ii \ ' " • * j '• *- roc. s-? * h !'3iol0ifl ?*•.,•'•
lorganism as a whole.
I
' ' " ' ' '
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C. Co-ordination As an Element in Integration.
The complexity of the human being, or any
organism having specialised functions, needs a co-ordinating
system in order to maintain an orientation and an integration.
!,The central nervous system in man and the blood stream are
!
(1) MPAP Page 354
!4
illustrations of this coordinating activity.
D. The Unstable Character of Man's Coordination.
Morgan points out that in man, the coordination
between the separate functions is much less fixed than in
lower animals. The wasp, for instance, will go through a
definite life cycle, reproduce and die with very little varia-
tion from wasp to wasp. Man is much less stably integrated.
The variety of environmental stimuli is ofvarying intensity*
Each calls for its own particular response and it is only with
difficulty and effort that the individual maintains an orienta-
tion and integration in the face of a diversity.
i
Thus, we have placed before us the general outlines of the
concept of integration. It must be stated that on the psycho-
physiological level, that the process of integration is not
very clearly defined or understood.
It may be pointed out that the human body contains ten
I
trillion cells and that of these, about nine billion ere found
i! in the cortex. Therefore, the precise physiological process is 1
z
very difficult to conceive and understand and the psycho-
! physiological principle is just as. difficult.
!i
i
G-. W.. Allport writes in this connection:
"That there are physiological correlates of Integra-
;
tion involving complex spatial, temporal, histological
and electro-chemical factors no one will deny. But
since integration implies functional joining of
nervous pathways, taking place presumably in the
regions of the synapse, and since this entire process
,
lies still in the limbo of scientific mystery, ell
accounts of integrative growth in physiological terms
are at the present time highly speculative. The
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characteristics of integration are known far better
through psychological investigations." (1)
24. Nature of the Process of Integration on the Psycholog-
; ical Level
.
I .1* "3 Ol ' ; • f rAPit«4 • Lfl v ftf'tovia t^ifi'ir H« '•:#»«• tt / •» k
we turn at this point to a consideration of our
!
siibject under five headings for the purpose of study.
A. The Conditioned Reflex.
We have noted in the discussion of the behavior-
; is tic approach to the problems of personality that the simplest
form of modified behavior is found in the conditioned reflex.
I
It consists, as we have seen, in the substitution of a second
ij stimulus for the original stimulus with a capacity to evoke with
I the presence of the second stimulus,, the original response. As
we have seen, for the behaviorist, V-atson, the conditioned
| reflexes which have become habits are to be integrated into a
:| system of habits; the sum total of which represents personality.
This integration consists primarily of the manual, visceral and
: laryngeal habits. Trie primary form of integration is inadequate
it
jj
however, for our purpose of understanding the dynamic nature of
the process of integration at the self-conscious level.
B. Habits.
It has already been suggested that the next level
jj
of personality integration is to be found in habits. These
habits, however, must be integrated with each other. They tend
to become fixed and rigid. When they are organized into a
(1) AP Page 140
i

system it is said that one has a "character". Win. James 252
referred to habit as the fly-v:heel of society. "A sound
character is a matter of sound habits." To say that a man hps
lots of character is only to state that he has many habits. "(1)
The chief problem in connection with the understanding of
personality as a system of habits comes in at the point of not
accounting adequately for the persistent yet dynamic and
||
flexible and changing aspect of personality.
Habits are specific integrations; therefore, G. W. Allport
is lead to the postulation of a third categorv in the hierarchy
I,
...... £ ><•'.. v . " r#
of personality organization.
G. Traits.
I
"Traits are developed at least in part, from the
]
integration of specific habits exjjressing characteristic modes
of adaptation to one's surroundings." (2)
According to G. .W; Allport these traits or "neuro-psychic
dispositions" are frequently termed by the other psychologists
It
I
as sentiments, values, attitudes, complexes or interest and
refer to the more permanent time- transcending and stable aspect^!
of personality. Yet, they are not rigid and plastic, only
relatively so. Allport continues to postulate an even
higher level of integration, by borrowing the term "self" from
William James.
D. Selves.
ID VGP Page 327
(2) AP " 139
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The self has reference to the integration of the
system of traits. This definition is obviously not the one
which is used by C. G. Jung referred to on page 55, in which
he identifies the word "self" with the totality of the collec-
tive and personal psyche. The final stage of integration,
according to Allport, may be included under the term "person-
ality".
E. Personality.
Personality represents the integration of all
the systems of responses that characterize an individual's
adjustment to various environments. Ideally, a perfect inte-
gration of personality is never achieved. We have conceived
in the chart on page 62 the process of integration as being one
which is a continum of experience from level to level in an
ever-broadening and ever-widening experience. V»e have recog-
nized that personality (using the term as consisting the total
isyche), past, present and potential future, is an ever-
j!
evolving process.
Thus, we have before us a picture of five stages of inte-
gration of personality as conceived by the psychologists. (1)
Vie have seen that integration began with the simple con-
ditioned reflex, advanced through a series of unifying inte-
grations from one level to the next (habits, traits, selves),
i
until it finally arrived at that hypo the tically perfect unity
of all the component elements of the personality. This final
]_ Til AP Page 159

istage is never completely achieved especially in the personal
,
advancing toward greater knowledge and broader experience,
I
because such a personality must be open to fresh influences
! from conflict-filled world. In this stage, however, the person
i
ality is usually sufficiently well organized under a common
philosophy of life (Weltanschauung) , so as to be able to with-
stand any distracting influences which tend to be great strains
upon the personality. As we have seen in our discussion of the
ways of reacting to the life-situations, an Individual may be
so well integrated that he is capable of tolerating mental
! conflict. This means that he has the capacity to intellec tual-
ize the elements of the conflict, and to rise above, merely
responding emotionally within the conflict.
The demand for a progressively stronger affective inte-
gration of Personality is greater, from stage to stage of one's
development chronologically, as experience broadens and dif-
ferentiates. (See Chart, page 62.) For the sake of
arbitrary differentiation we may say that the child at birth
must meet his simple world with a modicum of integration
,
except as vague mass reaction represents a high degree of
integration as a constitutional level. This .* s so for two
reasons. First of all, he has not become differentiated suf-
ficiently to respond to the variety of stimuli, which are
destined later to become adequate causes for evoking a response
and the second reason is that the demands made by an infant's
world are at a minimum, as compared to later life. The baby
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is protected from harm, shielded from stress and strain and
even nourished, without much expended effort on his own part,
except to make known his needs. During the "pre-school" age,
a great many new and diversified influences make a great
impact upon the personality and influence the course of later
development.
As we have seen in the survey of the work done by the
behaviorists , the G-estaltists and the non-experimental schools }
especially individual psychology, the pre-school age (3-5
years, especially) is held to be the most important age in the
formation of the basic patterns of later personality. Follow-
ing this period the child is introduced to the school environ-
ment and has to meet new influences again, but this time,
outside of the family circle. He has to learn to adjust
himself to other children from various backgrounds. Then
comes the period called adolescence which brings with it a
welter of new emergencies, both in the physical, social and
the psychological world. The newly discovered capacities
along sex lines and new curiosities and wishes in the social
field, such as puppy-love affairs and co-educational social
events, make their appearance. In the middle and later
adolescent period the individual must break home ties and if
he chances to be on the way toward higher education, he comes
under the influence of a whole new world of intellectual,
emotional and social experiences; if he ventures into the
realm of industry he likev.ise is met with a whole new host of
4-
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responsibilities, ideals, business techniques, etc. If all
during this time he has come under the influence of religious
training and has been subjected to the circumstances in which
a religious conversion may take place, he likewise is caught
in a flood of new experiences which call for a great effort on
his part to integrate all of the new experiences into some
semblance of a unified and coordinating whole.
We find, too, that as the young person ventures into the
experiences of early adult-hood, such as marriage, vocational
effort and citizenship, that again a new set of experiences
call for new measures of integration. With the advancing of
years and the passing of the full values of physical energy
and the necessity of relying upon the intellectual and emotion
al aspects of living, again new needs call for new integration
and new unifying of life. Finally ,when old age approaches
there is a need of once more meeting the demands of the new
time with a progressive integration. It may be said, however,
that in any one of these stages there is a tendency toward
disintegration, through the processes of regression or dis-
sociation of strongly emotionally-toned-material which is not
assimilated by the personality into the present integration.
There is a tendency toward rigidity or inflexibility at each-
level of integration. This does not mean, however, that the
well-integrated person is "petrified". One could hardly be
so, because personality is a dynamic flowing thing; that is,
one never achieves an integration but one continuously is
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achieving a relatively complete integration or unity of pefson-
ality.
It is possible to point to individuals whom we have known
in our experience who are like the grandmother in the Tennessee
mountains whose life is well-integrated and unified and who is
apparently able to meet any conflict which arises in her exper
ience with poise and peace of mind. It may be indicated,
however, that the breadth of her interest and the range of her
intellectual acquaintance is very narrow. She cares nothing
about the European situation, about the Fascist vs. Communist
philosophy of life or about the fact that the Eastern coast
of the United States is gradually sinking nearer to the ocean
level. None of these conflict-filled interests are hers; she
goes about her daily duties and proceeds to live her life in
her narrow well-integrated and happy sphere. It may be com-
mented, however, that because her life is narrow, it lacks the
richness which is the lot of the "wider" personality. A cow
is contented under the apple tree chewing her cud, but vho
wants to be a cow?
According to our chart on page 62 , her existence might be
indicated in terms of a very narrow cone which expands at a
very slow rate in the outward movement from birth to old age.
Correspondingly, that person, whose experience is wider and
broader, is a richer, more abundant, more aware personality,
even though it may be harder for him to retain his unity of
personal! ty.

Now that we have discussed the hierarchial nature of D°
integration, as given to us primarily by psychologists, we may
j
turn to a further discussion of the implications of this hier-
archial theory for mental health, particularly as conceived in
the mental hygiene movements.
I
'//e may first turn toward the discussion of integration
from the preventative aspect and secondly from the aspect of
its curative value.
25. INTEGRATION AS PREVENTION.
Whereas, we have pointed out that integration
is rooted deeply in the foundations of the constitution along
with the phenomenon of differentiation and that it progresses,
an automatic adaptive process to a consciously directed processl;
and whereas it is a process which is still rooted deeply in a
mystery, the nature of v/hich is only tentatively formulated,
we turn now to a merely suggestive discussion of the signifi-
I
cant implications of this process for preventive woj?k in
mental hygiene clinics, pastoral and psychological clinics,
|
and schools and child guidance clinics.
A. Importance of Child Training.
It is the consensus of opinion among all of the
investigators of the dynamic structure of personality, that the 1
first years of life are exceedingly important in the develop-
' ment of a whole, well-integrated, capable and efficient person-
ality. Attention has turned recently to the need of preventive!
work among children. This work primarily means diagnosing
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I
personality reaction-patterns, which may lead to personality
mal-adjusted early in life. The pampered child, the intimidated
child, the organically defective child, the mentally retarded
child, the precautious child, the glandularly disturbed child,
the fearful and easily angered child, all need to he discovered
early inlife and worked with, by trained psychological counsel-
lors, who know how to help the child to achieve an adequacy to
meet life situations. J. J. B. Morgan suggests twelve "indi-
cators" of the need of adjustment which may be used by parents,
teachers, pastors and clinicians. If these deficiencies can
be detected at the early stage of formation before any per-
nicious development takes place, a life- time of mental distur-
bance may be avoided. The following is a representative list
of the indicators to be noted.
1. Note the Child's Attitude of Hate.
Note the child's attitude of hate and determine
as soon as possible the nature of the cause of a strong atti-
tude which the child may be taking, and set aside time to
investigate and readjust it. This hatred may be directed to-
ward superiors, toward adults, toward other children, toward
police, toward most anyone. Illusions of persecution may be
an outgrowth of this tendency.
2. Note the attitude of cruelty along with hate.
There may be a tendency toward cruelty with
outbursts of anger and obvious joy in inflicting cruel punish-
ments upon animals, other children or adults. This may indi-
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cate the beginning of a sex conflict and warrants investiga-
tion by a trained worker.
5. Note the Tendency toward introversion.
The ground work for a socially inadequate and
day-dreaming life may be laid in early childhood. The habit
of retreating and escaping into a fantasy world may be a
partially successful procedure for the child, but it is
highly unsuccessful for the individual who has to meet the
world of reality when normal responsibilities of young adult-
hood and maturity fall upon his shoulders.
Frequently assisting the child to get proper social
contacts and to meet with some degree of success, his world of
reality, so that he gains a sense of achievement and meaning
in life, is a means of saving the child fron a long experience
of frustration and failure. The psychoanalysts emphasize the
utter necessity of creating, early in life, a feeling of unity
I
in the mind, between the "inner-wish and the outer symbol" .(1)
4. Note the Tendency toward exaggeration of Illness.
Frequently the soil for the development of an
hysteria and a later functional disorder may be tilled in the
early days of childhood. If a discovery is made of this ten-
dency early enough in life and the causes for it are ferreted
out, there may be accomplished a progressive integration of
i the child in his social world and in his striving toward goals
of achievement. It is found that very frequently the child,
I
who develops an exaggerated illness has a need for love and a
4 -~3X) aEEH--E&ge 28 ~~
_
I!
i
!
desire to be wanted. He aims to achieve the same by winning26^
i
sympathy through the means of an exaggerated or even fanciful
illness
.
5. Note the tendency to blame others for his own dif-
ficulties, ihis early shifting of responsibility may become
a habit so that the individual may get into all kinds of
trouble and suffer a great many humiliations and isolations
from groups whose approval he will most desire. If the habit
of shifting blame on others is relatively fixed, the ground
work has been laid in the habit patterns of response, for the
development of a paranoia-disorder. An early diagnosis and a
therapeutic effort aiming at the integration of the personal-
ity may help the individual toward the achievement of a whole-
some , a oundant future
.
6. Mote the tendency to rationalize.
The tendency to justify one 1 s self and to make
excuses and to "have reasons" for doing what he wants to do and
ought not to do is a universal tendency. Yet this rational-
izing process may lead toward the development of a habit of
jl
lying which may become pathological in nature. If, on the
other hand, the child can be taught franknsss and openness
through the system of being renarded for facing the facts in
the situation, a habit reaction-pattern which is the ground
v.ork for future trouble may be alleviated.
7. Note the tendency toward listlessness and pre-occupa-
tion.
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There may be a deep emotional depression or a need
for gratification of the fundamental desires, social or
;
segmental, in the child's life. If the method of satisfying
these by day-dreaming about successes or failures is discover-
ed early enough, the child's life may be made happier and a
I +im*mm fc-..
chronic attitude of listlessness and morbidity may be circum-
vented.
8. Note the attitude of fear.
J?
4ear is commonly considered to be one of the
most devastating experiences through which a personality may
pass. Yet, there are wholesome fears based upon genuinely
objective danger which the child ought to learn but not over-
valuate. It is the task of the individual interested in the
preventive aspect of the process of the integration of person-
ality to diagnose the nature of the fears and to help the
child in securing proper information and making the proper
emotional adjustment toward the object of his fear.
9. Note the attitude of suspicion.
The inability to trust people, developed by
children, may become the basis of later false ideas of persec-
ution or evil influences. A good teacher or pastor -ho is
interested in progressive development and integration of the
child's life will note this and seek to balance the attitude
of life for the child.
10. Note the suggestibility.
i:
Most children have a tendency to be over-

sugges table. This leads toward a "schizoid" reaction - a 263
! propensity for being easily disintegrated. If the child can be
put into situations in which he may develop a purposefulness
,
an inner strength and courage to withstand criticism, a great
deal of personality ill-health may be obviated. The discovery
of this tendency and the proper treatment is an important stage
in the preventive aspect of mental hygiene.
11. Note the tendency to regression.
A tendency to escape hardships by the wish that
one were an infant again, and to retreat to baby-ish conduct
is a tendency toward regression. This should be noted early and.
steps should be taken to creete for the child situations in
which he will find satisfaction in the world of present reality
This habit of retreat may lead to serious regressive disorder
in later life when the conflicts of a competition- torn world
become heavier. If each day is made inviting and more full of
zest than the preceding day, the child will be led into a
progressive integration of personality rather than allowed to
i regress to earlier experiences.
12. Note the feelings of inferiority.
Perhaps no feeling is -.lore devastating to a chilcf.
or adult than the feeling of failure and inferiority. It must
be realized that a child will naturally have a degree of mfe-
riority by the virtue of the fact that he is smaller in stature
lacking in intellectual prowess, and moral and autonomous
i recognition amonq adults. But a child who is progressively
'l199(k Hi a - rtoitf^afci "bios -Mob" a Jbiewoc ef)i*&I slrfT . 'cf^asvice
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integrating his life and facing the conflicts in his life, will
grow to a sense of stability and. a wholesome adequacy within
his social setting.
As a preventive measure the early diagnosis of undue
inferiority response and inappropriate reaction may lead to a
re-orientation of the child in his world of associates and social
tasks, which may lead to a sense of adequacy and the develop-
ment of a wholesome superiority.
J- Morgan suggests that in these twelve notations lies
the hope of a wholesome preventive program for mental hygiene,
v^hen any child is markedly different in any respect from the
group in which he is, special study ought to be made with the
apeeific purpose of aiding to progressively integrate his
personality both in the inner and outer world. Any one of
these attitudes may be discovered in the child's life but if
the proper steps are taken, an over-development to the point of
unhealthy deviation from the norm may be obviated.
Mental hygiene literature is available through the State
Public Education Department and through mental hygiene
societies organized in practically every major city in the
United States. Such magazines as the "Parents 1 " magazine are
available giving very practical helpful suggestions for
preventive work among children.
There has come into the thought life of psychologists,
medical men and religionists the facf that mental health is
supremely important. One psychologist writes:
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"Certainly the mental heelth of the child is just as
important as its physical health. Parents have long
been interested in the problem of physical hygiene but
it is only recently that due attention has been directed
toward mental hygiene", (1)
Following this discussion of the need of early diagnosis
of personality tendencies we may turn toward two other important
points with reference to the preventative aspect of the process
of integration of personality,
B. IMPORTS CE OF HABIT FORMATION.
"The basis of habit-and-memory-is the impression-
ability of matter". (2)
Habit is one of the end products of conditioning and
learning. "It is a form of acquiring response which is relatively
invariable and is readily elicited." (3)
with this background definition, we may state that one of
the primary objects of preventive work in the field of person-
ality is the establishment of v hole some health giving habits
of reaction in conflict situations. The aim then of prophylaxis
in the psychological aspects of personality is to reduce to a
habit the health giving reaction patterns of personality.
Therefore, whole someness of personality may be achieved by the
development of wholesome habit systems. It must be understood
in this connection, however, that habit is not regarded in the
narrow behavioris tic sense nor in the sense in which William
(1) VGO Page 293
(2) WDP Page 120
(3) Ibid Page 120
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James regarded it, namely, as a"specific habit." It is argued
by more modern psychologists that specific habits must be
superseded by a more generalized habit called a "disposition".
John Dewey v/rites in this connection: (1)
"Repetition is in no sense the essence of habit.
Tendency to repeat acts is an incident of many
habits, but not of all. A man with a habit of
giving way to anger may show his habit by a mur-
derous attack upon someone who has offended. His
act is nonetheless due to habit because it occurs
once only in his life. The essence of habit is
acquired predisposition to ways or mode of response,
not to particular acts, except as, under special
conditions, these express a way of behaving. Habit
means special sensitiveness or accessibility to
certain classes of stimuli, standing predilections
or aversions, rather than the bare recurrence of
specific acts .
"
Allport writes the following:
"A young child may be regarded as forming a
specific habit when he learns (with difficulty) to
brush his teeth night and morning. For some years
this habit may stand along, aroused only by ap-
propriate commands or by the appropriate environ-
mental situation. With the passing of years,
however, brushing teeth becomes not only automatic
(as is the way of habits) but likewise firmly woven
into a much wider system of habits, viz., a trait
of personal cleanliness. (If a more behavioral
designation of the trait is desired, one can speak
quite accurately though less conveniently, of a
generalized tendency to remove all manner of dirt
from one's person.) The adult is uncomfortable if
he omits brushing the teeth from his daily schedule,
not only because a single habit is frustrated, but
because the omission violates a general demand for
cleanliness
.
"This example implies, quite correctly, that a
trait arises, in part at least, through the inte-
gration of numerous specific habits having in common
not identical elements 9 but the same adaptive sig-
(ll AP Page 2 91
<<
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nificance to the person. In addition to this
gradual integration and conceptualization, the
influence of personal temperament on the forma-
tion of traits must not be overlooked. As
pointed out some styles of generalization are
far easier for certain people to learn than
others, depending upon innate influences of tem-
perament, intelligence, and constitution. But
however acquired, a trait is always a fusion of
habits and endowment rather than a colligetion
or chain of habits alone." (1)
It may be pointed out in this connection that there is no
unity of thought among psychologists. The voluminous reports
of the studies made by H. Hartshorne, M. A. May and Prank K.
Shuttleworth jjoints to the fact that habits are specific and
tend to be developed for specific situations. The following
interpretive statement made by them may be presented at this
point.
"In proportion as situations are alike, conduct
is correlated. In proportion as situations are
unlike, conduct is uncorrelated Deception,
helpfulness, cooperation, persistence, and inhi-
bitions were groups of specific habits rather than
general traits. We found that, when situations
involving the possibility of deception were almost
identical, the behavior did not greatly vary from
occasion to occasion. But when the situations
permitting dishonesty were altered, as when one
moves from a classroom to a party or an athletic
contest or has the opportunity to steal money
rather than to copy the answers of a test from an
test from an answer sheet, then there was con-
siderable alteration in the practice of deception.
As the situations became less and less alike there
was found greater and greater diversity of beha-
vior, so that one could not predict from what a
person did in one situation what he would do in a
different situation. ... A child does not have a
uniform generalized code of morals but varies hi
s
TD AP Pages 291-292
-
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opinions to suit the situations in which he finds
himself ... .Knowledge of right and wrong is a
specific matter to be applied to specific situations
which the child encounters in his daily living
There seem to be different codes for different
situations, that is, a home code, a school code, a
Sunday school code, a club code.
Because of the importance of this point with reference to
the process of integration of personality we may present here
the five points of criticism which are ma.de by G. W. Allport
upon this Hartshorne, May and Shuttleworth study.
These conclusions were made on the basis of an intensive
and extensive study of wants of children to whom a variety of
tasks were presented &nd whose reaction patterns in the
performance of those tasks were noted. By a system of statis-
tical analysis of the records of their behavior, evidence was
fcund for these conclusions. The study ,.'as based upon such
factors of behavior as honesty, deceit, helpfulness, persis-
tence, cooperativeness , self-control and others.
Not all psychologists agree with the conclusions which
were reached by the investigations and with the interpreta-
tions of the data which they made. Because of the importance
of this study and its wide influences, we may at this point
make note of the criticism brought to bear upon the studies
of u. W. Allport. The criticism is formulated under five
separate headings which may be found in his recent study
called Personality; a Psychological Interpretation . '
I
1. Allport points out that the low correlations found
between the tests employed prove only
"that the children are not consistent in the
same way* not that they are inconsistent with
themselves. This is an exceedingly important
discovery.
"In studying dishonesty, for example , children
were presented with tasks giving them repeated
opportunities to be deceitful — to steal pennies,
to correct their school papers to their own advan-
tage, to cheat at games, to lie about their
cheating. vvnen the records for the entire popu-
lation of children were studied it was found that
there was little tendency for the youngsters to
be uniformly honest or dishonest in all types of
behavior. For example, the correlation between
the score for stealing pennies (which by itself
turned out to be a consistent habit) and the
scores for telling lies about their cheating
(which by itself was another rather consistent
habit), was only +.132. Clearly, the dishonest
habit aroused by one of these situations is quite
independent of the dishonest habit in the other.
The children who steal do not necessarily lie.
There is no common trait existing in all children
in the same way. But, on the other hand, the
habit of stealing pennies may, in each child's
life, be an integral part of some trait, even
.
though it is rarely related to the habit of
lying.
"It may be that child A steals pennies because
he has a consistent personal trait of bravado
based upon his admiration for the gangsters he
reads about in the tabloids and sees on the
screen; child B steals because he has a persis-
tent interest in tools and mechanics that
drives him to buy more equipment than he can
honestly afford; child C, suffering from a gnaw-
ing feeling of social inferiority, steals
pennies to purchase candy to buy his way into
favor with his playmates. Child D does not
steal pennies, but he lies about chesting, not
because he has a general trait of timidity (fear
of consequences); child E lies because he is
afraid of hurting the feelings of the teacher
whom he adores; child P lies because he is
greedy for praise. Each of these children be-
haved as he did toward these tests, not because

he had specific habits, but because he had some
deep-lying and characteristic trait. All that the
C. E. I. discovered was that the particular trait
of honesty as defined in the usual ethical terms
and tested in various conventional situations,
was not one of which the children possessed con-
stant individual degrees, especially in the face
of perhaps a stronger tendency of each child to
express some trait other than honesty through the
behavior of lying end stealing. The children did
not all have the same traits, but they had never-
theless their own traits.
2. "The investigators based their research upon
social and ethical concepts. The methods used
were not devised from the point of view of child
psychology, but from the point of view of society
and its conduct values. Our culture places a
premium upon honesty, service and self-control,
but these items in the social code seldom corres-
pond precisely to the form of mental organization
found in adults, and still less to the unsocial-
ized dispositions of childhood. The investiga-
tors confused their research at the outset by
selecting characterial rubrics for their starting
point. A study of good qualities and bad qual-
ities is not the same as a study of natural qual-
ities. The study of personality is difficult
enough without complicating it at the beginning
with ethical evaluation.
3. "Whenever moral standards are involved, the quest
of the age of the subjects is of greatest import-
ance. Older children and adults learn gradually
the requirements of social custom; they come to
know what is meant by honesty in their culture,
by service, and by self-control. what is more,
they may introcept these prevalent ideals into
their own lives and guided by these standards,
nay develop integrated dispositions roughly cor-
responding to the ideals. This is the process of
socialization. According to the principle of
functional autonomy such acquired traits may in
time become exceedingly dynamic, causing sharp
pangs of conscience whenever their dictates are
violated. But such socialized traits should not
be expected in the younger child. Much of the
evidence of the C. E. I. indeed demonstrates
their gradual development with age. The older
child more frequently than the younger guides his
conduct in accordance with the social ideal.

"The evidence shov/s likewise that the children grou
more and more consistent in respect to the positive
social ideals, but not in respect to vices or anti-
social conduct. In other words, the pressure of
the environment leads gradually to conformity with
the social code, and the conformity is flexible and
i generalized. Only wrong-doing is specific. This
result is just what one would expect in the course
of normal socialization when emphasis in training
is placed upon virtuous ideals, and only occasional
lapses are allowed, 11
4. "Some arbitrariness is always involved in the
interpretation of complex statistical results.
Surveying the myriads of intercorrelations between
the children's scores on many tests, one is struck
by the prevailingly positive association that is
revealed. The co-efficients are low, to be sure
but even so, why should they be positive? Consider-
ing the various insufficiencies of the methods used,
and the pre-occupation with conduct common to a
whole population of children, to the exclusion of
conduct characteristic of each child, it is sur-
prising that the results were even slightly positive.
What do these low positive correlations mean? Some
investigators say specificity, others generality.
No one knows. Hartsshorne and May have chosen "to
follow the evidences of specificity to their logical
conclusion." This, in the face of the fact (reported
on the same page) that "the twenty- three tests used
in securing our total character score, for example,
intercorrelate .30 on the average." Instead of
deducing specificity from this matrix, Mailer, an
associate in the inquiry, finds it adequate evidence
for postulating a "c" factor of character which is
present in all behavior, saturating it with general
quality and common strength. The hypothesis of a
general factor of character (derived from the same
datat) is of course the complete antithesis of the
doctrine of specificity. Here is a pointed illus-
tration of the fact that correlational methods
per se solve no problems, simply because all co-
efficients (0 and 1.00 perhaps excepted) are
intrinsically ambiguous and need evalution.
5, Finally, whether specificity or generality is found
in the structure of personality depends to a large
> extent, not only upon the interpretation of quantita-
tive evidence, but upon the methods used. Employing
large populations of children and myriad tests is a
very different procedure from studying more inten-
sively the behavior of fewer subjects at a more
ma ture age
,
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latter method brings when applied to the same prob-
lem of the self-consistency of the traits of honesty
and deceit. n
Allport relates the findings of a Harvard study
as follows:
"At the Harvard Psychological Clinic, D.W. MacKinnon
set for his 93 adult subjects a series of difficult
problems whose solutions were to be worked out in
solitude during an hour's experimental session. The
answers to these problems lay before the subject in
pamphlets, and certain answers the subject was
permitted to consult if he chose; the remainder of
the answers were forbidden to him. Through a one-
way screen the experimenter observed each instance
where the subject violated the prohibition. Approxi-
mately half of the subjects were violators and half
non-violators.
The first evidence of trait-consistency comes from
the experimenter's predictions, made after approxi-
mately a five minute interview with each subject.
On the basis of first impressions he prophesied
which subjects would violate the prohibition and
which would not. This method was employed with 74
of the siibjects. The prophecy proved to be correct
in 69 per cent of the cases. The success was
greater in the case of non-violaters (a fact that
suggests the finding of Hartshorn and May that
integration -- or spread of a trait -- is greater
for the honest than for the dishonest subject).
Of the 34 violators, correct predictions were made
for only 62 percent. What of those violators for
whom false predictions were made? The error, it
appeared, was due chiefly to the fact that the un-
expected violators were also atypical violators.
That is to say, they were the ones who later showed
unmistakable signs of guilt (not shown by typical
violators). Excepting for the deed itself the
atypical violators behaved like the non-violators.
'They v/ere, it seems, really honest people, who under
the stress of experimental situation had yielded to
the temptation violating their own customary stand-
ards. The very fact that they showed guilt, remorse,
* and repression following the violation suggest that
in general they had a dependable trait of honesty.

The typical violators, on the other hand, were
consistent with themselves. They lied to the
experimenter more frequently than did the non-
violators or the atypical violators. They lied
even about the answers they were permitted to
consult! These subjects also denied that they
were ordinarily troubled by guilt (only 29 per
cent admitted feelings of guilt in everyday life
as compared with 75 per cent of the non-violators).
They maintained that they would not feel guilty
"even if they had cheatedl"
The honest subjects also presented a consistent
picture. They were not only recognized as such
(in the majority of cases) on first acquaintance,
but they did not lie about consulting the permitted
answers. They also showed little tendency to blame
the experimenter for giving them such hard problems,
or to be unduly aggressive (both of which charac-
teristics were found in the violators). They ad-
mitted suffering from guilt whenever in everyday
life they violated their own standards of conduct."
He concludes:
"Such results entirely contradict the hypothesis of
specificity. There are honest people, dishonest
people, and atypical people—honest in most respects^
but not always capable of resisting temptation.
An intensive study of this sort, then, leads to
the discovery in most instances of generality in
the trait of trustworthiness; v/hereas the extensive
(statistical) study of the C.E.I, gives the honors
j
to specificityl Murphy and Jensen are perhaps right
when they say, "Honesty is either a general charac-
teristic or a set of specific habits, depending
upon your interest and your emphasis." They might
have added, "depending also upon your method, and
upon the particular individual you happen to be
studying." (1)
Thus, if we are to take an eclectic view of the studies
of modern psychologists we would say that, for wholesome pre-
ventive work with children especially, a definite attempt should i
be made to develpp specific habits with the thought that in the
(1) AF Page 250 ff.

development of these habits, traits of personality may likewise
be established. But, it is insufficient to merely state that
a habit should be formed. There are spcific ways by which thes^
habits may be formed and re-enforced, Me may now turn to a
consideration of the importance of re-enforcement of specific
habits and traits with a philosophical, social and a religious
buttress in order to guarantee as far as possible that the
process of integration shall be progressive,
C, The Importance of Developing a "wholesome Philosophy
of Life,
It is pointed out by the study of S.E.T. Glueck
(1) that approximately 30% of the men discharged from a re-
formatory are not in fact reformed permanently; they revert
back to their original careers of crime. It is pointed out
that in the reformatories studied, approved methods of habit
training were in use. The conclusion is that training in
specific habits, worthwhile and socially valuable in themselves,
did not have the capacity of transference to non-reformatory
circumstances. In instances where a change in the philosophy
of life occured, where new interest and new ideals were ab-
sorbed, the changes into socially useful lines in the personal-
ity development took place and (specific habits were trans-
formed to traits, or dispositions),
(1) GCC
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It is obvious that no mere drilling in a routine
designed to create specific habits of response was adequate to
affect personality changes. A change in the dispositional
foundations and the goals of life w as needed in order to result
in any degree of permanence in personality change. This leads
us to the generalization that in preventive work in the field
of integration of personality, there must be a greater objective
than merely one of developing specific habits of response.
There must be an attempt on the part of the educators, parents
and pastors to buttress the specific habits of response with an
adequate philosophy of life which consists of development of a
larger "frame of reference" for all of one's actions.
The concept of the nature of the unifying principle
which leads to a developing of a philosophy of life varies from
school to school. For the Gestalt psychologist it consists of
the development of a wholesome interplay of all the conscious
states into a unified system around an inner-most nucleus of all
conscious ego-systems (the "core" (1) of personality); for the
individual psychologist it consists of a goal of superiority;
(2) For the psychoanalyst it consists of achieving a compatabil-
ity between the inner wish and the outer symbol. (3) This unity
is to be developed through the establishment of a new
vVeltansclmauung whose aim it is to engender intelligibility upon
the diversity of experience which faces man in his world of con-
flict situations.
Jl) LP TP Page 180
(2) ASL Page 134
(3) SPPW Page 28
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For motivational psychology this unity consists of the
mutual fusion of thought and feeling in a human experience. Some
kind of a philosophy of life develops in the experience of every
individual but a high type of philosophy, which is capable of
buttressing the highest unity of personality, and thereby guar-
anteeing progressive integration of personality, is very much
needed. The peculiar claim of a religious philosophy of life
must be considered at this point.
A religious philosophy of life involves the searching
for underlying values in all things and the organization of thesq
values into a coherent interpretation of all life. There is in
it the capacity for objective evaluation and, through the use of
reason and intuitive insight, for postulating an objective
metaphysical reality, around which to organize life. It is not
our purpose at this point to argue the validity of the
metaphysical postulate of religious philosophy, but rather to
note the importance of this objective reference of religious
thought as a unifying and integrating process of personality.
The psychotherapeutic significance of metaphysical postulations
of religion is recognized by clinicians such as, C. Jung,
W. Sheldon and A. Sadler. The belief in an objective personal
God presents an enlarged frame of reference for the interpre-
tation of all of one's experience. There can be no doubt that
in the experiences of men of history (George Pox, John Bunyan,
Saul of Tarsus, Jesus, etc J soundness of mind and fervency of
spirit are directly related to a religious philosophy and
experience.
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committal of their personalities to religious goals, religious
ideals and God. (1)
The G-erman school of Vers tehendepsychologie representee
by Dilthey, Spranger, and others, has developed a system of
ideal types of personality which are dominated by relatively
consistent types of philosophies of life. The a priori
hypotheses of the dominant types of personality interests and
organizations are the following:
1. The Theoretical.
The discovery of trLith is the goal of this man's
striving,
2. The Economic.
Usefulness is the characteristic interest of the
individual dominated by the economic philosophy of life. He is
thorough, practical and is interested in the utilitarian aspects
of all experience, including the religious. Social value domi-
nates his interest in morality and religion.
3. 'The Aesthetic.
Harmony and form are the chief interest of the
aesthetic man. He is modified by the philosophy of beauty. He
seeks for charm, symmetry and the fitness of things. Religious
experience is to him a formal worship.
4. The Social.
Love of people is the interest of the social man.
He prizes people as ends in themselves and regards sympathy,
TO BEIW Page 150
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unselfishness and kindness among the chief virtues of life. His
philosophy of life is dominated by the "ivlartha point of view."
5, The Political.
Power is the chief interest of the political man.
His philosophy of life consits of achieving leadership, influ-
ence and renown. He is interested in universal values and de-
sires to express these values in life at once.
6. The Religious.
Spranger defines the religious man as one "whose
mental structure is permanently directed to the creation of the
highest and absolutely satisfying value of experience. The
philosophy of the religious man comprehends "the creation and
preservation of values" and the enobling and enriching experi-
ence of "mystical communion" with a personal G-od.
The chief criticism of the Verstehende School is
found at the point of its apriori postulations and a refusal to
admit a "corrective empiricism." (1)
It may be concluded that some kind of a unifying
philosophy of life must be found in the experience of a man in
order that the specific habits, which are socially useful and
personally valuable, may be guaranteed a continued existence
under the stress and strain of life in a conflict-filled world.
when this philosophy of life has a religious content it may be
grasped in moments of "spiritual illumination'1 or in a
(1) AP 231
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"conversion experience," The nature of these integrating re- 273
ligious experiences will be discussed in Chapter XI, It
suffices to say here that in the Christian philosophy of life
"a total reorganization of personality, with faith in Christ and
devotion to the will of God as the integrating principles," may
take place, (1)
As an ideal in the preventive or prophyHatcic aspects of
integration of personality around religious values, v/e may cite
the experience of Tdward Everett Hale. He wrote in an article
published in 1890 the following:
"I always knew God loved me and I was always grateful to
him for the world he placed me in My relations
with God, whose child I am, are permitted to develop them-
selves in the natural way," (2) I
But, preventive work is not always as simple as the
experience of S.A. Hale, God's preventive work involves, some-
times, the crisis experience of re-centering personality,
26. INTEGRATION AS CURE.
After having considered at length the process of
integration and the need of fostering it for purposes of pre-
vention of mental ill-health, we may turn now to an examination
of the nature of the process of integration as a curative pro-
cedure in dealing constructively with mental ill health. We
need not repeat here the various dynamic factors which have
entered into mental conflict and lead toward the disintegration
of personality,
—— —
,
(1) SPRL Page 214
(2) HFI Page 64
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This has been done at length and exhaustively in Section 2. ,e
ineed here merely to lay the foundation for what is to come in the
remaining chapters of this dissertation. We shall turn first in
Chapter 10 to the consideration of the various mental mechanisms
j!
(unconsciously functioning) and conscious processes, which pre-
sent themselves, resolving mental conflict situations. Then we
shall turn in Chapter 11 to a consideration of the objectives of
a pastoral and clinical technique which is designed to aid in
jthe process of integrating personality. In Chapter 12 we shall
iconsider some of the special functions of religion in that same
process. Finally, in part £>ur,we shall turn to a consideration
of several cases of individuals whose experiences have been
studied in the light of the theoretical principles which are set
'forth in this dissertation. In these cases we shall observe
the practical application of the principles of mental conflict
'jand the methods of dealing with the same.
4I
CHAPTER IX
MMENTAL MECHANISMS" WHICH OPERATE TO RESOLVE IIENTAL CONFLICT
.
It must be said at the outset in the discussion of mental
mechanisms (dynamisms) that their functioning takes place
largely in the depth dimension of consciousness (unconscious)
out of the range of the present focus of awareness. It must
likewise be said that they operate in all individuals - normal
or the so-called abnormal- Therefore, the significance of
their operation from the point of view of the maintenance of
personality integration is in the extent and degree of their
operation. If a particular mechanism of adjustment is
exaggerated and a persistence of that exaggeration occurs, then
an impairment of the personality adjustment may be so great as
to cause the personality to be properly placed in the category
of psychopathology • It may likewise be said that the greater
the degree of conscious control over the operation of any one
of the mechanisms, the greater will be the wholesome balance
of the personality. As we have seen, particularly in the
discussion of the psychoanalytical field, whenever a oortion
of unassimilated material is brought from the subconscious
into the conscious and faced with scrutiny of conscious insight,
the tendency is for the exaggerated mechanisms of adjustment to
become less exaggerated and more balanced- We may turn now to
the discussion of the several mechanisms of adjustment which
are used in the attempt to resolve mental conflict.
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27. THE MECHANISM OF REPRESSION.
One of the main tasks of personality is to main-
tain an eauilibrium or integrity of the individual in his
experience. A most potent and dynamic method which the
personality has of carrying out its efforts to maintain this
integrity is the process called repression. Kany psycho-
analysts draw a sharp distinction "between two aspects of the
process of banishing conflicting elements from consciousness;
namely, they refer to the method of suppression and then to the
method of repression. The word "suporession" is used to
designate the conscious exclusion of a painful experience from
the present focus of awareness; the word "repression" is
reserved for a similar unconscious process. In the deliberate
effort, we have before us the phenomenon of the process of
repression. By the psychoanalysts, this method of repression
is viewed as a powerful defense techniaue utilized by the ego in
forcing out from consciousness the distressing and unpleasant
ideas or feelings. We have discussed the dynamics of the
repression function in Section II when considering the dynamic
elements in mental conflict as viewed by the psychoanalysts.
We have noted there, the function of the Super-ego in its work
of repressing Id impulses in the region of the unconscious-
The Freudians speak of a "censor" who stands guard at the
threshold of the unconscious and allows none of the repressed
materials to get into consciousness, except as it may get by in
a disguised and symbolic form.
I
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The important point in connection with the process of
repression is the fact that the repressed material is not
robbed of its emotional character and does not cease to function
It continues as a functioning-unity in the unconscious region
of personality. It is out of the interplay of these forces of
the inner world that the balance of the mechanisms are an
outgrowth, according to the views of the psychoanalysts- Not
ouite the same dynamic factors are held to he the case by the
other schools of psychological thought who deal with the depth
dimension of consciousness- While realizing that the concept
of the mental mechanisms is primarily psychoanalytic in origin,
we shall not lose sight of the fact that the other schcols
have modified and re- interpreted the concepts- While it is
true as Freud states, that "It is possible to take repression
as a center and to bring all the elements of psychoanalytic
theory into relation with it M (l), it is not possible to bring
all of the views of analytical psychology, individual psychology,
motivational psychology and the views of the several non-
experimental psychological schools into the confines of this
narrow formula. However, the experience of repression is so
universally recognized, even though it is variously interpreted
from the causitive standpoint, that we may rightly begin our
discussion of the mental mechanisms which operate in the
resolution of mental conflict with repression. It must be
kept in mind, however, that even though repression is an
(1) HSMP Page 219
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attempt at the resolution of mental conflict, it creates so
many new problems that it cannot be regarded as a successful,
health-giving way of dealing with conflict situations- It is
interesting, too, to note that Freud's own view of therapy is
that it deals almost entirely with cases of "unsuccessful
regression". The following quotation in this connection is
taken from Healy and Bronner:
"Therapeutic interest is naturally claimed almost
entirely by cases of unsuccessful repression- It may
be fortunate for psychology but Freud thinks that the
process of a successful repression will for the most
oart, elude study- When the ego, making the pain
signal, attains its objective of repressing the
instinct-presentation, or what is most essential,
reoressing in particular the instinct-stimulus,
•we learn nothing of how this is brought about 1 ". (l)
A further Quotation dealing with the subject of the new
problems created by repression is the following:
"The iCgo not only initiates repression as the result
of perceptions of danger from without and unpleasant
situations arising Within itself, but is also con-
siderably affected itself by the repression which it
carries out- Through deeper repression the £go
injures the Id but in doing so renounces some of its
own sovereignty n . (S)
The loss of the sovereignty' of the iSgo occurs when a
part of the material is unassimilated and dissociated- At
this point we may continue our discussion under the heading of
dissociation.
(1) HSMP Page 226
(2) Ibid Page 226
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28- DISSOCIATION.
Whenever a portion of experience fails to
become integrated into the central organization of personality-
it tends to continue a separate existence auart from that
central organization- It has "been variously called "the complex 1
H the unassimilated material" , "the self-coherent" system and has
continued an existence causing great distress to the central
organization of personality. Phobias, amnesias, anxiety-
neuroses and many other neurotic symptoms are illustrative of
the effect of the operation of dissociated material in the
depth dimension of consciousness. William James had a great
deal to say about the development of "multiple selves" in which
personalities seem to be distinct and unioue and not related
to each other except by virtue of the fact that they were
resident in the same organism. The classic discussion of this
principle of dual-personality is found in the book called
The Dissociationof APersonalitv by Morton Prince. This extreme
dissociation, however significant it may be for theoretical
discussion, is not of practical value to us in the discussion
of the principle of integration of personality. There is always
some question at best as to whether these cases of separate and
distinct selves are not a case of exaggeration. The force of
the idea of multiple selves is lost to some extent when one
realizes that in William James' discussion of this problem, he
had such a loose interpretation of the organizations of person-
ality that he was able to make the following statement:
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"A man has as many different social selves as there
are distinct groups of persons about whose opinion
he cares". (l)
We have seen in the chart on Page 62 in our discussion of
the "backgrounds of mental health an instance of how a strong
emotional experience may remain unassimilated and not become
incorporated into the present integration of personality.
This material is temporarily dissociated from the oresent
integration and focus of awareness but it is conceived here as
still being in the general deoth-dimension of consciousness-
j By various osycho-therapeutic techniaues administered by a
worker or by therapeutic experiences (crises, new insights,
new commitments), this material may be assimilated once more
into the central organization or integration of oersonality
-
By this, it is suggested that throughout life dissociation of
a part of experience occurs at every level of development and
that it must be assimilated and integrated into the general
personality in order that personality may continue in its
progress toward wholesomeness and health.
It is likewise true that at no time is a personality
completely integrated so that no aspect of experience is in a
somewhat dissociated state. There is always the tendency toward
compartment al-liv ing • We are familiar with such differentiation^
as Sunday and Monday religion, office benevolence and home
tyranny, etc In fact, dissociation takes place in a milder
(1) JPP Page 294
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form in many of the ordinary experiences of life. In conditions
of extreme fatigue, impulsive anc1 inconsistent behavior may
sometimes be observable. Sleep is a normally recurrent
phenonmenon of dissociation. It is a condition in which the
higher conscious levels of integration are abandoned; the
cortical area of the brain relinquishes its control over the
organism and the simpler levels of the central nervous systems
take control. In cases of absent-mindedness and forgetfulness
a mild case of the dissociation may be observable. It is only
when the degree and duration of dissociation increases to such
lengths that the deviation of behavior is so great from the
accepted normal that the individual is oroperly placed into
the category of psycho-pathology. No sharp line exists between
the personality which is considered as relatively mentally
healthy and the one which tends toward mental ill-health; there
is not an abrupt break but rather a gradual curve in that
direction. Cases of automatic writing, hypnosis and sleep-
walking and loss of consciousness during the time that
anaesthetics are administered are further instances of dis-
sociated experiences.
Negatively considered, then, mental dissociation may be
considered as the opposite of mental integration, synthesis,
wholeness. It must be kept in mind, however, that this process
is experienced, especially in its deeper and more extreme forms
as an attemot at the maintenance of equilibrium and some
measure of integration- On the positive side, then, it may be
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oointed out that dissociation refers to that detachment or
disjunction of certain mental processes from the main inte-
gration of personality and by this process it aims "basically
at the resolution of mental conflict and, therefore, at the
maintenance of some degree of mental health. It is an attempt
at cure and aims to salvage as much v^lue for the personality
as possible under the given circumstances- The process of
progressive integration, therefore, is fundamental to the
personality, integrity and the mental health and wholesomeness
of the individual. In proportion, as a maintenance of the
present unified central organization is possible, to that
degree the individual is progressively healthy and happy.
But, inasmuch as personality is not always progressively
organized and integrated; and inasmuch as repressed material
does continue its operation apart from the central core of
personality, there are discernible several mechanisms of
adjustment in conflict situations to which we may turn at this
point
.
29. DISPLACEMENT.
The repressed material which continues an
existence by itself and tends toward the dissociation of person-
ality seeks to find its gratification in the outer-world
through a substitute means. The unconscious wish or impulse
is admitted into consciousness only after some acceptable dis-
tortion has taken place so that the original object of the
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impulse is supplanted by a secondary object.
"Displacement is a process by which one idea may
surrender to another the whole volume of its
cathexis. This dynamism was first discovered in
the study of dreams and then was found to be a
dominant characteristic in the obsessional neuroses
where there is displacement of affect from that which
is usually important to a triviality which may thus
take on the coloring of great and urgent significance.
But such displacement may also occur under the con-
ditions of quite normal mental life
Displacement means the replacement in the affective
life of one idea by another which is more satisfactory
or acceptable". (l)
The key to fetishism, extreme self-ounishment
,
etc., is
found by the psychoanalysts in this mental mechanism of
displacement. However, displacement has not been allowed to
remain at this psychoanalytical level by modern psychologists.
With a change in the conception of the nature of the unconscious
particularly as illustrated by individual psychology, in which
there is no antagonism between the unconscious and the conscious
displacement has come to mean "a change of outlet for an
emotional drive, an indirect expression due to the blocking of
the direct pathway". (2)
It is pointed out in this connection that in humor, a
striking experience of the displacement of highly emotionally-
charged material may take place when the individual places that
material in another frame of reference- There is likewise
another commonly experienced displacement when the original
1) HSMP Page 200
2) VGP Page 455
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energy is "drained off" almost completely to another and higher
level of satisfaction. We may now turn to discuss sublimation.
30. SUBLUXATION.
According to the viewpoints of the Freudians,
who place the operation of the mental mechanism of sublimation
at the purely unconscious level and primarily in connection
with sexual energy, sublimation is: "The unconscious process
of deflecting the energy, of the sexual impulse, (i.e., libido)
to new objects or aims of a non-sexual and socially-useful
goal". (1)
"The terms 'desexualized' and 'aim-inhibited 1 are
used throughout psychoanalytic literature to describe
sublimated activities. Sublimation is fundamentally
an unconscious -process. Freud points out that in subli-
mation a few of the original sexual aims are also
preserved, e.g., desire for promiraity with and for
sight of the love-object- Sublimated aims are of
varying stability and can always be transformed back
into their original aims, if environmental difficulties
become too strong. Sublimation is the healthy and
constructive way of dealing with a part of the infantile
sexual urges as they arise at successive stages of
development Sublimation is the work of the
Ego, which comes to the assistance of the ID by draining
off some of the libido and thus lowering Id over-tensions.
The work of sublimation may be undertaken by the Ego
either when outer obstacles to direct sexual satisfaction
present themselves, or to satisfy the Ego's own narcism
(which may be closely bound up with sexual frustrations)
or at the behests of the Super-ego". (2)
Psychoanalysis obviously regards this process as a
substitution, which keeps the individual from becoming neurotic,
j
WDP Page 265
HSMP Page 248
i(
<
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Such "aim-inhibited" wishes as nursing in place of maternity,
or "latent" in place of overt homo-sexuality clay a large part
in the general socialization of the personality. However, the
narrow interpretation of sublimation by the Freudians, important
as it is, is transcended by many psychologists- It is pointed
out that etymologically the word "sublimation" comes from
"sublimare", meaning to elevate or from "sublimis", meaning
high, as in sublime- The word itself refers to the process of
elevation, exaltation or refinement, which mental hygienists
argue may take place when the original libidinal energy is
elevated to the higher service, in complete commitments to
values outside of oneself (as in religion). It is argued that
this energy may be sublimated adeoxuately and entirely without
needing the original method of satisfaction. However, this
view is held by such psychologists as Gr. Allport as too ideal
and not corresponding to the facts of experience. He states
that sublimation is seldom clearly understood in its practical
application and that it is a confused concept in the minds of
psychologists and laymen alike- He presents the following
analysis for the clarifying of the thought with reference to
this problem:
"Just what sublimation means in concrete application
is seldom clear- The concept is confused in the m\nds
of psychologists and laymen alike- The following four-
fold analysis may help- (l) As applied to highly
specific organic tensions (hunger, need for oxygen, or
physiological sex processes) the concept has absolutely
no applicability. One cannot sublimate starvation not
a distended sex-gland- (CF. W. S. Taylor, "A Critioue
of Sublimation in Males: A Study of Forth Superior Single
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Men". Genet. Psychol- Monog., 1933, 13, No. l).
Local segmental tensions can only be relieved in
ways specifically suited to them. (2) As applied to
the distraction of attention from an unwelcome interest-
by keeping otherwise occupied - the concept is really a
misnomer. One reduces anger by leaving the scene of
provocation and taking up some absorbing occupation;
not by sublimation, but through a redirection of attention
and interest. (3) As applied to the fatiguing out of
generalized con-current tensions accompanying a specific
state of unrest, the doctrine has more merit- The diffuse
somatic restlessness induced by thirst, sexual desire,
and the like can often be reduced by irrelevant activity
that fatigues the organism as a whole- (The specific
segmental tension however is not directly relieved by
such activity.) (4) As a still more complex concept,
implying that an individual may without serious conflict
forego some specific gratification, provided that he
finds other sources of equal satisfaction, sublimation
is a useful doctrine. In such instances, the individual
simply disregards his unfulfilled desires, letting them
atrophy, or repressing them without disaster, in the
interest of an alternative plan of life that satisfies
not these desires but satisfies him as a whole man.
But in such a case the original psychoanalytic definition
of the term is violated, for the individual is not
sublimating the original energy at all. He is busy
doing something ouite different, namely, leading a
satisfying life in spite of the lack of fulfillment of a
certain desire. (l)
31- COMPENSATION
.
Compensation is a "mechanism by which an individusL
covers up or disguises an undesirable trait by calling in to
play a desirable one and exaggerating its manifestat ions" • (2)
Compensation is a defense mechanism and is often so subtle in
its working that it is difficult to comprehend and understand.
According to Freud, the purpose of this process is to conceal
1) GA Page 185
2) WDP Page 52
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from the individual's own consci usness the presence in the
unconscious of an undesirable and shameful tendency. The
Freudians speak of "React ion-Formation" which is essentially
a defense mechanism and is considered to be an auxiliary of
repression. Healy & Bronner write:
"In ambivalence conflicts especially the ego is
apt to resort to an intensification of conscious
love in order to suppress the hatred- The two
attitudes, Freud points out, often exist side by
side in the child until the attemot of the hostility
to penetrate into consciousness may give an impetus
to an excess of devotion". (l)
This tendency, however, is found to be serious to person-
ality at the pathogenic level- The following quotation states
the thought as follows:
"Like all other defense dynamisms reaction-formation
is only significant for pathogenesis when the anti-
cathexis or counter- investment made by the Ego takes
an exaggerated form. In moderation, reaction formation
trends have a social value, but in regard to person-
ality-formation it must be remembered that the ego
alteration is after all only a seeming one, serving
to conceal underlying opposing impulses, which may
have played a much larger role in the development
than is apparent on the surface Some
illustrations of the workings of reaction- formation
may be given: a hostile wish against parent may show
itself in excessive anxiety about him; in the case of
an animal phobia, the third object has been originally
a source of pleasure; an othe-wise unaccountable
disgust reaction to being kissed in adult life may be
traced to an association with an originally pleasurable
sexual activity which was suppressed by the formation
of repulsion" . (2)
HSI?P
Ibid
Page 228
Page 228

Adler, on the other hand, holds that the basis of compen-
sation is always a feeling of inferiority and that the primary
function and purpose of the compensation activity is the
attainment of the superiority goal. As we have seen, even the
neurosis may "be the result of compensation which aims to
i
effect the achievement of the goal through" the neurotic fiction
I
In general:
"Psychological compensations fall into the direct
(compensation in kind) and the vicarious (compen-
sation by substitution). Direct compensation mesne
that the individual devotes himself to the strengthening
of his weakness. The poor boy strives to become wealthy,
the ignorant to become learned, the vulgar to become
refined, the weakling to become an athlete
Vicarious compensation is probably more common than
the direct because it is not so difficult to accomplish.
An individual who realizes that he is deficient in one
field sets out to conceal that incapacity by training
his ability in another direction Vicarious
compensation is often effected through sublimation.
Social pressure frecmently prevents a man from
succeeding where his vocational inclinations lie. The
energy that is repressed in one direction, may blossom
out through other and more fruitful outlets", (l)
A familiar tendency among those who compensate is the
phenomenon of "over-compensation". To over-compensate is to
|
make more than the necessary amount of adjustment which is
|
needed in order to keep a balance in the integration of
personality. Deviation from the "normal" (acceptable behavior)
is frecmently found to be so great in over-compensation that
1 the individual may properly be placed in the field of psycho-
|
pathology.
(l) VLS Page 75 ff.
1 *
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The aim of compensation is to resolve a mental conflict;
in part this is accomplished through the appropriate and
relatively mild compensatory reactions, but the new conflicts
created by over-compensation are so great that the net result
is not a well integrated personality, but one which is still
conflict-torn.
32. PROJECTION
.
Projection is a defense process whose aim is to
resolve mental conflict by externalizing the elements causing
the conflict within one's own personality, by attributing them
to individuals or influences in the environment- For psycho-
analysis this process represents the tendency or act of
ascribing to the external world repressed mental processes.
That which is troublesome within is projected to objects with-
out. This calls for a reaction of either fight or flight just
as in the case of a real outer-world danger.
"The neurotic tends to use the dynamism of projection
much more than the normal person? but its fullest
development is seen in paranoia". (l)
In the field of religious thinking it is often stated that
the idea of God is merely a projection of the wishes of mankind
and that there is no corresponding metaphysical reality which
may be designated by the idea of God.
(1) HStfP Page 233
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"Yet such a view ignores the fact that there are
many objective phenomena which suggest the operation
of a divine intelligence in the world of nature,
and which also suggest that our religious aspirations
afe more than mere wishes since they accord with the
trend of evolution To say that God is
ficticious because our idea of him is a projection of
our wishful thinking is to reach a conclusion that is
not justified by the evidence. Wishful thinking, indeed,
may eventuate in sound conclusions- God mav exist even
though I like to think that He exists". (l)
Projection is a mental phenomena which occurs in all sound
thinking in which case it is always tested and corrobated with
other objective evidence. In the mentally unhealthy individual
this criticism of the projected views has not taken place-
The voice, the hallucinations of sound, etc., tend to be taken
at face value.
33. INTROJECTION
.
Introjection is the process of identifying
oneself with someone else whose oersonal qualities the indi-
vidual wishes for himself. From the psychoanalytical stand-
point it is the tendency or act of absorbing into one's own
psyche the personalities to such an extent that in the process
of reacting to life situations one is reacting as though he
were tkat person- Healy & Bronner write:
"Introjection signifies the incorporation by the ego
of "objects presenting themselves, in so far as they
are sources of pleasure". Freud points out that in
the beginning the ego, in so far as it is auto-erotic,
has no need of the outside world, but that through its
selfureservative needs it is forced to the recognition
of objects. The concept and term "introjection" was
first introduced by Ferenczi to describe the first
(1) VHP Page 457
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stage of adaptation to reality "in which the ego alone
exists and includes in itself the whole world of
experience" • He also speaks of introjection as a orocess
by which the object is "psychically assimilated". Jones
defines introjection as the unconscious tendency to
incorporate the environment into one's own personality", (l
The term has been used more recently by psychologists in a
less restricted fashion. It is pointed out that em-oathy,
sympathy, and emulation of others are aspects of the process of
introjection. To introject into one's oersonality the attitudes
and reaction modes of adjustment of Christ is the supreme
objective of Christian nurture.
It must be kept in mind, however, that when we conceive
of introjection as a means of resolving mental conflict, that
there is such ohenomena as "The Christ", "Napoleon", "The
•<£ueen of Sheba", in the mental hospitals- The individual who
.makes grandiose claims and aims to resolve his mental conflict
by becoming "someone" is using the mental mechanism of intro-
jection .
34. IDENTIFICATION.
Identification is that orocess by which an
;< individual develops an emotional tie with some other person to
Si
such an extent that he behaves as if he were that oerson- It
! i8 clear that this process is closely related to introjection
:and the differentiation is only a matter of degree. The
psychoanalysts differentiate between a primary and secondary
; identification • The primary identification apoears in the
|
[ (l) HSMP Page 240

oral stage of development and at the very beginning of object-
identification which a boy makes with his father, when he
wishes to grow up like him.
"The normal solution of Oedipus conflict, namely,
the formation of the Suoer-ego and the consolidation
of the boy's masculinity, is largely the result of
primary identification". (l)
The secondary identification is much less what one would
"like to be", but, rather what one would "like to have". In
psychoanalytical literature this view is summarized as follows:
"Freud makes several attempts to clarify the concept
of secondary identification. It may be, he says, "a
derivative of the first oral phase of the organization
of the libido, in which the object that we long for and
prize is assimilated by eating, and is in that wa- '
annihilated as such". Again he suggests that by under-
taking this "intro j ection" the Ego "makes it easier for
an object to be given up or renders that process possible".
It may be, indeed, that identification "is the sole
condition under which the Id can give up its objects". (2)
His process is further described as follows:
"The changing of object-libido into narcistic libido
implies an abandonment of sexual aims (desexualization)
.
It also implies a regression, that is, from object-love
to narcism. This regression is perhaps made possible
through the fact that the original object choice was
of the narcistic type- Normally, secondary identification,
Freud says, should be followed by other processes, notably
sublimation. (3)
This degree of identification varies from person to person.
The conditions, surrounding early childhood when the "parent-
image" is a prime factor, are most important in the development
of the personality. A mother, because of her close association
(1) HSMP Page 242
(2) Ibid Page 242
(3) Ibid Page 244
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with the child, seems to be under normal situations probably
the most important parent in the psychological life of the
individual. The Freudian view assumes that there is a greater
attachment to the parent of the opposite sex but many psychol-
ogists conducting investigations have not found this to be a
fact to any degree of universality. (l)
35. RATIONALIZATION.
Rationalization is that mental process by which
ostensible reasons are devised to justify an act or feeling.
The rationalizer himself may not be conscious of the fact that
he is shifting the responsibility or surreptitiously justifying
the act or expression of a desire. Rationalization does not
aim to ascertain the truth but to surround the individual
personality with a protective device- It is explained by the
psychoanalysts as
"The necessity every one feels to have what may
be called a theory of life, and particularly a
theory of himself". (2)
It is clear that rationalization is a very common way in
which individuals attempt to resolve mental conflict; but to
justify one ! s position, (i -e
. ,
feelings, ideas, or behavior) is not
to resolve the present momentary conflict but only to lay the
foundations for the incubation for a whole host of new conflicts
created by the insecure, false and disguised position of the
(1) AP Page 186
(2) HSIIP Page 254
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first rationalization. It is essentially either a fight or
flight reaction and not a facing of the facts.
36. TRANSFERENCE
.
Transference is that mechanism by which a shift
of the feeling of love (or hate) from one object or person to
another takes place . In behaviorism we met this phenomenon
under the name of the conditioned-response . The term trans-
ference has come to have a distinct meaning in psychoanalytical
literature. It refers to a tendency on the part of a patient
to develop an emotional attitude of love toward the analyst or
vice versa, the hostile attitude of hate. It is thought fr~m
the psychoanalytical concept that this is not a true relation-
ship between the patient and analyst but rather is derived from
an earlier relationship of the patient to one or both of his
parents- The analyst has come to be identified with one of
the parents in the Patient's emotional cathexis.
37. FANTASY.
The mechanism by which an individual withdraws
into himself disregarding the demands of the world of reality
is called fantasy (autistic thinking). When in psychoanalytical
' literature this mental mechanism was first presented it referred
to an instance of "unconscious phantasy".
"Unconscious phantasy is composed of images or
representations existing in or elaborated in the
unconscious mental life and, as such, is free from
the restraint of reality It is necessary
to keep in mind that complicated, even organized,
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losychical processes may take place without coming
into consciousness Great importance is
attached "by psychoanalysts to early phantasy life, such
as occurs perhaps between the ages of three and five
years- It "begins with even some earlier vague ideas
or wishes The very common unconscious
sense of guilt also is tied up with and cart of
phantasy ing The unconscious phantasies
of children can scarcely "be distinguished from the
processes of conscious thought". (l)
Again it is clear in discussing fantasy as a mechanism of
adjustment in conflict situations that there is a great degree
of overlapping with other discernible mental mechanisms. It
has been suggested that projection, introj ect ion, and identi-
fication are very closely related to the fantasy processes-
And yet, for the ourposes of study, we may differentiate between
them. It has been suggested earlier that in fantasy (autistic
thinking) there is a danger toward the development of a
personality formation which may probably be placed in the
category of psychopathology • Fantasy is akin to imagination
and likewise must be structuralized with the objective facts
of reality in order to remain balanced and normal.
38. ISOLATION.
Isolation is a newly discovered mechanism which
has been defined as a technique, the purpose of which is "to
loosen the contents of consciousness from their connections,
separate the individual elements and to conceal their meaning".
1s : : 1
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Thus:
"Isolation is a process by which the memories of
unpleasant impressions or exp riences are deprived
of their affective cathexis, •so that what remains
in consciousness is nothing but an ideational content
which is perfectly colorless and is judged to be un-
important' It manifests itself in con-
nection with frustrating experience (exciting cause)
leading to the outbreak of a neurosis. The experience
is not forgotten, it is simply retained in consciousness
without any affect being attached to it or any association
being established between it and the neurotic symptom
which has sprung out of it This dynamism
of Isolation underlies obsessive ceremonials. These,
as Freud points out, are quite worthless in themselves,
but they take the place of actions which might restore
old associations, that is, they perform an isolating
function". (l)
This restricted psychoanalytical definition of isolation
has been broadened as is the case with practically every mental
mechanism which we may mention- A. T. Boisen has regarded
mechanism of isolation as being basically important in his
interpretation of the findings concerning 173 mental hospital
patients- (2) He has found that when a sense of personal
failure has come into the life of the patient that a sense of
isolation represents the dynamic psychological concomitant
process- There is in the experience of individuals a sense
of isolation, when a feeling of inferiority creeps in to
devastate the personality integrity. This isolation may be
moral, intellectual, social or spiritual in nature- In
proportion as a therapist is able to overcome
H3MP
BSIW
Page 234
Page 150
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the sense of isolation, to that degree he is able to establish
rapport and begin his work of psychotherapy- Mental conflict
cannot be resolved by the mechanism of isolation and still
allow the individual to retain a progressive integration of
personality.
39. CONVERSION.
Conversion in the restricted psychoanalytical
meaning represents the transformation of a repressed mental
state into a physical manifestation (hysteria, hysterical
paralysis, blindness etc.). It
"signifies the symbolic expression by means of physical
manifestations (motor and sensory) of both repressed
instinctual wishes and the defense set up against them", (l
This mechanism of adjustment accounts for the functional
disorders in the health of individuals- It is through the
operation of the mechanism that endo-psychic causation for
physical disturbances takes olace- It is at this point that
the inter-linkage of medicine and psychology takes place.
Common problems of physical elisor er caused by psychological
factors are attacked by similar techniques.
40
. SUMMARY
In these past paragraphs we have placed befofe
us the reactive processes by which the personality adjusts
itself within conflict situations. The operation of these
'mechanisms of adjustment" is largely in the depth dimension of
(1) HSMP Page 236
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consciousness (the unconscious) below the present focus of
awareness (consciousness). The operation of these mental
mechanisms is primarily for the purpose of salvaging the
situation. Some degree of stability, balance or integration
is maintained through their operation. The result may be near
or far from the state called mental health. In proportion as
the personality comes to consciously recognize its reactive
at terns, and subsequently to excercise conscious self-
direction and self-control, (facing the facts) to that propor-
tion it is progressively integrating personality in the world
of reality and thus leading to that state known as mental
health.
Inasmuch as we have now examined into the dynamic factors
operating in mental conflict (from the points of view of the
various schools of investigation) and have examined the nature
of the process of integration and the various mechanisms of
adjustment which aim at the maintenance of personality inte-
gration, we may now turn to a consideration of the ways in
which therapeutic effort (pastoral and clinical) might be
expended with a view of aiding in the resolution of mental
conflict and the progressive integration of personality.

CHAPTER X
OBJECTIVES FOR A PASTORAL AND CLINICAL TECHNIQUE WHICH
IS DESIGNED TO AID IN THE PROCESS OF INTEGRATING
PERSONALITY.
In this section we shall turn to the consideration of the
objectives of a pastoral and clinical technique which is
designed to aid in the process of the integrating personality.
We shall consider first, the role of the clergyman and of his
special ware (religion) in the therapeutic procedure in dealing
with personalities which are torn by mental conflict and are to
various degrees deviating from that which is considered normal.
Secondly, we shall turn to a consideration of the objectives of
the technioue in his pastoral work and clinical work, (assuming
that the special interview work done in a consultation room in
a church may properly come under the category of clinical).
41. THE CLERGYMAN AS A P3YCH0THi2lAPIST
.
The clergyman is coming to have a new role in
the work of applying his Christian principles to the task of
adjusting personality. There is an increased realization that
the pulpit, valuable and necessary as it is, is not sufficient
to deal with the problems of adjustment in concrete conflict
situations in the lives of the people of a parish- (l)
(l) Read Dr. Charles Reed Zahniser's new book entitled
"The Soul Doctor", 1938 - for an excellent novel-type
presentation of this thesis that the oastoral therapy
program must augment preaching.
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Increasingly the realization is coming that the clergyman must
be a skillful oastoral psychotherapist. With the realization
that a large percentage of the troubles of the patients who
come to the average medical doctor are mental and spiritual in
origin, there is coming a re-awakening of the need of a trained
i
clergy. C Jung writes:
M It is in reality the priest or the clergyman, rather
than the doctor, who should be most concerned with the
problem of spiritual suffering. But in most cases the
sufferer consults a doctor in the first place because
he supposes himself to be physically ill, and because
certain neurotic symptoms can be at least alleviated
by drugs- But if, on the other hand the clergyman is
consulted, he cannot persuade the sick man that his
trouble is psychic. As a rule he lacks the special
knowledge which would enable him to discern the psychic
factors of the disease, and his judgment is without the
weight of authority", (l)
Thus it is clear that the work of the medical doctor and
the clergyman are closely related and should be more closely
integrated in the future.
The clergyman by his training and exemplary work needs in
il tt#T**i"" 'i 1 * ' conflict nifctipt i'ti b til 1 have to ffiv& w&v to a
the future to win a place of authority in the minds of his
parishioners. He stands truly for a vast horizon of work and it
is indeed high time that the clergyman should become skilled in
the art of psychotherapy, especially since his religion lends
i| so much, if orooerly used, to reinforce the wholesome
I ' elsewhere for tre*t**riV fc-H. atcir m*e* tU *>llo*t*gj
reaction patterns of personality ^hich lead to health and
|l LThe rel iffions r •»>-•.,
,
$ r ,: *
happiness. The clergyman must, in addition to gaining a
(1) JMSd Page 262

a knowledge of the field of psychotherapy, achieve a mastery
of his own personality problems in order that he may not be
projecting uoon others the problems resident within himself.
He must develop the necessary obiectivity toward problems, his
own as well as the problems of others, in order to do his work
as a oastor successfully.
I £ ha i$w * r t
In view of the tremendous need in American and European
people who are still "psychologist-shy", for guidance in
personality adjustment problems, the work of the clergyman is
very much needed- But, the training for the clergyman of the
future will have to be augmented with special study of the
dynamic structure of personality and of the dynamic elements
operating in mental conflict. He shall have to scrutinize with
care the way in which his religion may be most effectively
used as an instrument for health among his people- Clinging
blindly to theology and ignoring the real needs in specific
personality conflict situations will have to give way to a
newer procedure and techniaue-
The clergyman will need, through clinical training, to
learn what kinds of cases of personality conflict he is capable
of handling successfully and what kinds he needs to refer
elsewhere for treatment. K. R. Stolz writes the following:
"'The religious worker should not attempt the treatment
of the psychotic on the other hand, the
clinically prepared religious leader may with ethical
propriety undertake the rehabilitation of the more
tractable neurotics -i.e., oersonswho are aware that
II
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their energies are misdirected and futile
The church may Minister to these with hore of success", (l)
C G. Jung warns that no clergyman or psychotherapist
should undertake a work of personality adjustment unless "he
is willing to stand by a human being with counsel and help upon
what may be a daring misadventure. He must have no fixed ideas
as to what is right, nor must he cretend to know what is right
and what not - otherwise he takes something from the richness
! of the experience". (2)
A. T- Boisen holds that a trained clergyman may take
i
on any case which he recognizes as properly within the range
I
of his therapeutic jurisdiction "in which he can get a trans-
1
ference". (3)
It is more important for the clergyman or psychotherapist
to have the proper attitude toward his patient and to have
established the proper rapport with him than to be in pos-
session of all of the ramifications of therapeutic principles
!
M
as given by the various schools of psychological investigation.
It is the judgment of workers in the field of psycho-
{
therapeutics that in the last analysis the work of personality
readjustment is affected through the impact of one personality
upon another. As we have seen in our discussion of the "life
history method", every client-worker relationship must
necessarily be a "creative situation", in which there is an
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interweaving of the general cultural situation, the individual's
experience and the worker's personality.
We may now turn to a discussion of the establishment of
"rapport", by the pastoral worker.
43. THE ESTABLISHMENT OF "RAPPORT"
.
In psychoanalytical literature we have noted the
use of the word "transference" for the phenomena of developing
an emotional attitude toward the analyst which the patient
once had toward a member of the family, usually a parent.
Thus it is regarded as a trick of the patient to master the
doctor. Individual psychology liberalizes this view and states
j
that the patient transfers his general attitude toward life,
his belligerence, etc., to the therapist as a matter of course-
y
!j If the doctor allows himself to be caught in the stratagem or
overlooks it, he may do considerable harm or at least delay the
success of the treatment.
In psychoanalytical literature a concomitant with a
I
discussion of transference must be the discussion of the
i
phenomenon of resistance. Resistance is viewed by the psycho—
(
analyst as an opposition toward any attempt to bring unconscious
material into consciousness- This resistance is overcome by
the securing of a transference from the patient to the analyst.
* It must be recognized in this present discussion of the
Psychoanalytical view of transference that there are many
ramifications which we cannot discuss in detail at this point.
(
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It suffices to point out that not all psychologists and
psychiatrists agree with this definition of transference and
resistance
.
Individual psychology explains the resistance offered by
the oatient to the therapist in three ways as follows:
(1 ) -"By the construction of the neurosis which needs
the fictions of non-responsibility to be able to
exist
•
(2) - By the patient's need of confirmation of his malady
by the doctor, who is supposed to make up the deficit
without the patient having to do anything himself.
(3) - Finally, by the patient's disinclination to let him-
self be understood and shown up. The neurotic would
take it as a defeat and think the doctor had
triumphed. Psychoanalysis says that the mechanism
of resistance consists in the ego drives preventing
the original sex drives from entering consciousness.
Individual psychology does not agree just as it does
not agree with the psychoanalytical construction of
the drive conflicts". (l)
A most useful understanding of the phenomena of trans-
ference and resistance, in other words of "rapport" is found in
the study of the various "depths of rapport" as presented by
. S. W. Hartwell.
S...W- Hartwell differentiates between four degrees of
'"rapport" which grow out of the relationship of the worker with
the client- These four are as follows:
(l) - "Friendly belief" - In this stage "The Child thoroughly
believes in the psychiatrist and thinks he has know-
ledge which may help him. The therapeutic procedure
is "good advice and counsel, always backed by reasons
that the child understands and accepts instruction
concerning things about which the child is ignorant,
but about which there is no present or possible
i
i
t
i
i
(l) Summarized by GJAP Page 114ff
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future conflict or repression- Encouragement may be
given, successes and good characteristics pointed out,
if he recognizes them as such, confessions, and confi-
dences concerning things of emotional value to the child
should not he sought in this superficial type of
Rapoort"
.
(2) "Personal trust" -"In this stage the child in addition
to believing in the osychiatrist "trusts him in regard
to oersonal matters". Therapy is similar to the first
stage. "The child, however, is now admitting the
osychiatrist into his environmental values", and is
much more suggestable • "Now things of emotional as well
as intellectual value may be discussed and advised upon".
Only exceptionally is it advisable to further
the stage of personal trust with a child who is to be
seen only once or twice."
,
. "personality Contact"
(3; ^'The child now believes in me, trusts me, and in
addition to that he likes me and wants me to understand
and to like him- The most essential response is the
child's desire and willingness to be understood and the
indications of satisfaction he gives from the knowledge
of this understanding. He now gives emotional as well
as intellectual value to the things I do and say. This
is the degree of rapport that is best established with
all children who have definite mental, personality, or
behavior problems, the solution of which is obviously
necessary to the child 1 s adjustment to life, well-being,
and happiness
•
(4) "Dependent attachment". The child believes in me, trusts
me, likes me, wants me to understand him- In addition to
this he is deoendent on me and wishes very much to have
me like and appreciate him. He is thinking about himself
and trying to interoret himself in terms of my personality.
He is suggestible to the greatest possible degree- He
considers things in the light of my emotional responses
to them rather than in the light of his own- He is apt
to be more than fr^nk now. In fact one may always place
more reliance on what a child says during good Dersonality
contact than during dependent attachment. This should be
used in therapy only for cases otherwise impossible
There is no sexual element in the response. It
should be used with two grouos
.
(a) Those who feel themselves utterly inferior.
(b) Those who have no loyalties in life and who develop
none in personality contact stage". (l)
(1) HFFBB Page 14 ff
.
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Every clergyman in his pastoral work must decide on the
death of raprort which is necessary to do the task of person-
ality readjustment in each individual case. It will bear
reoeating again that no tapport deeper than is necessary
should be sought for as an end in itself. An ultimate replace-
ment of oneself in the therapeutic situation, with the person-
ality of Christ or God should be sought after. As long as the
therapist remains in the individual's life as a controlling
factor in his life, the ability on the oart of the patient to
maintain an individual integrity is lessened: but when Christ
or God is placed at the core of the individual's integration,
a new strength, adeauacy and independence (mew integer) comes
to be the experience of the client. Ultimately the objective
of the clergyman's work in his oastoral or clinical contacts
is to help the individual to help himself. Each individual
must affect his own cure if it is to be in any degree lasting
and progressive.
43. RELIGION, THE CLERGYMAN'S EXTRA "TOOL".
There is a growing conviction among psychiatrist^
and psychotherapists that religion may play a supremely
important part in psychotherapy. Especially is this true when
the preventive -chases of mental health are under discussion.
As evidence of this fact, the following statement from
C-G.Jung may be cited:
ff=
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"Is the doctor equal to his task? To begin with,
he will probably hand over his patient to the clergy-
man or the philosopher, or abandon him to that per-
plexity which is the special note of our day. As a
doctor he is not required to have a finished outlook
on life, and his professional conscience does not
demand it of him. But what will he do when he sees
only too clearly why his catient is ill; when he sees
it arises from his having no love, but only sexuality;
no faith, because he is afraid to grope in the d' ; rk;
no hope, because he is disillusioned by the world and
by life: and no understanding, bee use he has failed to
read the meaning of his own existence"? (l)
These people whose lives are filled with mental conflict
and for whom life has become a worn a.nd torn existence seek
aid; some of them tend to go the psychologist and psycho-
therapist; but writes CO.Jung:
"I am convinced that this statement is true only of
relatively educated persons, not of mankind in the
mass". (2)
The clergyman, if properly trained, has the advantage of
working with people along sound scientific, prophylactic and
therapeutic lines and in addition to that he may rightfully
aim to increase love, hope, faith and understanding through the
medium of religion. He is able, by his professional prerogatives].!
to deal with the whole man, mental and spiritual- For an
understanding of the physical symptoms he may call in the
assistance of a medical man; and the deepest psychoses he may
refer to the psychiatrist and the mental hospital. But the
neurotics and those in the incipient stages of mental mal-
adjustments and those passing through serious crises of life,
(ll JMSS Page 265
(2) Ibid Page 263
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he may well include in his sphere of psychotherapy, using
religion as an aid in personality re-integration. Hadfield
writes:
"The Christian religion is one of the most potent
influences that we possess for producing that
peace of mind and that confidence of soul which is
needed to bring health to a large
proportion of nervous patients. In some cases I have
attempted to cure nervous patients with suggestions
of quietness and confidence, but without success until
I have linked these suggestions onto that faith in the
power of God which is the substance of the Christian's
hope. Then the patient has become strong." (l)
A reference which states the place of religion as a
working tool for the pastoral and clinical worker is the
following made by A. T- Boisen:
"Religion furnishes the mental hygienist
the most effective resources for helping people in
trouble when through faith, incentives are found that
enable the emotionally sick man or woman to return to
the life routine that has become too great a burden
and to carry on with courage and responsibility.
Religion, on its highest levels, becomes cosmic mental
health, a finite maturity appearing in its supreme
emotional expression". (2)
He also states in another connection:
"Religion has to do with the organization and
structuralization of the individual's experience in
the light of those loyalties and values which he re-
gards as ultimate and the only cure for bizarre and
unwholesome beliefs and attitudes would seem to lie
in their modification in the direction of social ac-
ceptability and broader understanding. And the only
safeguard against future disturbances would lie in
the building up of a philosophy of life which will
permit him to stand unshaken in those inevitable
crises in which the individual grapples with the
issues of life and death". (3)
(1) HEM Quoted WPSS
(2) BEIW Page 264ff
pp23 ( 3 ) BSIW PaSe 212
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It is thus evident that religion is reg-rded as an adddd
tool of the oastoral and clinical worker which the medical
man and the psychologist seldom use because they regard it as
beyond their province and orofessicnal boundary line. By the
religious worker the whole man is regarded in the light of
religious values and mental health is regarded by him as
essentially a problem of religious adjustment • There are
certain definite objectives which may now be set up, which the
religious worker may have in mind in his pastoral and clinical
practice as he aims to deal with his -oarishioners and clients.
These objectives which are ab _ut to be suggested do not
numerically exploit the field of possibility. Rather, they
are the ones which have seemed most obvious in the pastoral
and clinical practice of the writer and in the light of the
preceding theoretical considerations- The scheme of presenta-
tion here is not intended even to suggest the proper order
of their usage. Each instance of dealing with a client must
determine the beginning point of the therapeutic approach.
Therefore, this group of suggested objectives is to be viewed
as organically related to each other, and they are to be used
as an organically-functioning whole. It may be said, however,
that in any, at least relatively completed task of religious
psychotherapy, each aspect of the suggested objectives must
be traversed in some measure in order to have dealt at all
adequately with the client or parishioner in his mental
conflict situation.
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We are ready now to present the six-fold objectives for
a pastoral and clinical technique.
(1) Explore the d soth-dimension of consciousness
(unconscious)
•
(2) Recondition emotional reaction-patterns.
(3) Establish "new goals" for personality (libidinal)
striving
.
(4) Cultivate a sense of raersonal worth.
(5) Relate the individual to his total situation.
(6) Religious norm- Teach the individual the art of
creative worship and orayer.
44. EXPLORE THE DEPTH-DIMENSION OF CONSCIOUSNESS
•
We are already familiar with the various con-
ceptions of the nature of the depth-dimension of consciousness.
We have traversed in our excursion of gathering evidence from
the various experimental schools of psychological investigation
the several conceptions of the dynamic nature of the psychic-
material found in the depth-dimension of consciousness. We
are merely aiming at this ooint to call attention to the chief
objectives of exploring in the depth-dimension of consciousness <
The primary aim is to bring into the focus of conscious aware-
ness that material which has remained unassimilated and is, in
part, at least carrying on a relatively autonomous existence in
the depth-dimension. The difficulty which is experienced in
the attempt to do this comes under the name of "resistance",
and has been dismissed in Section 42 under the general subject
"Establishing Rapoort" . The result of the process of exploring
into one's own early experiences and sharing the same with a
pastor or clinical counselor may be called "socialization".
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The individual in the presence of one whom he trusts and whose
guidance and judgment he resoects, will, when he brings into
the focus of conscious attention old unassimilated material,
re-interpret and' re-integrate the material into the new
hierarchical organization of personality- This process of
socialization is found to be a most important function in
dealing effectively with personalities who are massing through
disturbed periods-
In the early writings of Freud, a description of the
experience of re-living highly emotionally-charged repressed
experiences appears, and is called "Abreaction" - Abreaction
was considered to be the process of releasing dammed-up
emotional energy by discharging it in some other channel than
that employed in the formation of certain symptoms- Under
the guidance of the analyst, the individual is led back to the
mental state or emotion in which the symptom first appeared-
This is usually done with a great deal of difficulty. But,
the individual finally recalls the original experience and
passes through an intense emotional expression of that exper-
ience as he communicates it to the analyst.
It may be stated that this is usually a very painful
experience and ought to be undertaken by a pastor or clinic-l
counselor who is thoroughly schooled in the various ramifi-
cations of psycho-theraoeutics • This process is frequently
referred to as a kind of "psychological surgery", and comes
properly in the field of "major operations". A great deal of
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damage can be done by an unskilled worker and, therefore, this
method ought not to be entered into unadvisedly. We may now
turn to an examination of the various techniques by which this
exploration of the depth-dimension of consciousness may be
carried out-
A. Free-association.
Free-association is that method used chiefly
by the psychoanalyst in which the patient, while reclining in
an easy chair or lounge, relates audibly the thoughts and
feelings and images which nass at random through his conscious-
ness- The analyst, usually sitting at the rear of the indivi-
dual, makes such notes as he finds necessary and occasionally,
with a question or suggestion, leads the patient on in his
process of free-association. The objective of this method is
to uncover repressed material which may appear only symbolically
and in disguised form in the free-association procedure- When
the analyst has gained a sufficient amount of evidence he will
begin a series of constructive interpretations formed chiefly
by questions asked which direct the individual himself to make
the discoveries which the analyst, with a trained mind, has
been able to foresee in broad outlines at least- A psycho-
analysis is a prolonged procedure; usually one hour oer day,
five or six days per week; and usually with a fee from $10.00
to $15-00 ^er hour (even higher - depending on the wealth of
the client and somewhat on the reputation of the analyst).
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In the pastoral and clinical work of the writer and in the
experience of a number of friends in this field, the method of
free-association is found to be too slow and too demanding uoon
the time of the pastor or religious counselor. In none of the
cases presented in Section IV was this method of free-associa-
tion found to be of value.
B. Word-association tests-
A modified form of the free-association
technioue was developed by C G. Jung, and is sometimes called
free-association-reaction test. The subject is presented with
a series of stimuli words, one at a time, and he is told to
respond to each word with the first word that comes to his
mind. These are usually presented audibly rather than visually
The list of words to be presented is usually drawn up in
advance by the analyst with the aim of presenting assumedly
neutral or non-significant words and, likewise, certain key-
words that are regarded, as suspicious or "pathogonomonic signs"
which may give the analyst a clue as to the underlying
"complex" in the client- The technician notes with a stop-
watch the reaction time required in response to each word. He
notes that the significant words reauire a longer time and,
therefore, may give a clue to the nature of the unassimilated
(complex) material. Through this method the worker may be able
to explore the depth-dimension of consciousness and thereby
assist the individual in socializing the unassimilated material
which is causing a disturbance in the personality adjustment.
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This method is of value to a pastoral and clinical v.-orker
in cases where a short time is available for dealing with an
individual. In the writer's own experience it has been found
to be of value in work with delinauents where the aim has been
to make a discovery as to the individual who committed an act
of delinquency. In other words, it may be used at an appro-
priate time as a detective device- Great care, however, must
be exercised in using the techniQue lest a great deal of harm
might be done by a wrong interpretation of the findings.
C. DREAM ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
•
Dreams have been considered as significant
especially by psychoanalysis, individual psychology, and
analytical psychology. Dreams have been considered an important
way of exploring the deoth dimension of consciousness. The
Freudian doctrine regards all dreams as wish- fulfilments and
they are made up in their contents chiefly of symbolic and
disguised material from the repressed unconscious. Their
significance lies in the fact that they may give the therapist
a clue as to the fundamental mental conflict going on in the
unconscious area of the patient's personality.
C Gr. Jung goes a step further in saying that the dream
symbolism may be identical with myth and legend, both of which
are wish-fulfilling fantasies which spring from the remote
past, even from pre-historic primitive races.
I
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He writes:
"Dreams give information about the secrets of the
inner life and reveal to the dreamer hidden factors
of his personality as long as these are undiscovered,
they disturb his waking life and betray themselves only
in the form of symptoms". (l)
He writes further concerning the tine-saving value of the use
of dreams in determining the nature of conflicts and complexes:
"Yet in dreams we find, without any profound analyses
the same conflicts and complexes whose existence can
also be ascertained by the association test. Moreover
those complexes form an integral oart of the existing
neurosis. We have, therefore, reason to believe that
dreams can give us at least as much information about
the content of a neurosis as the association test. As
a matter of fact, they give more. The symptom is like
the shoot above ground, yet the main plant is an extended
rhizoma underground- The rhizoma represents the content
of a neurosis; it is the matrix of complexes, of symptoms
and of dreams. We have every reason, even, to believe
that dreams mirror exactly the underground processes of
the psyche. And if we get there, we literally get at
the"roots M of the disease". (2)
For individual psychology the dream is likewise considered
significant and not regarded as a device to disguise fundamental
conflict material of the personality. Adler regards it, rather^
as congruous with consciousness and as fundamentally helping
in the achievement of the goal of superiority. He writes:
"It is always the purpose of a dream to pave the way
towards the goal of superiority - that is to isay, the
individual's private goal of superiority. All the
symptoms, movements and dreams of a person are a form
of training to enable one to find this dominating goal
be the goal one of being the center of attention, of
domineering, or of escaoe." (3)
(1) JU3S
(2) JPAR
(3) ASL
Page 18
Pages 25 - 26
Pages 157 -158
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Dream analysis may be found to be of value in some
instances of pastoral and clinical work and should be kept in
mind as a good method of procedure. It must, however, be
remembered that no single dream is of value, but rather it is
necessary to observe a whole series of dreams (C. Gr. Jung
recently in a book called "Psychology and Religion" has given
us an interpretation of four hundred dreams which were recorded
by the patient)
.
D. HYPNOSIS.
It is through the method of hypnosis that
exploration into the depth dimension of consciousness was
started. The method involves the inducing of an artificial
state which closely resembles sleep but which is physio-
logically distinct from it. It is characterized by heightened
suggestibility and during this state abnormal memories and
complexes are more easily brought to the surface. The conscious1
critical function is suspended to a large degree (not
completely however as was seen in the experience of Luria when
he found his medical student refusing to oerform an abortion
while in the hypnotic state) and when the individual awakens
it is with difficulty that the unassimilated material is even
then brought into the focus of consciousness. This method is
still used by some osychotherapists in especially difficult
cases (Leslie Weatherhead, Psychology and Life ) as a method of
exploring the dspth-dimension of consciousness but for the most
part ic has been abandoned.

g, SLIPS AND OFF-GUARD ACTIONS
.
i PHFyHJl IjwJBiaaS .... cJW it 1 ' '.
Psychoanalysis especially has contributed
a great deal to the methodology of exploration of the depth-
dimension of consciousness by calling attention to the impor-
:
tance of the "slips and off-guard actions" in every day life.
; It is conceived by psychoanalysis that "all roads lead to the
unconscious" and the symptomatic psychopathology of every day
life is an important road to be traveled by the trained
ii
observer.
Freud's, Psychopathology of ilvery Day Life , is an
i excellent discussion of the peculiarities of every day life
which are called mannerisms, errors, slips, forgettings, etc.
These actions may properly be placed here in the category of
"symptomatic-acts" if they fulfill three conditions:
1. "They must not exceed a certain measure, that is
they must be generally agfeed upon as 'within
normal limits'".
3. "They must be merely temporary disturbances. That
is, the same action must ordinarily be performed
correctly- If corrected by others there must be
immediately recognition of the fact that the act
has been performed incorrectly".
3. "There is freauently a failure on the part cf the
individual performing the act to realize that he
has done so, but if the action is perceived or
brought to the attention by others, there must be
no perception of any motivation, and the individual
must attempt to explain it as due to 'inattention'
or as an 'accident'". (l)
(l) HSMP Page 282
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!F, R2TURN TO THiC SCENES OF CHILDHOOD WITH THE CLIjEhI
W. H. Sheldon recommends out of his
experience that the worker may return to the scenes of child-
hood with the client and encourage him to reminisce. Freouently
old experiences long forgotten and at least oartially repressed
may thus be called back in memory. This technirue, if used
with skill, may be a valuable way of exploring the depths of
consciousness
•
G. DIRECT REDUCTION-
The direct reductive analysis aims,
through a series of interviews , to recover childhood experiences
which have been repressed and to help the individual locate the
"morbid origin" of his personality disturbance and in addition
to this to help him interpret the symptoms of his disturbance
in the light of the origin. Hadfield summarizes the method of
reductive analysis as follows:
"We trace back the symptoms to its historical origin;
discover that the emotional conflict is still present,
the cause of the persisting symptom; and, finally,
readjust the elements of the complex by bringing it
under consci-us control of the will". (l)
Hadfield finds that this method of reductive analysis
by means of the symptom has a decided advantage over dream
analysis. He finds that by this method the therapist and
client are "dealing with facts and not with arbitrary inter-
(1) HPM Page 137
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pretations" and he finds, too, that by the method of assisting
the patient to see the maladaptation of his life himself, and
"not requiring his acceptance of anything we say; H obviates
many of the problems associated with "transference". All we
require is that he should cooperate in the method; he himself
reproduces the experiences of childhood and sees the facts of
his character for himself". (l)
This reductive analysis is a time-saver and a most direct
method of investigating the depth dimension of consciousness
for unassimilated material which has an influence on the
present psychological adjustment of the individual. "We
reductively analyze into the past only to discover the present
psychology". (2)
This method of direct reduction is probably the most
practical and valuable to the pastoral and clinical religious
worker. It lends itself to the kind of relationship which can
easily exist between pastor and parishioner. It falls naturally
into the frame of accepted procedure for a pastoral consul-
tation and avoids the easily misinterpreted associations with
methods which belong to a "psycho-religious cult ism.
H. MUSIC AS A MJSANS OF ANALYSIS
With a growing interest in musical-therapy
there is a vast amount of literature based upon experimentation
in the use of music both for therapeutic and for analytical
!1!
t
HPM Page 138
Ibid Page 138
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ourposes. At this point, our interest centers upon the use of
music as a means of exploring the depth-dimension of conscious-
ness- W- H. Sheldon reports that he has used extensively this
method of aoproach for the purpose of discovering the conflicts
of personality. The following is a statement of evaluation of
this techniaue:
M I have "been using music in analytical work for some
time- The method seems very promising and it appears
to carry the advantage of being somewhat less opened
to wild subjective errors on the part of the analyst
than is dream interpretation- Music 'does things 1 to
every mind and there are fairly clear-cut response
patterns to different kinds of music. These vary
enormously in differently motivated minds, but they
see- 1 to vary in patterns- Through careful analysis of
a number of personalities and through recording respective
effects uoon them of a wide variety of musical stim-
ulation during analysis, it has been possible to pick
up astonishingly useful clues, at least, as to the
significance of musical preferences and antipathies.
In my work these clues have proved distinctly useful
material from which to construct a systematic map or
profile of the fifth panel structure that exists in a
patient's or student's mind. This mapping of the fifth
panel constitutes, I think, the main purpose and the
main value in any psychological analytic process. To
reveal where the distortions in the soul lie, is more
than half the battle". (l)
Wm. Sheldon reports that he will discuss at length in the
second book of his series the technique and expected results
from the use of music in the exploring procedure.
In summary we may state that there are a great many ways
n
I
in which explorers in the inner regions of personality have
proceded; not all of the ways have been presented here nor have
' they been theoretically systematized by their proponents as yet.
(1) SPPW Page 124
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It suffices for us to have had this glimpse into the various
technioues of exploration which are available to pastoral and
clinical religous workers; each worker will have to find the
I
1 method which is most suited to each client and to his own
personality. By whatever method the worker finds most adapt-
able, a great deal of significant and necessary exploration of
the depth-dimension of consciousness may be carried on in order
that the foundations of personality disturbance may be dis-
covered and forces of readjustment put into operation. We may
turn to a consideration of the objectives of a pastoral and
clinical technicue, which is, the Reconditioning of the
Emotional Reaction Patterns. Once the disturbing fa.ctcas have
been discovered, and the focus of conscious attention has been
placed upon the psychological etiology of a disturbance, the
rrocess of re-educating the personality in new emotional
expression is necessary.
:
45. RECONDITION EMOTIONAL REACTION PATTERNS.
At the outset of our dissertation on the subject
of the integration of personality, and at the time of discussing
mental conflict as a central problem of personality adjustment,
I we stated that there are three fundamental reaction patterns to
life situations in which mental conflict is involved. These
! three reaction patterns were given as (a) Face, (b) Fight, and
I
•
' thai
!
(c ) Flight- We have witnessed in the immediately preceding
i'
', discussion material, what the dynamic elements in mental conflict;
(I
<
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situations are, and how these three reaction patterns are
formulated in the structure of oersonality according to the
several schools of investigation- As we have seen, these
reaction patterns have differed in at least seme respect to
each school of psychological inauiry
.
We come now to a consideration of the fact that one of
i .
the main objectives of a pastoral and clinical technioue is
the substitution of one type of reaction pattern for another.
This of course means that both the reaction oattern of "fight"
and" flight" are to be replaced by the reaction pattern of
"face".
The technique by which the client is brought to the place
where he is able to face the dynamic elements in his mental
conflict situation varies from school to school. We need not,
l
at this point, recount these differences of approach inasmuch
as they have been suggested while considering the undermining
; conditions of mental health.
I'
It suffices here to merely indicate that a most worthy
objective for the pastoral and clinical religious worker is
the goal of bringing his individual to that olace of oerson-
ality adjustment in which he is increasingly more capable of
is
facing his situation and thereby consciously directing the
organization and integration of his personality. As we have
I
seen earlier, this generally means that the individual resolves
ii
I
his mental conflict but sometimes it means that he merely
intellectualizes the conflict situation and thus is able to
(
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tolerate the unresolved conflict without conseouent disinte-
I
gration of the personality. The capacity for this reaction has
to be developed by each individual; reconditioning of emo-
tional reaction patterns frequently must take place- Thus we
I
may consider the statement of this pastoral and clinical ob-
jective as an objective to be sought for; or on the other hand,
we may consider it from the point of view of being a technique
of procedure. The task of reconditioning the reaction patterns
of personality will be considered here only under the following
subheadings and with no thought of treating the objective ex-
haustively or of duplicating at length earlier discussion
concerning the nature of the conditioning process.
A. Substitution
We have noted earlier that the process of con-
ditioning was involved in the formation of the various com-
plexes which tend toward toward the creation of mental con-
flict and the disintegration of personality by remaining un-
j
assimilated from the central organization of that personality.
Although we have not accented the simple (behavioristic ) defini-j)
tion of the process of conditioning as a simple S-R formula, w e
recognize the importance of this principle in thereapeutic work
i
with those who are suffering from personality disturbances.
The chief reason for the word formulation of this objective in
terms of conditioning is the fact that, in the pastoral and
clinical work of the writer with adolescent youth there has
!
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been the need of just this type of procedure in order to cope
with the problems immediately at hand-
To take objects or ideas which are at the center of a
morbid feeling and associate with then, by direct effort,
healthy emotions which will either c:unteract the morbid
emotions or substitute for them entirely, is the process known
as substitution. We need not develop this subject further
inasmuch as we have covered it under another section, (l)
B. Re-interpretation of a Symptom.
It was already suggested under consideration of
the direct-reduction technioue that a symptom may be used with
value for the purpose of leading the patient to explore his
past experience for the ourpose of finding the source of the
original conditioning process which lead to the formation of
the symptom. If the client will recognize the origin of his
symptom and discover the nature of its functioning either as a
gratifying, defending, or protecting device, he may begin to
effect his own cure. If at this time the worker may associate
with the original devastating experience a healthy emotional
reaction pattern, then the patient may be helped to resolve
his mental conflict and thus be helped to achieve mental
health
•
(1) S ection III - Page 288
<
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CO- Juries freouently finds it valuable to accept the
symotom with seriousness and then to proceed to produce a
hyoothe^is for its origin which would be eoual to the original
experience in its force and terror and thus aid the patient to
come to a reinterpretat ion of his symptom. This he does, of
ij iVratfl -. ' ;a .- device vrasp forrsed by t.',e un-
course, toy calling attention to the terrifying primitive
architypal patterns resident in his concept of the "collective
unconscious" . He writes:
"I always advise ray patients to take such obvious but
invincible nonsense as the manifestation of a power and
a meaning not yet understood. Experience has taught
me that it is a much y.iore effective method of procedure
to take such a fact seriously and to seek for a suitable
explanation. But an explanation is suitable only when
it produces a hypothesis eoual to the morbid effect.
It would be bad strategy to convince the
patient that he is somehow, though in a highly in-
comprehensible way, at the back of his own symptom,
secretively inventing and supporting it- Such a
suggestion would instantly paralyze his fighting
spirit, and he would get demoralized- It is much
better if he understands that his complex is an
autonomous power directed against his conscious person-
ality". (1)
Of course, Jung can conscientiously do this inasmuch as
j!
he has formulated a theory of the unconscious to fit his needs.
He finds that he can re-interpret symptoms of disturbance and
expect practical therapeutic results- The following statement
indicates the way in which he proceeds in his interpretation.
I
(1) JPAR Page 17

"Such an explanation (as the above Quotation) fits
the actual facts much "better than a reduction to
personal motives- An apparent personal motivation
does exist, hut it is not made by intention, it just
happens to the patient- His ambition has at least
succeeded in carving his own personal fate. He has
forced everything under inexorable law of his own
reason, but somewhere nature escaped and came back with
a vengence in the form of perfectly unassailable nonsense.
This clever device was formed by the un-
conscious mind to keep him on a merciless and cruel leash-
Such an obsession can only occur in a person who makes a.
habitual misuse of reason and intellect for an egoistical
power purpose". (l)
C - Structuralizat ion of the Emotional Life-
The structuralizaticn of emotional life may be
accomplished by the following methods: (l) Suggestion,
;
(2) Rational Study of Morbidity.
(l) Suggestion.
|
In pastoral and clinical work with clients
\
who are passing through emotional crises and who are suffering
from minor personality disturbances, mild suggestion properly
I
administered may have definite value in aiding the person to
achieve more wholesome reaction patterns to life- It is pos-
! W
sible to induce peace into a troubled spirit and poise into a
:•'
distracted soul by suggestion both direct and indirect-
Greater self-confidence and self-assurance may be expected as
a result of the impact of ideas or feelings suggested by a
strong personality in whom the client has faith and trust-
(1) JPAR Page 18
I
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It must be kept in mind, however, that, as valuable as
;
suggestion may be in aiding the person to structuralize his
emotional life in mild disturbances and emotional crisis, it
does not cure the underlying disturbing trouble of the person-
i
ality. Treatment by suggestion may effectively dismiss a
symptom or temporary ly hold the oersonality in some semblance of
integration: but, it does not get at the underlying unassimilate
i
material or the reaction pattern based on a wrong "prototype"
which may be at the basis of his reaction of nervousness and
instability. Suggestion may produce an immediate effect but
j
it does not effect a permanent cure. This fact* however, does
not discredit the usage of suggestion in the practical pastoral
and clinical practice of the religious worker- One must be
:
merely aware of the temporary, fragmentary and transient value
of this technique.
The validity of this technique is found in the experience
of every pastor and clinical worker who finds, that, when his
client is not capable of complete self-determination he may,
iS
through suggestion, bring about an acceptance of a belief or a
course of action which will be of definite health-giving value
j
' in the immediate situation.
(2) Rational Study of Morbidity.
In pastoral and clinical practice there
are times when one is dealing with a client whose intellectual
and introsoectional insights are so good that one may ration-
ally study the nature of morbidity and thus give an under-

standing of the reaction patterns of life to the client. In
the writer's own experience it has been of value to point out
to certain clients that morbidity is the name given to the
mental process in which one makes an assumption (perhaps as
to why he isn't liked, why people ignore him, why he doesn't
get the advancement he thinks are due him, etc.), and then
i
proceeds to regard the assumption as valid and immediately
oroceeds to his further introspective assumption upon the
original; neither of which may be justified by the actual
i
situation- As an illustration of this fact we may cite the
the instance of a young man who possessed great intellectual
ability, a fine physique and good social poise on occasions;
but who suffered from a terrific sense of inferiority and did
so much introspective analysis that he postulated wrong
reasons for the attitudes of people toward himself. He pro-
claimed himself a "morbid introspect ionist" . Whenever he found
I the slightest cause for interpreting the actions of others as
depreciative toward him, he recalled a statement made in early
J
childhood in which he was designated as a neurotic, and he
I began immediately to center his attention not upon the reality
I
situation but fretted about being a neurotic and going insane.
i
Instead of being worried about why people made such statements
[ or took such attitudes toward him in the feality situation,
he worried about why he was a neurotic and assumed that of
course the attitudes of the people toward him are as they are
IB
*
in the oresent situation because he is a neurotic-, morbidity
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comes in at the point at which one "begins to worry about the
"causes of the cause" (his own analysis).
It was of distinct value to sit down with him to study the
nature of the mental process which he was carrying on; to
point out to him that he ought to be worried merely about the
original situation and how to meet it and not about the
secondary situation- As long as he stuck to the objective
considerations of why the people took such attitudes toward
him in the immediate situation, he remained relatively whole-
some in his personality relationships, but as soon as he
began a wild imaginative introspective consideration of why
he is as he is, he became mentally ill-adjusted and at times
l
could easily have been placed in the category of psycho-
pathology-
y
This therapeutic procedure clearly came under the general
heading of suggestive therapeutics and was an attempt at the
reconditioning of the emotional reaction oatterns through
association with emotional responses introduced by the worker
and through insight into the mental orocess which he called
ii
"morbid". This procedure is not curative but merely palliative.
The relationship of the worker to the client took on,
at certain times of extreme emotional reeling, a hypnotic
asoect. By means of strong suggestion and pleasant wilful
, command, the client was frequently held from "reeling to
pieces" emotionally- By strong suggestion a temporary oeace
j and poise was established and even a sleep was induced.
<
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As a means of temporarily structuraliz ing the emotional
life this procedure had its place but it is an unwise and
essentially unhealthy procedure and must be used only on
occasions where nothing else seems possible- Its essential
short-coming is in the fact that it does not get at the under-
lying causes of the emotional conflict and that it substitues
for self-determination an external authoritative determination.
However, at certain times of emotional reeling it is of dis-
tinctive value- There is more in helping the individual to
intellectually study the nature of the morbid process; attempt-
ing to build up the client's own capacity for self-determination
in dealing with his own morbid mental processes- It is of
definite value to bring him to the point where he sees the
wisdom of establishing "terminal points of reaction". That
is, to see that he nhould go only so far in his introspective
speculations as to "causes" and no further. Freouently it
was stated, in the above case, that the trains going into
South Station stop at the terminal and do not proceed beyond
the terminal point, lest they sink into the ocean- Morbid
introspectionism, where one seeks for the "causes of the cause"
usually sinks one in some ocean of disturbance from which he
must scramble with all his might to rescue himself. Sometime
s
it requires the helping hand of a "life-saver". Valuable
as this process is, however, it must be followed by a deeper
analysis of the problem through a more tho rough-go ing
explorati-n and reconstruction on a new level of integration.
i
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This involves ultimately a change in the goal of striving for
I the personality- The energy must be sublimated into a more
satisfying and m^re socially acceptable goal in order that the
;
oersonality may be well integrated both in itself and in its
social setting. We may how turn to a discussion of the task
|
of establishing new goals for personality striving.
46. .ESTABLISH "NEW GOALS" FOR PERSONALITY (LI3IBINAL)
STRIVING
.
The process of taking the energy which is being
expressed in seeking for one goal and diverting it toward
another higher goal is the process which we have earlier called
sublimation. The nature of the sublimation process need not
be discussed again at this point-
However, it is not sufficient to say that the whole story
of establishing new goals for personality striving is told
under the one word sublimation * Because we have proceded
ecclect ically in our study of the problems of personality
integration, we may at this point turn to a review of the
various concepts of oersonality striving for goals- It will
become clear as we discuss each of these views that one of the
most worthy objectives of a pastoral and clinical technique
is the establishment of new goals in personality strivings-
The nature of the procedure to establish new goals will depend
upon the particular ooint of view concerning the dynamic
structure of personality to which the worker subscribes: and
likewise depend upon the nature of the case with which one is
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dealing
•
A. A. Adler's View.
According to Adler's view the primary goal for
which the individual strives is the goal of superiority. As
we have seen under the discussion of compensation, the method
of striving may take an infinite variety of turns. If the
method is on the "useful side" of life, then mental health and
progressive integration of oersonality is the result. If, on
the other hand, it is on the "useless side" of life, person-
ality disturbance is rresent and the individual deviates from
the "norm of mental health".
i
As we have seen, the nature of the goal of personality
striving is dependent largely upon the "prototype personality".
Therefore, in order to change the goal of striving, the
therapist must work with the individual from the point of view
of changing the prototype "fiction goal". This is done
through the exploration of the depth-dimension of consciousness
i
In addition to dealing with the prototype £?oal, the
it
therapist must deal with the general technique of adjustment in
social relations which the individual now habitually Dractices-
!
This is done, according to the Adlerian view, by a creation of
social interests and a general increasing of the sense of
success and personal worth in the individual life. The worker
j
must strive to reduce the sense of inferiority and increase
;
the sense of adeouacy to meet life. Adlex states his
position as follows:
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"The important thing is to decrease the patient's
feeling of inferiority, It cannot be extirpated
alto ether, and in fact we do not want to extirpate
it because a feeling of inferiority can serve as a
useful foundation on which to build. What we have
to do is to change the goal- We v ave seen that his
goal has been one of escape just because someone else
is preferred, and it is around this complex of ideas
that we must work- We must decrease his feeling of
inferiority by showing him that he really undervalues
himself. We can show him the trouble with his move-
ments and explain to him his tendency to be over-tense,
as if standing before a great abyss or as if living in
an enemy country and always in danger- We can indicate
to him how his fear that others may be preferred, is
standing in the way of his doing his best work and
making the best spontaneous impression - M (l)
The religious worker (pastoral or clinical) must from
this point of view carefully diagnose the client's personality
situation and then through the means of his religion and his
| g » r
church activities foster a social interest and surround the
individual with influences that will heId decrease his sense
-
|
of inferiority.
B- Freud's Views-
According to the views of Freud the earliest goal
for which the personality (libido) strives is libidinal
i gratification. The individual passes through successive
:
stages of usycho-sexual develoDment in which, first, he strives
for pleasure with relation to himself (narcissism) and then
! with relation to others (Oedipus, homo-sexual, hetero-sexual )
.
(1) HSL Page 111 - 112
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In general one may say that the individual is early dominated
by the "reality principle". As long as the individual remains
dominated by the former numerous complications of personality
; adjustment are present (refer to section II on "psychoanalysis").
But, in proportion as the individual replaces or controls the
"demands of the pleasure principle through social, ethical or
other external considerations, for the purpose of adapting the
organisms to the exigencies of reality", (1) WDP Page 224 to
that extent the personality adjustments of the individual
;
result in the wholesome integration of personality and therefore
mental health.
Thus it becomes the objective of the religious worker to
establish the goal of proper adjustment to the world of external
reality. This he may do by increasing the individual's contact
J
i
I
i, with others but primarily by encouraging "confessions". His
primary task in this exploration of the d-epth- dimension of
consciousness (unconscious), is the discovery and socializing
of the repressed complex and the removal of the devastating
sense of guilt. Religion and its practices afford him an
ij
excellent opportunity to do this* Then the personality will be
free to attack the tasks of the world of reality. The change
(
of the goal for personality striving, from the point of view of
! psychoanalysis, consists of releasing the "fixated libido"
from early attachments and integrating it into the world of
reality.
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C Jung's View.
j!
From the ooint of view of C G. Jung ! s invest i-
j!
;
gat ion, the primary objective of the healthy mind is to ma^.n-
tain a "balance between the conscious and the unconscious
ijj •
portions of the psyche- This is done through the development
of a wholesome philosophy of life \vhich fosters harmonious
social relations and obviates "tensions" within the personality.
He discusses at length the value of religious goals and norms
of conduct for the maintenance of this balance- We shall have
occasion in a later section to deal with his emohasis uoon the
value of dogma, ritual and creed for the purpose of maintaining
mental health. He finds that as long as the individual is
integrated in the world of external reality so that harmony
i]
and oeace and a sense of meaning grow out of the relationship,
then the individual may expect mental health. A neurosis
"is an inner cleavage - the state of being at war with oneself".
Any goal of life, therefore, which tend? to create an
J
:
inner cleavage within the personality or between the oersona-
j ality and its social environment, is in need of being changed
to one which creates harmonious relationships. He finds egoism
as "one of the most tangible evils of the neurotic state- But
the person who tells him that he is too egoistic has lost his
confidence, and rightly so, for that person has driven him
still further into his neurosis"- (l)
;
;
(1) J MSd Page 273
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Therefore, even though C .G. Jung finds egoistic goals as
fundamentally basic to personality disturbances, he recognizes
a distinct value in the egoism itself. In this connection he
writes
:
"If I wish to effect a cure for ray patients I am
forced to acknowledge the deep significance of their
egoism. I should be blind, indeed, if I did not
recognize in it the true will of God- I must even
help the patient to prevail in his egoism; if he
succeeds in this, he estranges himself from other
people. He drives them away, and they come to
themselves - as they should, for they were seeking
to rob him, for it is his strongest and healthiest
power; it is, as I have said, a true will of God,
which sometimes drives him into complete isolation.
However wretched this state may be, it also stands
him in good stead, for in this way alone can he take
his own measure and learn what an inval lable treasure
is the love of his fellow-beings. It is, moreover, only
in the state of complete abandonment and loneliness that
we experience the helpful powers of our own natures
•
M (l
)
It may, therefore, be concluded that from the ooint of
view of C G. Jung, those goals which are currently subscribed
to in religion and its practices are definite and even
supreme value- To learn how to make available, through
worship, ceremonialism, ritualism, and such practices as
meditation and orayer, "the helpful powers of our own natures"
is one of the gre test goals for personality striving.
D. Sheldon's View.
From the point of view of Wm. 3heldon, the
primary goal to be sought for in individuals of our civil-
ization, in order that mental health and personality integrity
(1) JMS3 Page 274
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may be maintained, is the goal of being "oriented-in-time".
This is a redunant statement, inasmuch as it is necessary to
be oriented toward a goal, in order to be oriented-in-t ime,
but Wm. Sheldon has specific reference to orientation toward
consciously chosen goals- The specific goals toward which the
individual may be oriented are, by Wm. Sheldon, grouped under
two classifications: the Epimethean goals (see previous
discussion) and the Promethean goals. As has been noted
previously, Wm. Sheldon finds that both the Epimethean and
Promethean goals are essential to the maintenance of a personal
and social integrity. He does, however, emphasize that among
those oeoule who are oriented-in-time , care must be exercised
that the Epimethean goals do not crush and repress the Pro-
methean goals, for then a cleavage exists in the personality
and a disturbance follows. In W.m, Sheldon's clinical practice
he has found that in the disturbances of people belonging to
that group who are oriented-in-time, the primary evil has been
the one of repressing the Promethean urges within each
personality .
Wm. Sheldon, however, notes that the primary causes of
personality disturbances do not lie in this Epimethean-
Promethean conflict but rather in the conflicts growing out
of the disorganized, unoriented life of the "Waster" personality
(see earlier discussion). Therefore, it is evident that one
of the main objectives of a religious worker is to establish
goals for nersonality striving w - ich will orient the individual
i
Ii
in the tirae-dimension and will not allow him merely to flip in
an unorganized, pleasure-seeking fashion from one conflict
I situation to another- Stated in psychological terms, Wm#3heTdon's.
i primary objective in personality integration is the union of
thought and feeling around a common objective and exoerience
of life. He aims to establish in the personality striving of
each client the "feeling awareness" of a "living world",
(fifth panel of living). The dynamic structure of tnis
experience is left for a later discussion.
E. Gradual Development and Crisis Re-orientation.
There are essentially two ways in which the
1 health giving goals may be established for personality
r;
striving. First, there may be a gradual growth to the point
^here the health giving goals are established and secondly,
;
there may be a crisis re-orientation in which new goals are
ij ,\. i . 13 • \;;on
•
established. We may briefly examine the essential nature of
each of these processes-
1 . Gradual Development
•
We have noted, at the beginning of our discus-
sion of the psychical backgrounds of mental health that there
is a normal tendency toward integration of personality from the
very beginning of the osycho-physical organism. There is an
J
w* at **xt
•
! urge which impels the organism, both physiologically and
il —
~" i k™~ ;—
psychologically, to move toward its own completeness or
integration.
«
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"There is no motive in life so persistent as this
hunger for fulfilment, whether for the needs of cur
body or for the deepest spiritual satisfaction of
our souls, which impels us to be ever moving (toward
till we find it". (l)
Great multitudes of people at the psychological level,
experience a fulfilment at successive levels of integration
"from childhood and throughout the formative y c ars without
emotional upheavals or deep convictions of sin and never lose
the consciousness of being God's children". (2)
These people move progressively from one level of inte-
gration to the next, assimilating and organizing all of their
e>" oerience sufficiently well so that the entire course of
living is unbroken. There is an enrichment of the content of
experience coincidently with the development of life- Some-
times these well-integrated personalities who are growing
gradually may experience a new "leavening insight" or a
spiritual illumination" which may take on the proportions of
a minor crisis. This may be regarded in religious circles
psychologically as "a new synthesis of the resources of
personality a synthesis which makes the individual
more confident, more victorious, more socialized more assured
of the divine favor". (3) This experience is tc be dif-
ferentiated from the crisis reorientation experience of which
we shall speak next
.
(1) HPH Page 61
(2) SPRL Page 208
(3) Ibid Page 210
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2. The Crisis Re-orientation.
Biography and human experience reveal the fact
that the method of crisis re-organization of personality is a
common and most potent experience to be understood by psycho-
logical thinking. Religious history, particularly, is filled
with stories of "conversion" and "rebirth" experiences. The
mysteries of this crisis re-orientation process are "as
strange as those of natural birth". (l) We may, with pride
of understanding, sometimes venture a schematic analysis of how
the experience took place; but the variety of such experiences
is so great that any schematic formulation soon proves to be
invalid when trying to explain a particular person's experience.
"No one can tell what catastrophic events an individual
will encounter in the course of his life, or what their
impression will be uoon him- Some life-histories seem
pivoted upon one decisive event, the vision of St- Paul
for example, the illness of St. Francis, the Italian
journey of Geotha, or Nietzsche's infection by a
prostitute. Yet similar experiences in the life of
others have no such radical effect
William James wrote: 'however closely psychical
changes may conform to law, it is safe to say that
individual histories and biographies will never be
written in advance no matter how 'evolved' psychology
may become ' " . (2
)
However, some attempt at the defining of the process of
the dynamic elements in the conversion experience may be made
especially when we are considering it in the light of the goal
for personality striving. We may consider it first from the
AP Page 308
Ibid Page 208
c
..Jr
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point of view of a complete change in the goal of striving and
secondly, from the ooint of view of a "commitment 1 to a
recognized goal.
(a) Complete change of the goal of striving.
When a completely new and radical goal is chosen
for the oersonality striving it is usually accompanied by an
intense emotional experience and deoends usually:-
"almost wholly upon the oresent condition of sus-
ceptibility of that individual ( a confluence of his
own temperament and previous relevant experiences).
The crisis throws into new relief the factors in a
situation that was already, oerhaps unconsciously,
of some importance to him- But though the shift occurs
upon some pre-exi stent familiar ground the old familiar
preformed habits and traits no longer meet the need.
The crisis imperiously demands new and more concordant
systems- It is so urgent that it cannot be set aside,
and since it cannot be admitte: into the older setting,
a new setting must be swiftly prepared- Sometimes, as
in the case of a religious or moral conversion, the
majority of the previous habits and attitudes may have
to be radically altered. As a result the "new" person-
ality seems utterly different from the old". (l)
Sometimes the death of a loved one or a sudden thrust into
1 responsibility, or a consciousness of a contrast with another
individual, or a powerfully strong religious influence is able
to orecipitate such a crisis experience- Sometimes, as we have
i
seen earlier in the discussions given to us bv . A.T- Boisen,
these crisis experiences of organizing around a new goal may
[ occur in a personality upheaval of the catatonic dementia
praecox type.
(1) AP Page 211
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"The acute disturbance, together with the religious
conversion experience to which it is so closely related,
thus stands for complete commitment to that which is
supreme in the individual's hierarchy of loyalties. It
is the desperate attempt in the face of an accumulation
of difficulties to get rid of all that is alien to our
accepted ideals and to "bring about the needed rebirth or
reorganization" . (l)
A.T- Boisen regards these crisis experiences essentially
as "problem solving" experiences which are:
"attempts at reorganization, which call forth hidden
sources of power and under favorable conditions do
succeed in bringing about a progressive socialization
and unification of the personality* • (2)
These experiences, if unsuccessful in their intention,
carry the personality into a mental hospital to be placed under
psychiatric care; if successful in their problem- solving
intention, they result in an integration of personality about
higher loyalties and values, and when they occur among religious
people they are called "a profound religious experience".
" in certain men of unauestioned
religious genius, such as George Fox and Smanuel
Swedenborg and Saul of Tarsus, we have instances
in which the individual passes triumphantly through
the period of acute conflict and succeeds in bringing
about a successful reorganization on the basis of his
highest loyalties" • (3)
Religious conversion viewed particularly from the Christian
standpoint is thought of as:
"The total reorganization of personality, with faith
in Christ and devotion to the will of God as the
integrating principles". (4)
a)
111
(4)
B2IW
Ibid
Ibid
SPRL
Page 204
Page 204
Page 203
Page 214
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Such writers as FritzKunkle regard the crisis re-orienta-
tion experience as an absolute essential to the progress of
!life. A "comi ng-of-age crisis" in which "ego-centricity" is
forsaken for "obj ectivity " is absolutely essential to the
progress of life and occurs only as a crisis- He writes:
"Sometimes the adults, lacking courage, will do all
in their power to shelter their proteges from the
worst buffeting of the crisis- They hold their
adolescent boys and girls back for as long as they
can in an artificial stage of childishness- Later,
however, the crisis will break with accumulated force,
for it has only been postponed- It cannot be
prevented"
- (l
)
(b) Commitment to a Recognized Goal-
It is possible for us to recognize a
crisis experience in which there is not a complete change of
goals for striving but rather an instance in which there is
! a "complete commitment" or "self-surrender" to a previously
I y »*y*t outl -od r, un-
recognized goal- This final commitment, without reservation,
is accompanied by a strong emotional reaction assuming thfi
1 proportions of a crisis upheaval. "Unawakened" souls come to
the period of awakening, in which they dedicate their lives,
to goals which have always been recognized but never accepted
for their own lives- This is a time of spiritual experience
which is sometimes placed in the category of "ecstasy". The
experience is not so much one of intense inner turmoil and
conflict but rather a time of the intensification and complete
surrender to the highest and best, usually a surrender to God
(2)
(1) WMGU Page 143
(2) 3PRL Page 2JJ?
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It wae such an experience as this which warned the heart of
John Wesley; who was already a follower and seeker of the
highest values but who had not yet by faith completely committed
his life- In the journal of John Wesley the following statement
occurs
:
"In the evening I went very unwillingly to a society
in Aldersgote Street, where one was reading Luther's
preface to the Epistle to the Romans • • About a ouarter
before nine, while he was describing the change which
God works in the heart through faith in Christ, I
felt my heart strangely warmed- I felt I did trust
in Christ, Christ alone for salvation; and an assurance
was given me that He had taken away my sins, even mine,
and saved me f
r
im the law of sin and death", (l)
It is clear that from childhood on John Wesley had been
pursuing the goals which are in harmony with God's will but
the complete commitment through faith had not accured until
this heart warming experience which assumed the proportions
of a crisis- John Wesley never outlived the impact of this
experience and it became the turning point of his whole career
in practical efforts to carry out the will of God in estab-
lishing a kingdom of God on earth- Out of this experience
came the Methodist Church, which has cast its shadow upon the
growth o.f civilization for rre than a century.
As an objective for religious education and for a
pastoral and clinical practice, this complete commitment of
the personality to the highest values and loyalties is to be
sought for- Sometimes it may occur after the manner of
(1) JJW Page 475
(
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John Wesley's experience; other times it may come as a crisis
re-orientation of the complete-chpnge-of-goal type of exper4-
ence. The precise manner in which it comes is not important;
but that it does come is suoremely important. It is even
possible that there may be a gradual apprehension of the
religious values without any outstanding crisis experience but
rather a succession of "spiritual illumination". As an ideal
of Christian nurture this gradual apprehension is generally
thought to be superior to the crisis re-orientation type.
Commenting on this point • A. T- Boisen writes:
"They (crises) are surely to be avoided whenever
possible and the task of religous education is
always to make possible the steady and unbroken
development of the individual. But complete
commitment to the supreme loyalty in whatever way
it may be attained is an indispensable
condition of that abundant life which religion at
its best bestows, It is certainly not necessary
to prescribe or to limit the ways in which such
commitment is to be achieved" • (l)
47 • CULTIVATE A SJCtfSJS OF Pj£RSOatAL WORTH
.
The next important objective for a pastoral and
clinical techniaue which we shall take under consideration
grows out of the basic striving of personality, namely, to
achieve in life a sense of personal worth. The personality
which is conflict-ridden, harrassed by a sense of guilt, per-
meated by a sense of inferiority and without a consciousness of
personal worth and value to someone is a thoroughly unhappy one.
(l) BSIW Page 141

Out of this morass of personality pabulum comes a manifestation
of a vast horde of personality maladjustments and disturbances
•
i
Such a personality is not wholesomely integrated and therefore
not mentally healthy. To cultivate, then, a sense of personal
worth is a most worthy objective for a pastoral and clinical
technioue
•
The methods by which the worker may proceed to accomplish
this objective are many and varied and are dependent for their
selection upon the nature of the case and particular end to be
achieved. We may in this disuussion single out five ways in
I
which the main objective of cultivating a sense of personal
I worth may be achieved- The following ways have been selected,
not wholly arbitrarily, but rather as the ones which have
been found of practical value to the writer in his pastoral and
clinical work.
A- Help the individual understand the instinctual
urge of sex and assist him in achieving a control of the direc-
tion of its expression.
In the d iscussion of this objective we shall limit our-
selves to a consideration of the problems with reference to
j
sex wh-ich befall the male and shall leave out of consideration
I the problems of the female; inasmuch as the experience of the
writer has been almost exclusively with the sex problems of
the male- Consideration of this topic may be made under
I several headings.
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(l) Masturbation.
Perhaps no experience with reference to
sex causes more distress to the adolescent young man than the
ex: erience of masturbation - The proportion of young men who
are at fcorae time or another faced with this problem is very
high. Dr. Young writes "masturbation is so freouent that it
might well be called normal". (l) But because information
concerning it generally reaches the boy or young man through
secretive and back-alley ways a great many wild ideas con-
cerning the harmfulness of the practice cause the individual
great distress- Among the many ideas as to the outcome of the
practice appear the following which have been gleaned from
time to time in the writer's experience with boys and young
men in his pastoral and clinical practice: drives you "nuts";
you will have pimples; it hurts your blood) takes your strength;
get old soon; throw away your youth; stunts growth; weakens
your blood; too much ruins the organs (sex); too much makes
one sterile; makes organs larger; causes rupture; can't have
intercourse; lose your "confusion", (whatever that is'.).
It is evident from this last statement that there is a
great deal of confusion concerning the possible outcome of the
practice of masturbation- It may be noted that the dynamic
significance of "losing your confusion" was to this boy as
(1) YMP Page 505
1I
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going insane was to another boy. The same amount of fear and
worry and frantic effort to cease the practice was present-
The following reasons were given by the boys and young men
as to why they began and continued the oractice of masturbation:
hearing others talk about it; seeing others do it, being
introduced to it by an older man; accidentally fumbling upon
it; to avoid wet dreams; for the sheer pleasure of it; gets to
be a habit; seeing nude bodies; dancing gets one "hot"; lone-
liness; when in trouble; and reading suggestive literature-
It is evident from this that there is a variety of reasons for
carrying on the practice and no single formula may be laid
down with reference to its origin and continuation.
Psychoanalysts, as we have noted in a previous discussion
(section II) differentiate in the psychosexual development two
oeriods of masturbation: the infantile period and the oubertal
period- In the discussion by Healy and Bronner the following
statement appears:
"The sexual life of early childhood is far richer
and more complex than is generally supoosed Jones
By infantile sexuality Freud means that every
child is born with an organic-illy determined sexual
excitability which during his very early years demands
in varying degrees, according to the individual
constitution, various specific forms of motor dis-
charge in connection with the self or objects (persons
and things). Infantile sexuality is egocentric
(narcistic, and auto-erotic), primitive and a social
in its manifestations, and is most accessible to
observation in the third or fourth year- The child
very early senses, both consciously and unconsciously,
the opposition existing between his crude desires and
environmental and cultural standards. Anxieties and
inner conflicts arise, and the Sgo, being still
relatively ^eak in its ability to modify urges by
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sublimation, may mainly attempt defense against them
by shutting the unacceptable and unpermissible wishes
from consciousness and motor expression- This process
known as repression, is of the utmost importance for
future personality development". (l)
The attitudes taken toward a child who fumbles with his
sexual organs at this infantile period is of great importance
from the point of view of the future development of the child
according to the above view; but of more significance to the
individual is the attitude taken by elders toward the handling
;
of the sexual organs in the masturbation practice, at the
pubertal period (usually at about twelve years of age). At
this period there is a new influx of sexual energy due to the
awakening of the gonad glands. Continually new discoveries
are to be made and new feelings are to be experienced by the
adolescent . Because of the novelty and the originality of
these experiences the individual is thrown into a wild period
ji of distraction and even terror if the proper information con-
cerning the nature and the outcome of masturbation is not
present. When the individual passes through this adolescent
I
period to young manhood and is enabled through marriage to find
;
the "biologically perfect" expression for his sexual urge, then
most of the problems of dealing with the urge are solved.
i
Except as the psychoanalysts hold that:
"traces of every stage in its primitive or in its
derivative form are to be found making up the adult
(1) HSIiP Page 80
t
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personality. It is believed that even the normal
adult Unconscious always contains some remnants of
infantile libidinal cathexes- These hangings on,
in various degrees, to infantile wishes, a recalled
fixations; and they underlie and explain many person-
ality trends; if large amounts of libido are involved
in the fixations, neurotic manifestations are likely
to develop" • (l)
In order to understand the nature of the outcome of the
masturbation practice it is well to recall from our discussion
of the chemical background of mental health that there are two
types of cells produced by the sexual glands; the interstitial
cells and the chromosome cells and that the interstitial cells
only are secreted into the blood stream and are connected with
the endocrine system. Therefore when the chromosome cells
(with reproduction significance only) are secreted outwardly
during masturbation, wet dreams, homo-sexual practice, or
intercourse, there is no loss of vital material to the chemical
constituency of the individual.
It is evident, then, that the harmful outcome with ref-
erence to masturbation is associated with the psychological and
not the physiological factors. Healy and Bronner write in
this connection the following:
"The significance of masturbation from a physical
standpoint is very slight, what it means to the
individual depends upon what phantasy life is bound
up with the practice and what anxieties or other
compromise- formations may result. The anxiety or
other effects even theoretically ca.n be seen not
to be produced by the masturbation itself - getting
satisfaction does not produce anxiety". (2)
(1) HSMP Page 82
(2) Ibid gage 380
t<
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Young, writing from the standpoint of mental hygiene
states a similar notion:
"Masturbation is no more injurious to health than the
normal relationship, provided it is not excessive; it
is not a cause of insanity. The trouble with the
practice from the standpoint of mental hygiene is that
it is bound up with a sense of remorse, with concept
of sin, filthiness, and moral degradation, with a
lowering of self-esteem, with the idea that the
practice shows lack of will power, and the like". (l)
The following facts, with reference to the oractice of
masturbation, have oresented themselves as significent in the
pastoral and clinical experience of the writer.
(a) The act of masturbation should not be interrupted^
When the act is begun it should be carried to a conclusion
with the prooer relaxation which follows the discharge and the
thoughts should be turned outward towards the pleasant
experiences in one's life and toward ideas of achievement. It
has been found in numerous cases with whom the writer has had
the orivilege of working (two thousand boys and young men in
the last five years) that the frequency of masturbation has
diminished and the nervous tension which usually follows the
practice of interrupted (willful attempt to stop) masturbation,
has been greatly minimized.
(b) "The sense of Guilt" and feeling of sinfulness
should be allayed as soon as oossible- It is possible to
become so distracted by the practice when it is couched in the
feelings of guilt and sinfulness, that behavior may be affected
(1) YMB Page 503
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by the situation and one may deviate from the line of normal
so that psychiatric care is advisable. Especially is this
true if the religiously couched concept of "the unpardonable
sin" comes to be connected with the practice- In the experience
of the writer there appears an instance in which a young man
(twenty-tvo years of age) felt that he had committed the
"unpardonable sin" and to orove it he turned to the writings
of St- Paul from which he selected the following passages:
I Corinthians:- "Know ye not that the unrighteous
shall not inherit the kingdon of God? Be not
deceived; neither fornicators . nor adulturers,
nor effeminate , nor abusers of themselves with
mankind "
(He called attention to the underlined words especially and
emphasized the last with great emotion.) Then he turned to
the worker and asked the following question, "You can't abuse
yourself without burning out, can you"? When he was asked to
relate further his concept he said, "My father told me once
that those who abuse themselves burn out their youth early".
Then he pointed to another verse of scripture which read as
follows:
I Cor. 7:9 "3ut if they cannot contain, let them marry:
for it is better to marry than to burn
.
H
This young man had been suffering for the last seven
years so terrifically from the sense of guilt that his
behavior became at times unacceptable in the group and he was
finally referred for special psychiatric care to the out-
patient department of a mental hospital.
<I
1
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One of the first important steps in dealing with young
men with the hope of establishing in them a sense of Dersonal
worth is to help them understand the nature of their emotional
reactions toward the practice of masturbation and as soon as
oossible socialize the experience and make an effort to assure
them that no harmful affects can accrue if not oracticed
excessively. What is normal frenuency for one boy may be an
excess for another boy • Bach case must be considered individu-
ally.
(c) Do not discourage the fantasy imagery of the
opposite sex during the act of masturbation. Even the presence
of pictures has its value in the early masturbatory oeriod
of adolescence. The imagery, whether in fantasy or pictures
aids the individual to emerge from the "infantile auto-erotic H
stage of psychosexual development. The transition in the
heterosexual relationship from the fantasy image to the real
person may be made more easily than a transition from an early
auto-erotic (infantile erogenus zones) sensation to the real
oerson. The latter is an instance in which the libido has
remained "fixated" and in which there is an accompanying
"unconscious (Oedipus complex) fantasy", (l) carried over
from masturbation- The aim should rather be to fill the
individual's life with all-engrossing activity with the best
of the opposite sex so adeouately that his ohantasy life will
be engaged to a minimum degree uoon the matters of masturbation.
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(d) A complete sublimation of the sexual energy is
only rarely achieved. We have noted in an earlier discussion
of sublimation the riewpoint presented by G. W. Allport that
a distended gland cannot be relieved of the d: stension except
in the rays "specifically suited to them". (l) The proper
objective is rather one of substitution, in which there does
not occur the sublimation of all of the original energy, but
rather there is a substitutionary activity so great that the
individual is"leading a satisfying life in spite of the lack
of fulfilment of a certain desire". (2)
It is evident, therefore, on the basis of our previous
discussion that in order to create a sense of personal Forth
in the lives of young men, the pastor and clinical worker
must bring the individual to a knowledge and understanding of
the fundamental urge of sex, oarticularly as it refers to
masturbation, and to help them arrive at the point where they
may exercise control over the excessive -oractice of it, not by
a willful effort, but rather, by engagement in mental and
spiritual activities which are so engrossing that the practice
diminishes and some instances even drops out. When attention
is diverted to the extent that the body is forgotten for the
most part, one has arrived at the point at which he is doing
about all he can do in dealing with the problem of masturbation.
»
AP Page 185
AP Page 185
i
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. R. C. Cabot suggests that this same thing is experienced in
connection with other glands of the "body. He suggests that
when one contemplates the condition of the inside of his mouth
that he will find a healthy flow of saliva taking place, but,
prior to the contemplation, the gland lay relatively dormant-
Religious goals and values offer an all absorbing interest and
opportunity for activity which tends to be so satisfying that
a minimum amount of attention is given to the body. Whenever
this cleavage between body and spirit is healed, that is,
lie nn > t - . ,''i & :, x .? Ti k3
whenever the spiritual and the physical are recognized as
aspects of the same personality, a healthy interpretation of
the fundamental urge of sex will take place. R.C. Cabot writes
the following:
"The union of spiritual and physical is what needs
recognition and encouragement- Tendency to split
it enters into practical matters and into art. There
are parallel dangers in work, in play, in worship and
in everything else that a human being does. Just
because that is the case, it is our business to do all
we can to heal this breach". (l)
(2) Homosexuality.
We have noted in our discussion of, the
psycho sexual development of man in the section on psycho-
analysis that man passes through a stage of homosexuality in the
course of his development • Likewise we have noted that homo-
sexual trends might grow out of accidental experiences
(1) CCS Page 33
•-
•
_
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(conditioning), from s "mother fixation", or from a variety of
dynamic osycho sexual manifestations- To say that a man or a
woman is homosexual is by no means to characterize his or her
motivation. Each individual must be understood in the light
of his "own particular pattern of tensions". (l)
"There are myriad forms of homosexuality; overt, covert,
active, massive, compulsive, sublimated, diffuse,
specific, altruistic, gentle, sadistic, protective,
adulatory, superficial, unconscious, temporary, lasting,
esthetic, intellectual-ult imately, as many forms as
there are individuals". (2)
The significant fact of homosexuality with relation to
the topic of our discussion in this section (i.e. the cultivation
of a sense of personal worth) is that the homosexual urges or
tensions in personality cr ate a strong sense of guilt and
feeling of sin. The overt activity of the homosexual is
frowned upon by our society and regarded as a rerversion of
the sex urge- In our discussion of the cultural backgrounds
of mental conflict we have noted that this is not the case
among certain North Siberian people and among certain Indian
tribes; it may ev^n be looked upon as a special endowment
carrying with it prestige and puwer.
In our present discussion, however, we are concerned with
the sense of unworthiness and moral isolation which comes to the
individual who feels the presence of the homosexual tendency
in himself and likewise, the social disapproval of the
practice in our present culture- The pastoral and clinical
(1) AP Page 3S1
___(2) Ibid Page 331
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worker will be faced many times with the task of helping a
personality to adjust satisfactorily in a mental conflict
situation growing out of the homosexual trent exoerienced at
some stage of life's development. We shall not at this point
enter into a thorough discussion of all of the ramifications
of homosexual practice, because we are interested only in that
aspect of it in which a sense of moral unworthiness creeps into
the mental and spiritual life of the individual. It must be
stated that even in our own culture there are homosexuals w~o
have thoroughly rationalized and socialized the practice, so
that they experience no essential mental disturbance. We
are not, at this point, inclined to a normative discussion
from an ethical standpoint of the overt practice of homo-
sexuality which is accepted, rationalized and socialized by
the individual to such an extent that he suffers no personality
disturbances. It may be pointed out that there are men in
high positions of responsibility, both in the practical world
of human affairs and in the arts who gain their osychosexual
gratification through the homosexual rather than the hetero-
sexual way. L. F. Shaffer writes that:
"Well established homosexual tendencies are said
to be difficult to cure, chiefly because the person
affected is satisfied with his form of adjustment,
often defending with elaborate rationalizations-
A radical change in motivation is necessary to modify
the response". (l)
(1) SPA Page
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In pastoral and clinical practice a worker can do very
little to cultivate in such a person a desire for the hetero-
sexual level of development- In the first place, he does not
have much chance to deal with him since he seldom seeks counsel
and aid- However, when a less fortunate homo sexually inclined
individual, (that is, the one who is suffering from some mental
conflict growing out of his own self-condemnation or out of
social ostracism) comes to the worker, he may take definite
steos to encourage a osychosexual growth in the individual- The
worker must remember, however, that while he is holding out a
normatively ideal masculine development that there is in man as
(i)
C G- Jung frequently says, "a two-million year old man-woman"
-
Therefore his understanding must be great and his tolerance as
great and his encouragement toward the ideal personality develop-
ment (2) even greater. He should bend all efforts to assist
the young man who may be manifesting an inclination in this
direction to grow out of this "immaturity 11 fixated at an in-
fancy or latency oeriod • • .
.
( see discussion Section II on psycho-
analysis) and achieve a full grown psychosexual manhood-
(3)
Quoted in SPPW Page 175
The concept of an ideal personality development was
developed under the section of the criteria of normality.
It is a development in which the individual is living
out to the fullest and the highest capacities of
development, mental, moral, and spiritual- It is con-
ceived by W- H- Sheldon to be that state in which there
has been no "dying back of the brain" and in which the
individual is "oriented-in-t irae" and is living in the
"fifth oanel" of soiritual development-
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The writer wishes at this point to demonstrate through one
illustrative case the importance of dealing with homosexual
trends at an early age, i.e., before a vast accumulation of
overt homosexual experience has occurred and before elaborate
rationalization of the oractice has taken place.
Peter X, now twenty-six years of age, related after a
series of interviews (sought for by himself at a time
when social ostracism occurred), that he began his
homosexual experience at the age of six at which time
he manipulated the sex organs of his own father who was
asleep. Father awakened but did not ounish the boy.
He said, "I wish he had whipced me then so that I wouldn't
be like that." Peter X. lost his mother at three years
of age and was raised in a family of six by father- At
twelve years of age he ran av*ray from home and began to
sMft for himself in a large American city. Although at
nine years of age he indulged as an "active" agent in
homosexual relations with older young men, he did not
begin his great activity until about fourteen and still
greater at twenty-one. At this time he met a dentist
who employed him as a handy man and assured him that he
is right in thinking that he has "the nature in his
throat". When Questioned he described "the nature not
as a counterpart of a woman's organ in his throat, but as
the "same feeling" which she has- He said that during
the act one is "beside himself and a thrill passes over
your whole body". "You feel better after it- It's the
best exoerience you can have in this world". He has
developed a fatalistic attitude toward it- He feels
that he is "destined"' to be that way- He said, "God
created mates for everyone but he did not say that a
woman is the only mate for man. It can be another man,
who has "the nature in his throat". He thinks that
about three out of five males are "born that way, they
cannot help themselves-" When asked about frequency of
indulgence he said that there is no regular cycle, but
that "when it comes you just don't know what to do until
it happens" • It has been so compelling at times that
he has rushed out of his room and uaid. four to five
dollars, if necessary, to someone for the opportunity to
carry on the act as an active agent; frequently this
payment is to a taxi driver.
However, in spite of all this previous discussion
Peter %. periodically puts up a tremendous fight to rid
himself of the desire- He came to Boston in an effort
to run away from old associations and to pursue with all
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his might a musical career (vocal). He said that he
thought if he could uut this same energy into music
that he would go far and that he could probably over-
come it. He disliked very much the fact that as soon
as people got to know how he was they would begin to
avoid him and consider him as "queer" • It was in one
of these moods of facing his oroblera that the writer
had an opportunity to work with him intensively. We
shall not at this point indicate the progress notes
but sha'l rather point out those conclusions which
are relevant to the point which we are illustrating,
namely, that the intensive work should be done before
there is a great accumulation of overt experience.
Opportunity was provided for a vocal training (even
though voice tests indicated a mediocre ability); living
quarters were arranged at the writer's own institution;
recreation and social contacts were encouraged to the
best of our ability (limited however in contact with
females)* interviews and group work through "bull-
sessions" were planned- A definite attempt at encouraging
a religious motivation was used- As long as the intense
effort on his part remained he was interested and co-
operated in every effort out forth. But when a slight
disapoointment occurred he reverted and "simply could
not hold back". This occasion and numerous others were
used as an opportunity for deeper analysis and further
theraoeutic procedures. After the first few relapses
there was each time a greater effort for constructive
adjustment, but finally he broke completely and began
homosexual activity among other young men in the place of
residence. It became necessary to move him out of the
house- But contact is still being maintained by the
writer. On the day that he left he said, "I've been at
it too long. I wish you had gotten me when I first hit
the tfity, when I was about 14 years old"
•
As a passing observation it is interesting to note
that he has never masturbated and in no way experiences
his genitals as an "erogenous zone"; the entire feeling
is centered around his mouth and throat, and he gains
distinct satisfaction from the fact that men regard him
as "more tender and delicate than a woman" and that they
get more satisfaction from him than from their own
wives
•
H
-•
•
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It is obvious from this case history that it is essential
in pastoral and clinical practice to follow up, as early as
possible, any manifested homosexual tendencies among the youth
of a parish. It is likewise obvious that if the pastoral and
clinical worker wishes to realize his objective of cultivating
: a sense of personal worth in the lives of his oarishioners
,
j
that he must deal early with the homosexual trends lest his
;
clients remain "fixated" at this c ildhood level of psycho-
sexual development and subseouently suffer from mental conflict
r-hich arises from a sense of sinfulness and from social
ostracism: unless, of course, the person completely rationalizes
and socializes the practice and therefore suffers no serious
mental disturbance- This is very rarely the case.
(3) Heterosexuality
.
The heterosexual stage of development is
conceived to be the biologically and psychologically perfect
development- But in the ramifications of heterosexual relations!
there are many areas of experience in which the sense of
personal unworthiness, guilt, sin and inferiority grow. There
are problems which come up in connection with the marital,
extra-marital and ore-marital sexual relations- In this
discussion we shall concern ourselves primarily v^ith the
ouestion of pre-marital sexual relations, inasmuch as the
bulk of the writer's experience, in his pastoral and clinical
practice has been with young men in the pre-marital state.
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The bulk of the questions which arise with reference to
the ore-marital sexual relations among youth are about the
topic of chastity. In these days when contraceptive means are
available readily and venereal disease is safeguared or
at least ouickly and adequately treated, the youth is faced with
the ouestion of chastity. He wistes "to know why it is that
heterosexual relations are frowned u on if both girl and boy
are willing- In the pastoral and clinical practice of every
i religious or social worker this Question must be faced in every
aspect and detail associated with it. The questions vary all the
way from those concerning "heavy petting" and willing-submission
to intercourse to mental-distraction arising from unexoected
and unolanned intercourse and pre-marital pregnancy. Again in
this connection our discussion shall not center about the norm-
ative ethical implications of premarital sexual relations, but
rather we shall witness situations which confront the pastoral
and clinical worker within which he must try to realize his
objective of "cultivating a sense of personal worth" in his
client regardless of the nature of the experience through which
he has or is passing.
We may turn to three situations in which a great sense of
personal unworthiness may arise and with which the pastoral
and clinical worker must deal to achieve his objective.
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(a) A £ase of pre-marital intercourse (without
conception)
.
When a young person comes to the pastoral
i and clinical worker ridden by a sense of guilt, sin and social
disapproval because he or she has indulged in sexual inter-
course, the worker may assume a normative ethical attitude and
pronounce a moral judgment upon the act and indicate the short-
coming and essential sinfulness of the youth, and by this
method, in some instances, preclude any further indulgence; but
he would likewise increase and intensify the sense of guilt and
,
feeling of unworthiness which would become the basis of a
severe mental conflict leading to mental ill-health in the
future- On the other hand, he may assume the attitude which is
expressed by . W. H. Sheldon as follows:
"The conception of chastity as a cardinal virture
is changing. It is coming to carry less of a
physical and more of a psychological conotation.
There has come into existence the idea of a psycho-
logical chastity which is not necessarily ouite a
physical chastity". (l)
The worker may point out that in other cultures pre-marital
sexual relations are permissible and regarded as common
practice in early youth and therefore that there cannot be any
essential physical harm which can come from it- But, in our
culture where chastity is regarded as an ideal and where the
assumption of marital responsibility is supposed to accompany
sexual relations, a great psychological harm can come from it,
(1) SPPW Page 177
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experience. It may be pointed out that there are definite
sociological and ethical values involved in our sexual mores; but
that in the long run of social history no single act of indul-
i
:
gence in pre-marital sexual relations necessarily condemns an
j
individual, in suite of the fact that he has violated a code of
behavior conceived by the Christian culture to be ultimately and
eternally valid.
Properly handled, the suffering from a sense of guilt may
be used as an opportunity to integrate the individual about
higher spiritual values of life. Every worker knows the futility
of working with a "waster" personality who develops no feelings
of guilt or sin about promiscuous sexual relations- Exaggerated
feelings of guilt and moral isolation may be alleviated by in-
voking the forgiveness of a loving Heavenly Father, (l)
The worker may build up in his youthful client a sense of
personal worth in spite of past experiences. He may safeguard
future promiscuity by an appeal to sociological, cultural and
i
spiritual values. Likewise he may advise the client concerning
the psychological value of social approval and encourage a post-
ponement of sexual relations until the time of the socially
[approved marital period.
(b) "Heavy petting". (All intimacies except
actual sexual intercourse).
Every pastoral and clinical worker is faced with the
|i
problems of young people who have indulged in "heavy petting"
and now are suffering from a sense of guilt and sinfulness -
Frequently these young people "hate themselves" for having gone
!
as far as they did and suffer great pangs of conscience. The
worker may, in this instance help youth to see that the sexual
.
_____
(l) Further elaboration - Part III, Chapter XI, Number 52.
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encouraged it will carry the individual into acts he later
would wish had been omitted. The wisdom of avoiding petting
beyond a certain point may be pointed out if the youth wishes to
follow the ideal of chastity, for whenever petting involves a
handling of the organs intimately connected with the sexual
function there is a risk of going to the limit of sexual inter-
course. A physiological harm may come from the "heavy petting"
the worker may indicate, because when the individual is stimula-
ted to a high-pitch and then blocked without following through
to a natural and normal physiological relaxation which follows
after the act of intercourse, there may occur a nervousness and
tension. Facts like these may be pointed out to the individual
with the hope that they may deter indulgence in heavy petting.
Ideals of purity and good taste also may be inspired through the
medium of religion or an authoritarian moral dogma may be
asserted- But in the writer's experience with young men the
last method is found to be least successful.
(c) "Persisting Sex Impulses".
Every pastoral and clinical worker will
have clients come to him with a sense of sinfulness and a
feeling of unworthiness because of the recurring sex impulses.
There may be a heavy fantasy life in which anticipated or
realized sexual intercourse takes place. The person may be
harassed by the compulsiveness of these impulses and images-
The worker again may talk with the client about the nature of
the psychosexual development of man and about the power of the
•
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sex impulse. There is a distinct v^lue in socializing this
experience. As was the case in connection with masturbat ion,
the worker may seek to develop in his client an interest so
all engrossing in some oursuit, cultural, avocational, religious
or vocational, that the individual's energy will be expended
in that pursuit to such a degree that he will be living a
life which is satisfying to his whole being. If, after this
has been done, the sex imoulses still persist in forcing their
way strongly into the psychic life of the individual, the
worker needs to undertake an exploration of the d^pth-dimension
of consciousness for the purpose of unconering repressed un-
assimilated experience which no doubt has a strong sexual
coloring. By this two-fold process the worker will be able to
relieve him of hi c harassing feeling of guilt and inferiority
and to establish in his client a sense of personal worth.
It is pointed out by modern students of psychiatry and
religion that Christianity, because of its extreme stand on
sex matters, has been the cause of many of the mental illnesses
in which the factor of repressed sex ira-oulses has been central.!
Christianity's precepts have freouently been unwisely inter-
preted and apolied to the i ;pulses of life. There is in more
recent times a liberalization of its views as was evidenced by
the viewpoint o^ . . W. H- Sheldon, who is a psychologist
,
medical doctor and an ardent student of religion- He writes
further concerning Christianity:-
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"Christianity originated as mainly a fourth panel (orien-
tation-in-time) attack on third panel (sex) problems." (l)
Because this attack has been so severe there has been in
recent decades a reaction against this oppression and the psycho-
logy of "expressionism" has been rampant. The "waster" is having
his day; but this will not be for long because the swing of the
pendulum is going in the other direction again. The ideals of
chastity are once more returning into personal behavior, but less
prudishly and more wholesomely interpreted. This is evidenced
particularly by the fact that more emphasis is placed upon psy-
chological rather than physiological chastity. Both are import-
ant and go hand in hand "out a responsible, mature attitude is to
be preferred to mere abstinance from premarital or extramarital
intercourse. Wm- Sheldon interprets a chaste person as being,
"One who has so ordered his sexual outlook, that he
and those with whom he associates are adequately pro-
tected from the psychological as well as from physio-
logical conseouences of unwise or ill-advised sexual
behavior." (2)
He continues:
"The Promethean conception leaves the way open to those
who believe they are wise and strong and kind enough to
maintain a high level of character in the face of, even
because of, some degree of dispersion of sexual interest.
Then the problem of character in the third panel (sex)
changes over from a morality to a responsibility." (3))
In discussing his thesis that the emphasis should be
upon the elevation and culturalization of the human spirit, in
order that the human body might be forgotten as much as possible
thus minimizing the cleavage between spirit and flesh of
(1) SPPW Page 169
(2) Ibid Page 178
(3) Ibid Page 178
{
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traditional thinking; . Richard C Cabot states the new
position of a balanced Christianity.
"The fundamental longing, then, in the human being
body and mind is the longing for God. Sex, so called,
is one asoect of that longing, patriotism is another,
and the reaching out after science and truth and
beauty are others, but none of these is more funda-
mental than the others". (l)
Concerning the significance of Christ for chr-stity he
states as follows:
,
"Christians should always think of chastity as guid-
ance by a higher affection, and at by the highest
of all affections, the love of our Master. The most
love-compelling personality, that which has the
greatest cower in holding us straight, is the Derson-
ality of Christ". (2)
B. Help the individual achieve a relatively complete
fulfilment of the b^sic "social wishes'1 -
A second way of helping the individual cultivate
a sense of personal worth is to assist him in so orienting his
life with reference to the social group and social tasks that
he will have a relatively complete sense of the fulfilment of
the basic "social wishes", which W. I. Thomas called desire for
recognition, desire for response, desire for new exoerience,
and a desire for security. (3)
(l) Desire for recognition-
The dynamic factors involved in the desire
for recognition have been amply disaussed under the consider-
ation of individual psychology in which the integrative drive
(1
(2
(3)
CCS Page 36
Ibid Page 6
TUG

of personality is found in the striving for the goal of super-
iority. This wish for recognition appears in the infant when
he cries for food, seeks fondling, or clamors for attention .
In childhood the subterfuge methods used in order to gain
recognition are many and varied; such as tempter tantrums, acts
of delinciuency, exhibitionism, etc. In adulthood striving for
power (political, business, intellectual) and seeking fame, or
aspiring for urestige; all are part and parcel of the desire
for recognition. - R. C Givler comments on this point as
follows
:
"The main driving situations of this wish are f (l) to
be restrained or punished, (2) to be ignored, (3) to be
laughed at 1 . Maturing as the suoeriority motive, its
goals are power, rebellion, excellence, and prestige", (l)
Through the medium of the church with its leadership
opportunities, social contacts and its doctrine of Sonship of
God (all men Sons of God)— the desire for recognition can be
fostered. The pastoral and clinical worker may aid the oerson
in achieving a sense of personal worth by helping him achieve
a sense of recognition by two methods available to him: (l) by
so cial-engine gring , i.e. b r surrounding the individual with
proper friends and tasks, (s) by establishing a deer, rapport
and thus enable him through a pe;ychotherapeutic technique to
gain a revaluation of his own position and to gain new goals
and ends for which to strive-
(1) GI Page 39 - unpublished

The goal of this wish is usually, "praise bestowed by some
other human being ''ani surprisbqgy often both master and servant
gain the same sense of recognition from the relationship. The
j
master feels himself recognized when served and the servant
feels himself recognized when praised by the master- In the
dynamic formulation of normative Christian attitudes this
desire for praise and recognition is amply satisfied. Even the
most unworthy is recognized by the Father-God and the prodigal
son is welcomed with pomp and celebration upon his return- The
most cultivated spiritual mind has bestowed uoon it the supreme
honor of "mystic communion with God" himself. The pastor and
religious clinical worker have available to them in the
Christian religion a most oowerful ally for cultivating in their
clients the sense of oersonal worth through the medium of the
social with for recognition.
(2) Desire for response.
Intimately bound up with the desire for
recognition is the desire for response. To be liked, to be
appreciated, to be able to evoke affection, sentiment and
emotional response is a basic need of the human spirit. If the
pastoral and clinical worker is able to establish a rapport of
response between himself and his client, or between his client
and another person, he will have gone a long way toward
establishing a Bense of personal ^',, orth. A feeling of isolation
is a most potent factor in the demoralization of mental life-(l)
(1) BSIW Page 148 ff
-
i
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Folsum writes, "The urge or driving situation of response is
loneliness" • (l) Through the medium of religion and its
institutionalized forms, the church, the pastoral and clinical
worker may affect a great reduction in the feeling of isolation
and loneliness- A sense of moral isolation manifesting itself
in the form of a feeling of guilt is a most potent destroyer .
a sense of respoiF e from other people and from God- The reli-
gious worker may rightfully have as one of his objectives the
reestablishment of the relationship of mutual response between
his client and his environment (man and God)
.
(3) Desire for new experience.
There is in the human spirit a strong wish
for a change of mental atmosphere and external scenery. The
desire for new experience may be satisfied by direct explor-
ation of the environment, or by the creation of artificial
situations such as games of skill and chance or by reading and
writing imaginative explorations into some field or by spiritual
adventure with Christian attitudes in relation to men or by
searching for mystical experiences of communion with God-
(The variety of methods of satisfying the desire for new
experience is as great as the number of individuals) . Givler
writes:
"Thin type of wish is usually satisfied by emptying
the mind of one thing and filling it with another.
Changes of attitude, activity, location,—any of these
may suffice- The goals of adventure are provided by
(1) FSP Page 154
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altering the sensory intake, by doing either familiar
things in a new environment, or unusual things in an
old environment". (l)
(4) The desire for security.
Deeply imbedded in the psychophysical
constitution of man is the response of fear. (2) Security
which arises as a "relief from fear, particularly as a relief
from social fe^rs, becomes one of the basic desires of person-
ality attitudes and practices as they refer to the welfare of
the individual in his present and future social relationships.
It is out of the desire for security that man makes provision
for food, shelter, bodily comforts and for a bulwark of defense
against enemies, catastrophies , social degradations, etc.
Psychologically the individual is restless and threatened when
haunted by a feeling of insecurity. He will seek, through
closer inter-relationship with his immediate family or his
tribal group or with Ood, a foundation of social security.
"Mutual aid" becomes the philosophy of inter-personal relation-
ship. The pastoral and clinical worker may through^ the organ-
izational aspects of religion offer much security and inter-
personal fellowship and thus go a long way toward establishing
a sense of personal worth. The Oxford Group Movement has offered
as one of its cardinal contributions to man, a social security
which is freauently capable of "Remaking man" because it helps
GI Page 33
Ibid Page 31
1•
•
•
>9
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remove fear, sense of moral isolation, and social ostracism.
Ultimately the greatest sources of security which may "be offered
to the individual is the spiritual security which comes from a
religious philosophy of life in which one is rooted and grounded
in a relationship to a fatherly God. With this philosophy of
life an individual is adequate to meet any of the ordinary
crises of life (disappointments, criticisms, death, ostracism,
etc.) victoriously. Job cried, "Though he slay me, yet will I
trust him" . Schleiermacher recognized a "trustful dependence
upon God" as the deepest form of security and the essence of
religious experience.
C Help the individual to achieve a sense of adequacy
to accomplish his social tasks-
The sense of accomplishment and discharge of resr>onsi-
bility in the presence of people whose esteem one wishes is an
important way of assisting the individual to cultivate a sense
i
of personal worth. In mental hospitals occupational therapy has
assumed a large place in the curative procedure. This need of
doing tasks which one is capable of doing is just as important
for the "normal" man as for the mentally disturbed- In
pastoral and clinical practice instances in which the person
is trying to accomplish a task which is beyond his ability will
- ito.rtoajfew-ft ibe commonly met- Frequently it may become a wise procedure to
•' f*fa '' act 1
recommend a change of goals in order that the person may be
occupied in achieving a goal which is within his range of
ability. Frustration, loss of hope, feeling of inferiority are
bound to come into the experience of the individual who i6
i
1
(
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who is attempting to work beyond his physical energy or intel-
lectual ability. Reference will made to this factor in the
cases discussed in the next section-
D. Help the individual to achieve a purposeful, one-
direct ional-movement of his life.
Perhaps no experience is more important for the
cultivation of a sense of personal worth than the grasping of
a purpose for life. When one sees himself having a meaning with
relation to the accomplishment of a goal or end, then a sense
of personal value creeps into life and leavens it with a new
buoyancy and feeling of freedom. A purpose releases latent
energy. Purpose is an integrating force and by virtue of that
fact may Toe recognized as an effective way of establishing a
sense of personal worth. Ligon writes:
"The more enthusiastic one is about his purpose, the
more valuable its affect on his personality will be.
A dominating purpose, one whic v . is constantly in the
focus of his attention, is the strongest motive in
his behaviour, and is the source of his greatest
pleasure the value of a dominating purpose
for personality is due to the fact that it brings
integration. All of one's energies are directed toward
that one goal". (l)
In summary we may say that if an individual understands
his fundamental urge of sex and is able to control the direction
of its expression in such a manner that the basic social wishes
of life will not be violated; and that if other impulses and
interests of life are likewise so organized that there is an
enhancement of one's personal relationship to the social
(1 ) LPCP Page 56
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environment; and that the total personality is integrated around
a purpose or goal of achievement which is exactly suited to
one's abilities and available energy, then a sense of personal
worth has been established- Then the individual experiences
an integrated, unified, one-directional movement of his life
and enjoys the by-products of happiness which accrue therefrom.
But the story is not completely told at this point. Life runs
"deeper" than this pragmatic, humanistic interpretation. There
is a. deep craving of personality for a feeling of kinship with
the universe. Man is "homesick for holiness" (l); he is
spiritually hungry for unity with a divine purpose, for com-
munion with the "oversoul" (Emgrson). Therefore we may turn to
a consideration of the next objective of a pastor?.! and
clinical technioue.
48 . Ri£LAT£ THE INDIVIDUAL TO HIS TOTAL SITUATION
.
Relate the individual to his total situation, i-e
to his own dynamic makeup, his social world, his universe and
God, in such a way that a sense of the meaning of life will
result. To experience "meaningfulness of life" is to gain a
new unity of personality and to have a "mental substratum" (2)
of reserve spiritual buoyancy and strength so as to be able to
meet any of the mental conflict situations to which the human
spirit is heir in the course of ordinary experience of life.
A sense of meaningfulness of life is an experience of the
(1) George Croft Cell—Class notes, 1931
(2) SPPW Page 28

personality which has resolved most of its mental conflicts and
those which have not yielded to solution, it has learned to
tolerate. When an individual comes to the place of an under-
standing of his own dynamic makeup and to the place in which he
is adequate to meet the social tasks and has developed a
"feeling" of kinship with his universe and especially with God
then he has that rare privilege of being conscious of a
"meaningfulness " of his life. His thought and feeling about
himself, his social world, and his spiritual world are not dis-
sociated, but fused into a unity and a feeling of Rapport with
all with all the world.
No amount of "over-stimulation" or of frustrating exoerienc^
such as death of loved ones, loss of position, bodily deform-
ation, etc., is able to dislodge the personality which is
actively related to its total situation. Wm. Sheldon soeaks
of the necessity of being oriented-in-time (fourth panel) and
about having a feeling-awareness (fifth panel) of the total
living world, in order to live out to the fullest the pos-
sibilities of the personality in the midst of conflict situation^
in the world of reality.
The personality which has achieved this unity of thought
and feeling and "anchored" the same in a "living earth" is a
stable and healthy personality. Religion is the unioue means
b r which the pastoral and clinical worker may bring his client
to this high experience of life- It may be argued that this is
a preconceived normative objective and therefore foreign to an
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individual life and for that reason ought not to be included as
an objective of a pastoral and clinical technioue . Yet each
school of psychotherapy, in one way or another, aims at this
objective, even though each method of approach is different.
The psychoanalyst aims to help the individual to relive his
early experiences of childhood and thus free himself from
libidinal fixation in order that he may be able to relate him-
self to his total situation inwardly and outwardly. Individual
psychology aims to achieve this objective by helping the
individual understand is prototype personality and its false
goals of striving for superiority. Through the means of
encouragement and cultivation of social interests it aims to
help Mm to refashion his style-of-lif e and relate hi? self to
his total situation, so that a sense of personal worth and
meaningfulness should come into life- Analytical psychology
with its emphasis upon "eouilibriura" in the "present situation",
perhaps more than others, emphasizes the supreme ii-ortance of
including religious values, aspirations, and formality in the
total situation to which the individual must be creatively
related. Thus it is plain to see that each psychotherapeutic
school has as an objective which is that ideal state in which
the personality, being related to its total situation, is
poised and balanced and integrated that it is able to maintain
itslef in the battle of life and therefore remain in that
category called mental health. Wm- Sheldon finds that it is
the supreme task of religion to relate the individual to his
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total situation. He holds that it is of supreme importance for
mutually-suoport ing minds to help each other maintain this high
relationship to the total situation of life. He then goes a
step further in maintaining that the individual must develop a
"feeling supnort" for his mind which reaches "way back to the
solid, warm earth". (l) He suggests that this feeling sup-
I
port may come from five sources- His statement is as follows:
"As we cast about in the world of human experience in
search of the safest rock upon which to effect a fifth
panel anchorage, five general possibilities suggest
themselves. These are, (l) people; (2) the overt
contrivances and creation of people; (3) ideas, which
are implicit creations of people; (4) the living' earth;
and (5) the outer natural universe- A well developed
fifth cane 1 consciousness will surely have roots in all
five of these human supports, but it still will need in
one of them a main anchorage; some solid rock upon which
to fall back in monents of severest duress, where like
Antaeus in his return to mother earth, the soul can
always find strength and reinvigoration - The traditional
Christian anchorage has been that of a group of ideas,
built up around the idea of God". (?)
Thus religion becomes the great source of support for this
I
highest, state of oersonality integration. However. Wm. Sheldon
discerned in his pastoral and clinical practice that people
are suffering from a lack of this supporting experience-
He writes:
"But God has receded with the stars to such bewildering
heights that now only the strongest and the w eake st
minds can reach him- The great intervening majority
find it necessary to seek some secondary, more immediate
soiritual support, typically, they first try people". (3)
But anything less than a relationship with the total
(1) SPPW
(2) Ibid
(3) Ibid
Page 212
Page 223
Fage_J22i3
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situation of one's life (dynamic makeup, social world, outer
universe and God) will not render the individual the highest
experience of which he is capable. The sense of "oneness" and
the "meaning of life" comes to the individual who has a grasp
of the whole situation and is in right relations with each
asoect. Wm» Sheldon writes that there comes an experience in
life in which the individual may say the following.
"I am right, and with this thought there surges
through my whole being the mystic certainty of the onesness
af life. The very muscles of biting tingle with it;
it suffes down the seine, out across the shoulders, and
through all of my body. I am master of my whole self
and of all those conflicting, earth-binding instinctive
desires that have ham-oered and mocked and bullied my
soul, nnd have robbed me of my rightful place among the
gods—master at last of the mortal lusts and fears that
have kept me dust", (l)
He writeB further concerning the nature of the fifth
panel of delight,
"It is the total pattern of conscious experience where
feeling and thought intermingle. This, I think, is
what we mean by the experience of the soul The
fifth panel is not so much itself a focus of conflict
as an indicator and a barometer of conflict, and an
index of the general good health that is predominating
in the mental affairs of a personality". (2)
49. TEACH THE INDIVIDUAL THE ART CF CREATIVE WORSHIP
AND PRAYER (religous norm)
.
A distinctly religious objective of a pastoral
and clinical technioue consists of teaching the oarishioner or
client the art of creative worship and orayer, for the ourpose
of making available to him an effective way of resolving his
(1) SPFW Page 9
(2) Ibid Page 217
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mental conflicts or tolerating them without ham to his mental
and emotional health.
For the purpose of our discussion with reference to the
orobl em- solving character of the experiences of worship and
prayer, it is not necessary to differentiate between them.
Prayer and worship overlap, but they are not entirely eouated;
and for the purpose of study in the field of the psychology
of religious experience, they are separated. Stolz writes:
"In worship the warm inner life of man goes out in
reverence, adoration, homage, love and praise to an
active God, and as a result the individual is moved
to participate in the purpose of God, to pursue truth,
goodness, and beauty as expressions of God, and
especially to appreciate God for his own sake- Worship
is a Quest for communion with a responsive ultimate
reality, the prevailing emotional accompaniment of which
is compounded of are, reverence, fascination, love and
gratitude" . (l)
"Prayer is a personal experience a psycho-
logical and religous reaction pattern, rather than a
self-consistent and cogent system of thought . Prayer
as experience is primarily an active relationship
between the individual and a power other and greater
than himself, a power which he acknowledges as the
solicitor of single-minded loyalt^- It is the means
whereby the human personality catches the spirit of
the universe. At its best prayer is man f s supreme
adventure of faith, his whole-hearted response to the
impact of God. It is a method of human adjustment to
destiny." (2)
The God toward whom worship and prayer are directed
according to Stolz in the above definitions i6 a personal God
who responds to his earthly children. In this discussion we
shall not raise the metaphysical question concerning the
SPRL
Ibid
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validity of the concept of a personal God- We shall merely
note that the conceot of a personal God exists as a psycho-
logical fact in the experiences of men and that it makes a
difference to them in their personality adjustments in conflict
God" (on the basis of a study of mental hospital patients) the
following:
"According to our findings the idea of God, regardless
of the metaphysical reality which may or may not be
involved stands for a social and psychological fact
of basic importance. It symbolizes that in the indi-
vidual's social experience which he counts of highest
value and with which he would be identified- It
represents the composite impression of those whom he
counts most worthy of love and honor. It is likewise
the symbol of the abiding selective interests. (i
)
E. Ligon writes as follows:
"When a man has a profound faith in a personal God,
when he feels the tremendous need of spiritual values
on earth, when he recognizes his own inadecuacy in
understanding those values, when he had dedicated his
life to spiritual progress, he will come into a place
of worship driven by the problems of life, and gain a
sense of power and insight that literally fills his
soul". (3)
In the world of philosophical and religious thought it is
observed that there are people who gain a great deal of help
from a purely humanistic interpretation of God; who is to them
a symbolic representation of the collective values and loyalties
of .life and does not have a personal nature, metaphysically
speaking. The values of religion to these individuals, however,
situations
•
A. T- Boisen writes concerning the "idea of
) B2IW Page 302
) LPCP Page 134
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are great- Prayer "becomes for them a means by which "the inter-
connectedness and mutual supoort between all the acts and
situations of living" (l) is established- Prayer is a way of
relational thinking and feeling, which increases ouantitat ively
and qualitatively the values of "inter-relatedness" and "mutual
supoort"- This view, however, is not satisfying to many
religious minds- The value of a personal Gk>d who is objectively
real has a great significance for the achievement and main-
tenance of mental health which could not be realized if God
were not personal- J£- Ligon writes the following with
reference to this point-
I
"The psychological problem concerns the differences
which apoear in the mental picture as a result of
prayer- The objective reality of God is s vital
Philosophical question- But whether a personal God
exists or not, it makes a tremendous difference to a
man's mental health as to whether or not he has faith
in a personal God- To have the deepest confidence
that there is a God, who does hear and answers one ! s
prayer, forms a basis for a courage which makes a
man able to meet many of life's severest trials with
mental poise- On the other hand to hold the belief
that this is a purely mechanical universe, which has
no heart and is utterly unfriendly, has led many a
man to suicide of hopelessness. (l)
We amy turn now to a consideration of two objectives of
prayer and worship.
A. Prayer & Worship help the individual to resolve
or tolerate mental conflict.
(1) LPOP Page 153
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1. Resolve Mental Conflict.
The individual who has learned the art of
using worship and prayer has made available to himself a most
powerful ally for the purpose of resovling mental conflicts.
The following means are opened to him:
(a) Prayer and worship may become "safety valves"
for the soul- Wm. Sadler writes:
"When the emotions and the internal pressure have
risen almost to the bursting point it is far better
for the neurotic to pour out his soul to God than to
indulge in an outburst of anger or a fit of bad
temper. If it is absolutely necessary that one should
have a vent of some sort to relieve himself, player
will be found a most successful and satisfactory one", (l)
(b) Prayer and worship help to reinterpret the
conflict situation by taking the "God point of
view"
.
E.S- Brightman writes:
"Worship enables him (a person) to look at his life
not alone from his own point of view or from any human
standpoint, but, in some measure, from the point of vie^ 7
of God Insight comes to man when his life and the
whole world are set in relation to his God and when he
thus recognizes himself as a member of the whole in
which God is supreme Such a perspective is no
mere barren theory It is a force in life". (2)
Many problems which might swell to such a proportion that
they might be capable of disintegrating the personality can be
solved when seen in the light of eternal values and ultimate
loyalties identified with God. A most potent significance of
taking the "God point of view" as it has been witnessed in the
(1) STPP Page 1072
(2) BRW Page 214
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pastoral and clinic??! practice of the writer, has been in
instances in which the young men have been helped to take a new
view toward their own oast experience. One young man who was
suffering from a feeling of having committed the "unpardonable
sin" was "regenerated into a new man" when he looked at his
past activities from the ooint of view of a forgiving ever-
loving, Creator-God- E«S. Brightman tersley presents the truth
of this exoerience as follows:
"Wot only can it (religion), within limits control
the future; it <6an also transform the past- The
common idea that the oast is a record that has been
written once and for all and can never be altered in
the slighest iota is true enough so far as the content
of past exoerience is concerned; but it is not true of
the meaning of the past-. The worshiper,
believing that present and future may be given new
power by his com" ,-,nion with God, has faith that his whole
life, including his past is also transformed by that
same power- He who worships will always know that his
past has been what it was with all its weaknesses, sins
and shames- But before he communed with God that past
was sin; after meeting God his past is still the same
sin, but that sin forgiven, the sin er redeemed- The
same facts are there; but religion hps power to give
them a different meaning. As the final stroke of the
artist's brush changes the whole effect of a painting,
so the exoerience of the forgiving mercy of God changes
the whole effect of the soul". (l)
Thus it is evident that prayer and worship may aid the
individual to resolve his mental conflicts which grow out of
past shame-filled exoeriences.
(c ) Prayer and worship.
Prayer and worship through cultivation of
faith in a living personal God helps to develop in the individual
(1) BRV Page 220 ff -
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a sense of adeouacy to meet the problems of life both present
and future. Wm- Sadler writes with reference to the validity of
"Feeling himself upheld by God, he fe^rs neither
sickness nor death- He may succumb under the attacks
of physical disease, but morally he remains unshaken
in the midst of his sufferings and is inaccessible to
the cowardly emotions of neuroticism There is
something indomitable about knowing that the universe
is friendly". (l)
Courage, as we have seen in our discussion of individual
psychology, is the c ief spiritual quality which is necessary
in order that the individual might proceed toward the reso-
lution of mental conflicts. Prayer and worship, through
fostering dedication to a dependence upon God's will, encourage
faith which is the essence of courage. Courage arrives when
faith arrives and departs when fear comes in-
dynamic factors involved in his mental conflicts and proceeds
to resolve them. E-S* Brightman writes that, "Worship alone is
the experience in which every c-nflict becomes creative
power". (2) Bishop Brent suggests a technicue for a problem-
solving prayer. The following successive steps are useful to
that end:
"The realization of a situation to be met, a period
of exposure of the self to the impact of God, the
definition of the issues involved, a search of one's
experience for a solution, the exploration of profitable
experiences of others, an analysis of possible outcomes
the cultivation of the faith attitude, as follows:
(d) In prayer and worship the individual "faces" the
STPP
BRV
Page 1078
Page 227
I1
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of the solution or solutions discovered, a choice of
outcome, the integration of the chosen outcome with
the religious idealism of the personality". (l)
To face one's situation and pray it through to a solution
is of great consequence for the preservation of mental health.
The importance of this process of facing souarely the elements
of cleavage until the mind is cleared and calm, is presented
to us by Dr- Hyslop speaking before the British Medical
Association as follows:
"The best medicine which my practice has discovered is
prayer. The exercise of prayer in those who habitually
practice it must be regarded as the most adequate and
normal of all the pacifiers of the mind and calmers of
the nerves. As one whose whole life has been concerned
with the sufferings of the mond, I would state that
of all the hygienic measures to counteract disturbed
sleep, depression of spirits, and all the miserable
secuels of a distressed mind, I would undoubtedly give
the first place to the simple habit of prayer- It is
of the highest importance, merely from a physical point
of view, to teach children to hold daily communion with
God- Such a habit does more to quiet the spirit and
strengthen the soul to overcome more incidental emotion-
alism than any other therapeutic agency known to me. (2)
in resolving all of the mental conflicts of life. Some of them
must be tolerated pending future resolutions, perhaps only
in Eternity. K. stolz writes:
"Prayer does not relieve us of all burdens, but it does
infintely more when it helps us to bear what we cannot
moderate or discard. It constructs a personality that
rises above the vicissitudes which are the lot of even
the best of men- St- Paul prayed thrice for the removal
2. Tolerate mental conflicts.
Prayer and worship do not aid the individual
Summarized thus by K.R. Stolz in SPRL Page 258
8TPP Page 1075
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of a thorn or stake in the flesh, a form of ohysical
deformity which was an obstacle to his missionary
labors. Although his oetition as such was ungranted,
he was given the Courage and atience to endure his
cross and become the greater man for the discipline
of suffering. 'My grace is sufficient for thee: for
my power is made perfect from weakness'", (l)
Through prayer and worship the individual may be able to
elevate the conflict situation to the intellectual level - to
the olace in which the individual has a philosophy of life
which includes in it the continued presence of the conflict
situation. But when, (as we have previously seen under the
discussion of • W. H. Sheldon's views), the individual resolves
to tolerate the mental conflict and to live a life filled with
purposful striving and with mystic enjoyment, he is able to
live out to the fullest the ootentialities which are resident
I
in his personality.
B. The function of identification and ihtroj ection
in prayer and worship.
1. Identification.
Through the psychological process of
identification the individual may come to have that "mind which
was also in Christ, Jesus". (2) The individual may emulate
the attitudes, ourposes and techniques of living which belonged
to Jesus. Prayer and worship are effective means of accomplish-
ing this emulation through the orocess of identification.
(1) SPRL Page 261
(2) Phil. 2:3
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E. Ligon in a recent book 1935, entitled "The Psychology o f
Christian Personality " has made an excellent study of the nature
of Christian personality and the essential "healthy mindedness"
of the attitudes, purposes and practices of that personality.
He finds that the Christian personality has as its essential
characteristics an "experimental faith", rooted and grounded
it ift mtVintftb"' -r hf ->1#T tn liv« rtra »<* n«m 1 4 ft* at
in a friendly and fatherly universe whose creator is a personal
God and that this faith enables the individual to face the
conflicts and situations which arise with relations to his
basic segmental craving, his social living and his goals and
ends of striving. Jesus is the personification of this
experimental faith; he has lived out to the fullest the impli-
cations of that faith in its personal, social and cosmic
aspects. He was capable of retaining a well integrated person-
ality poised and wholesomely balanced throughout the most con-
j
flicting situations to which an individual may be subjected -
i.e., ostracism, condemnation, slander, misinterpretation,
flogging and finally murder. Therefore it is well for the
individual to seek identify himself with the balance, poise,
and personal integrity of Jesus and thereby become strengthened
to face his conflict situations and resolve them through faith
and courage or to tolerate them pending future resolutions
(perhaps in eternity)
•
..
. C G- Jung warns at this point that mere "imitation of
Christ" is not to be eouated with identification with Christ
attitudes, purposes and spirit. Modern man who is open minded
i
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and eager to know the health-giving values of Christianity must
not be side-tracked into a mimicry. CGr* Jung writes:
"We must sooner or later face this Question:
Are we to understand the "imitation of Christ" in the
sense that we should copy his life and, if I i ay use
the expression, ape his stigmata: or in the deeper sense
thpt we are to live our own proper lives as truly as
he lived his in all its implications? It is no easy
matter to live a life that is modeled on Christ's, but
it is unpeakably harder to live oie 1 s own life as truly
as Christ lived his I should never disturb a
monk in his practice of identifying himself with Christ
for he deserves our respect- But neither I nor my
patients are monks, and it is my duty as a physician
to show my oatients how they can live their lives without
becoming neurotic". (l)
Prayer and worship therefore must be an intelligent
identifying of ore 's self with the attitudes, purposes and
soirit of Christ so that one, in his own life, lives out to the
fullest the implications of these matters - so that he achieves
an individuality and a personal integrity-
2. Intro 3 ection.
Through the psychological process of intro-
j ection (which is different from identification only by a shade
of meaning, refer to Chapter 10) , the individual may come to
have the M God-point-of-view and spirit" and thus foster in
himself those attitudes which are health-giving to the person-
ality- ?. Ligon in this connection dwells at length upon the
value and validity of cultivating and introjecting into person-
ality the dynamic spirit of "Fatherly Love". (2)
(1) J!INS Page 273
(2) LPCP Page S3 ff
.
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This Fatherly Love is characterized "by love, mercy, vicarious
suffering and forgiveness. It has the capacity of looking for
underlying values, motives and of interpreting human personality
from the point of view of its possibilities of growth. God, who
is the Father of all mankind, rich or poor, healthy or un-
healthy, cowardly and courageous, is an ever-loving, merciful
and understanding Father, who seeks to bestow his blessing and
spiritual values uoon all his children according to their needs-
The individual who by the process of introjection comes to have
this same "dynamic Fatherly Love" becomes objective in his
thinking, altruistic in his spirit, efficient in his social
living and conscious of being a "co-worker with God", (l) in
the cosmic striving for the "increase and preservation of values"
(2) . The benef icient value of this Fatherly attitude for
mental health is apparent at once- Prayer and worship are a
most effective means of introj ecting this spirit of Fatherly
Love into personality. Prayer and worship may become as
refreshing and renewing to the personality as relaxation and
sleep are to the physical body. We may now turn to a dis-
cussion of the rewards of the orr-.ctice of orayer and worship.
C
. The Rewards of Cre- tive Worship and Prayer.
The rewards of worship and prayer in terms
of their value for the resolution or toleration of mental
conflict and the general enrichment of personality may be
(1) St. Paul
(2) E. S- Brightman, class notes
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discussed under three he-ds: (A) Reward of health, (B) Reward
of Emotional Integrity, (0) Reward of Spiritual Enrichment
(•sense of the presence of God").
1. Reward of Physical Health.
Dorsey writes, "Through the powerful influences
of faith, hope and love the psychiatrist oi
-teaclBr c?,n accomplish
wonders in the treatment of the person- Without these three
DOtent ingredients his medicine is un-orof itably flat". (l)
It should be borne in minds that we are s-eaking of
functional disorders when we refer to the curative value of
prayer and worship; and not about disorders arising from
organic lesion, although even in this connection ;rayer and
worship are able to create a peace of mind and hopeful out-
look and faith ^hich measurably assist nature in the healing of
the organic lesion- The history of cures by faith and
prayer is filled with astonishing results. We may at this
point merely cite enough references to make the point clear.
In " The Chri s t of the Indian Road" • E. Stanley Jones
gives an account of the restoration to health through a
religious experience, which merits our careful consideration.
He states that vears of strain as a missionary in India accrued
to him several nervous collapses. He finally decided to sail
for America. Several attempts were made by him to return to
the missionary field but illnese continued and his health was
(1) STPP Page 1088
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finally completely shattered- He relates how in Lucknow, when
he was ^raying a Voice seemed to incuire, "Are you yourself
ready for this work to which I have called you"? He replied,
"No, Lord, I am done for". The Foice said, "If you will turn
that over to me and not worry about it, I will take care of
it". E.S* Jones accented the challenge; presently a deep peace
took possession of him and the tides of new life surged him.
He relates that he was so uplifted that for days he scarcely
knew he had a body and that he worked incessantly without
noticeable weariness- The writer has heard him relate personally
approximately fifteen years later, that there has been no
recurranee of the nervous disorder and that throughout the
subseouent period of hard activity he has known only excellent
health. He supposes that this experience may be psychologized
but to dissect the experience, using the word-tools of psychol-
ogy, is not to destroy the validity of the experience- The
most emphatic aspect to the experience, he says, is that he did
not have to strive for it but that it came "as a gift".
• G- G- Jung holds that the technioue of confession and
exposure of one's innermost impulses and thought processes, both
to man and God, has a most potent influence upon the physical
health of the individual, especially in instances of neuroses-
Prayer and worship afford an opoortunity as a oart of their
technioue for such confession. O.G.. Jung cites an instance out
of his own experience in which a confession has been able to
cure cases of hysterical fever, psoriasis and distended colon.
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He writes:
"I have seen a case of hys
ature as high as 102 degre
minutes "by a confession of
I have seen a case
practically over the whole
"by nine tenths after a fe^
treatmer.t In another cas
undergone an operation for
centimeters of which had b
followed "by another extrao
colon. The oat lent was de
a second operation, though
indispensible • As soon as
facts were discovered, the
normally" . (l)
terical fever, ^ith a temper-
ss, which was cured in a few
a psychological cause
of psoriasis, extended
body, which was reduced by
weeks of psychological
e, a patient had recently
distended colon, forty
een removed, but this was
rdinary distension of the
sperate and refused to permit
the surgeon thought it
certain intimate psychological
colon began to function
Freouently these results are obtained by mere psychiatric
technioues, but when these technioues are augmented by prayer
and worship on the part of the client, greater and more perma-
nent results may be established- Wm» Sadler writes that
freouently osychiarty is unable to do the job until a dynamic
"God-consciousness" grips the person- His statement is as
follows:
"I have seen many distrought individuals struggle on
indifferently under the best psychiatric ministry until
this tremendous and dynamic experience called "God-
consciousness" gripped them, when calmly and with
fanaticism they set about to face the realities of
living, superbly motivated by a new and transcendent
concept of universe citizenship that becomes the
philosophic hub about which they wrought out a new
and laudable unification of personality". (2)
2- Regard of Emotional Integrity.
Worship and prayer are capable of unifying an<£.
integrating the personality to such a degree that a state of 1
(1) JPAR Page 10
(2) STPP Page 1072
i
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emotional calm and peace prevails. Prayer in which there is a
j
personality submission to the Will of God, and in which a
confidence in the Will is asserted so that striving ceases, is
able to establish the emotional integrity so that no catastrophe
;
is too great to be handled victoriously by the individual-
In creative worship and prayer the individual is always able
to "collect the fragments of shattered hope and to weave them
into a fresh design of beauty, devotion and love". (l)
In prayer a realignment with the purpose of life previously
chosen and with the attitude and spirit previously held is
achieved to such a remarkable degree that the individual is
inwardly transformed to a state of peace, noise, Unity and
power. Faith dissipates the power of fear and love overcomes
anger and hate; and a ne^ r inner harmony, clarified vision,
dedicated purpose and inspired living result. B- Ligon writes:
"It requires no mysterious violation of spiritual
laws for prayer to build personality. Religion has
always taught that one can go to God in prayer for
strength. (2)
In prayer and worship a new perspective is gained and a
ne^ interpretation of the conflict elements takes place because
they are viewed from the standpoint of relationship to God.
Through the gaining of this new perspective a new hierarchy
of emotional feelings is established; strivings and disorganized
efforts give way to integrated, unified progessive attack.
(1) SPRL Page 262
(2) LPCP Page 187
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When the individual catches a glimpse of the total meaning of
life a new ouality of life is imparted to him. No worshipoer
who really achieves a new perspective emerges without a sense
of emotional integrity and power- Writing in the spirit of this
truth, Archbishop Trench penned the following grayer.
"Lord, what a change within us one short hour
Spent in Thy presence will avail to make!
What parched grounds refreshed, as with a shower!
We kneel, and all around us seems to lower;
We rise, and al 1 the distant and the near
Stands forth in sunny outline, "brave and clear!
We kneel, how weak? We rise, ho^ full of po^er!
Why, therefore, should we do ourselves this ^rong,
Or others, that we are not always strong;
That we are ever overborne with care;
That we should ever weak or heartless be
Anxious or troubled, when x^ith us is grayer,
And joy and strength and courage sre with thee?" (l)
o- Reward of Spiritual Enrichment ( M sense of the
presence of God")*
Prayer and worship are capable of giving to the
individual the highest, most meaningful and transforming
experience of which the personality is capable; through them the
individual may come to have a "sense of the presence of God".
As has been noted before, the metaphysical reality of this
'experience is not under consideration at this point, but the
'significance of the experience to the individual, when he does
iconsider th--t the experience has a metaphysical reality, is of
paramount importance and interest- This experience is abso^Jte
and stands in its own right- C G- Jung indicates that as
(1) HBA Page 1
I
!] I
•
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a psychiatrist he must merely Stand in the presence of this
i
experience and witness its effectiveness; he cannot deny or
[explain it aw&y. He writes:
"Religious experience is absolute. It is indisputable.
You can only say that you have never had such an
experience, and your opponent will say: 'Sorry, I have- 1
And there your discussion will come to an end. No
matter what the world thinks about religious experience
the one who has it possesses the greatest treasure of a
thing that has provided him with a source of life,
meaning and beauty and that has given a new splendor to
the world and to mankind- He has pistis and peace-
Where is the criterion by which you could say that such
a life is not legitimate, that such experience is not
v^lid and that such pistis is mere illusion? Is there,
as a matter of fact, any better truth about ultimate
things than the one that helps you live life?" (l)
Whereas there are instances when this mystical experience
of "union with God" or "sense of immediate experience" may
indicate a state of personality disintegration (frequently
| found in mental hospitals), there are also other instances in
i which the experience leads to a very healthy integration of
personality. As has been indicrted previously, the studies of
• A- T • Boisen have revealed that where religious concern
j
is greatest and a striving for a unity with God is ost oro-
:
found, namely, in instances of acute disturbance, that mental
health is more likely to be arrived at eventually by the
atient than in instances where there is no such striving.
;
This striving t^kes place in both the mystical and the
pathological. He writes:
(1) JPAR Page 113 - 114

"The association of Ifystical and Pathological
is not difficult to understand. The explanation is
to he found in the principle that religious concern
of religious consciousness tends to ap ear whenever
men are facing the issues of life and are seeking to
become better. Wherever this involves severe conflict
pathological features are likely also to appear". (l)
These upheaval experiences are held to be essentially
I
| "problem-solving" experiences in wh^ch the individual is facing
I
the dynamic elements of the mental conflict and attempting to
resolve them- A.T. Boisen writes concerning the steadying and
beneficial value of this experience of unity with God, freouentl
imanifesting itself in the behavior called "a trance", as
follows:
"Where trance (union with God) conditions are entered
into under dominance of faith and confidence, the effect
may be on the whole steadying and beneficial". (2)
Thus we have before us statements from students of the
ilproblems of mental conflict and personality integration bearing
H
II
Joxit that the long proclaimed religious values of mystical
communion with God are valid for mental hygiene and pastoral
'and clinical practice- It is not strange that such psychi-
atrists ar Wn. Sadler should write the following thought about
ithe value of prayer for the maintenance of mental health:
§cor* tb.e bans* of t • ' lAtioft .. Hot ~.lf ft ft p**fc*nt w i • 1
"I regard prayer as a master mind cure, and a personal
religious experience as the highest and truest forms of
psychotherapy". (3)
(1) B£IW Page 50 ff
.
(2) r id Page 80
(3) STPP Page 1072
•
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CHAPTER XI
SOME SPECIFIC DYNAMIC FUNCTIONS OF RSLIGIOH IN PASTORAL
AND CLINICAL PRACTICE
We may turn now to the consideration of some specific
function of religion in the pastoral and clinical practice which
] are found to be of distinct value in the process of helping an
individual to resolve or tolerate his mental conflict and
progress in the direction of integrating his personality. The
following functions in no sense exhaust the list of specific
functions, but represent the ones which have been of special
value to the writer in his castoral and clinical practice-
50. RELIGION AIDS IN REMOVING THE SENSE OF ISOLATION
•
In Section 38 we have indicated that the degree
to which a therapist is able to overcome the sense of isolation
will determine the depth of raoport established with the client
and therefore will determine the effectiveness of his work in
the deeper maladjustments of personality. Religion affords the
oastoral and clinical worker a distinct opportunity to over-
come the sense of isolation. Not only is a oatient inclined to
trust a scientifically tr-ined and spiritually grounded worker
more than .just a cold practitioner, but the oatient may be led,
through a philosophy of the Fatherhood of God and the brother-
hood of man, to a feeling of social solidarity and thus become
conscious of a mutuality in his social relations. The sense of
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'isolation is "based upon a sense of personal failure and moral
unworthiness: therefore, when religion offers a forgiveness to
'the least of men and a promise for salvation in the present
world and in the woarld to come, it is actively helping to
remove the sense of isolation- Inasmuch as man has a deep sense
i
of isolation when he falls short in the eyes of the people
vrhose approval he desires most, he may experience a moral and.
! spiritual rebirth when a consciousness of approval of his
personality by God or Jesus Christ is made clear.
Through the medium of the church a man suffering from a
sense of isolation and feeling of inferiority may form contacts
-with other people in a wholesome, friendly atmosphere which
•will tend greatly to socialize his personality and thus to
remove to some degree the feeling of isolation, particularly as
ike develops social skills- H*. Link writes concerning the value
of the institutional aspect of religion as follows:
"For the past three years I have been experimenting
with the development of a test for children between
the ages of ten and eighteen, a test calculated to
measure certain personality traits
This test has now been given to two thousand ahildren
and undergone an elaborate process of checking and
statistical analysis- Its results show that among
the most important habits contributing to an effective
personality are the following:
Going to Sunday School and having parents who
attend church. The children tested who had these
characteristics were more likely to rank as extraverts
and socially ascendent than the children who did not-
The very fact of parents attending church is a factor
in the development of desirable personality traits on
the part of their children, and the attendance of Sunday
School by the children is even more important". (l)
(l) LRU Page 99
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H. Link indicates at greater length in other parts of
his book that the social contacts made in church and the
philosoohy of love and service to God and one's brothers taught
by the church tend definitely toward the elimination of the
sense of isolation and inferiority and assist the individual in
developing the extrovert aspect of personality. The suffering
Christ who died on the cross and wha w.os still able to maintain
an attitude of love and forgiveness toward his assailants whose
compassion and love reaches to the most unworthy and morally
!
i
depraved individual tod?y, becomes, if used skillfully by the
oast oral and clinical worker, a most potent means of removing
E sense of isolation and the establishment of a feeling of
rapoort with the world and the n 0THi2l M , God. Divine love
encompassing all the wor^d and yet individually recognizing
land attending the needs of each man creates a sense of
"belonging", and thus helps to remove the feeling of isolation.
51 . RELIGION AIDS IK THE PROCESS OF SOCIALIZATION OF
GUILT JD SHAME-FILLED COMPLEXES.
The nature of the sense of guilt (sin) has been
discussed in various connections in previous portions of this
dissertation- We may hastily review these views- from the view-
point of the various psychological investigations. A. T-
||
toprlva tiitfca ti the .. * iQdj^p,-..:,: , ...
Boisen holds that the sense of ?;uilt or sin
I
"denotes the awareness of something within,which would
be condemned by those with whom he seeks identification
and which, so long as it is not brought out into the
open and dealt with correctly, will separate him from
their fellowship.
(1) BEIW Page 307
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Religion offers to an individual suffering from this
idynamic process of gttllt a socialization of the elements of that
;conflict with the pastoral and clinical worker and above all
with God. Religion aims for the "socialization on the level of
i
;'that which is conceived to be universal and abiding. It
i
jinvolves the sense of identification with a fellowship which has
a capacity for universality. This may or may hot include the
jidea of God- It usually does", (l)
If by means of the exploration of the depth-dimension of
Iconsciousness and a subsequent socialization of the un-
i
assimilated material, the religious worker is able to turn
i
;the patient to God and the supreme loyalties of life to gain
•approval of his personality, then' a great step has been taken
Jjtoward the establishment of that personality on a well-inte-
gr- ted basis- Confession which is so necessary may be made
directly to God either through group prayer or individually in
a prayer of confession. Leslie Weatherhead states:
"There cannot be any doubt that ideally confession
should be made to God- Jesus Doured out the feelings
of his heart in prayer bo God and found relief and
strength therein. But to Jesus, God was the most
real f^ct of his experience- We must be very frank
and very practical here- God to very many people is
unreal. It is so hard for them to realize that he is
present, that to tell them to confess to God is to
deprive them of the relief and recaptured power which
confession brings If confession to God
seems unreal, I most strongly advise because I have
tried it - confession to man Man, if he be the
right man, can make God real for you, and can persuade
as to the authority and reality of the divine forgiveness.'"
(1) BiSIW Page 304 - 305
(2) WP3S
_
Page 90

II
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An illustration of a group prayer for forgiveness which is
valuable for the purpose of socializing a general feeling of
guilt and sinfulness and inspiring a new dedication to serve in
a newnwss of life is the following: *
"Almighty God, Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, Maker
of all things, Judge of all men, we acknowledge and
bewail our manifold sins and wickedness, which we from
time to time most grieviously have committed, by thought,
word and deed against Thy divine majesty, provoking most
justly Thy wrath and indignation against us- We do
earnestly repent and are heartily sorry for these our
misdoings; the remembrance of them is grievous unto us.
Have mercy upon us, have mercy upon us, most merciful
Father; for Thy Son, our Lord Jesus Christ's sake,
forgive us all that is past; and grant that we may
ever hereafter serve and please Thee in a newness of
life, to the honor and glory of Thy name, through
Jesus Christ our Lord, Amen." (l)
To repeat this general prayer of confession in a group is
to become conscious of a widespread sense of sinfulness and
shortcoming; this may have a tendency to alleviate the individual
sense of inferiority, isolation and feeling of guilt, by iden-
tifying him with the group of imperfect sinful individuals with
whom he confesses, asks for Divine forgiveness and renewal of
aspiration for perfection. Religion is capable of recognizing
the deepest sin and guilt troubling mankind and yet offers a
sense of forgiveness and mercy to the sinner. The therapeutic
value of this is obvious at once; when God and Jesus Christ,
symbols of the highest loyalties and supreme values, do not con-
demn but forgive and entreat one to strive for perfection, there i
comes into consciousness which is guilt ridden, a newness of
life •
(l) Book of Common Prayer
i
4
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We may turn now to a review of the Freudian interpretation
of the origin of the sense of guilt and to a consideration of
i
!the place of religion in relieving this guilt comolex.
!
We know that Freud finds that the sense of guilt has as
its most characteristic emotion, fear. The Ego fears the
ji
ijSuper-ego . The Super-ego - which is the upholder of restraints
and orohibitions and is the standard-bearer of ideals and goals
has the su^oort of the "aggressive impulses " which are utilized
in seeing that the Super-ego's dictates are properly obeyed-
'When these dictates are not obeyed a sense of guilt arises.
jfi
•*
ji
Guilt also arises rhen the Sgo admits the Id impulses and
['foregoes the commands of the Super-ego • (For full formulation
see, NILP Page 119) . We have noted earlier in Section II
ijwhen discussing osychoanalysis , that the Oedious complex and the
!j
Electra comnlex and the concept of the "primal deed" are all
:|very closely connecter'' with the sense of guilt- Religion is
connected with these psychic processes at the point of serving
to reinforce the Suoer-ego - Freud finds little help for the
relief of the sense of guilt in religion for this reason-
j Religion is inextricably connectec with the Oedious Complex.
He writes:
"In a study of the origin of religion and morality of
mankind which I published in 1913 under the title of
Totem and Taboo, the idea was brought home to me that
perhaps mankind as a whole has, at the beginning of
history, come by its consciousness of guilt, the final
source of religion and morality, through the Oedipus
complex." (l)
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A splendid cor.ipa.rat ive study of the techniques of dealing
with the sense of guilt by Freud and Jesus has been made by H.
L- Deabler in an unpublished dissertation, 1835- (l) We shall
briefly review his findings. He cites that an important point
to keep in mind in connection with both Freud's and Jesus'
viewpoints is that they each look upon inner intention and
wish as of eoual value to the overt act in the production of a
sense of guilt. He notes, too, that Freud and Jesus both
recognized the tendency for projecting guilt. Jesus said,
"Judge not that ye be not judges". For with what judgment ye
judge, ye shall be judged " Freu i aims in dealing with a
patient suffering from a sense of guilt, to get him to the
point where he sees that in judging others he has judged his
own self- HrL. Deabler points out that both Freud and Jesus
attempt to modify the Super-ego as a part of their therapeutic
program- He writes:
"Jesus attempted to do this along the lines of
religious insight- He taught that God was a loving,
Heavenly Father—one who was kind, one who was mindful
of his own, one who would forgive if only the
individual would wish forgiveness- (Luke 15:}4-32)
He would accept the .-rodigal son if only the prodigal
son would want to be accepted again. He taught that
God was more interested in fulfilling human needs than
in maintaining strict obedience set laws, codes, and
commandments. He made the Sabbath for man, not man for
the Sabbath. He was "'ore interested in loving devotion
than strict observance of purification rites. His
teachings about God as "kind, loving father stands in
marked contrast to the legalistic, strict , fearful
Judeaistic Deity". (2.
TT) Boston University - C.L.A. Library - 1335
('£) DIVE Page 174
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Freud, attempts to modify the Ego • He writes:
MWir sind daher in therapeutischer Absicht sehr
oft genotigt, das Uoer-Ich zu bekampfen und bemuhen uns,
seine Anspruche zu erniedrigen- (l)
Although Jesus and Freud go about the task of modifying
I the Suoer-ego along different lines, their objective is the
j|same. A tyrannical ego and a tyrannical God are eoually
devastating to oersonality because they create a nalignent sense
of guilt- Both Jesus and Freud aim to release guilt tensions
!
iby modification of the Super-ego- This similarity between
; Jesus and Freud is brought out clearly by Oscar Pfister:
I
t
"Schon die Ver?ini~ung der Befehla - und Verbotsinstanz
(Gott oder Ich- Ideal) fuhrt zur Auflockerung und
Aufhebung m-mcher Selbstvorwurfe , und die Restitution
der Liebe schwacht den Angstcharakter des Schuldgefuhls
ab; den volligen Ausgleich des Konfliktes zwischen der
Bef e :lsinstanz und dem Ich oder der hinter ihm steckenden
Macht (Damon, Es) hat mach Auffassung Jesu der llensch
vorzubereiten durch reumutige Abkehr von schuldaften
Verhalten und vorbehaltlos liebends Hingabe an die
absolute Liebe; entscheidend is jedoch ein Gnadenakt
Gottes; die ubrigen neutestanentlichen Schriften
v^rharren grossenteils bei einer modif izierten
opfertheorie • Der Analytiker uberlasst es seinem
Kleinten, wie er die ubrig bleibenden Schuldgefuhle
bearbeiten und sich mit seinem sublimierten Ich-Ideal
abfinden soil- (Neutestamentliche Sellsorge und
osycho-analytische Therapy, Imago, 1934, Heft, 4,432.) (2)
H«1m Deabler further points out that both Jesus and Freud
i recognize the influence of guilt feeling on bodily ailments.
'Jesus' power of curing people was said to be rooted in his
power to forgive men their sins Oiatthew 9:6) Jesus cured a
i (1) DUK Page 132
(2) DFVR Pages 176-176
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paralytic and one blind and many others- Freud, likewise,
believing that a sense of guilt is at the basis of bodily
ailments, has been able to affect cures of a similar nature.
In a monograph Freud has pointed out that blindness and eye
disorder, in many cases is the result of an "unconscious sense
of guilt". (Psychogenic Visual Distrubance according to Psycho^
analytical conceptions*, CP, II, ix.) Finally, it may be
noted that both Jesus and Freud agree in their evaluation of
guilt fears; whereas institutional Christianity has frequently
sought to increase the sense of guilt , "convict ion of sin",
Freud and Jesus alike look upon guilt as a malady of the human
spirit. Jesus did n-^t set himself up as a moral judge, but
rather he came to save men from their sins (John 8:11). The
incident in which he did condemn the scribes and Pharasees was
not one in which a sense of guilt was being increased, but
rather an intolerable harm was being inflicted upon a people
who come to worship in a temple- H.L.Deabler summarizes the
points at which Freud and Jesus differ:
"Freud and Jesus differ on the following points: First,
Jesus usually conceived of guilt and sin on a cosmic,
religious Diane, while Freud conceived of guilt on a
psychological plane. For Jesus, the sense of guilt
^ras usually a tension between the individual's own self
and a reality outside of himself which he called Father-
For Freud, guilt is primarily a psychological problem.
The sense of sin is reduced to inner osychic tensions.
Freud finds no need for the metaphysical concept of
God in his analysis of guilt feelings- Jesus relates
the sense of guilt to realities beyond the self, ™-hile
Freud is inclined to study guilt from an individualistic,
sub-total ooint of view to assert that he favored
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extreme 'repression' such as leads to neurotic symptoms-
His primary concern was in keeping "thine eye" (Matthew
6:23) single, which may "be interpreted to be, keeping an
integrate personality. Having as limited data as we do
have! it is exceedingly difficult to formulate a complete
and accurate statement of his exact teaching. One can
hardly count this difference as a fundamental one in that
Jesus' teaching as a whole hardly justify one in drawing
the conclusion that he favored the sharp cutting or
'repression' which the above passage relates (l)
52. RELIGION OFFERS AN AUTHORITATIVE AND ULTL !ATJ!
FORGIVENESS OF SIN.
Perhaps no experience is more important to the
individual who has suffered estrage/.ient from the social group;
or from his ideal of himself; or from that which he holds as
the highest value in life) or from God, than the experience of
forgiveness- In the study of disturbed personalities it is
evident that a rupture of relationship causing a feeling of
j
unworthiness and a sense of isolation is the most important
dynamic factor involved. A.T. Bo is en's inouiry has led him to
the conclusion:-
i
"that right relationship with that which is represented
by the idea of God is essential to mental or spiritual
health but by restoring the
individual to right relationships through confession
and forgiveness he is set free to strive for the
attainment of his moral objectives." (2)
The word "sin" is used in this discussion because no other
i word carries the same idea. It implies "the rupture of one's
!
(1) DRVF Page 180
(2) BSIW Page 209
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supreme loyalties as represented, in the idea of God" . (l)
In additon, it implies a rupture of the relationships of
love and fellowship with a "personal God" to many religious
people. In this instance forge iness from a "personal God" is
regarded as ultimate and absolutely authoritative. God forgives
but he also redeems. The sin is not eradicated, it is trans-
formed; it rempins as content of exoerience and not as con-
trolling experience. (2) To be forgiven is to be reinstated
into the organic relationship with God and with others, in
which all work together for the realization of the growth
toward perfection and the increase and preservation of values
in the vorld.
"The forgiveness of God is the renewal, after disloyalty,
of the interplay of innumerable activities reaving
connections of meaning and mutual support between the
individual and his physical and social environment,
healing and building anew the maimed and broken con-
nections caused by the disloyalty God's for-
givenss is renewed growth of meaning and value in the
life of the individual after he has been disloyal". (3)
The organized church, particularly the liturgical church
Catholic, Lutheran and iSpiscooalian) , offers to the masses of
people a tangible authoritative assurance of forgiveness of
their sins and thus makes possible a decrease in the sense of
guilt and isolation from God. Mental health is therefore
fostered. It is important to n^te here that the mere presence
of the sense of estrangement due to unfaithfulness to God, is
BEIW Page 309
BRV Page 321
(3) WNPR Page 158
•<
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not devastating; to mental health but may be a wholesome pre-
condition of growth and achievement. It is only when the sense
of failure and despair accompanies the feeling of estrangement
that personality disorder follows- Forgiveness, therefore, must
not be merely a willingness to overlook past faults and sins but
it must be aggressive to redeem the individual from his sense
of failure and unworthiness in order that he aay grow and
achieve his "ideal personality adjustment". (See Chapter I.)
Religion interprets God as being a fatherly God interested not
only in forgiving but in redeeming an individual from his
"prodigal self" to the highest possible level of personality
integration of which he is capable. Jesus is the personificatior,
of this fatherly mind of God. When on the cross he said to his
murderers, "Father forgive them, for they know not what they do",
(l) and later upon his return (according to the Gospel of John)
he is reported to have said, "And I, if I be lifted up from the
earth, will draw all men unto myself". (2)
The sense of the need of forgiveness and redemption has
played a leading role in the Christian religion. Redemption
from sin in psychological language is essentially freedom
from guilt tensions- Authoritative and ultimate forgiveness
has an important function in the release from guilt tension.
(1) Luke 23:34
(2) John 12:32
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Historically Christ has been a symbol of a vicarious sacrifice
offering to oeoole who "believe on hi?n M a final forgiveness
and redemption. Freud has interpreted the death of Christ in
terms of atonement for the "primal deed" (l) and interprets his
relationship to God, the Father, in these terms. He became
venerated and deified because people have wanted a "scapegoat",
who would "take uoon himself the guilt of his brothers and
hence become the savior of mankind, who are by his sacrifices
freed from the consequences of their eoual guilt". (2)
It is possible for us to interpret the Vicariotis sacrifice
of Christ for our sins in a more spiritual symbolic sense- The
love which he symbolizes is a sacrificial, forgiving, redemp-
tive love which may be practiced in every relationship of life:
home, communal, national and international life. He symbolizes
an aggressive love and a redemptive forgivenss which pursues
a sinner and an enemy "to the corners of the earth" at the
cost of personal sacrifice until it elevates him to the highest
possible personality development of which he is capable.
53. RSLIGION STRUCTURAL IZSS THJS "MISSIONARY i'OTIVJS" WITH
AN .ETHICAL CONTENT.
Frenuently among people who come into a pastor 1 s
study or a clinician's office there are those who are possessed
with the "missionary motive"; particularly is this true of the
-3'" C>»i»A K 1
(1) FTT Page 141
(2) BF711 PaSe 165
(
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ones who are themselves inwardly torn with mental conflict and
are projecting the problems upon the external world. This is not
of course the highest type of religious missionary motive, in
which a well-adjusted personality seeks to contribute knowledge
and leadership, rather than reform to the world in order that
i
the others m ght be able to experience a greater state of well-
being. The ethical concepts and values of religion structuralize
the Mmissionary motive" and give it a perspective and balance
and ethical contact. The difference between this "Promethean 11
(l) motivation of the wholesome religious mind and the religious-
reformer (in mental hospitals and out) is found to be not a
difference in the central idea, but in the degree of inner
harmony and perspective for sncial value which they possess.
Bo i sen comments upon this point as follows:
"There is in this idea of personal responsibility and
mission an important element of truth. Even t he hospital
patient who thinks of himself as Christ may not be wholly
mistaken. The difficulty in most of these cases is not
the falsity of the central idea but rather the failure to
achieve any degree of harmony and perspective. The
significance would then lie precisely in the fact that
with a true sense of the social responsibility which
rested upon him, he achieved also the highest degree of
harmony, not only inwardly but in his socia.l perspective-
This we explain by the view that here was a man who
brought to the crisis experience (baptism at Jordan and a
forty day disturbed oeriod in which he grappled with
temptations) no more concern about his personal destiny.
Like the great Hebrew prophets his concern was for his
people and their fate". (2)
(1) SP PW Page 5
(3) BiSIW Page 139
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54. RELIGION CFFiSRS DOGMAS, CREEDS AND CEREMONIES WHICH
HAVE A SIGNIFICANCE FOR ICSNTAi HEALTH.
Perhaps no one has Placed more mphasis upon the
validity of religious dogmas, creeds and ceremonies for the
maintenance of mental health than • C G. Jung. He finds in
his practice many cases of people who have an "immediate excer-
ience" (reactivation of Primordial unconscious osychic
material) resulting in a personality disturbance, who would not
submit to "authority of dogmatic decision". (l) He has found
that upon encouraging them to do so that he has been able to
restore their mental health- He has freouently accompanied his
patients to church for the sake of the "balance " re-
storing value of being subjected to ritual and authoritative
dogma. For confirmation of this view refer to his own state-
ment in Section II, Chapter VI, B - 5.
Evidence comes to us concerning the importance of the body
of assumptions for mental life from the study of hospital cases:
" there can be no mental functioning without
a body of assumptions in regard to ourselves and the
universe which serves as the foundation of our reason-
ing processes. And just as the disorder itself is a
result of the unset ting of these assumptions, so
recovery comes with their reorganization. In our hospital
cases we have found three types of solutions: the indi-
vidual may remain at the chaotic level; he may resume
his previous body of beliefs and assumptions; or he may
rebuild his shattered faith in himself on the basis of
some new idea or ideal which have come with the
disturbance." (2)
(1) JPAR
(2) BEIW
Page 53
Page 65
I
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Dogmas, creeds and ceremonies tend to assist the individual
to resume his previous body of beliefs and assumptions • He
comes to invest them with authority over his life. It is seen
from this that the function of dogmas, creeds and ceremonies is
conservative and "Spimethean" in nature. They serve the
individual well who is able to acceot their intellectual content
.
But the "Promethean" spirit is seldom satisfied with adherence
to old dogmas, creeds and ceremonies; unless he has learned to
accommodate himself to the passifjling and enriching experience
of linking himself with age-old tradition and thought for the
ouroose of gaining strength for his own work of reinterpreting
life. It is instructive to note that Wm« Sheldon suggests
Protestantism should recover the Sacraments. He writes:
"They should be recognized as vitally necessary
necessary psychological way stations whose function
it is to orovide the skeleton of emotional continuity
and cohesivenss in individual lives". (l)
55. RSLIGUON OFFERS CLASSICAL SOLUTIONS FOR :i^I\TTAL CONFLICT
SITUATIONS.
Religious history is filled with classical
solutions of life situation problems "hich repreat themselves
over and over in human exoerience- In presenting these solutions
skillfully chosen, to the client in pastoral and clinical
practice, the worker is freouently able to bring about an
identification of the individual with some historical character
(l) SPPW Pase 213
...
.- fc
•
j
V
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and thus solve his mental problems- Socialization of the
elements in mental conflict may likewise be accomplished by
pointing out similar experiences in the lives of Biblical or
Religious history personalities. Frequently progress toward
the resolution of mental conflict may be spurred on by the
presentation of objective material shoring possible solution.
In other instances the worker may point out to the client that
he must tolerate the mental conflict even ae did some great
historical character (Jesus, Paul, Hosea, Job, Luther,
Lesley, etc . )
.
i

CHAPTER XII
CASE STUDIES
We shall turn now to a consideration of specific cases in
which mental conflict occurred and in which we shall have an
opportunity to study the place of religion as a dynamic factor
in the integration of personality. Thus this final section of
the dissertation will fulfil the "application interest" which
we had at the outset of this study.
56. PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATION
.
Before presenting the specific cases, we shall
turn to a preliminary statement of the nature of the cases
presented and evaluation of the strength and limitations of
the study.
A. Nature of the cases.
Seven cases are presented six of which the writer
has worked with in his pastoral and clinical practice- One of
them, the last, is presented to illustrate the place of
religion in the integration of personality as experienced "by a
member of the Oxford Group Movement. The writer has had
occasion to interview this person and to secure from him a
study based upon the same "schedule of personality adjustment "
which was used "by the six previous cases. These cases
represent the flight from reality reaction pattern of life,
(Cases 1 and 2); fighting the situation, (Cases 3, 4, and 5);
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and facing the facts with the help of religion, (Cases 6 and 7)
It must "be said, however, that the above characterizations are
not hard and fast- In each instance there have "been times
when the individual reacted to life situations in all three of
the possible ways - flight, fight and face. The first two
cases are instances of petit mal reactions; No. 1 with mental
conflict based upon unassimulated sex experience and No. 2
based upon difficult home situations. The second group of
cases (3, 4 and 5) representing the fighting reaction include
the following: case No. 3 is an instance of criminal reaction
based upon conflicts originating in an underprivileged
foreign home; case No- 4 is an instance of criminal reaction
originating from an organic deformity, unhappy home and lack
of proper guidance; case No. 5 is an instance of neurotic
reaction in which the sex factor and social failure play an
important part . The third group of two cases representing the
facing reaction, include the following: Case No. 6 is an in-
stance in which the mental conflict is based upon illegitimacy,
State foster home care, and facial deformity; case No- 7 is an
instance in which the sense of guilt originating from sex
conflict and divorced parents resulted in the nervous break-
down of the individual. The religious factor in connection
with each of these cases is particularly studied both from the
point of view of observation, therapeutic treatment, and
documentary biographical study-
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B. Limitations of the Case Studies-
No one is more conscious of the limitations of
the case studies presented here than the author of this
dissertation. The limitations are based primarily vipon three
points:
1. Incomplete evidence.
It must be kept in mind that when one deals
with people outside of an institution such as a hospital, it is
difficult to make all of the objective observations necessary
to secure evidence from which conclusions may be drawn.
Interviews have to be secured as opportunity affords itself;
recording of the interview material has to be made after much
time has elapsed and under handicapped conditions with
limited eauipment . The personality study is made by in-
experienced, untutored individuals in several of the cases.
2. Limitations of the Pastoral and Clinical Worker.
Whereas the author of this dissertation
has spent all of the last six years working with approximately
2,400 boys and young men, the experience has been for the most
part extensive rather than intensive. However, there have
been unusual opportunities to deal with a variety of cases
under a variety of situations. The worker has worked with
many of the Boston social service agencies and hospitals, and
has spent two periods of seminar study at the Boston
Psychopathic Hospital, but he has never worked in a mental
hospital under psychiatrically trained leadership.
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Neither has he ever been psycho-analyzed.
3. Experimental Approach.
The worker has used the ecclectic approach in
dealing with the cases in his pastoral and clinical practice-
There has been no consistent approach in all of these cases;
it has been experimental. Whereas this may be considered an
asset from one point of view it is also a limitation from
another point of view, namely, that it does not afford a body
of accumulative observation upon which to base conclusions.
C The Strength of the Case Studies Presented.
The strength of the case studies presented here
may be listed under three sub-headings:
X« No attempt has been made to force the cases to
fit a theory. The cases are written up as nearly possible
according to -file way in which they were handled- No attempt is
made to super- impose the theoretical formulations of any
school of psychological investigation upon the cases- In the
development of the c^se the technical terms of the several
schools have been omitted for the most part and the dynamic
factors in the personality adjustments have been presented-
2. In addition to the observation and interview
material gained by the worker from the client each individual
has written up his autobiographical study. This is a distinct
strength in the cases which are presented here- It would
never have been possible to do this if it had not been for a
well established rapport.
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3. The technique of dealing with these cases is
representative of the procedure in the average pastoral and
clinical practice- In no pastoral and clinical practice is it
ever possible to secure detailed information concerning the
dynamic factors operating in mental conflict. The interest
must always be centered upon results in personality integration
rather than upon the gathering of evidence for the purpose of
formulating a hypothesis of the nature of personality. The
interest is not theoretical but practical. Whereas the
pastoral and clinical worker must be grounded in theoretical
formulations, he must center his attention upon the fostering
of the mental and spiritual well-being of the clients and
parishioners
.
(2
57. CASE STUDI3S
CASS NO. 1.
i
A. Reported Problems at the Time of Referral-
Jack X came into the pastoral and clinical practice of
the writer 6-6-34. He was referred by a pastor of a church.
The ^articular problem mentioned at the time of referral was
petit mal • The objective sought was employment at the Goodwill
t od p i ••• '. a • 'Fbo thi x-d •;• fo.j
Industries and counsel with reference to his special problem.
Prior to employment at the Industries it was requested that he
spend a summer at the Goodwill Boys ' Camp at South Athol . He
had been examined by the family physician and had been under
observation for a period of time at a Boston Hospital.
Diagnosis: Petit mal. Prescription: Low protein diet.
B. Summary of the Broad Outlines of a Four Year Treatment.
Jack X was taken to the Goodwill Boys' Camp where he
1
worked with twenty boys of his same age for $2 a week, board
i
and room- The camp is set up along therapeutic lines; designed;
to allow for special interviews on personal problems, group
work for encouraging the development of leadership abilities,
technique oY nppr-nfth X* U%XW& *Hh hi* \ Xf tfe|
and the cultivation of a sense of personal worth . Athletic,
literary, social and religious outlets for the expression of
the boys' interests and energy were afforded- Jack X returned
i
to this camp four successive seasons; the second season as
U>yj8*v Of '.. 0 2 ft' 1 dffti; T$!)Yf -T* \
athletic director; the third season as assistant work
leader; the fourth
c
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season as an assistant leader in a younger boy*s camp (six to
nine years of age).
During the winter seasons Jack X was employed the first
year at the Goodwill Industries (furniture repair department -
^10 a week) but he had to leave the job because of the frequency
of seizures. The second winter he returned to the Industries
again but dropped out when the season was slack and when he had
secured a parttime job. His health was not good. The third year
he attended day school (college preparatory) and assisted in
leadership work at the Goodwill Inn. Part of this year was
marked by irregularity in the discharge of responsibility. The
fourth year he continued his college preparatory work, assisted
in house management at the Goodwill Inn and did tutoring in mathe
ma tics and French.
Immediately upon returning from camp the first season, it
was deemed wise to remove Jack X from his home and have him live
with other boys and with the worker at the Goodv/ill Inn. This
situation has continued for the greater part of the four year
treatment program.
The technique of approach in dealing with his problem by the
writer has been outlined in Part 3 of this dissertation. It in-
cluded the exploration of the depth-dimension of consciousness,
reconditioning of emotional reaction patterns, cultivation of the
sense of personal worth, establishment of new goals for personal-
ity striving, with an attempt to relate him to his total situa-
tion and to teach him the art of creative worship and prayer for
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dealing with his life problems. It will be seen in the further
discussion of his experience that not all of these objectives
have yet been realized even after a four year period. His per-
sonality problem, however, has been relieved and a new sense of
adequacy for meeting life's situations has been developed. Men-
tion must be made also of the place and importance of the object-
ive personality study which he has made of himself and which will
appear as a portion of this history.
C. Review of the Important Steps in the Psychotherapeutic
Process
In the interests of conserving space, there will not appear
in this portion of the study of Jack X the family background and
social history. (1) It will be remembered that we have a special,
ized interest in reviewing this case, namely to determine the
place of religion as a factor in the integration of his personal-
ity. In the personality study made by himself, the important
background factors as included are essentially confirmed by the
findings of social investigation. Where further elaboration is
deemed necessary for the understanding of his adjustments foot-
notes will be made.
We shall center our attention here upon the important emotio|fi
al crises in the unfolding of the therapeutic situation as viewed
(l) Jack 22 yrs. old, High grad. , born in Italy. Brought to U.S
at 8 yrs. by mother to join father who preceded them by 9 yrs.
vlother is practical, disciplinarian, hardworking, little education
speaks little English. Father highly emotional, proud, 60, no
jourt records, steady worker. Brother 10 yrs. poor in school,
pampered. Sister 12 yrs. good work in school. No problem.
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by the worker.
1. Jack decides to do something about his situation. When
Jack first came he was harrassed by the thought that his "epilep-
tic condition" could not be alleviated because he was told at the
hospital, following a period of observation, "that they could hold
out no hope of cure for him." The family doctor had also told him
that probably when he ceased masturbation that his seizures would
cease. He had attempted with great effort to omit the practice
but was not successful and therefore a great sense of personal
failure possessed him. The season at camp was marked by only an
average number of attacks (approximately one every three or four
weeks), but upon returning to the city and to his home the fre-
quency increased to twice a week. Jack was taken from his home
and definite effort was made to have him accept the fact that he
might have seizures for the rest of his life and that he should
adjust his life to that fact, stop worrying about it and pursue
his goals in life as though he did not possess the malady. It
was made plain that Napoleon, Caesar, end probably even St. Paul
were faced with the same problem. This. step was difficult to
take and at times the worker had to use strong suggestion (ap-
proaching mild hypnosis) in order to held him in some degree of
organization. A crisis came one day when he felt he was reeling
into insanity. He could hardly speak and pointed to his head
saying, "I can't get them out." Up there, (pointing to his head
above the left eye and temple) "I can't speak till I can get them
out." The worker said, "Can't get what out?" He became more
••
{
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dlonfused, eyes opened vd.de with a glassy look, and he appeared as
though he were on the verge of being possessed by sone thing.
Terror was expressed in his face. The worker suggested that per-
haps he means that he cannot get out the words or ideas which are
in his mind. He said, "Yes," and staggered slightly. His lips
quivered and a heavy perspiration covered his face and hands.
When he had collected himself somewhat, the conversation continue^
as though nothing had happened. In desperation we agreed that he
:nust do something about himself, that he must write at once to a
famous dietary specialist for advice about a physical therapeutic
program. As soon as this was done there was a release of hope
and an attitude of faith in his life. Prom this point on Jack
with diligence pursued the prescribed program of a daily cleans-
ing of the colon with two quarts of cool water and the juice of
one lemon. He omitted all protein foods and arranged for a
special raw vegetable and fruit diet. For one year and a half
this regime was continued. The statement which came from the
iietary doctor which, meant most to him is the following: "There
is no reason why he (Jack) cannot in time permanently overcome
lis trouble." This marked the turning point toward a mental
attitude of faith and achievement. Jack was willing now to lis-
ten to the thought of accepting his lot in life as did many men
In past history and that if he would relax himself to the cre-
ative power of the universe, cease to strive and to fear, God's
nealing power would be allowed to do its work in his personality.
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2. Exploration in the Depth-dimension of Consciousness
Brings Important Results
In the early experience of the writer in pastoral
and clinical work, great caution was exercised in exploring deep-f
ly into the depth-dimension of consciousness. The writer was
conscious of the iiiininent danger of this procedure when carried
out by an inexperienced person but in the absence of the possi-
bility of psychiatric guidance and because of the necessity of
meeting crucial personality disturbances when they came, the
worker carried on cautiously such an exploration. Two months
after the first crisis of deciding to do something about his
situation, Jack related the s tory of a situation which occurred
approximately twelve years ago. He told with great emotional
reaction that he once witnessed the contortions of an epileptic
seizure in a theater - the victim sat two rows ahead of him.
The thought flashed into his mind that a similar thing might
happen to him because he indulged in masturbation, which prac-
tice he had just learned a short while before that time. The
clue v/hich the worker had as to the possibility of some such
identification with an epileptic in Jack's past experience came
from the fact that he resisted violently efforts made in his be-
half to place him in a hospital which specialized in epileptic
problems. He said with great feeling, "Don't you think seeing
epileptics in action may be bad for me?" Following this re-
vival of that early experience which came shortly after he
arrived in this country from Europe, there seemed to be a new
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attitude of faith and optimism and his personality was more
organized and unified. It must be stated also that all during
this time there was taking place a reinterpretation of the
effects of masturbation upon the health of a personality. The
former thoughts that insanity v/ould result from the practice
were dispelled and Jack was told that when the urge to mastur-
bate came and the act was once begun that he should not inter-
rupt but rather complete it and forget it by turning immediately
into some creative and productive effort.
A second apparently significant result from the exploration
in the depth-dimension of consciousness came when Jack related
the story of a fight with a fellow about a ball. Jack invited
the fellow to a back alley for the fight and was badly licked
in the presence of a ridiculing group. During the fight he
fell against a brick wall and cut his scalp badly. Two stiches
v/ere taken at a hospital. Jack never told his folks about this
fight and with great efforts to conceal it, he managed to keep
it from them even though the healing process took a long time.
As he related this story it was evident that he had a great sense
of guilt and failure connected with it. He seemed relieved aftei
telling it.
3. A Dabbler in Grime Turns to Gain & TRaining for
Boys 1 Work
One year after these explorations, while health
was being regained, Jack's interest turned toward establishing
himself in the social and economic world. Through his school
1
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contacts and friends at the Goodwill Inn he became interested
in doing things and going places. Together with three other
young men he ventured into the establishment of a "dog walking
service," but the business venture was not sufficiently well
financed and failed. Then Jack's mind turned toward crime.
Although he never aimed to be criminal, he did feel that some
sort of racket was necessary in order to get by in this world,
A crisis in his criminal activities came one day when the wor-
ker called him into the office and asked his advice on the best
way to handle the new problem of racketeering and crime activity
which had grown up among our boys. The worker asked him if, as
an old timer at the house, he did not think an inner circle of
the more responsible fellows could be organized to supplement
the efforts of the worker to deal with the situation. The
worker reminded him that there seemed to be a spiritual distance
betwenn the boys and himself now and that he was sure this
situation was unhealthy. Jack sensed at once that the worker
suspected that he was not living a straight life himself. He
answered, "No, I do not consider myself straight enough or
worthy enough to belong to this inner group of responsible
fellows." The worker pleaded inability to cope with the situ-
ation unless he could get help. He stated also that this past
week he had had to write three letters to boys who were at
Concord Reformatory and that it grieved him deeply to realize
that he had failed in working successfully with these three men,
The worker pointed out to Jack that great things were expected
-
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from him and that this dabbling in crime was below his moral and
mental standards; that this was considerably below the "gold
medal standard" which he had achieved at the camp that summer.
(The gold medal is awarded to only one man each season; to the
one who is deemed to be the most valuable man on the campus.)
Jack finally said, "You are right. You have helped me to regain
my health and I have tried to go straight to the best of my
ability. I have looked for jobs and found only that one of
selling insurance which I lost for reasons unknown." Then he
said, "If you think it is easy to go straight nowadays you are
badly mistaken."
Pour days later the worker met Jack and his father and
talked with them about Jack's future. When father had gone, the
worker asked Jack if the racket he was in was not passing counteij
feit money. He said, "Yes, how did you know?" The worker
assured him he didn't know. Jack said, "It's the easiest way
out. That's why I am doing it. A fellow has to have money to
get by." The worker said:
It is the easiest way out provided you are a moron
and can't see the futility of it, but it would be
normally expected that an individual who had passed
through high school and had been exposed to ideas of
achievement and service to the v/orld, would take a
long view of life and see how utterly foolish is this
dabbling in crime. All you need to do is to look up
crime mortality statistics and you will find that
the average criminal life of the individual is approx-
imately three years in length.
The worker continued to point out to him how important his
friendships are and that he can hardly afford to rupture his
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relationships with those whom he respects and loves. The
worker reminded him of previous talks they had had concerning
the need of Christian social service work among boys and young
men in his section of the city. This was well known to Jack
but he did not see how he could gain the proper training. The
worker assured him that if he were to build his own character so
as to be worthy of it, some program of advancement would be
found. He said, "If I do, will there be a place for me to work
when I am ready?" He added, "Do persons have to have something
in them natively in order to be social workers?" The worker
answered in the affirmative but indicated also that training
will help. He grasped the hand of the worker and expressed a
commitment to the idea.
4« The Place of Religion in the Psychotherapeutic Program.
Vl/hen Jack first came to the Goodwill Inn he was
too disturbed concerning his mental health to express much
interest or thought on matters of church or religion, but when
mental health was being achieved Jack identified himself with
other fellows in expressing a great criticism of churches and
religion. Every opportunity was taken by him and the group to
point out the hypocrisy of church people and to criticize the
program of church attendance at Goodwill Inn. Church attendance
was not compulsory but each boy was strongly urged to cooperate
by his attendance with the institution which made possible such
a program as the Goodwill Inn. The worker frequently discussed
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matters of Biblical history, religious philosophy, and social
reconstruction with the group. Invariably Jack would take the
negative side of the argument and argue with some ability and
great emotion. Yet several times during the course of inter-
views concerning his life adjustments, Jack asked the worker to
teach him to pray. He related that there have been times when
he was on his knees praying to God for help in handlin his
health problem but never really found much help. On several
occasions he was the defender of the faith in various group
discussions. In the early stages of the program for regaining
mental health, interest in religious matters was manifested but
with the achievement of a degree of health, interest in religion
waned and a period of ridiculing criticism ensued. During the
period of indulgence in crime activity the severest criticism
took place. It is also to be noted that when a new integration
with reference to a future goal of training for Boys' Work took
place, that a more passive attitude toward religion developed.
About this time a Boston preacher captivated his imagination.
Also much less emphasis was put upon church attendance by the
worker now and the privilege of hearing such a preacher stress-
ed. Jack, along with others, became a regular attendant at the
church services. A new awakening of religious interest also
took place when he found a new meaning in life and a new goal
for striving with the discovery of a girl friend, who is to
become his wife. At this point we shall turn to a presentation
of the personality study made by himself based upon the
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suggestive schedule for such a study which was presented in
section two of this dissertation as exhibit IV.
D. Objective Study of his Own Personality (Written in
Third Person)
Jack X's family are of the Roman Catholic
faith. That is to say all the family except his father—who
broke all connections with all churches about 25 years ago,
end has only seen the inside of a church once since. This
was about eleven years ago when his three months old daughter
died and was buried in a Catholic cemetery. His reasons for
severing connections with the church are as follows: The
priests are all a bunch of crooks who speak of nothing but
money. 'I work hard for mine and they are not going to get
any of it. 1 But he insists that his two younger children
attend church regularly. He has no conception of afterlife
and gives the impression that he does not care,
J's mother is a devout Roman Catholic and attends church
at least three times a week. She also helps support an orphan-
age in Italy by sending about $10 a year, She received liter-
ature from the orphanage. All this is done presumably without
the knowledge of her husband. But he knows of her endowment
and thinks of it as one of her idiosyncracies . She calls him
unholy and often says that she must pray for his soul since he
won't do it himself.
J's sister goes to church because it affords her an oppor-
tunity to get out of doors and associate with companions. She
does not go to pray! She cannot understand the priest - there-
fore she never listens to his sermons,
J's brother goes to church but does not know why. It has
been inculcated in him to fear G-od and confess his sins to the
priest every Saturday night. It's a habit rather than a duty
for him.
Religion does not affect the family attitudes. The mother
and father never speak of it, and the children never ask why
their father does not attend church. The feeling of the young-
est brother is that his father is old enough not to go to church
J's religious views were affected by his father. As a boy
of fifteen he began to take his father's attitude toward the
church and priest. His church attendance began to drop at fif-
teen and by the t5jne he was eighteen he rarely attended. J.
began to weigh his father's arguments against the church and
then began to ask himself questions. Does a priest have the
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right to cleanse me of my sins? Is there a heaven above the
clouds? And do we go there when we die - if we confess to the
priest? Is there a God up there, sitting on a throne of gold,
waving a magic wand over us? Unable to answer these questions
to his own satisfaction he leaned more toward his father's
views and eventually had no religious creed. J. began to
think of the church and priest in terms of a racket; an easy
way to make a living and felt that the sooner the church was
abolished the better for humanity,
J. was born in Italy 26 years ago, Normal birth. At the
age of eight he came to America, where he saw his father for
the first time. He had not quite completed second grade there.
When he arrived here he was placed in the first grade. He com-
pleted each year satisfactorily. He was a year behind school-
mates due to late entry. Throughout grammar school and high
school (1) he was an honor student. His last year in grammar
school he captained the soccer and baseball teams. All during
this time he faithfully attended church. He was the teachers'
'dependable' and got along well with his schoolmates. His
ability to make friends helped him greatly but he lost some
because of trifling misunderstandings and jealousies. All this
time religion played little or no important part in his daily
life. His mother told him of miracles being performed by truly
God-fearing people. But J. felt that he was not one of these
chosen fortunates. He therefore went through life with an
attitude of 'Let me enjoy myself during the week, and then go
to church Sunday and be cleansed. ' This particular attitude
seemed to fit into his re w thoughts and it pleased him to think
that for a week full of fun and pleasure all he had to do was
say five 'Hail Marys' and three 'Pater nosters' and thus be-
come cleansed again, start a new week with a clean slate and
with no black mark against his name. He was once more in God's
good graces. His home life was not very exacting; i. e., he
was not held to account for all his actions away from home.
He v/as due home at a specified time and as a rule managed to be
there more out of fear of his father's wrath, (which very rare-
ly showed itself) since he had not grown up with him. He found
it rather difficult to call him 'Pop.' J. was never an obstin-
ate boy. He always got what he wanted, therefore, he never
asked for much. J. fitted rather well into the family situa-
tion and when the baby came it was J. who took the baby out in
the street for its airing. He was ridiculed by the boys he
played with and so came to shun the responsibility. He got
into the habit of running out of the house. This evasion of a
duty would continue until his father took him in hand and led
him behind the 'barn' so to speak. This happened about once
a month.
(1) I.Q. - Stanford-Bine t 89 - (16 year basal age)
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J's first job after finishing school at the age of eight-
teen was in a valve fitting factory at $17 per week* All was
turned in at home except $2 which was used for recreation,
movies, card games, etc. The family moved to another locality
four months after the first job. A month later J, quit vol-
untarily. fIhe reason he gave at home was that they had refused
him a raise in salary. At his new hone J. had come under the
influence of a fellow about four years his senior. J's real
reason for abandoning his first job was this fellow's influ-
ence. He got a Christmastime job at Graybar Electric Company
which lasted two months and loafed the rest of the winter.
That summer he went to the Cape with his father and earned
$20 a week. Came back to take a course at Lincoln Preparatory
School - ultimate goal being Harvard. Again the same fellow's
influence weighed upon him end he left after completing eight
months of school. J's family saw the evi3s of the friendship
and moved. He then contacted Goodwill Inn. He had by this
time lost all interest in church activities, attending only at
Christmas and Easter. His mother, after pleading with him to
attend, finally ceased to do so. J. played baseball on the
Boston Common in the summer time and basketball in the winter,
excelling in basketball. Swimming was a minor activity. He
went to dances about twice a month, and associated with the
boys on the street corner frequently. He had little or no
chance to meet people and so kept pretty much to himself. He
often heard the members of the 'gang' talk about their girl
friends and soon came to envy them. He was never invited out
to parties because he v/as the quiet type. He is not ill at
ease with anyone nor does he feel inferior to certain people.
He talks more freely to some than to others, but that is be-
cause they have a common interest. He rarely takes part in
athletics now; the only exercise he takes is the walk back and
forth from school.
As a child in Europe he was introduced to masturbation by
an eighteen year old uncle. The reaction wasn't a favorable
one because he cannot remember any ill effects caused by that
particular introduction. He had a normal outlet as he grew
from childhood to adolescence and at periods masturbated to
excess. Had no love affairs but admifced girls from a dis-
tance - classmates in grammar school in particular. His par-
ents never enlightened him as to the facts of life and he never
asked them. He found out from the 'corner gang.' The infor-
mation was not satisfactory and there were two boys getting
treatment for venereal disease among the boys. This led him
to think of normal sex course as being evil. These feelings
faded as he grew older. At twenty years he had his first
heavy date. Being a first love, they broke away after a five
month courtship. The effects of that first love affair were
not lasting, though for a few years, at times, he would brood
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and condemn himself for letting her go. No sexual acts took
place during this courting. No desire for homosexual or
heterosexual relations ever evidenced itself. The result of
masturbation worried him somewhat because, through unscientific
I sources, he was told that it would bring bad results- But this
information did. not stop him from the act. For several years
he worried constantly. At this time he became afflicted witH
petit mal (epileptic fits) the history of which is known to
you - and now for three years these fits have not occurred-
Habits are stable - smokes, does not drink, vigor is
moderate. Has lingering colds that last for indefinite per-
iods- No disabilities except nearsightedness - wears glasses.
Delinouency history: At seventeen was arrested for
breaking and entering a. tool chest and stealing hammer, chisel
and nails - paid $5 fine- That stopped crime career- Also
took money from Parents until discovered and duly punished by
his father- No definite reason why he emit; he just grew out
of it.
At present is not connected with any church - but leans
toward the Methodist faith. Does not attend church regularly
and takes no part in any of its activities - lends no finan-
cial support. But once through inspiration gave fifty cents-
But now a new experience has come to him. He really is in
love, and though he has not attended church - religion has
taken a meaning for him. He abhors vile talk, listens to bad
stories but takes no part in them- He delights in nature and
her beauty. His lack of interest in the church,he thinks, is
because it has failed to inspire him. He feels that it stands
for too much spiritual perfection and not enough material
wealth. His belief is that a man cannot be made to accept a
doctrine of idealism on an empty stomach. He wrote a religious
play two summers ago, not because of a religious fervor but
rather he thought it a duty to the camp he was at - and then
again it pleased his ego to think that he had accomplished a
worthwhile feat-
Personality. He is not accessible to bribe, hates
sophistication, and fplse fronts, cannot break the smoking
habit (he hasn't tried very hard, he has had no occasion to do
so). His interests lie in good reading material, preferably
plays of a light nature, not necessarily comedies - but no
deep philosophical analysis of character either. His attitude
} toward success is that one deserves no more than he is worth.
In other words a man gets no more out of life than that amount
of thought and industry he puts into it. In his case, after
the performance of his play he felt rather proud of himself
and expected praise for the job. He cherished that praise.
To death he never gave a thought. At present death to him
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means the end of everything I
Period of Qrisis. The first crisis, if it can be called
such, was when he became afflicted with petit mal . At first
t he could not account for the fainting spells and became alarmed
at their freouent reoccurances • He saw his family doctor and
was told what he had and prescribed a treatment but it did no
good. All he gave was medical advice. After a time he went
to the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital for observation. After a
week's stay was told that nothing in their power could be done
for him. This discouraged him greatly. Resigning himself to
a seemingly horrible fate the attacks became more freouent.
Finally he came in contact with a student minister and after
a long period of consultations with worker he began to build
new attitudes of life. During that period of rehabilitation
he attacks became less frequent and finally subsided alto-
gether after two years. He was made to see a new life instead
of resignation to his fate - he began to fight with all his
strength to drive off this evil spirit! At times it was hard -
but he thought that Peter, Caesar, Napolean all had the same
affliction and had won against all o;".ds. He grasped for a God
and tenaciously held Him. Evenings he often prayed - but the
one circulating thought in his mind through all this crisis
was to accept his case. He was told to stop worrying about
his next attack and thus hurry it on. He did. stop his worry.
He followed a diet for one and a half years, which in itself
was insignificant. When he felt that he was conouering, he
began again to want friendships both male and female.
(Worker's note: Period of crime and ridiculing of religion
began)
He now believes that his greatest aid in overcoming the
crisis was his new born attitude toward it. (The diet was only
secondary). It has been three years now since his last attack.
Since that time it has taken him long to readjust himself.
He took an interest in dramatics, sports and a few social
events. (He will be married soonj • There at times are still
some periods of conflict. He fights and wins- His philosophy
today is: To live and lead an honest life. He is not worshipfu.
to the point of fanaticism. (He means by that, he won't stand
up and shout his faith in God. He wouldn't go to such re-
vivals anyway'.)
There is one ouestion that bothers him excessively at
present > Marriage and education. He wonders if the two can
) be mixed successfully. And he can't answer the question yet.
Religion means to him a set of morals by which he can
judge his own and others actions - differentiate right from
wrong. No particular church - any church as long as the
speaker talks a language and a creed that is practical and
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applicable to humanity. To strive for results that will leave
him more enlightened than he was before. Does not believe in
prayer because he feels that it cannot do any good. Depends
a good deal on intuition, which so far has been rather success-
ful- Sense of God's presence is not present. As yet, has no
opinion on after-life. Does not believe in Divine forgiveness
but rather depends on his own sense of right and wrong. The
only person he feels responsible to for his actions is the
girl he intends to marry, Source of help in time of trouble
is consulting with the worker or his fiancee.
In conclusion, he seems a normal balanced young man -
who is striving for success and achievement • He has learned
that without the aid of sound advice it is very easy to go
the wrong way. He has found out that there is a great amount
<5f satisfaction from solving a difficult situation. To feel
that he hps conquered seemingly insurmountable obstacles is a
great experience. But there remains with him one "oroblem now
and that is this business of acquiring religion - or is it
acouired?
J2. Summary Review of the Place of Religion in the
Personality Integration of Jack-
It is evident from the foregoing personality
study that religion played no significant part throughout the
entire lifetime of Jack's development. It did serve as an
anchorage in the time of greatest emotional turmoil. Religion -
was neither a strong oppressive power nor the means of person-
ality release. It has not offered goals for striving nor has
it been a particularly strong factor for developing a sense
of personal worth or offering him ultimate forgiveness. It
is evident that during the strongest period of mental conflict
when the mechanism of conversion (petit mal) was operating to
relieve a strong sense of guilt, that he did. pray and seek for
divine aid. to help him regain health. No particular satis-
faction was secured during this seeking; no new philosophy of
life nor transforming sense of immediate experience of God
i
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came- Interpreting religion, as does Wm. Sheldon, in terms
of "orientation-in-time" we may say that Jack made a religious
adjustment in that crisis situation rhen he began to plan his
life for the goal of service in Boys' Work. At the present
time Jack's emotional anchorage is to personalities and the
beauties of nature and not to a creative personal God who is
immanent in the world, creating it and sustaining it.
i
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CASS NO. 2
A. Reported Problems at the Time of Referral.
Alexander P., nineteen years old, was referred
to the Goodwill Inn in September, 1957 (six months ago) by a
Boston church society for the ourpose of temporary residence
while undergoing a series of physical examinations at a hos-
pital. Diagnosis: petit mal • The home situation was unbear-
able for the boy; and no hope of recovery was offered as long
as the boy remained there. While at the Goodwill Inn, Alexan-
der became acquainted with Jack X. (case No. l) and learned of
his cure. After medical examinations had been completed and
the boy was told by the hospital psychiatrist that there is no
medical cure for his problem and that he would probaoly be un-
able to work for many years, the worker had the oooortunity
to ask for the privilege of working with him along the same
lines as Jack X. This privilege was granted by the referring
society and bv the boy himself.
B. Sumiary of the Broad Outlines of a Six Konth Treatment
Program.
Alexander P. was olaced on a school work program
at the Goodwill Inn, which provided for attendance at adult ed-
ucation classes (music and literature) and eighteen hours of
assigned office and general relief duty at the Inn. i!any
consultations were possible simply at the reauest of Alexander
as the worker lives at the Inn. Several conferences lasting
1•
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two and three hours were held. Alexander was made responsible
for the promotion of the general spirit and goodwill among the
school boys at the Inn (twenty boys); involving the preparation
of three school boy rally bancuets. He was likewise Disced in
charge of local publications as editor and manager. In spite
of family pressure to have him return home because he was a
sick boy, Alexander was encouraged to stay at the Inn.
C Notes on the Family Background
Alexander's father and mother are separated.
Father is living in London, England* Mother has been the
breadwinner of the family. for the last ten years; managing
apartment houses- She is a practical disciplinarian who ex-
pects to have done that which she wishes to be done. Her
children are never to answer back because it is mother who is
speaking. She claims she has had no trouble with any of her
children and does not understand why Alexander is doing this
thing to her. She seemed to interpret his illness as self-
induced. Yet she sooke in very solicitous terms concerning
his welfare and expressed the hope that the medical doctors
would be able to do something for him this time. Alexander
is one of a family of eight children. He has a younger sister
and brother. Alexander was the pampered baby of the family,
although mother developed a resentment toward him at about the
age of four, when the strains of her marital life were very
great . An older sister and Alexander are the artistically
minded children in a practical, hard-headed, matter of fact
-1
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family. Alexander has felt that he was unappreciated because
of his emotional temperament -^nd his desire for "the better
things of life .
"
D. Health History.
Alexander has had the ran of childhood dis-
eases and received a great deal of attention during the time
of his illnesses. The family had, during early adolescence,
suspected he pretended illness, especially during times ^Then
work was to be done. Temporary loss of consciousness became
a phenomenon at fourteen years of age. The petit mal was
sus-oected by a school physician ay seventeen years of age and
diagnosed as such by a Boston hospital at eighteen.
E. Review of the Important St ens in the Psychothera-
peutic Process.
After the objective data of social history and
medical diagnosis had been gathered and the ground was laid
»
for the worker to proceed authoritatively in a psychothera-
peutic program, the worker proceeded to establish a therapeutic
rapport (personal contact). Consultations were begun, centering
primarily upon three factors: Sex, family relationships, and
religion. Masturbation, which began at nine years of age, was
reinterpreted to him- He had developed a feeling of unworthi-
ness and guilt. Although this was not the most powerful source
of mental conflict, inasmuch as he had gotten some guidance on
sex matters at camp, it did cause him concern when considered
in relation to marriage. The chief source of mental conflicts
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was found to be in the intra-family relationships, particularly
with relation to mother. Religion was found to be a source of
conflict inasmuch as the clergy emphasized love and loyalty
toward his mother "because he owed it to her." Ilother was an
ardent Protestant and was identified in Alexander's mind with
compulsory church attendance. When Alexander found a Catholic
girl friend, the narrow bigotry of his mother and his church
condemned the relationship and attempted to break it up.
Alexander developed a strong resentment against church. How-
ever, he counted among his best friends two clergymen, one a
camp director, and the other a young theologian with whom he
lived in a parish for some time . The following five important
steps in the therapeutic process stand out as the writer re-
views the progress of the case. It may be noted that the boy
has had no attacks for approximately two months, whereas he
used to have them at least bi-monthly and freouently t^ice a
week •
1. Alexander is challenged with the thought of accepting
petit mal as a malady for life-
Two factors made it possible for Alexander to understand
the need of accepting the fact that he might have petit mal for
the rest of his life- The first was the direct statement of
the hospital psychiatrist and the second was the counsel from
Jack X, that when he accepted the fact and stopped worrying
about the next attach that the frequency of the attacks began
to diminish. Alexander was likewise informed that great per-
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sonalities in history have throughout their lifetime carried
this affliction. Alexander with conscious effort and with
I trust in the words of the worker began to accept this fact and
to learn the art of relaxation- H e proceeded to work at the
Inn and to make his dates and to carry an air of happy freedom.
It was hard to do hut he tried hard. He seemed to he distinct-
ly pleased at the thought of being accepted at the Inn by the
fellows and by the worker and he aimed to be as cooperative as
possible in the execution of the details of house management.
He went to his own home to help out with work and to get his
laundry. -tSach time upon returning from home, however ,a session
of consultation concerning the attitudes displayed there and
the remarks made, was necessary. The seizures came whenever
he brooded about the family situation and particularly about
the attempts made by the family to break up the friendship
between himself and his Catholic girl friend. Finally one day
when Alexander had an attack on the street and was taken to
the City Hospital by a Police ambulance, the mother forbade
his girl friend to see him and sought to have Alexander re-
turned to his own home upon release from the hospital • This
situation led to the next important step in the therapeutic
process
.
2. Alexander decides not to go home and to keep his
> girl friend.
Alexander related his situation to the worker during one
of the visits to see him at the hospital. The worker assured
him that that the decision had to be made by himself as to
1i
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whether he should go home and give up the girl or come back to
the Inn and keep his girl. Then, Alexander called the worker
from the referring society for advice and received the same
advice, i. e., that the decision must be his own. But he was
assured that if he should decide to return to the Inn that he
would be backed inthe decision by the referring society as well
as the Inn. He was warned, however, that trouble with the
family was to be expected if he c?me to the Inn. Alexander made
his decision to return to the Inn and proceeded to go tohis
home to tell them. The mother was particularly upset and em-
phasized that she needs him for work at thehouse between his
spells and that while he is at the Inn and being supported
partially by the referring society that he is an object of
charity. Alexander returned to the Inn in great emotional
distress. The follov/ing morning he had a severe seizure. The
worker counseled with him to accept the adverse criticism as
something which is inevitable and something which he knew ahead
of time would occur. It was immanent in the decision to come
to the Inn. He was not now to harbor resentment for the dart-
ing, sarcastic statements which they made, but rather he was to
continue in a spirit of love and goodwill toward them in spite
of what they said. It was pointed out to him that he must
emulate the spirit which Jesus had on the cross, when he was
able to say to His mockers and murderers, "Father forgive them,
for they know not what they do." Alexander was encouraged to
devleop an inner independence characterized by a love and good-
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will spirit so as to be immovable as the rock of Gibraltar,
when such statements, attitudes, or actions are made toward
him. These statements are to be regarded as filled with malice
born of narrov/, misunderstanding minds, Alexander saw the
point but referred to the injunctions which he had received
from childhood both in the church and at home, that he must
love and obey his parents; the first allegiance of a child to
its parents is loyalty and obediance. At this point the worker
referred to a situation in which Jesus was once told that his
mother and family wished him to cease his preaching and return
home. He turned to the speakers and said, "Who is my mother
and my brethren?. . .For whosoever shall do the will of God,
the same is my brother, and sister, and mother." (1) It was
evident from this that Jesus had an independence of mind and
self-determination with reference to the course of his actions;
yet no one would suspect that Jesus would harbor hatred, re-
venge, or ill-will toward his family. He simply refused to be
moved by them. He made his decisions and persevered. The fol-
lowing line from Kipling's "If" was also quoted by the worker,
"Let all men count with you, but none too much"; not even the
family.
3. Alexander is Ordered out of his Home.
Alexander tried to the best of his ability to develop the
capacity to practice the above spirit. But one day when he
(1) Mark 3:53 and 35
i . •
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was at home to get his laundry mother criticized him severely
for his friendship with the Catholic girl friend and for the
air of independence which he seemed to be displaying toward his
family. He seemed to have no thought for her, his own mother,
or the reputation of the family in the community, she said.
Alexander's counter remarks were sarcastic and revengeful. The
final order issued from mother was that Alexander could go away
and never cross the threshold of the homeagain. Following this
a severe emotional upheaval took place. Two seizures followed
within eight hours of each other. He was really grappling with
the problem of giving up his girl friend and the Inn. The
worker counseled him once again along the same lines of retain-
ing the spirit of goodwill in spite of what the family may say
or do.
Another step was added to the therapeutic counseling,
namely, that he should realize now that his health depended
upon staying away and upon maintaining the spirit of love
toward them at all costs. He was to realize that ten years
from now the family may be glad that they could claim him for
their own because they will see the accomplishments and achieve-
ments that he had made during that time. The worker assured
him that if he develops the native capacities which he posses-
ses (high intelligence, 95 percentile, Army Alpha; personality
and good executive ability, etc.) to the limit through training
and pursuit of goals, that without a doubt in ten years the
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family will see the folly of their actions and be willing to
welcome him again. It was also pointed out that the action
which mother had taken is exactly in keeping with what was ex-
pected and therefore now that it has arrived his should not be
surprised. It was also pointed out that he was in the midst of
a group of boys, most of whom had in some similar fashion been
removed from their homes and that they were not pursuing their
independent goals.
4. Alexander Slights the family and received a clerical
call.
Some time after being ousted from his home, Alexander c
called for his girl friend who lives across the street from his
home and did not cast a glance of recognition toward his sister
j
who sat in the window at the time. The family felt distinctly
slighted and called in the rector of their church who was
sympathetic with the family end likewise outraged at the action^
of Alexander, whom he said now was even ignoring his church.
A pastoral call was made in which Alexander was politely repri-
manded for flounting the fourth commandment, "Honor thy father
and thy mother." The clergyman tried to be sympathetic but
likewise advised Alexander to think very carefully about con-
tinuing his friendship with the girl. Alexander's reaction
toward the cleric was unwholesome. He began to criticize the
church and to ridicule religion in general. He revolted
against the persuasion which the Goodwill Inn worker used to
have him attend some church of his own denomina tion. The
I
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I worker did not press the point at all. Even though the emo-
J
tional reaction following this visit was great, Alexander did
not experience a seizure, as was usually the case following sue
upheavals. This time he reacted violently against an external
object. Once more a long conference ensued in which the wis-
dom of accepting this development was discussed. Once more
Alexander vowed to cultivate the spirit of goodwill in spite
of what is said or done. The folly of his action in ignoring
his sister was pointed out as an error in social technique.
He indicated that at the time he did not look at her for the
reason that he thought he would be insulting her. He had no
intention of ignoring her. Now he saw the wisdom of giving no
opportunity to the family for suspecting that he has anything
but love and goodwill in his heart toward them. Alexander
responded to this approach each time wholeheartedly and with
greater insight and determination to carry out that spirit in
every phase of his living. Being endowed with intelligence,
he cited several instances in which this spirit leavened his
relationships with other boys at the Inn. Where formerly he
would have caused antagonizms through his domineering spirit,
he was now able to handle the situations without causing this
antagonizm. He confessed that it will take a long time to
develop that spirit so that it will permeate every aspect of
his life. But he said he hoped to accomplish it some day and
he recognizes the need of doing so for the sake of his own
mental health.
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5. Alexander himself, diagnoses his fear that the family
is trying to cause him to lose his job.
Alexander had not experienced a seizure at all in five
weeks 1 time. He was not pursuing his course in life with a new
ease and peace of mind. Regularly he called for- his girl
friends and displayed recognition of members of his family and
friends whom he chanced to see at a distance, but one day he
called at an office for work and found that due to reasons un-
known a delay in time of employment was effected. A great fear
possessed Alexander and he interpreted the situation as meaning
that his family, particularly mother, were trying to cause him
to lose his job. With vivid imagination he related to the
worker the motives which he suspected mother had in such an
attempt. In the past she had always tried to get the money he
made on every job, he said, and now when she sees she cannot
get the money, she is trying to cause him to lose his job. The
worker simply listened and then looked at him until Alexander
said, "What's the matter. Can't you see just how it all is?"
The worker admonished him to just think of his reactions for a
minute to see what he is doing. Alexander did so and recognize^
the fact that he was creating mother's supposed action out of
whole cloth. Together the worker and Alexander explored the
depth-dimension of consciousness for situations in which this
imaginative mental conflict had its origin. Alexander related
numerous situations very glibly. But the worker was not at all
satisfied that enough exploration of old remembrances had been
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made yet to discover unasSimulated material v/hich was causing
the mental conflict. In order to effect a complete cure of the
petit mal situation, without a doubt much more exploration will
have to take place. •
Definite attempts with his cooperation to recondition the
emotional action patterns and to establish an orientation-in-
time have been made. The objective that he should independ-
ently pursue some goal of his desire has been cultivated. He
is now seriously thinking about marriage and his thought and
and emotional reaction are being integrated around the end of
gaining a training and equipping himself to assume the respon-
sibilities of manhood.
P. His own Objective study of the Place of Religion in
the Integration of his Personality.
As a part of the therapeutic program Alexander
was encouraged to write the following history concerning the
place of religion in his personality integration:
r 'f; never toaxa oeJ .:• For, rinaU^j X had, .fcrtjtjA
Religion is a belief in God, and the manner in which one
shows his devotion toward Him. This was taught to me in my own
church, which was the Protestant Episcopal Church. The first
event which impressed me, and which I seem to recall, occurred
when I was six years old; I was very ill then. As in the past,
I was always rather weak; therefore this was something that
could be expected. I was ill for a period, and while recover-
ing my strength I stayed home from school. During this time, I
started being helpful around the house. Each thing I did
brought great approval and thanks from the family; thus seeing
them happy I did all the more. I grew into this habit of be-
ing helpful to such an extent that it was soon taken for
granted that I would do it without being asked. We moved into
a raoming house district and started a rooming house ourselves.
There was endless work and having the desire to fulfil the
family's wishes, I did moBt of the housework.
Instead of being out with the follows after school, I was
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working around the house constantly. One occasion I recall
clearly was when a fellow came down and invited me to the base-
ball field, and I refused because I was washing floors (four-
teen years old). Finally my strength was about gone, and as I
recall now, it was as though my body snapped and once again I
was in bed. I shall never foi^get that occasion, because what
passed through my mind then certified that it was the start of
a nervous breakdown. These two paragraphs have been for the
purpose of explaining the illness which I contracted from this
hard work; the illness being epilepsy. When I returned to
school, I began to be bothered with slight attacks of uncon-
sciousness. Naturally I was treated as rather an outsider
among my schoolmates. Nov as I look back on my illness, I can't
help but feel that the main cause of it was the family's
thoughtlessness toward me. Then, finally, I thought it best to
leave school and continued doing as I had done in the past in
helping the family.
I believe now that I perhaps would feel differently about
church, if it hadn't been for the family; for one Sunday when
we had gone to church together, I took ill. They brought me
out, but thereafter, in any form of activity, mostly church,
they positively refused to accompany me. That was hard to
realize, and, therefore, I drew into a shell; and really was
contented with that. I was sent away to camp by the boys' club
which was supervised by a very good friend, a minister, who
later did me a great favor. This did very little good, for
the strength I received while away, I lost upon returning home.
Finally, after returning from one of these camp periods,
I met a young lady who had moved in across the street. This
was to change my whole life, for while with her I experienced
happiness I had never had before. For, finally, I had found
somebody who treated me as a human being rather than as an out-
sider. While with her, it was perfect peace and happiness,
because of the thought that if I ever were ill, here was one
who wouldn't show signs of boredom and embarrassment and try
to leave as soon as possible.
But that started another tale, for keeping this friendship
caused a great deal of confusion and unhappiness, because my
folks objected to my seeing this girl, because of my health.
At least this was one of the objections which they used. The
main objection, however, was thegirl's religion (Catholic).
They had a firm belief that opposite religions can't mix. Yet
whenever my girl friend and I were together, the subject of
religion was never discussed. Finding this would not work they
returned to the objection that I wasn't well enough to be out
and kept on that subject continuously. Yet when I spoke to the
doctor of this he saw no wrong in it, because the only cure for
my illness was to take it easy and live quietly. Every evening
i
!
i
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I was with this young lady was for the most part soent in walks
and theaters. The majority were spent in walks, and it seemed
my strength and health were swiftly returning just by being
with her. But then the family refused to believe this and
continued to object to our friendship. Finally it became im-
possible to live at home for the one fact that I was able to
go out on dates but not able to work. This was constantly
brought up and thrown in my face.
It finally reached a point where it was practically im-
possible to get on with the folks; so I want to a friend, the
minister of whom I have spoken before, I described the situa-
tion, and he immediately sent me to an organization which
suggested the Goodwill Inn. In a very short time I was settled
at this place, but though the fellows were almost down and out,
they possessed comradship feeling that I had enver encountered
anywhere else. Then and there started a really genuine and
happy life. Truly it was that which I had tried to find at
home, yet never did. I continued on with the same activities
which I had been doing at home, but everything took on a
different outlook, fori lived in an easier and happier way than 1
I had lived at home. Then swiftly my mental and physical
health improved to such an extent that I was constantly being
reminded of it by friends.
So my happiness came from two different sources; the first
was this young lady, and the second was the activities at the
Inn. And thereis my religion, for there I have found happiness
which was supposed to be found in a church, yet never was. I
also believe in the spirit of giving as well as receiving but
there are only a few whom I would place in that group. They
who have stood by me and were willing to give a word or a
helping hand will be my religion; for them I'll work, for they
have shown me what God really is and where He really reigns.
I am now swiftly recovering and am planning an interesting
and helpful program which I hope villi be the first steps to a
happy and successful life. As time rolls along, I am being
shown how to take on a man's viewpoint in life and what to do
with it. And with the thought of those people backing me,
especially this young lady with whom I hope to settle down in
some future day, I will go on striving with the energy and
hope that I never had before; to the point in life to which we
are all striving.
So now comes to a close a study of the way I have really
seen religion and what it really means to me. And unless I'm
mistaken, I will go on seeking to find out just what the Lord
is, and where He really is, and will always try to keep this
happiness in-my whole being, which I think now and am sure, is
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G-od. For when I awake in the morning, there are a group of
happy boys laughing and talking; and there is the thought that
I have ny own life to lead.. No endless strenuous work to do
as I had always done, and when I live the day through I end it,
knowing that I can go out and take this young lady with me and
really enjoy life as two young people should, without constant
yelling, nagging, and worrying. And as the last and final word
I want to say: To see her happy and to find myself happy where
we both can see nature as she really is - THAT IS GOD.
G-. Summary Review of the Place of Religion in the
Personality Integration of Alexander
It is evident from the preceding material that
religion has been a definite factor in the life adjustments of
Alexander. In his early adolescence it had assumed an oppres-
sive aspect due to the fact that it was identified with the
domineering attitude of mother. When the fainting spells be-
gan the family felt ashamed of that fact and expressed that
attitude with respect to the church group. Mother wished to
appear in good favor with the members of the church and any-
thing which suggested mediocrity or abnormality was disliked
and disapproved. When one of Alexander's seizures took place
in a church and the family disapproval was expressed, a sense
of isolation and unworthiness began to take possession of his
life. Alexander disliked to go to any church service for fear
that it would disgrace and embarrass them. Nevertheless througj:.
the intercession of two clergymen Alexander had his first
opportunity to go to a boys' camp. This period away from home
was rehabilitational and he gained in health temporarily. When
the family disapproved the Catholic girl friend, an even
greater sense of isolation took place because of religious
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prejudices, Alexander grew bitter and hateful toward all or-
ganized religion. He proclaimed church workers to be
racketeers.
When Alexander in the course of succeeding months at
Goodwill Inn began to find peace of mind (as we have seen in
his own objective study) his attitude toward religion began to
change. Because he found the Goodwill Inn worker (whom he
liked) to be a pastor and because the mature attitudes of life
which he was encouraged to assume were symbolized by religious
personalities (Jesus, Paul and others-"- he began to take a more
tolerant attitude and evento seek communion with a personal
God, It is seen from his study that he is still confused as to
the nature of God; but that he tends to identify Him with
things beautiful. The things most beautiful, he finds are
music and friendship with his girl. Interpreting religion
again from the point of view of Wm, Sheldon's views, namely
"orientation-in-time , " and 11 fee ling-thinking unity" it is seen
that Alexander has made an important religious adjustment when
he so ordered his life that he independently is seeking a goal
of training and an esthetic sense of harmony in relations with
other people and with things of nature. The worker has coun-
seled Alexander so to anchor his emotional life to a living,
personal God, instead of to personalities, which is the case
at present; lest he find himself reeling into instability, if
the human beings should die or prove unfaithful. He appreci-
•*
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ated the viewpoint and declared it to be synonymous with the
attitude which his girl friend has suggested.
i<
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Case No • 3
.
A. ReDorted problems at the time of referral.
Martin T- was referred originally to the Goodwill
Inn for transient care "by the Travelers' Aid- Two years later h<
was referred from the Federal Court of Boston as a probationer,
having been sentenced to Federal prison for massing counter-
feit money. Because the Chaplain of the jail was a I 'organ
Memorial worker and the Court felt Hart in T. could be re-
educated, they decided to give llorgam Liemorial a chance to deal
|
with him. The objectives to provide him with lodging, counsel
i and opoortunity to look for wqrk were instituted.
B. Summary of the broad outlines of the three year
treatment -orogram.
Martin T. resided at the Goodwill Inn and was
encouraged to look for work and to read worthwhile literature
on philosophy, psychology, social justice, world peace, etc
After two months he was placed in a hotel to work as dishwasher.
Residence there was required, and Martin T. dropped out of
Goodwill Inn care for nearly six months. Suddenly one Hay he
returned asking to be reinstated and explaining that the Police
|
had arrested his roommate and that only by luck he escaped
being arrested also. Some conferences were held with Martin
concerning his oroblems, but for the most part it was difficult
' to talk with him because of his restraint and desire not to
commit himself on any ooint which might divulge information to
i
another. It was difficult to establish a rapport- The worker
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continued to encourage reading and freouently called uoon him
for management assistance. Six months more elapsed and Hart in
was taken to the Goodwill "boys 1 camp as an assistant work
leader. Arrangements were made with the NYA for this leader-
ship joo at camp. At camp every opportunity to place him in a
position of responsibility and authority was used. Following
; the camp season Martin T. entered as a post graduate in the
Boston high school in order to orepare for college. This
program was continued through the winter and the following
summer he went to camp again as an assistant work leader. In
the fall he entered a Boston college- Such are the broad
outlines of a three year program.
C N0 tes on the family background.
Martin T. is the illegitimate son of an Austrian
mother; father unknown. The first step-father died in 1920.
He was an Italian. Mother married again, this time a Pole who
had a court record and was a heavy drinker. Many family
ouarrels took place. Step-father was vicious when drunk.
|
Martin and he never got along well. Fearing for /artin's
\ safety at the time of exoected confinement, mother asked a
children's society to care for him. Martin was placed between
;
the ages of eight and nineteen in six foster homes- Periodical^
j
he returned home, attempting to adjust to his step-father and
! hoping to help his mother in the care of the other children,
but each time this lasted but a short while. He developed no
! strong emotional ties to his foster home parents because he
—1
1
I
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felt they were making money by keeping him. Their attitudes
toward him did not warrant any deeo response of affection, he
states. His own mother continued affectionate care for him
and was solicitous about his well being. She worked whenever
father was out of work, either due to a lay-off or drunkenness
and whenever she could sent him clothing and spending money.
Ilartin T- has a ten year old half-brother and a twelve year old
half-sister. He is fond of both of them as they are of hiih.
The education of the oarents is very poor. They own their own
home because step-father won a small purse on the sweepstakes
but there is a heavy mortgage on the home.
D. Personal Characteristics.
Martin T. is intellectually qualified to carry
college work- His Stanford-Einet mental age is 17 years, 7
months with an I. ^. 110, with an Army Alpha score of 96.
Both results indicate very superior intelligence for adults
(Boston Psychopathic Hospital rating). He tends to be a
dreamer and is interested in things philosophical and revo-
lutionary. He does not like to work althcugh he feels that
work is a most necessary discipline to be imposed by ones self
for the sake of achievement. IITien he first came to the Goodwill
Inn his thoughts were anti-social in nature and his primary
objective was to achieve the possession of money ana through
that means, power. He is short in stature and possesses a
large lower jaw. If dressed properly he takes on easily the
traditional appearance of the criminal. On the other hand
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when fixed up for it he makes a very wholesome impression upon
people. He began stealing at eight years of age and continued
to do so in a petty fashion during his middle and late adolescent
periods. A short while before he came to the Goodwill Inn he
planned some major crimes, including kidnapping, which were
never executed because the other fellow backed out and was
arrested by the police for a minor crime.
E. Review of the important steps in the therapeutic
process
.
1- Semi-supervised housing program at the Goodwill
Inn- When Martin first came into the program of Goodwill Inn
nothing more could be offered to him than a haven of rest where
he could read, call for his meal tickets and engage in a
minimum amount of housecleaning work. He was free to go at
will during the daytime but had to return to his residence by
10.30 at night- During this time very little rappoTt could be
established with him because he was on guard against divulging
any information about himself. He concealed information about
himself and also about others- A recurring wave of stealing-
occurred at the Inn (where forty boys were resident) but all
attempts on the art of the management to ferret out the thieves
were foiled- Finally, however, Martin assisted the management
in a systematic search of the house and made suggestions as to
how the thief might be discovered and caught but turned out to
be one of the thieves- After approximately $250 worth of
clothing and small wares and cash was taken, the arrest of one
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of the "boys was made- Martin began a period of crime activity
outside of the house but wHil-e resident in the house. He
furnished a few trusties counterfeit bills to be passed by them.
He would secure the bills from the counterfeiters and pass them
to the boys for distribution with the understanding that a
proportion of the money was to be divided among them- Eut this
was a desperate attempt to acouire money before deciding to
ouit racketeering entirely. When one of his men dropped out
(Case No • 1 - Jack X.) he took the money himself and traveled
to Connecticut to pass the cash and pay off some bills. He
came back, apparently relieved of some burden and entered very
cooperatively into all house Management activities. He became
much more receptive for interviews and began a search for
knowledge. It was evident to the worker that a growing rapport
was taking place.
2. Ne^ Year's resolution to make a confession-
Inasmuch as one of the most important steos in
building a personality, which Martin desired to do, was to be
snuare with oneself and with others, Martin decided to begin
personality housekeeping. Four boys began a business venture
and set up as one of their cardinal business principles ab-
solute honesty with each other in business matters- Under the
inspiration which came when these boys discussed honesty in
business, Martin came to the worker on New Year's day and
acknowledged that he was the one (plus one other man whose
name he would not mention) who opened the safe and took out
i
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$40. He assured the worker that he is telling this story be-
cause he is utterly in earnest about building a strong person-
ality- He assured the worker that at the earliest possible time
he would make a restitution- The worker assured him that this
would be a good procedure and that he would take it up with his
superior. Martin, however, was encouraged in the thought that
the greatest restitution he could make would be to develop a
personality with such high ethical qualities that he would
nany times over discharge his debt to societv for the social
values which he had destroyed- This moment of confession and
new personality integration was consecrated by prayer.
3. A failure in business becomes a leader at camp.
The business venture which was initiated by
:iartin T. and of which he was to be general manager was not
adequately financed and did not survive the oeriod of establish-
ment- Much "-as learned by Martin T. from this experience
aowever. He saw the need of practical investigation before
beginning any business venture instead of merely building air
castles. He saw also the need of further training in order to
De able to cope with people successfully in a highly competitive
porld- Through the cooperative efforts of an NYA supervisor
who understood the oroblem, arrangement was made for ilartin T-
bo go to camp as an assistant work leader- About this time
Jartin developed the ohilosophy that work is a necessary
Drereouisite for the building of a strong personality. At camp
le made a desoerate effort to work out his philosophy.
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Frequently, however, he had to drive himself to work. It was a
distasteful procedure • Fortunately, being placed in the position
of leadership, it was necessary for him to keep up a show.
By the end of the summer, however, he learned to like the
physical vigor which resulted from outdoor work. Great plans
were laid for academic achievement during the coming winter.
4. School work -orogram.
Upon returning from camp Martin T. entered a
post graduate course in a Boston high school for college
preparatory training. He was distinctly worried about not
being able to cope with disciplined study inasmuch as he had
not been in school for five years. With great effort he held
himself methodically to study periods- He was determined to
handle each subject successfully and to do it honestly. After
one of his first tests at school he came to the worker to
report that this grade of "B" was the first one which he had
earned honestly in his lifetime- Martin became almost
Puritanical about honesty in small details- He felt now that
to develop a strong character and to master a subject was much
more important than the achievement of grades- The year was
completed successfully with almost a "B" average. This sur-
prised him and he made apolications at various universities
and colleges which would accept his former low high school
rating. Following this school year a second leadership program
at camp was worked out- This time Martin T- was the most
valuable assistant work leader on the campus- He possessed
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imagination and sought to drive himself at work. He was like-
wise patient with those less able physically. He took over the
Thursday morning chapel period each week and usually had some-
thing very original to offer the boys' serious thought. In
the fall he returned to a school program entering a Boston
college as a special student- With some difficulty of ap-
plication to the task at hand, he managed to achieve a little
better than the average rating. After the first semester he
was greatly relieved to know that he would be able to carry
the work at the school satisfactorily. He tended to criticize
the grading of the school. His standard in every form of
activity is absolute perfection. He feels he ought not to be
given any grade which he knows he does not deserve. When
confronted with the thought that he should reouest a lowering
of his grades, he smiled and graciously evaded the point. He
has been assured of being transferred to the regular sophomore
rating at the College of Liberal Arts next year.
F. Personal Religious history.
While at his own home he irregulary attended the
Roman Catholic Church. After he arrived at the sixth foster
home, he joined the Congregational Church and became the
member of a Sunday School class, whose teacher was the
registrar of a prominent Boston College. He also joined the
Order of De Ifolay and states that he found himself in an
entirely new environment quite different from his past experi-
ences- In a letter he makes this following statement:
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"Here was ignited a spark which resulted in a restlessness
and a hunger for achievement On the brink of a new
world of promise, cultural and spiritual achievement, I was
suddenly ejected into the hostile world of 1932". The next
four years were spent in wanHering and searching for an
opportunity for achievement, which mean, primarily amassing
wealth. He writes further:
"I roamed from city to city, homeless, friendless,
oftentimes cold and hungry; in brief my plight was that
of 3,000,000 young men 'on the road 1 . Arriving in New
York I oassed the first winter on the Bowery. With the
added experience and craftiness obtained from speak-
easies I soon graduated to Times So_uare and Harlem. I
then began to associate and work with shysters, card
sharks and petty racketeers. Returning to Boston with
the New York education, I was now thoroughly orepared
in the art of living without -oroducing
The climax was reached with an illness which sent me to
the hospital for four months. With a library to choose
from and the friendship of a former Rhodes scholar I
again regained a constructive cutlook, and with my
dismissal obtained work at the At this time,
1935-36, the factory was a modified sweatshop and with
the activities of a new labor union, strikes were called.
On the advice of the union doctor and the
Commissioner of Labor and Industries I was forced to
give up my work"
•
Following this came a period of drifting and indulgence
in crime again. Finally the experience of nearly being sent
away to orison insoired him to return to Goodwill Inn. He
writes: "I sought refuge with (the worker) of the
Goodwill Inn. With f s guidance, I became inspired
with new vision and outlook".
When he first came to Goodwill Inn he cooperated in church
attendance only to the extent which he thought necepsary
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(very seldom). He criticized the institution of the church very
severely and held up an extremely high ideal of a Christian.
During the period of crime activity while at the house he was
particularly negative on religious matters, although he read
avidly hooks on religous philosophy and social justice. After
he made his great confession which marked the turning point in
!
pis personality development he "became an extremist in his views
of religion. On one occasion he said to the worker:
"You don't dare do what you wish to do- I'll bet you
would like to throw your whole life into Christianity.
You would like to get out on the corner and preach,
anywhere and everywhere, on soap boxes and door steps,
but you don't dare. Social custom is against you.
You're afraid- You think about what people would say.
You are a married man, you can't afford to do it. You
have to think of these things- You would be considered
a fool if you followed out your Christian impulses* You
say, 'One has to be practical'. But I say to you, 'To
be a Christian one can't be practical'. You have got to
be an extremist "
.
On another occasion after he entered his first year of
school he said the following:
"I find so many things open to me- Now that I have
gotten higher grades in the second grading period, I
feel confident I can make college scholastically
I love music. I believe if I could spend the next
ten years listening to music, reading good books and
withdrawing to relax and sleep, that I should be
perfectly happy. I would pursue the esthetic
The Religi us I suppose you would call it
I believe there are very few Christians - fou can't
be- You are married- I believe if a man takes your
coat and you are a Christian you should give him your
pants also- The married man can't do that. He has
practical interests, you say: therefore, I believe
a person going in for Christianity should not marry.
During the course of the first school year many group
discussions took place on religious subjects. The worker
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emphasized greatly the need of social reconstruction and also
the opportunity of personal communion with God, but the former
had the greater appeal to Martin T- During the second summer
at camp I'artin cooperated in the morning chapel. Upon returning
from camp and entering into the first year at college (school
of religion division) Ilartin took over a fifteen minute morning
chapel for the Morgan Mem©rial truck drivers, held each morning
at 7 o'clock. His addresses were on matters of current events
and referred to social justice and economic reconstruction.
He likewise became interested in a "ouiet hour" meeting of boys
at the Goodwill Inn- Whenever he was present he insisted on
classical music during meditation and came regularly until his
schedule for study would not allow it- He has accepted several
speaking engagements with young peoples 1 societies in various
churches. At this ooint we shall turn to a presentation of an
objective personality study which he made on the place of
religion in the integration of his personality.
F. His Own Personal Study.
1. (a) Entered school - 6
(b) Left school - 19
(c) Retarded 1 year - (7 different schools in one year)
(d) General Rating is average
(e) Relationships with fellows - excellent-
n
" teachers - always poor
(f ) Health generally good
(g) Recreation - typical of city-slum youth
(h) Home life up to 12 - disorganized, haphazard.
9 12-19 Foster home - natural conflicts that
arise in foster homes where oeople try to
make money from care of children.
(i) Companionship generally healthy; after 12 occasional
unhealthy friendships in matter of delinquency.
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( j ) General personality 12-19 largely extrovert, partly
introvert, physically active, mentally
inquisitive, mixed tendencies of delinquency
and construct iveness
•
This was probably the formative period. Readings of
atheistic, socialistic propaganda created a cynical attitude
towards society. Here were met the first rebuffs that the
liberal or radical mind receives from society.
An opportunist in every move, which was pre-calaulated
intensely egotistical, ambitious and striving for recognition in
form of publicity.
Social adjustments:
Use of leisure* time: All time was leisure, devoted to
theatre, drink, food, smoke, little reading; that is, the day
was devoted to the main pursuit of hour-by-hour living.
Mutiny of others generally produces a feeling of discomfort or
una^areness of new personality. Attitude towards other people
is generally of a pitying contempt for most.
Attitude of others towards myslef, from limited knowledge,
is negative. In most things ability to "hold..;. own" was felt.
In social position or caste an inability felt. This inability
is being overcome by education. The role of entertainer and
leadership was played in most groups in the high school period.
Religion in adjustment fulfills a negative minor role.
(Definition of religion needed here).
Vocational period.
Laborer in furniture factory, proficiency excellent:
wages $16 -#22. Attitude towards this short period of work was
one of intense hatred and rebellion. Performed tasks ULth mind
elsewhere. Regular in work (not a true test as work was
irregular in nature). There is little work in the four-year
interval of high school to post graduate- A period of a year
with no work at all
.
Delinauency history.
Stealing started at 8 - mother worked, left alone
,
environmental conditions. Truancy is continous- Incidents too
numerous to enumerate include bootlegging, gambling, larceny,
car-stealing, fraud, (all on petty scale} 4 all this was dons
under secrecy, while at same time a respectable reputation held
in community. Delinquent acts were a way of getting money.
Larceny and other forms gave a certpin excitement and pleasure
in being able to manipulate others and avoid capture.
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Sex adjustments.
Intercourse at 12, veneral disease at 21 instilled a fear
of contact with women- No masturbation until about 17, then
at the pressure of an elderly boarder- Petty crime of high
school oeriod probably caused by the desire to have money to
go in grand style with girl companions- Went steadily with
girl in senior year, previous to that the usual one-month
"crushes". Never dependent on parents emotionally as far as
can be recalled.
Religious life-
:ember of Congregational Church at 18 (opportunist
reasons) became leader of young people's club, president of
Y. Mi C. A. Club, leader in all activities- Never have had
religious, feelirc; s, idolatry to Christ, et . Have always felt
that a destiny guided me, even when sentenced to orison felt
that some force would alter conditions- No longer have this
blind faith in "fate".
Personality -
Appearance, from comments of others - innocuous, stuoid,
unpleasant, homely. Character weak on some issues, immovable
on large issues of social .justice, etc Determination varies
generally wobbly. Reactions to disappointments are good,
philosophical. Reactions to success are pessimistic,
"nigger in woodpile".
History after Crisis.
Industrial record improved by two summers at Goodwill
Boys' Camp of regular employment, school attendance- Social
relationships in particular improved, in general - it is felt
that feociety is always a potential enemy because of radical
thoughts that might some day be translated into action.
Conflicts still exist in matter of money and relationships with
girls or society. Still a sense of social inferiority despite
a contempt for the groups of bourgoise. A conflict as to
whether I shall serve myself or serve the economically
exploited with the attendant injustices.
Forecast for Self
•
An abysmal failure - chained to a drudging housewife,
bills, dirty babies, and intellectual starvation or a persona-
ality failure, but one who has achieved at a cost of thd
ordinary comforts and loves of most of mankind-
Fear of death - generally ho thoughts on this- A fear, lately,
of death before accomplishment- Reaction to bereavements -
stolid, little feeling. Upheavals in life by their periodicity
have come to be expected; rapid and generally easy adjustment
to ne T- environment
.
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Study of period of crisis-
Can find no particular crisis - what appears to be so to
I
others (prison and court) was accepted as the expected-
However, since this is probably the climactic point, will be
discussed
•
(1) Conflict in general delinquency was with society, a
refusal to labor, a hatred for arbitrary rule-
(2) Prison situation faced-
(3) No religious concerns at time.
(4) All thoughts and efforts bent on planning to be set
free, or to make best of it in prison-
|
Solution - partially solved by return to school, change in
(technique, but general goals remained the same- The deciding
factor was probably that a life would be lived without
|
recognition or achievement.
Religion means to me - a hangover of the dark ages, a
compensation for an inate sense of inferiority - a form of
|
cowardice in that it calls, not on man, who alone can solve
i his problems, but some unseen deity or idol-worship of any
i
tribal groups- It has enslaved man, held him back from progress
i
It is the true enemy to man's greatness- True, it enables for
the continuation of a soft luxurious living, but it is not the
way man, as an individual can achieve his true stature in the
universe. If all the creeds, dogmas, and idolatries could be
removed from feeble and cowardly men, then would the leaders of
the world begin anew- A poor substitute for ethics- One
limitation of this study is that it does not ask what
teachings and dogmas were gleaned from parents-
Added Co mment -
What men probably call a "religious feeling" I might have
felt- For me to listen to the music of Wagner, Stravinsky,
or Ruel is to be lifted above the earth- Then it is that I
feel a deep and profound sense of communion with the world, of
i the universe, and of mankind- The somber and fierce passages
j
of Wagner bore me without words to describe the strange feeling
;
by which I am overpowered- The erotic and strange wildness of
la Stravinsky ballet removes me from the realm of pitiful words-
I
Never have I been able to express thoughts which poured through
me as I listened to this music - but a strange, mute sensation
of preatness and removal from the temporal takes place. This
is probably what other men get from prayer. My conceit would
say that no one can get the thrill from anything else but the
s'.per-language , the universe symbol - music
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G. Summary review of the plr-.ce of religion in personality
integration.
It is evident from the preceding material that
religion has been connected with goals of achievement and
personality striving in the life of llartin T- He received his
first inspiration for achievement in the Sunday School and the
Order of De Molay. During the time of drifting .and education
in the New York criminal w orld, he manifested no religious
interest except insofar as it was profitable to attend a
religious mission for the sake of a meal or bed to flop in.
It is also evident from interviews' and from the documentary
material that he has always been a philosopher and intersted in
principles and ultimate values. This interest was not mani-
fested when he became engrossed in the practical means of
gaining money through means fair or foul. It is also evident
that when he made the important confession and instituted a
new striving for perfection in his life, he becamie much more
interested in religion and religious values than before. In
other words, when he faced himself and determined to develop
a strength of personality, religious interests came in. When
he lived a life of concealment and compromised with social and
personal values, he was farthest removed from outward allegiance
to matters of religion. The primary apoeal of religion for
him is not found in the mystical communion with God but rather
in the pursuit of values of social justice and social re-
construction. He has a deep appreciation and response to the
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esthetic, particularly in music Again interpreting religion
as a matter of orientation-in-t ire (Win. Sheldon) it is evident
that Martin T. has made the religious adjustment of life- He
likewise has added to his experience the moments of "delight"
(fifth panel) which give to life its soul. It may be noted,
however, that this experience is related to music and that it
has not Incorporated within it the communion with a personal
Grod. It is likewise noted by the worker that this fifth panel
living is not a constant experience with I -art in T- There are
moments of depression and conflict- It must be kept in mind
that he did as he did because he could not help it and that
he was accordingly one day destined to be great. This thought
of fate has been supplanted by the thought of cooperation with
man in the achievement of values in social justice, but it has
not as yet been transformed to mean cooperation with man and
God in the creation and oreservat ion of values of life, held to
be by oersonalisitic philosophers - truth, beauty, goodness
and holiness. Religion has offered Hart in new goals for
striving. It has not as yet become a way of interpreting the
world.
His criticism of religion on the basis that it softens
life is symbolic of the fight he is having in his own person-
ality. The character-phyllic tendency is in conflict with the
character-phobic (waster) trend (Sheldon). By effort of will
he thinks man must rise to heights.
4
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The following literary effort expresses his views tersely:
If there be a God - then let
Him hear this, the prayer of a doubter-
If there be yet a wise God - then
Let him spend his knowledge
Amongrt men - that ignorance
And stupidity depart
.
If there be a just God, a
Merciful God - then let him
Wave his hand oe'r tyranny,
Oppression, poverty and
The Manifold woes of :uen.
And if God be a peace lover - then
Shall he open his eyes to this
Strife torn universe, to t he
Battlefields, and attendant horrors
Of War.
And after all this let him yet
Be tolerant of those whose mine's are
Striving, yet never reaching for
His Word.
^....
____
-
<
CASE NO. 4
A- Reported problems at the time of referral.
Albert A. was referred to the Goodwill Inn by
another society for care while undergoing a psychiatric program
at one of the city hospitals. The letter of referral carried
the following information:
"Albert A. has been seen nine times in the psychiatric
clinic because of compulsive stealing • nd in-
ability to get along with his family. From our study
we find Albert A. to be a boy of average intelligence
with a genuine desire to help himself. His stealing
and home difficulties are the results of an unfortunate
early environment and feeling of inferiority because of
his physical handicap. We feel Albert has already made
good progress in the understanding of his difficulties-
Consequently ^e recommend further intensive therapy.
We have discussed the ouestion of further treatment and
he has expressed the desire to go on. We feel that
future progress depends in a large measure on his living
arrangements and opportunity to follow some vocation.
He ought not to return home because of the
physics! limitations of his environment and the critical
and depreciating attitude of his family.
I
B. Summary of the broad outlines of a two year treatment
j
program.
Albert A. was a resident at the Goodwill Inn for ;
seven months while continuing osychiatric treatment at a
hospital. During this time he was placed on office duty and
\«7as instituted as a part time errand boy at the Goodwill
Industries. During the following summer he rent to the Good-
will Boys' Camp. In the fall of the year he enrolled on the
thaw. 1
school work orogram at the Goodwill Inn- Inasmuch as he would
not continue this program he was again merely continued on the j:
board and lodging basis, for which he had to do house cleaning i
i
<1
<
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work. Stealina: on the outside and at the Goodwill Inn became
so great that he was finally arrested and olaced on probation
on condition that he would live at his own home. This he did.
The worker continued to carry on interviews with him and to be
his counselor whenever he sought counsel. Stealing continued
and he was sent to Concord Reformatory for fourteen months.
During this time the worker saw him twice and corresponded with
him periodically. Upon release, friendly counsel was continued.
C Family background-
Albert A. is the son of a Jewish father and an
Irish Catholic mother. Mother is an eoileptic and has been ill
a great deal- The strains of family life at home are great
because of the fact that father issues very little money for
family expenses. Albert A. has two sisters and three brothers-
The sisters and two brothers are younger than he- One brother
is two ye^rs older. Economically the family has been improving
its status throughout the lifetime of Albert- Father is now
part owner of a trucking concern which operates 150 trucks-
The family moved from a slum area in the city to a fine
residential home in a suburb of the city. Further development
of this background will be presented by Albert A. himself in
the objective study of his personality development which appears
later in this case. The facts are substantially as he presents
them.
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D. Personal history.
Albert A- Fas a normal baby until two years of
age when he contracted infantile paralysis, which left him with
a shortened deformed leg. He entered very little into social
life with other boys during the early years of his life because
of this deformity. At school he got along well with the
teachers because he had a good mind and evoked sympathy. His
stealing career began at nine years of age and continued at
increasing frequency and boldness throughout the best of his
life to date- At twelve he was brought home by the police
because of disturbing the peace with another group of boys.
Up to the time of his arrival at Goodwill Inn, he had had
twenty-three contacts with the police- Usually he was merely
brought home because police sympathized with his condition and
because they did not have any major charge against him. Finally
he was sentenced for six months to the House of Correction for
petty larceny and drunkeness. Upon rel-ase he was placed in a
Boston home for men, under the care of the agency which later
referred him to the Goodwill Inn. He was discharged from this
men's home because of petty stealing from other residents.
Except for this one difficulty they like him because he neither
drank nor used vile language nor smoked while with them. A
short while r)rior to the sentence to the House of Correction he
was enrolled in the C C C camp from which he was given a
dishonorable discharge for insubordination, laziness and
stealing.
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On the court record appear the following charges:
'January, 1932, (probation) of four pair? of gloves from a
general store. Said he intended to sell the gloves to help
pay family bills. Evading fare, April, 1332 - court adjudged
him a delinquent but continued his probation- Larceny, March,
1934, (House of Correction). Larceny, December, 1 54, of a
coat, suit-case and personal effects - appealed the case to a
higher court (probation). Violation of probation, April, 1935,
(sent to Concord Reformatory, five years indefinite).
The psychometric findings are that Albert A- had a mental
age of 17 years 1 month with an I. Q. of 102 (Stanford, Revised
form - 16 year basal age).
F. Review of the important steps in the psychotherapeutic
program
•
1. Establishing a rapport.
Upon arrival at the Goodwill Inn, Albert A.
informed the original interviewer that he was a kleptomaniac
and that we should come to him first in case any theft occurred :.
in the house because he would probably be the one who was
responsible- The worker reported tnis to the referring society,
who in turn stated to Albert A. that worker at Goodwill Inn
suspected that Aloert A. is trying to get himself evicted, from
the nouse oy making this statement- Albert was greatly dis-
turbed by this point of view and talked freely with the worker
about himself from that time on. This marked the beginning of
a wholesome relationship which resulted in a period of personal
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progress for Albert A., lasting approximately one and a half
years. Albert said on several occasions that he had never in
his life met friendship so sincere and so interested in the
Iwelfare of boys. He identified himself in attitudes and
activities in and around the office with the worker. Respon-
sibility of office supervision was placed upon him and he
enjoyed the management of other fellows at meal time and work.
During this time he suggested that the Goodwill Inn needed a
chapel and proceeded to fix up a small room with decorations and
an alter to provide such a place. He worked with diligence and
pride on the construction of a cross- He said on one occasion,
"If the family could see me now they would think I was crazy".
He became an errand boy and aimed to discharge his responsioil-
ities well. However, it wae learned later that he used various
means of taking more material from the supply closet than was
actually needed just for the sake of being sure that Goodwill
Inn had the lion's share of supplies- It was also reported,
though not substantiated, that he took some small ware§ and
sold them. It was during this period that the psychiatric
interviews were continued at a city hospital. A letter from
the psychiatric social worker of the hospital requesting tne
Goodwill Inn continue his care contained the following line,
"If it can be arranged continuance at Goodwill Inn under
(worker) is advisable, because of the excellent adjustment
which Albert has already fiade there". However, after two and
a half months of such interviews, Albert omitted his psychiatric
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appointments- He said, "He's getting down to foolish things.
Fnat do I want to tell him all that stuff for. It's a waste of
his time and mine". It was considered wise by the psychiatrist
and the worker that the appointments should be discontinued
but that Albert A. should have the privilege of going to the
doctor for consultation whenever he felt tne need to do so.
He never went back.
The worker aimed to do very little exploration of the
depth-dimension of consciousness because this was being done
by the hospital doctor. The aim rather was to challenge him
with new goals for striving and to r einterpret with him more
successful ways of reacting in the social group. He tended to
b3 very exhibitionist ic with a flair for tne dramatic and
vulgar in the presence of girls and people in authority.
Albert A. responded cooperatively to the new counseling and
re-education for approximately a year.
2. Albert A - finds a girl friend.
During the camp season at the Goodwill Boys'
Camp, Albert A. continued his good adjustment with only minor
disturbances in the camp group. Because of his exhibitionism
lie was occasionally the inciter of the disruption of thoughtful
reverent moments at the fireside. At camp work he did well
until the group generally began to grow slack in their
attitudes toward work. The fact became known that Albert and
another camper were expert "gold-brickers" at the C . C C Camp.
It became an object of emulation to succeed in doing a minimum
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amount of work during the course of the day. Challenged by this
opportunity of displaying a superiority in the group, Albert A-
became, during a portion of this summer, a difficult camp
problem at work. However, this attitude was short lived
i
i
oecause he found that he was able to win the affection of a line
camp girl worker. To make a favorable impressiDn he oecame a
good worker and continued to be such for the rest of the
'I
season- He objected, hovever, to being placed on jobs in which
jj
he was not in sight of the girl friend's camp and some minor
work management problems resulted from this. Under the
inspiration of this new affection he formulated plans for self-
\
[advancement for the fall. He expected to enter the school work
j
'La**fcl*.flft nkB.&MX WFtiarila o . or • <program, aiming to earn a further training in printing.
3. Temporary success in personality readjustment
is followed by failure.
Apparently Albert A. was making a very
•wholesome personality readjustment. The following factors
indicated the same:
a- Reinstated at home.
For the first time in four years Albert was
reinstated at home; father as well as mother welcomed him back
to the city and invited him to come to visit them whenever he
i
could- It must be kept in m nd that mother always was solici-
tous and had forgiven him without discipline for every act of
delinauency since childhood. He was her sick boy who needed
sympathy and indulgence. Father was the extreme disciplinarian
|
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' who issued com nands without reference to the need of the situ-
iation- Therefore, to oe reinstated with father meant a dis-
tinctly valuable adjustment.
b. New incentive for wholesome living.
To be engaged on a constructive program of
:
self-advancement instituted by the management of Goodwill Inn,
land to be striving toward a goal of training for the sake of
the approval of the girl friend gave him new incentives for
wholesome living.
c Greater understanding of his compensation
reactions
.
Albert A. understood, under the guidance of
the psychiatrist and the worker at Goodwill Inn, that tne
stealing has been primarily a compensation reaction for the
feeling in inferiority created by his deformity. He recognized
that all through his feeling has been either impression upon
other contemporary fellows, or for money to buy gifts for girls
: or to buy something which he wished for himself. It is well to
keep in mind that through childhood his Jewish father never
issued an allowance for spending money to tne children.
Albert A. also understood that his stealing was not a case of
|
genuine kleptomania (compulsive stealing) but that it
'always served a -ourpose. He likewise understood tnat over a
1 period of years he had developed a habit of gaining easy money
'without expenditure of manual work- All of this he understood
but never allowed himself to think too seriously about the
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natter- No great new moral compunction came into his life to
cause this readjustment of personality. Yet the worker felt
that great progress had been made toward the need of understand-
ing his own reactions. But this finely moving therapeutic
program was doomed to collapse. Albert A- was effecting his
readjustment of personality on the basis of response to persons
srtiose aporoval he desired. When upon return from camp his girl
friend grew less demonstrative in her affections and began to
oursue her own school objectives and follow the friendships of
ner own group, Albert A • felt himself jilted- One night he got
irunk and this ended any further serious romance from the girl's
point of view. Upon one of his visits home he found the entire
family away and looked into the strong box where father kept
his cash, as he had done many times in earlier days- The
temptation to steal $243 was great out he die. not sue comb. He
came back to the house jittery and in a stte of emotional
upheaval- He sought out the worker and related the problem to
him, stating that he never wants to go home again because he
does not trust himself. He said, "I don't want to take it, yet
I know that I will. It will be my mother that would get it; I
wouldn't, I wouldn't be there". He was upset about the situ-
ation mostly because father would know inevitably that Albert
looked into the strong box inasmuch as he had to break a small
lock to do it. Perspiration was evident on his forehead- The
worker suggested that this was an unusually good opportunity
for him to score his greatest Victory over the impluse to steal.
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He was encouraged to face his dad, tell Mm about his temptation
and what he did, and to ask him for aid to overcome it. The
worker, as a last resort, oiiered to accompany Albert to see his
father, but this was never accomplished. Time elapsed and
father's wrath was made known to Albert by his sister. He was
assured, however, that father was willing to overlook the
situation. Albert A., however, never overcame the humiliation
of the new estrangement at home. The new disturbance in nis
emotional life made him incorrigible in his work at the Good-
will Industries. Unusual displays of wise cracks and destruc-
tiveness brought reprimands from the industrial supervisor.
When oay day came he refused to pay his obligations for board
and room and spent the money in treating a gang of former
associates in petty crime- Albert A. was definitely failing in
making a proper adjustment- The worker attempted in desperation
to interview Albert, tninking that after a s.iort lapse the boy
would return to make a further progress toward a good adjust-
ment, but this never happened-
4. Albert A- arrested for stealing.
The worker i5Tent away for a short vacation and
Albert defied all authorities at the Goodwill Inn and -oroceded
to be a severe critic, ridiculer and destroyer of property.
Together with another boy he purloined some house linen and othei
boys' clothing and sold them to a pawn shop (fence). He joined
Hartin T- (case No- 3) in passing counterfeit money. Upon the
worker's return a series of interviews ensued- The worker
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took an aggressive attitude toward hin aiming to reiorm nm
througn last resort persuasion hoping that a change might be
induced before a discharge from the Inn took place- Among the
objectives of oersuation used was the invitation for him to
surrender his life to Christ, llany times previously the worker
j
had talked about the way of lire and the spirit of Christ- His
reaction was the following, "I don't go for that church stuff,
I never did. Christ and the church have always been tne same
to me". Tne worker sought to encourage him to tnmk or tnem
separately, fust ior -urns time, ana to do nis oest to catch
tie idea of Christ, emulate his spirit of justice, and to pur-
sue the desire to be of use in the world. The worker said, "I
want you to have the spirit of Christ, of going about ana doing
j
i
bood, to nelpmg otner people oaila tneir personalities". He
said, "I know I should do it, I have known it all along, I
haven't got the guts to get another job and go straight- It is
easier to go wrong". The worker pointed out to him the failure
of another boy who pursued the course of crime, and thus hoping
j
to encourage Albert A- tnrougn fear to turn about in dismay
of life. The worker entreated him to stop and think about nis
i
future. He replied, "Tnat's my trouble - I never -cnink- I ao
tnins s ana nope they will work out tnemselves. I don't like
this jam". The worker then said in final desperation, "I feel
that I have failed awfully in not being able to reach you"
.
He said in response, "You haven't failed - I am the one who has
failed to reach anyone • To reach me you would have had to get
1!
I
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me when I was eleven years old". The worker asked, "What
happened when you were eleven years old"? He paused for a long
time and did not answer and then someone interrupted the con-
versation.
It became evident that little could be done to halt
Albert A. in his orgy of thievery. Finally another resident
of the Goodwill Inn found some of his stolen clothing at a
local pawnshop and Albert A- was identified as the thief. In
court the worker was called on to identify the material and the
boy. This he did. When later he interviewed Albert A. in jail
a display of anger took place in which Albert A. expressed a
I
keen disappointment in the worker for not omitting incriminating
testimony in order that he might be released- He appealed the
case to a higher court and received suspended sentence of five
years and was placed on probation. This deterred his activities
for a while but soon he was picked up on charges of petty
larceny and carrying concealed weapons and sent to Concord
Reformatory. Here he was a model prisoner and was granted
special privilges and was paroled after eighteen months.
G. Albert A. upon returning from Concord displayed a
definite effort at a new re-orientation in life. His father
secured a job for him in his own business. Albert called on
old friends and among them was the worker for whom after
several interviews he wrote the following biographical study.
1!
—
-
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"From my earliest childhood religion has been sort of an
open forum at home.
My mother, who is a Roman Cahtolic, has tried to bring my
two sisters, two brothers and myself up in that religion. My
father who is German Jewish(and a convert to the Catholic
religion when he married my mother, ) does not like that church,
in other words he isn't a religious man. He can't see why any-
one should confess to a stranger (priest) what they wouldn't
confess to their oarents- I can remember his taking certain
items out of the Bible and showing us by illustrations that
they contradicted themselves. My two sisters are srery religious
and my younger brother is the same, my father's talk did not
impress them in any way, but he always held to this, that his
children would be brought up in the Catholic faith, but when
we were old enough to study this faith all out that we could
embrace any religion we wanted to.
My Grandparents on my mother's side were Irish and devoted
Catholics and so is the rest of that side of the family, my
father's parents were of Jewish extract and they held to the
Hebrew religion, they had thirteen boys only three of whom were
living at my birth. One uncle (now dead) was a Free Mason, and
later Christian Scientist, the other, who is living in London
is a member of the Church of -England-
No members of my family except my sister (younger) really
expressed themselves as to the church. She wanted at one time
to be a nun, but she has changed her mind since. These different
views do not in any way effect us in our every day relationship
with one another. We do not criticize each other on that
score
.
There have been two crises, if I may call them that, that
have entered our family. One I have already explained, my
father's conversion. The other happened when I was young. My
mother, who is subject to epileptic spells, took one in church,
my mother will not under any conditions take any alcoholic
beverages not even a sip of tonic, and an old lady next to her
said she was drunk. When they took my mother outside a priest
called the police to have her locked up and my cousin, who
sold papers outside the church ran down to my house and fetched
my father. He hurried to the church and after starting a small
riot explained the situation and took my mother home- Since I
have been old enough to understand this tale, my views have
changed toward this faith and now my ideas are the same as my
father's. I can't seem to understand any religion as they all
seem to contradict themselves in one way or another.

I have already given my ancestry or as much as I know of it,
jMy home conditions have been good except that there always seems
to be a lack of money until the late years- My father has
worked steadily as long as I can remember but never saved any
money and with five children to bring up it wasn't any joke;
we've always had bills to pay but he always paid them promptly,
then each time we moved we bettered our locality and our home
conditions
.
My first recollection of the districts we have lived in is
the poorer section of our town; then we moved to what we
classed as the M Lace Curtain Irish District" or better section;
the last time we moved out of the town that we were born in to
another town which is a residential section of the middle class.
The health of my family isn't the best. My older brother
has Asthma, my mother has epilepsy and when I was two years old
I had infantile paralysis which left me with a lame leg. My
two sisters ane brother and my father are in perfect health.
I have a brother and sister still in school. My mother only
Went to the third grade of grammar school and my father who is
a partner in a trucking concern, to the ninth grade of Junior
High, my oldest brother, who drives trucks, to the third year of
High School. My oldest sister is a saleslady and she has had
three years of high also. I have had one year of high school
and come Continuation school education. My home conditions have
fbeen happy, although we've all had our scraps with each other.
The crisis that changed my life was when I was shifted to
another school going into the seventh grade, but I'm sorry oo
say it was for the worse • I am told that I was born a normal
baby and had no trouble until I was two • I learned to walk when
I was 15 months old and to talk about the same time, but after
I had infantile paralysis I had to learn to walk all over again.
Since then I have had no serious illnesses except those that
every child gets.
I entered school at 5 and left at 16. I was held back in
.
the seventh grade due to lack of study. My teachers in the
first, second and third grades liked me- They used to give me
pennies and nickels. I was exceptionally good at reading,
arithmetic and spelling, and they took care of me because of
my limp. I never mingled in with the other nupils for I had a
brace on my leg. My only chum was my girl cousin and she always
stuck up for me and does to this day.
. : .
I think religion is a set of morals to live up to, if you
believe in your Bible- If a person wants immortality he must
desire to lead a clean life here and now- I have never felt it
was a worshipful experience and I never felt a thrill of
!
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intuitive insight nor a sense of God's presence. If you
believe it gives a meaning to life and when you go to confession
you feel a sense of forgivenss; but for me I believe in neither
God, Christ, nor salvation.
H- Summary review of the place of religion in personality
integration
.
It is evident in this foregoing study that
Albert A. omitted all discussion of a crisis situation- When
asked about it, he said, "I never went through a crisis. They
always have been decided for me. I just do what I have to do".
He has not been able to develop authoritative standards of
action within himself and has revolted against external
authority and only recognized it as a force when it imposed
itself upon him- This is evident in his relationships at
home (revolt against father) at the Goodwill Inn (revolt
against the house rules and finally against the worker's plans)
and against the external authority of the church and religion
(the Catholic church). In this revolt against the church he
had a precedent set by his father- His revolt against church
and religion went unchallanged and therefore has been symbolic
to him of a revolt against authority in general.
There was no evidence that religion was especially strong
in generating a sense of guilt. In matters of sex he never
experienced great emotional conflict. He overthrew religion
in order to save himself from guilt. He began masturbation at
eleven and accepted it as being a normal procedure for boys-
At eighteen he had his first intercourse and likewise indulged
in it openly, frankly, and as a means of gratifying his sex
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impulses, (egocentric). He instrumental ized other people,
that is, regarded them only as pawns for him to handle as he
would. He entered into social relationships not under the
inspiration of cooperation but under the impulse of gaining
what he could from them. Inasmuch as religion is essentially
social in nature and espouses cooperation and interest in
others, it did not serve his purpose and therefore was
oppressive to him.
Interpretating religion from the point of view of
W. H. Sheldon as being essentially orientation- in-time,
Albert A. never had made a successful religious adjustment.
During the period of progress at Goodwill Inn, when he came
the nearest to making a plan for his life and to enter co-
operatively into his social relations, Albert manifested an
interest in religion by attending church, entering into
discussions on religious matters, and encouraging the up-
rightness of man. It was evident that, whenever in his past
experience the reaction mode of his life was facing his
situation with an aim at reorientation, the religious interest
was present and that when concealment took place he revolted
against religion vehemently. It may also be noticed that the
concluding statements of his own personality study are made at
a time when he is conoealing, not facing, his situation* He
is now living contrary to the code of the parole.
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It may also be noted in a general way that religious
values are acquired by a person who suspends his motor response
to life's situations while he thinks through to outcomes and
consequences. Albert A. responds immediately to a situation
without thinking through to consequences- He hopes to muddle
through somehow. Interpreting his reactions from the stand-
point of A. R. Luria we may say that he has not developed a
good "neurodynamic functional barrier". His responses are
not delayed in order that judged and evaluated responses
might be initiated.
Interpreting religion from the point of view of
W. H. Sheldon as being essentially the character-phyllic trend
with orientation-in-time, we observe that Albert A has never
made the religious adjustment. He is a waster personality
dominated by the immediate values of comfort, fulfilment of
wishes and impulses- Religion has not furnished goals of
striving nor a leavening mystical communion with God. Albert
has not achieved an adjustment to his total situation- Prayer
and worship have offered no values to him as aids for
resolving.
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Case No. 5.
A. Reported problems at the time of referral.
By the Boston Psychopathic Hospital.
Joe Q. was referred to the Goodwill Boys' Camp for
a summer of opportunity to build up his physique, and to get
him away from his home, A complete report accompanied him, in
order that the workers at the camp might have full knowledge of
the case so that they could work psycho therapeutically with him.
Previous to his coming he had been out of school for two years
and sick in bed much of the time with a neurotic heart condition.
'The provisional diagnosis of the hospital was "psychoneurosis
(sex ruminations)." Joseph reported that he had a nervous heart
and that he over-concentrated his attention upon his symptoms
and also on all feelings and sensations. Pressure of criticism
at home was so great that Joseph brooded much over the intra-
family tensions. An electro-cardiagram and general physical
examination found nothing organically wrong. A slightly under-
active thyroid was found.
3. A summary of the broad outlines of a one year psycho-
therapeutic program.
Joe Q. was accepted for camp for a three month out-
ioor program where he was paid board and room and small wages for
six and a half hours of work a day. In spite of difficulty in
securing exceptions to work rules, Joe got through the summer withj
out mishap and without fleeing to his home.
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Social pressure among the coys at the camp frequently coerced
jhim into activity which he ordinarily would have omitted. The !
work leader frequently made special assignments of tasks suited
to his production ability. While at camp he shared in the
general enthusiasm for building programs to strive for self-
advancement during the winter session of Boston schools. In the
fall he entered a Boston high school (sophomore year) and
worked on a program of office and gymnasium locker supervision
for which he earned his board and room and one dolUa r a week.
During this time out-patient department visits to the referring
hospital were continued and many local interviews with the
worker at the Goodwill Inn took place. Frequently at special
functions he was asked to take some active part, as for instance,
writing the prophecy and editing a "scandal sheet." In addition
he has belonged to a young men's Bible class and engaged in many
I
discussions of world affairs and philosophy and psychology of
religion.
C. Family background.
i
Joe Q. is one of eleven children, six of whom died
i
infancy, two miscarriages. He has a twin sister. Father is
working on the V.TA program and is strictly religious (Roman
Catholic). Mother is religious also and very indulgent toward
her children, especially Joe. They live on the second floor of
a three family house; the rooms are neat and clean. The family
is limited in budget for food and therefore nutrition is poor.
••
/
(
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The children are ill frequently and the social history reveals
"some neurotic traits in the siblings." His twin sister is a
problem for home discipline.
D. Personal characteristics.
Joe Q. has a Stanford-Bine t mental age rating of
14 years and 11 months; with an I. of 93%, The results,
however, are not regarded "by the psychometric!an as represent-
ative of his rating. He was a full term baby, with a normal
birth. Development normal. Usual children's diseases; tonsil
and adenoid operations. Sleeps poorly. Exceptionally poor
teeth and suffers from sinus trouble. Hinton test, negative
,
No enuresis. Has had two fainting spells in recent!
years but experiences "sinking spells" frequently. He knows
when they are coming on and goes to bed. He worries a great
j
poor student*' ij
deal about death and sex. His heart jumps and peins to such an
;
extent that he frequently staggers into bed. A heart attack
occurs usually when some criticism in the family takes place or
he is asked to perform some routine job involving physical labor.
He wants a physician always, he feels he is losing his mind and
reproaches himself severely for "sin". He always liked to
write humorous stories. He likes to read biography, and is
thoroughly informed on all aspects of sports - players on teams,
salaries of professionals, schedules for the coming year,
relative value of coaches, and the betting odds on the outcome
! of games.
1
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He was strictly religious and remained so until a parti-
cular friend of his, whom he idolized and who was intensely
religious also, returned from a period of absence, a thoroughly
"cheapened" man. He talked about and did things which shocked
Joseph. About this time he was introduced into the practice
of masturbation and for three years did not go to confession.
This was a serious offence against the church and he could not
bring himself to face it. He feels that he has committed the
"unpardonable sin." About this time he also observed a young
woman undressing in a room across the street in which the shade
was not drawn. This image is coincident or precedes the act of
masturbation.
The family description of Joe's activities at home would
indicate that he is self centered, bashful, seclusive, and a
poor student.
E. Review of the important steps in the psychotherapeutic
prop^ram.
1. Establishing a rapport. The first task in the
therapeutic program was to establish a rapport in order that
he would go to camp and stay there. He was very sceptical about
leaving home and about the amount of work which he would have to
do at camp. The worker assured him that the camp was operated
on a rational basis and that if he would share his problems
that the worker would do what was reasonable to make his stay
there happy and profitable.. He finally consented to go on an
experimental basis.
I
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The worker aimed especially to give the proper attention to
Joseph in order to make him feel welcome and secure. The ground
work laid here was especially valuable several times during the *
u
course of the summer when Joseph was on the verge of leaving the
camp because the work was too heavy and the camp fellows were
unreasonable
•
2. Joseph becomes the editor of a camp periodical. By
i
popular election Joseph was chosen to be the editor-in-chief of
I
the second edition of the "Wesley Rag," mainly because of his
prowess in writing for the first edition and because he was a
popular baseball score keeper. Even though many of the fellows
j
thought he did not carry his end of the work at camp, they for-
gave him because he could tell them so much about the intricsciesjj
of the sport world,. This election resulted in an output of
energy on his part which was not seen heretofore in our connec-
tions with him. He was himself amazed at his physical stamina.
He said he felt better when his mind was occupied with other
things than himself. This opportunity was used to the greatest
j
advantage in several interviews in which it was pointed out that
perhaps his limitations are self-imposed rather than actual. He
was reminded of the fact that the cardiagram revealed nothing
wrong with his heart organically, and he was informed of the
mental mechanism of conversion.
l
•i
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5. Joseph becomes the father confessor of a boy
suffering from petit mal. Partially because he feared that he
might develop petit mal himself and partially because he found
a fellow sufferer with whom to talk about his maladies, he took
a great interest in another boy at camp. They were both Catholb
and both felt somewhat out of the running in athletic matters
at the camp. This helped him to see others also had troubles.
Several times he came to the worker to point out that the other
fellows troubles were for the most part self-created, "even as
his own".
4. New goals for striving were established. Under the
inspiration of the boys who were planning for a school program
he learned that he might also be considered for a future school
plan. The idea of completing college appealed to him greatly.
This program was put into execution with a great release of
energy, although there have been many days when Joseph would
stay home instead of going to school. One day he said that he
felt very bad physically yet was very surprized at the mental
attitude of well being which he had. Usually he said the mental
attitude is bad and then the body gets bad. He stated that in
his estimation high school was a waste of time. He did not
think the restrictions of day to day class requirements were
good, because they did not consider the student mature. He felt
that when he gets to college, where the atmosphere is better
and freer that he will go ahead much faster than now, because
then he will have a greater sense of responsibility.
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His rating at school the third period was the following: three
C's, one B and one D. Joe felt very proud of this progress
and said that it is the best he has ever done in his high school
career.
5. Consultation on sex matters. Joseph is very
sensitive on matters pertaining to sex, but the groundwork for
a more objective consideration of sex phenomena was laid well
at the psychopathic hospital. Mention was already made of the
fact that he considered masturbation as an unpardonable sin
against the church especially when it is accompanied by the
"wnwholesome picture" of the girl undressing across the street.
One day he voluntarily sought out counsel on this problem,
stating that he feels so badly physically and knows it is be-
cause of the pressure of sex thoughts and impulses. He related
in detail the nature of his masturbation act. The erogenous
zone is not on the penis proper but rather in the testis and
the perineum. He manipulates his testis until a tremor passes
over his entire body. His heart usually experiences an unusual
acceleration and a pleasurable experience accompanies the
climax. The climax may occur without the expulsion of seminal
fluid. In his interpretation of the act the seminal fluid is
entirely secondary and incidental. He has been extremely
worried about this practice and read in a book that it leads
to insanity. The image which accompanied or preceded the act
usually was not that of a nude woman nor of any part of the
woman but rather the act of stripping.
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Joseph also said, he suspected that he has homo-sexual tenden-
cies, although he has never indulged in overt homo-sexual
practices. He can "tell them" (Homosexuals) by sight. The
worker had a fine opportunity to reinterpret the meaning of
masturbation and Homosexuality according to the principles
summerized in part 3, section X of this dissertation.
F 0 His Own Personality Study.
My ancestors seem to have been brought up in a
strictly religious atmosphere, Scotland was a hot-bed for the
religious question in those days. I would say my parents broke
away from all rigid principles, however, when they came to
America, my father especially. He has never had anything to
do with my religious life, or any of the family's. Lly mother
has always been inclined toward dogmatism in some respects,
but has never made any effort to teach or tell anything. The
word "religion" has never come to have any great significance
in our family. My sisters are quite devout. None of them
are in any way dogmatic. They are liberal minded, but a wee
bit anti-Protestant, Brothers are more or less indifferent
to religion. It is a subject not often spoken of, and then
only in a general way, for no reason other than that nobody
ever gets around to seriousness. I would say that I was once
the most devout member of the family. I thought at one time
of the priesthood but dropped the idea casually.
i
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At the age of 14 I took slightly ill at one time and from
that day on made mountains out of molehills. God to me was
all-important. He seemed like some monstrous giant possessed
of wonderful powers and evil powers. In trying situations,
of which there were many I prayed to him in vivid, dynamic
force, sometimes (many times, in fact) on the street. Prior
to this period I had come under the influence of a young man
who was extremely religious and had made me very, very religious
minded myself # I hadn't seen him in four years, however,
Religion, I must say here, was never uppermost in my mind
during the many years comprising this period. (Although I can
say I was devout much more than the average person, but nothing
more. Up to the do-Tifall (14 years experience) as we shall
call it, I had been a perfectly normal, healthy person from the
time I was able to walk. Nothing about me had ever been remiss,
Religion didn't amount to much except church going most of the
time and confession occasionally. I never swore, smoke, or
drank and was generally pious. I know that it was my nature to
be like that; but the young man I knew who was religious,
influenced me greatly. I was fourteen when the downfall came
and from then on we can say that the fireworks really started.
In summarizing the earlier period, I would say that religion
played little or no part in the integration of personality.
Profound impressions were made, I admit, but they lasted only
a comparatively short time.
••
•
Mentioned somehat above. My phobias, fears, reactionary
patterns, etc. This crisis changed the entire tenor of my
life. It was at this time I assumed the attitude of viewing
God as a monstrosity. Not exactly a wallflower beforehand, I
retired into a shell. First phase of this crisis was quite
trying. Despite God's appearance in my mind, religion was
still of secondary importance. I fell in love from almost
the very beginning of the crisis. I thought at first it was
infatuation and that sort of thing, but after three years was
quite certain It was more. I still admire her, and have never
thought pinwheels of anybody else. Much, of my time was spent
in thinking rosily about her. From this affair I developed an
inferiorty complex. Never made any advances, seldom talked to
her. As reasons, I told myself of my condition, and lowness
to her. Lost a 7/ear in school on her account although com-
plexes rapidly developing at that time. Religion still a ser-
ious business, but a particularly minor factor. Girl I loved
not a Catholic. Made no difference.
I excelled in sports, however boastful that may sound. But;
every game in which I participated was one round of horrible
nightmare. Doctor said I had heart trouble, mustn't play. I
have seen the day when I could pitch, and remember one night
of horror when I pitched a one-hit game and struck out a score
of players-all the while going through hell mentally. I made
hits, and stole bases, and played a bang-up game of football
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suffering more mental pain than the average man does in his
lifetime. My efficiency never wavered, strange to say, until
a long time afterward, when things went from bad to worse. I
was always well-liked, and liked people. I would say I was
taken more or less for granted by others. I met them, we said
goodbye, and that was that. Getting back to the above passage,
I suffered what mental pain I did for one reason, utter horror
of physical labor. I have never overcome that complex at all.
School attitude changed during this phase of condition.
I developed into a regular troublemaker. I threatene
to sock some teacher on an average of three times a week and
when I wasn't threatening I was sassing them. Much of my time
spent in detention room. Principal told me one day that he
could not understand me. Figured I wasn't the type to be a
pain in the neck. He rather liked me and for that reason I
was dismissed only once from the school's sacred portals. I
feel now that I was a delinquent because of my worries. I just
had to get out of those classrooms. School grew to be one of
my worst complexes.
Teachers I liked, but stopped at nothing. Only real
schoolmate in this year of crisis was a Jew* Often argued on
religion with him. I often wondered about the religious of
my various teachers. I think, however, that religion in me
v/as deteriorating. I had begun to fall off in church attend-
ance and interest.
••
•
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..as six when I entered school. Always considered highly
intelligent by my teachers, but never exerted any effort
whatsoever. Seventh grade, before the crisis, I was a regular
hellion from the first time, but obtained nearly all honor
marks in studies. Eighth grade time of beginning of crisis.
Grades very poor. Hot much health recreation. Baseball and
Football comprised most of what there was of it. I was afraid
to do anything, heart attacks, etc.
Intra Family Attitude: Indifference, except for
occasional prodding.
Never masturbated till I was fourteen. Girl across
street never drew her shades and I discovered how to do it.
(masturbate) Never heard of it before that time. Worried
about it a lot and always vowed not to do it again, but never
gave a thought to the religious angle. Did not know Catholics
frowned on it. It merely seemed to me to be wrong.
Did not attach it to love affairs. Quite reserved
and highly opinionated about the opposite sex. Liked girls,
but not their company. Once thought sex intercourse a terrible
thing. Could not believe it necessary to birth. Girl I loved
entered into the picture here. For the first and only time,
I felt very sinful about such a necessity when I thought of
her. This phase of things did not last long and was casually
dropped from my mind. Religion never a factor here, either.
No sexual contacts of any kind. I was interested in church
from the religious standpoint, but never the activities phase.
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Attendance, leadership, and financial support never very
strong. No known periods of awakening, indifference on a
number of occasions. Rise from indifference I would not class
as awakenings, it is still evident to me that religion has
never been a dynamic force in my life. At times it has as sum- 'j
ed near-dynamic proportions, I admit, but I have never given
if
it any leeway. Much back sliding.
REASONS:
Religion a minor force, always. In my younger days I
had nc definite beliefs that come with advancing adolescence.
I thought in terras of what Catholocisra taught me.
i
Analysis of religious factors in crises would, I think,
be futile. There were none to my way of thinking. Extreme
worry and distinctly foolish attitudes of thinking comprised
'
i
the crisis. One of the first things I dropped was religion.
SOLUTION:
i
i
Psychiatric treatment over a long period of time and \
j
awakening in consequence ot facts. Religion has not trken its
i
former minor place yet, but I am quite sure it eventually will
take a higher position than at any previous time. 'Then I
think that dynamic factors will play a definite part in any
personality traits I may develop. Worries solved by counsel
!
with elders, new viewpoints. I do not believe in the super-
natural, or miracle cures, or anything of that sort, although
j
I never take a disproving stand about such things.
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PERSONALITY
:
I am at times rather sensitive about thinness, but can
shrug ray shoulders and forget it. Outside of that and un-
natural shyness towards girls, I don't care much which way ray
appearance goes, I dislike citing the strong points in my
character, but will say that I feel well about the ability to
make friends, keep my place, and be a good listener, weakness
es aren't too many. I show a tendency to argue long and loud
about foolish points and at times am quite stubborn. Like to
be alone a lot, but not always. Like to be late at certain
types of events and other stupid things of a like nature.
Feeling of. dependence very strong and quite desirable. Do not
want mother's guidance, etc. Inferior in soms respects, but
privately the opposite in all others. I feel too weak in body
too thin, too low in dependability, and more or less of a
social blight. I know that I am a social blight in a great
many ways. This has a profound effect on my personality and
nobody knows it better than I. Religion has no place, however
PERSONAL HISTORY:
Normal enough before crisis. Since then I have overcome
a great many fears, or complexes. I have done nothing to
warrant the mentioning here. No work record, except that at
camp. Only work I ever did, practically. I learn more about
sex every day. Occasional sprees of masturbation, but much
improved in this respect.
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Little or no social relationship, because I never got out and
around. This has led to self-consciousness and shyness. Many
periods of conflict now. Some of old complexes are returning.
Feel low for a short time on Sundays if 1 do not go to Mass.
Philosophy of life runs something (now) on the "what of it"
and "I don't give a damn" line. Occasional deviation from this
but not much. Feel that I am getting a good grip on myself in
religious and physical matters..
SIMUARY:
Believe in God as a Divine Being; heaven and hell, but
do not conceive of the latter in terms of devils with pitchforks
and eternal fire, etc. Believe in Purgatory as an intermediary
place. Will always be a Catholic. I wouldn't say religion has
had a major part in the crisis, though I'll admit to a minor
one in its earlier stages. I regard religion from the moral
angle. I don't steal, smoke, drink, murder, commit adultery
because of a major fear of God. I do not none of these; be-
cause it isn't right. I have a moral obligation to perform in
society.
G. Summary review of the place of religion in the
integration of personality of Joe Q.
Joe Q. had an unusually poor hereditary background
both physically and socially. Six out of eleven members of the
family show a tendency toward neurotic responses, according to
the social history report. Mother suffered a nervous break-
down which lasted four years, during which time nhe spent most
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of her time in a chair bemoaning her sinfullness and the lack
of thoughtfullness which the other members of the family had
for her. Apparently all of the members of the family are
extremely egocentric according to the social history.
The Catholic religion was associated with the moralistic
attitude of father and mother. It assumed a repressing force
(Super-ego) although since the parents arrived in this county
from Scotland they have liberalized their allegiance to the
dogmas and church attendance. They expressed views concerning
the need of such an allegiance in the home are not followed
up by action of faithfulness. Joe Q. has seen the inconsisten-
cy of this position and for sometime considered religious
matters earnestly. However, religious experience has never
been interpreted by him in terms of conscious communion with
a loving father. It has rather meant a fulfilment of a sacra-
mental and ritualistic requirements of an authoritarian church.
Therefore, when Joe Q. reports that religion at one time mecnt
a great deal to him and at the same time indicates that it did
not enter into his attitudes he is not inconsistent. When he
aimed to go into the priesthood it was out of a sense of
obligation to fulfil the vows of perfection as conceived by the
church and not as conceived by a moral ideal set up within his
own personality. When the crisis occured of which he speaks
in his personality study document, in which physical illness
first appeared, the practice of masturbation v/as begun and the
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the sight of a stripping girl secured, religion played only a
minor part except at times, Whenever Joe Q. thought in terms
of the morals of the church as taught by the church he felt
greatly distressed by his new experience in connection with
sex. But this did not last long because religion was dis-
tinctly a compartmental matter in his life. He separated his
daily livin : from his religious allegiance. For some time he
did not even know that the church had a strong moral statement
on the practice of masturbation but when he learned it, he
became conscious of sinfulness, uod at this time was inter-
preted by him as a "monstrous giant." The sense of guilt
gradually became very strong. This subsided to some degree
as to grow into disfavor. It is remembered that at this time
his idolized friend returned from a period of absences as a
very changed, profane young man. This distinctly caused an
emotional trauma. He has indicated to the worker that this
experience may have had more to do With his illness than any
other; unless it might be the statement made by the doctor
that he had a very bad heart condition. He was conscious of
an unworthiness on his ov.n part due to the sex practices and
illness. The failure of his friend whom he emulated in the
program of becoming a priest brought a disillusionment. At
this same time he fell in love with a Protestant girl, whom
he loved ardently but with whom he hardly dared to speak. She
gave him some cause to think that he was likewise the object
of her attentions but he responded meagerly and soon her

11
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attentions were turned in other directions. He blamed himself
greatly for letting her go. He lived in a period of remorse
1
and disappointment. He tells us in his documentary study that
all thoughts of her were unconnected with any of the thoughts
associated with sex. She was an ideal and he was far below her
level in morals and health. Nov/ that she was out of his life
he withdrew into his shell. His illness progressed and he
exaggerated every bodily ailment which he experiences. His
outlets for the expression of energy were limited. He was a
failure morally, in health, socially and soon scholas tically.
During this time his attention to church matters was
'neglected. However, in desperation he prayed for G-od's help
frequently, even on the street as he was walking along. He
received some anchorage from the thought of the possibility of
receiving help from his God but no transforming religious
experience took place. He made many vows and resolutions to
(Jod but was unable to execute them in living. These vows were
primarily to stop the practice of masturbation but they were
ineffectual. He was driven deeper into his fantasy world and
neurotic reaction. He wanted to withdraw from a social world
in which he did not succeed (loss of girl friend, physical
appearance poor, work distasteful, and ego ideal frustrated -
boy friend) and suffered at the same time a sense of moral
failure because of the practice of masturbation and the presence
of the sexually toned image condemned by the authoritarian
1
i
i
i
i
i
•
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church teaching; this resulted, in a devastating feeling of
inferiority and sense of isolation. He needed attention,
response, and childhood affection. In his early childhood
whenever illness occured he received the doting attention of his
mother and the way of winning attention in that early time
frequently was by being ill. This mechanism of adjustment once
more began to operate to an exaggerated degree in middle
adolescence. Interpreting the situation from the Freudian
standpoint we may say:
Joe Q. failed in gaining gratification for his libidinal
energy in the world of reality. The infantile libido
demanded a gratification and could achieve it only through
subterfuge. The sense of guilt was operating strongly
gratification was obtained from the world of reality in
a symbolic form - the neurotic heart. A suggestion from
the doctor centered fear around the heart condition.
By this means the attention of the mother particularly
was obtained. Whereas Joe Q. formerly failed in gaining
an satisfaction in the world of reality, he now gained it
by a subterfuge method, that is, he commananded the
attention and solicitation of people in his environment an
particularly the one to whom he was most attached, namely
mother. At camp when libidinal gratification in the
world of reality once more occurred and a reinterpre tation
of sexual matters took olace so as to relieve the sense
1
of guilt, the recover:/ of Joe Q. began to take place.
The repressions heve been so severe that it is taking a
long series of psychiatric interviews to socialize the
unas Simula ted material in the unconscious. In addition
the habitual reaction patterns established over a period
of three years have to be reconditioned to a new mode of
expression and new sublimation (aim-inhibited) of
libidinal energy has to take place.
It is significant in this connection to note that whenever
:
Joe returns to his home, old memories and associations are re-
established and the neurotic manifestations begin to recur. He
1
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then feels that he must come away lest his visit to the home
should bring the old reactions. He dislikes the solicitious?
attentions of his mother. Everything at home suggests illness
again, he s ta te s
•
Religion is being reinterpreted now by him. He still
acknowledges that the primary function of religion is to assert!;
a set of morals and to authoritatively uphold moral standards
and require certain vows, but he is likewise coming to view
religion as a privilege of life in which one may experience
a communion with a living, personal God. This is still a
nebulous idea but nevertheless one for which he is striving.
jj
He has grown broad-minded in his views and attends the Catholic';
and the Protestant churches depending on his particular wish
on a certain day.
Interpreting religion from the point of view of ... H.
Sheldon as meaning orientation-in-time , Joe Q. began to make
a religious adjustment at the close of camp and continued to
do so throughout the school year. It will be recalled,
however, that in his manuscript, he cites that at times when
the conflicts situation recurs, that he is a less organized,
unified personality.
Joe Q. has not as yet anchored his emotional life as an
external factor in a feeling relationship. He does not experi*
ence a sense of feeling-unity with nature, music, people or
God. It may be said therefore that he is suffering from a
fifth panel dissociation an;., from a loss of orients tionin-time
.
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CASE NO. 6
A. Reported Problems at the Time of Referral
..ax B. was referred to the Goodwill Inn by the
Boston Psychopathic Hospital for a therapeutic program to re-
adjust his approach to life. The provisional diagnosis was
neurasthenia-personality-problem. He was tired all of the
time, pains all over his body, and throbbing in theback.
There is a "heaviness and blankness in my head." At twenty-
three years of age he suffered a nervous breakdown as the
minister of a church and finally sought aid at the Psycho-
pathic hospital.
B. Summary of the Broad Outlines of a One Year
Treatment Program
Max B. was taken to live at the Goodwill Inn
and to work at the Goodwill Industries. During this time he
went to the out-patient department at the hospital for inter-
views and medical care. He earned his living by working in the
Goodwill Industries. Counseling on problems of personal ad-
justment (particularly religious adjustments) with the worker
at the Goodwill Inn was planned. This program continued for
one year only, because a good adjustment had been effected.
C. Notes on the Family Background
Max B. was an illegitimate child, born in a
state hospital, and placed in foster hones by the State
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throughout his lifetime. His history as a State ward is
covered by a later personality study and will not be dis-
cussed here.
D. Personality Characteristics.
Max B. has a Stanford mental age rating of
16 years, 10 months, with an I. Q. of 105, At three years of
age he received a severe burn which deformed a cheek so badly
that even after five plastic surgery operations a distinct
scar remains. During early childhood part of his jaw was
exposed. This made a great handicap for satisfactory adjust-
ment among children. He is short in stature and not very
strong but he is able to put up a very strong physical fight.
His mode of reaction throughout childhood and early adoles-
cence was one of fighting those who ridiculed him. He suf-
fered from a strong sense of inferiority and finally dedicated
himself to Christian service at a young people's institute.
He applied himself with avidity to the gaining of an educa-
tional background prerequisite to an active ministry
E. Review of the Important Steps in the Psycho-
therapeutic Program
Continued visits at the out-patient department
at the Psychopathic Hospital were recommended and carried out
weekly. He was assured that physiologically there was nothing
wrong with him which could not be rectified by a mental ad-
justment. Hie psychiatrist recommended to him that he change
the goal of the ministry to some allied field. ;..any conversa-
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tions with the worker ensued, following the direct statement
of the psychiatrist. It was easy enough for the psychiatrist
to tell him what to do hut it was a difficult matter for him
to emotionally accept the change in the goal of personality
striving. Reference was made to the people of worth and
eminence who were in social service work instead of the pulpit
ministry. He saw that his striving for the ministry was
motivated by the striving for a goal of superiority. Being
acquainted with the concepts of Adlerian psychology, he made
the diagnosis of his situation himself. He went into the
ministry because of a vivid religious experience and therefore
it was difficult for him to change the goal of striving which
was set during that experience.
Employment was furnished at the Goodwill Industries in
the book department, where a challenge to his intellectual
ability was present. After a trial in this department he
became interested in making the study of handling second hand
books a career. At present the goal of his striving is to
become the head of a book department in some Goodwill Industry
in America. He points out, however, that he is not content
with the handling of things only, but that he will spend his
spare time in some form of social service leadership.
As a part of the therapeutic program he was placed in
charge of a dormitory of transient boys, which gave him an
opportunity to talk over the life situation problems of many
boys who were in more acute conflicts than himself. At first,
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he felt an oppression of spirit from talking with them. He
said, "How can I help them when I myseDf am in an unadjusted
state?" During the course of a six month period, however, he
was able to view his personal problems with a great deal of
objectivity.
As a final, most valuable step in the therapeutic program,
Max B. was asked to make the biographical study for determin-
ing the p]a ce of religion as a factor in the integration of
his personality, A great value came to him from this study
because it helped him interpret his entire life experience in
a new light and to- assimulate his experience into a new unity,
P. His own Objective Study of the Place of Religion
in the Integration of his Personality.
The following study was made in a simple outline fashion
but later filled in, to make the meaning clearer, by the co-
operative effort of Max B. and the worker:
I, Relationship of family as a whole to religion in
general
A. Experience of a child in a foster home
(Max B, was left at an orphans' home very shortly
after birth by his mother. .Then two weeks old he was boarded
out to a family. Prom this home he went to another foster
home at one year of age because the wife died. She died, he
thinks, because of the shock of the severe facial burn when
Max fell against a red hot stove.)
1. The religious atmosphere in early life was
strictly fundamental (theologically and morally) but not
excessive in emotional fervor.
(He was in this home from three to eight years of
age. He knows nothing about the home in which he was placed
between one and three years of age.
)
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2. Later experiences inthird foster home were as
follows:
a. Unhappy home which later "became a broken home
b. Tolerance of other people's opinions was lack-
ing and religion consisted principally of petty moralities,
such as no dancing, no card playing, etc. It had no active
relationship to personality attitudes of the people.
B. Personal experiences since later adolescence.
1. Prom nine to twenty years of age, Max's personal
attitude toward religion was unmarred by the unchristian liv-
ing of those in foster home.
2. Church life became a habit early and at seventeen
years of age it became a vital experience.
(Max B. said that at seventeen years of age he dedica-
ted his life to Christian service at a young people's insti-
tute and from now on "began to speak religion" - - Sunday
school leadership, testimony, etc.)
II. General background against which to understand an
important crisis situation
A. Social background
1. Boarded out to private home when two weeks old
82 Background and social prestige of parents unknown
5. Lived in four different families from age of two
weeks to twenty years
a. Endured status as a State ward as a taint
(This became a problem immediately upon entering
school. The school children tended to look upon such a one as
'feeble minded or something'.)
b. Serious burn on face created a problem, making
me realize I was different.
4. A submerged personality due to domination of an
unsympathetic guardian.
5. A spirit of dependence upon self to the extent of
becoming almost an introvert.
B. Personal history previous to crisis situation.
1. Pre -school
a. As mentioned above
2, School years
a. Age upon entering seven years
b. Rating - average
c. Congenial relationship with teachers and school
mates.
(However, he state that he had to fight his way
through school in order to retain the respect of others.
Almost daily a physical fight occurred. Up to sixteen years
of age reports that he had a hot temper. At the dedication
experience at the young people '3 institute he resolved to
4
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direct the energy of temper into mental rather than physical
activity. It v/orked.
)
d. Poor student in mathematics - good in history
and English.
e. Health projects detested because of undersize
and facial scar.
3. Work period
a. A very apt worker. Conscientious and thorough.
b. Respected by employer and employees.
(At sixteen years of age he had to quit school - 8th
grade - and go to work. His first employment was in a First
National store but soon he became the office boy and mail
clerk in an insurance office.)
4. Social adjustments
a. Early social life neglected due to restrictions
of guardians
b. Interested in all active sports - football,
baseball, swimming.
c. Keen interest in dancing but denied privilege
because of religious beliefs of guardians
d. Established a small circle of friends mostly
from church. Slow in making friends but able to keep their
friendship - too self-conscious
5. Sex adjustments
a« No correct sex instruction received - no man
in whom I could confide
b. First masturbated at age of fifteen.
(He discovered the possibility of masturbation by
accident while taking a bath. For two years he talked with
no one about it and did not know what the experience meant.
It worried him a great deal. Finally he read something about
sex in books.
)
c. Unaware of part sex played in life until after
fifteen years. All information received from gang on the
street until a study was made a few years later. No serious
sex problems other than a passion to know the truth.
d. Seriously in love at the age of twenty but
deeply disappointed. Five years required to overcome its
affects. A rich experience is my present reaction.
(The friendship was broken up because of the inter-
vention of narrow-minded relatives on her side. He never
knew the exact motivation in their actions but suspected that
it was probably the fact that his prospects for earning a
livlihood were not very good and, perhaps, that he was deforme
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6, Health and hygiene
a. General health good
b. Five operations on face as a result of burn
7. Religious life
a. Affiliated with church since 5 years of age
1. Sunday school
2. Morning and evening worship
3. Teacher - officer in Sunday school aiad
Epworth League
4. Always pledged weekly subscriptions (since
17 years old)
5. Brief period of indifference experienced due
to lack of inspiration from leadership (16-17
years of age)
6. Prayer became a factor in life during the
unsettled period (16-18 years)
7. God has been so real to me that I feel his
presence ever about me (17 years)
3« Delinquency history - none
9. Personality
a. Special problems faced
1. Self-consciousness because of scar presents
a personality problem
2. Social status as a "State kid" a problem
b. Strong and weak points
1. Strength - a fighter who succeeded in win-
ning the respect of all concerned
2, Weakness - too sensitive to people and
situations
c. Self-reliance - determination and self-direction
evidences of social struggle
d. Reaction to disappointments and success
1. Disappointments - cut to the quick but through
self-control not evident
e. Worry and day dreaming
1. Very evident because of the necessity for
making decisions alone
(Particularly from 15 to 25 years of age. At 24 years
of age he finds himself relatively free of worry.
)
III. Crisis
A. Occasion and nature of crisis
1. I had to choose between obeying the passion of my
heart for Christian service or staying in business. A
personal battle that called for faith and courage
B. Conflicting tendencies
1. Limited education required one of three things
a. Give up night scrhool or
b. Give up business career or
c. Give ur> call to Christian service
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2. Health required that I give up night school
3. Christian service required that I give up business
career
4. Decision for Christian service made after first
fighting the idea then facing the facts
Emotional condition
1. I sincerely felt a call of God to preach
(He interpreted this call to preach as 'passion to serve'
and a knowledge that he must do something about religion and
not be a passive receiver of its benefits only. For a four
month period after the dedication experience at the young
people's meeting - seventeen years of age - he was in such
mental conflict that he knew people noticed his queer behavior.
He decided then definitely to go into the ministry but did
not tell anyone about it - not even theimmediate family with
whom he lived or the leaders of the young people's institute.
Finally in desperation he told a minister
nature of the call consisted of a vision,
vision as an illusion now but says it had
symbolic significance to him at the time,
was going toward school at the Y. M. C. A.
about it. The
He interprets this
a most meaningful
One evening as he
he saw above the
bright lights of the sign the face of Christ looking at him.
He heard the sound of hymns and saw Christ beckoning to him.
The experience was so vitalizing and transforming that he did
not know 'whether he was walking on land or air.' This is the
experience which he related to no one until four months later
to the friendly minister.)
2, Only when I made a definite decision did peace come,
and I walked by faith - not by sight.
IV. Personal history since crisis
A. Important events
1. Unusual scholastic handicap created numerous pro-
blems
a. Abnormal amount of study interferes with social
life, sex life, health
2. Position in school not easy because of attitude of
students toward a preacher
3. Breakdown of health upon finishing course of study
due to worry
a. Excessive study
b. Lack of social activity
(The school was co-ed but he could not enter into the
social life because of his ministerial connections. Practi-
cally all of the young people looked with a degree of awe at
the young fellow who was so unusual as to be a clergyman - so
perfect and proper. This oppressed him greatly. He did not
••
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dare enter into social life because of the fear of rumor and
talk of a degrading nature in a small community.)
c. Continual se ual repression due to loneliness
B. Periods of conflict still present - a second crisis
1. Uncertainty as to logic in giving up work or the
church
2. Should I have stuck it out - was I a coward?
3. Medical doctors report nothing organically wrong -
Psychiatrist reports: Refrain from over-burdening
mind to condition of exhaustion
G. New goals to strive for
1. Social, mental, religious readjustment necessary
2. The fragments must be picked up, new hope assured
3. Faith that eventually joy will be found in His
service
4. Place right emphasis upon correct religious truths,
less dogmatic
D. Personality trend - philosophy trend - philosophy of
life developed
1. The constant effort to take life as it comes with
more ease
2. I cannot hurry God - He has a plan for my life
3. Accept the inevitable in life as the only way - then
act with intelligence
4. I must learn that only one problem can be solved
at a time
the
little
is
(He stated that previously he used to worry over
little things and overlooked the relationship of those
things to the larger philosophy of life.)
5. Instead of striving to live a life of don'ts it
better to let your conscience be your guide
E. Religion at present means to me
1. A set of morals - morality lives because of religion
not for it
2m A set of beliefs and creeds - beliefs and creeds
play a pa rt in religion but are not its master
3. Views on the after life - we are little concerned
about the after life if we have a workable every-
day religion
4. A set of purposes for my life - purposes in life
that include the religious aspect are not far wrong
5. A set of worshipful expressions - true religion is
active, not passive - present, not past
6. A sense of God's presence - a religion without the
presence of God is sham
7. A sense of God's forgiveness - the fatherhood of
God assures us of a being who forgives
8. A thrill of intuitive insight - religion is vague
if it only means intuitive insight for such a gift
is limited to a chosen few
•_
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9. A sense of dedication - religion that challenges
creates a like spirit of dedication (religion
challenges to action in behalf od worthwhile values)
10. Nature of God
(He related his conception of God in conversation as
follows: "God is found in music, nature, big personalities,
quietness and in a sense of peace. God is a spirit - a power
and a loving energy." He believes in the fatherhood of God
"because I didn't have any father." "God is someone who under-
stands - that is, one who when you do something crazy does
not lift the hand of scorn.")
G. Summary Review of the Place of Religion in the
Integration of Personality of Max B.
Not much needs to be added to this splendid
statement made by Max B. in his personality study. It may be
well, however, to recall that a strong sense of inferiority
has been in operation in his life and that it has now found
a release in Christian philosophy of life in which he con-
ceives of an understanding God who loves him and wishes him
tobe himself. He realizes that the only important power in
life in dealing with other people is love - sacrificial love -
and that if this love is practised toward a person who ridi-
cules and depreciates that it will win him in the long run to
be a warm friend, even if one is inferior to him in some res-
pects. Christian love is the only source of strength and
superiority in this world.
It may likewise be pointed out that in the heaviest
adolescent conflict period a resolution of the conflict
occurred with the hallucinatory experience of seeing the
face of Christ beckoning to him. He relates that this Christ
beckoned him to a life of freedom and relief and self-deter-
•
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mination and to a life of personal worth. He indicates that,
prior to the dedication experience at the young people's
institute, he fought the restrictions of a narrow fundamental-
ist interpretation of morals and religion, which was very
oppressive to him. It not only restricted his actions "but
likewise the representatives of that religion were constantly
depreciating and using unfair discipline (such as threatening
to send him back to an evil State worker for physical punish-
ment, etc.) Vi/hen he decided to follow the call of Christ to
a life of freedom and joy of service, he discovered the need
of gaining a further education. This education had to be
gained under greatly handicapped situations, in which he
worked day times and attended night school. Finally he
secured a preaching appointment in a Maine conference, where
he attended a preparatory. school. Once again the task of
carrying a school program and preparing two Sunday sermons
and making the parish calls was found to be very great. It
was too great for a young man who lacked a background for such
a task and who was burdened with a great sense of inferiority.
Thus is was that the service of the Lord, instead of being an
opportunity and release became an even greater oppression to
his spirit. The lack of social life in the church and school
community isolated him from the necessary human contacts.
Gradually under the strain of the burden he suffered a
"nervous breakdown." He recognized the limitations of his
ability and the inferior execution of the Lord's work and felt
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the impulse to withdraw from that service but a loyalty to his
vision and previous dedication restrained him from quitting.
The conflict was so severe that illness developed (conversion)
and counsel at a psychiatric hospital was sought. Here he
received advice to drop the ministry and to live a life of
greater freedom in another kind of service. At this point he
came to the Goodwill Inn for rehabilitation. He has decided
now to make the service of the Lord a secondary vocational
interest, and he has grown to the view point that God wants
each individual to live out his own life to thefullest; not
to conform to some preconceived notion of a pattern of living.
The highest aim of an individual is to develop a wholesome,
well integrated, God-centered life. Beyond that point no one
needs to strive. Having reached this realization an individ-
ual may now serve in any walk of life in which he happens to
engage. There is a consciousness in Max B's life that God has
a plan for him but that he must not force God by self-induced
striving. He suggests now that one should rely upon the grace
of God "with a firm faith in His judgment and in your own
ability."
Thus we have found from the point of view of this case
confirmation of the validity of the six techniques suggested
in part III of this dissertation. We have seen the need of an
exploration of the depth-dimension of consciousness. (The
value of recalling early childhood disciplinary experiences
in which a great fear of elders was experienced has proven
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valuable. It must be pointed out, however, that Max B.
possesses no memory of incidents prior to his sixth year.
The social history reveals that the people in the foster home
in which he lived at this time administered vicious discipline.
Perhaps more exploration of the depth-dimension of conscious-
ness needs to be done. However, this has not been done be-
cause of the exceptionally good adjustment of life he is making
at the present time.)
The need of reconditioning emotional reaction patterns was
evidenced particularly as it refers to making a rational study
of the natureof morbidity. He saw the uselessness of morbid
worry and striving to achieve a fictitious goal. Perhaps it
would be better, thought he, to change the goal of striving.
In this thought he was encouraged by the workers. We have
likewise witnessed the significance of the dedication experi-
enced at seventeen years to the establishment of sense of
personal worth. The vision experience gave him a sense of
significance in the plan of God's will, but the subsequent
stresses of training were so great that an increased sense of
inferiority and personal unworthiness came into his life.
After the change of the goal of striving, religion still served
to give him a sense of personal worth through its philosophy
that he is the son of a fatherly God who understands him and
loves him. Then Max B, was gradually related to his total
situation by taking stock of his limitations and assets, under-
standing the fundamental drives of his personality, and
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clinging to a friendly Universe. Prayer and worship have been
a ne ans of resolving mental conflicts since an early age in
his life. A valuable insight in his situation, when meant a
reinterpre tation of his striving, came to him in prayer as a
flash of thought; "God wants you to live your life in the long
run and not in one hour." An intimate communion with an ever
present God is a constant experience. He finds God in musfc
,
nature, personalities, quietness, and peaceful waiting. He is
most of the time now living in the "fifth panel" of which \j
.
Sheldon speaks. He has learned to anchor his emotional life
in a living universe and personal God and thus to meet life
hardships with some measure of poise and balance.
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Case No. 7.
A, The following study is presented as illustrative of
the place of religion in the integration of personality as
experienced by an Oxford Group enthusiast. The writer of this
personality study is known to the author of this dissertation
and has written the following study using the "personality
study schedule" used by the other young man. It is a bio-
graphical study of a person who sought for a "grip on the
reality of God" and found it.
Date of birth, January 20, 1895. Born in Wales.
Home background, religious, with Mother following conven-
tional religion in the Wesleyan Church and Father giving more
and more time to a missionary project in the slums of the City.
Because he was absent from business and home to such a large
extent in caring for this mission work, disagreements sprung up
in the home that resulted in Father and Mother's separation
when I was ten years of age. This gave me a deep sense of
shame for the next five years, until I left England for
America where no one knew my background. During these five
years I drew more and more into myself, had few friends and
none of them very close. I derived a great deal of joy from my
Bible, nature and studies. I excelled in some of my studies,
as well as in religious work (Sunday School teaching, etc.)
thus deriving a great deal of compensation for a fast-
developing inferiority complex.
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At fifteen I left for America. On board ship I had a
deep spiritual experience, resolving that he should be a new
lad who enters the new country. Habits of lying, smoking,
stealing, swearing, etc, were all left behind. Prom fifteen I
earned my way through high school, having many deep emotional
experiences of consecration in my personal religious life,
either alone, or with a bosom friend whom I found, and in
revival meetings.
At seventeen, I entered College and started to preach
in order to earn my way through school. During my sophomore
year I went through a period (six months) of agnosticism when
the childhood C*od disappeared before the revelations of the
telescope. I became adjusted to Biblical criticism and found
a deeper and richer experience of God. My faith deepened
through seminary (B.U.S.T.) and my interest in the Church and
in the ministry grew at a tremendous pace. Prom the time of
graduation from seminary to the age of thirty-nine, a period of
over fifteen years, I gave myself with increasing abandon to
the work of the ministry, striving for a religious experience
and a height of living which I could never attain. Whenever I
heard a speaker who was deeply spiritual, I resolved to make
new commitments to (rod. I strained and yearned for this
higher wa£ of living, but after a period of a few weeks I
invariably fell back again. When I heard Stanley Jones speak
I knew that he had something in his life which I did not
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possess. I longed and I prayed for it. Every time a birthday
came, I would make new resolves. I would do a similar thing on
the first day of January, or the beginning of the fall work, or
the first day of Lent only to fall down after a few weeks of
hard and earnest striving. On these anniversaries or birth-
days I used to harrow and berate myself that I had not made more
progress, won more converts, or attained greater personal moral
victory.
During these fifteen years I had four nervous break-
downs, the worst keeping me on my back five months and out of
the pulpit nine months. It was two years before I was doing
full work. The causes for these may be found in the contrast
(*•>
between the moral plane on which I was living and the
plane on which I knew I should live. I was worried about
finances of the Church, and my personal finances. I was further
worried about my health. I was very sensitive to the criticism
of others. I was rapidly becoming an introvert, whereby I
weighed the effect of my actions long before i did them. I
used to rehearse the things that I wanted to say to people,
wondering how they would sound and how people would take them.
So often my purposes were dissipated by inner reflection and
rationalization. I gave myself to a tremendous amount of day-
dreaming, sometimes thinking of the man that I would become,
(1.) * See note at end of personality study.
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either professionally or morally. At other times I imagined
fanciful stories in which I played the important part.
A sense of inferiority developed through these years.
I felt uneasy with business men, as well as with preachers who
were in larger churches. I took refuge in the security that my
profession gave me and displayed tremendous courage in the pul-
pit, but fearing to speak heart-to-heart in a manly way to one
person. As I found that I was not going to become one of
America's outstanding preachers and as I found that I was not
achieving the high standards of moral living that I hoped, a
disillusionment settled down on me which found its escape in tne
worst of the above mentioned breakdowns. I sought escapes in
striving for professional success in the churches in which I
served, - large congregations, people coming to the altar, re-
novations, building additions, social service work, and a repu-
tation as an after-dinner speaker. Much success (according to
the opinion of my friends) came to me in these fields.
At the age of thirty-nine, I was ready to give up the
ministry because I saw that I was not getting personal victory
and I felt that the things i was doing in the Church did not
nave the reality which I felt Christ intended. Eight months
before this I had heard an Oxford Group team witness. I knew
they had the thing that I had seen m Stanley Jones. I deter-
mined to find this victory. I read through A. J. Russell's
"For Sinners Only1* and I spent one month with nothing else than
.•
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The Gospel of John. It was at this time that I saw that 1 had
been striving to direct my life myself, although I had been
seeking to direct it in a God-like fashion. What God asked was
the utter surrender of my life. I said to him, therefore: "I
have made a mess of my life. Will you take it over?" It was
a struggle lasting many days, but finally after I had been
awake and wrestling all through the night, toward the dawn of
a new day I utterly yielded ray life to God; not caring whether
my health, my profession, my finances, or anything else should
be utterly dashed to the ground. I put them in God's hands
for Him to do with as He chose.
The moment I made this surrender complete, a voice
as though from Heaven said so clearly: "Open up your whole
life to your wife" . There were many things about me she did
not know. There were many secret fears and hidden worries of
which I had never told her. There were many times that my
sensitive heart had been wounded and had been shrivelled up.
There were many times that I had been evasive and secretive in
order to avoid ner disapproval. All these things I told her.
I was amazed at the readiness of her forgiveness. I was simply
astounded at the new level of love and understanding to which
we came. It was as though God opened to us by a miracle a new
road to romance and spiritualized love, i found anew the eter-
nal triangle with God az zu.e apex and my wife and myself at the
other two corners. This experience has continued and has
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deepened and has become increasingly richer the last three
and one-half years.
There were many tHngs to tell my children, - for
example, I had asked them to practice one standard in the home
and practiced another one myself, - about such little things
as lunching in the pantry. There were many problems of my own
adolescence which I told my boys which helped them so much that
they began to open up on thxngs about wtiich they had always
been silent. There was a new spirit and a new comradeship and
a marvellous transparency that spread through the home. This
too has been deepening and growing, much to our great joy, the
last three years.
In the Church there has been much ground to retrace.
There was restitution to be made clear back to college days
about cheating, to a ministerial association about padding an
expense account, to church members about resentments, unkind
treatment, possessiveness and dominance of committees, etc.
Gradually the decks were cleared for action and I was finding
a new way of living. Previously I had often been so busy doing
the Lord's work that I had entirely neglected to take time to
seek His will. Sometimes whole weeks would go by and I would
not read the Bible devotionally, but only for homiletic pur-
poses. My own soul starved while I sought to feed others. But
now, ever since this great turning point three and one-half
years ago, I have taken anywhere from fifteen minutes to an
1 .. _
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hour and a half ©very morning before breakfast. It is a time
of communion and of seeking fellowship with Christ and of
listening for His commands. I find that as I listen that God
is willing to give me accurate and definite information as to
what He wants me to do. I am amazed at the simplicity and
chlldlikeness of this new way of life. I have really fallen
in love again with Jesus. The Bible which often I used to read
from duty, has now become a new Book to me, the words almost
leaping out at me from the pages. I love the Book, I love the
old hymns as never before. They are rich with meanings which
somehow or other I had missed. Of course, many times I fall
into the old ways and I catch some of the old habits coming
back, but as soon as I recognize them, I talk them over with
God and I talk them over with my wife. We pray about them, I
get back on the road again, now grateful I am that I know the
way back: - re- surrender to God and a willingness to share with
someone whom I love and trust. As long as I keep "the blocks"
or the conscious sins given to God, the passage is always clear,
so that His Spirit can fully enter my heart and guide me. This
guidance sometimes is so amazing. Yet most of the time it is
the most natural thing in the world as I just feel the thing
that He would have me do. More and more I am willing to leave
the results with Him. The more simple this way of living be-
comes, the nearer I see that I am coming to my Heavenly Father.
I am his child. He loves me. He is always willing to forgive
1•
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rae when I truly repent. He is always willing to direct me if
I want to know which way to go. When I have His leading, He
always takes care of the results, for where He guides He always
provides. There is no need for me to fear now, because God
works at both ends, preparing both me and the person whom I am
to see, or the situation into which I am to go. It is like
driving a car, and seeing the lights turn green corner after
corner, as we drive down the highway of God.
Needless to say, the old fears are gone and all the
old worries. The ambitions and desires have also been given to
God. The old strivings and strainings have passed away. All I
hope to be and all that I am is a forgiven sinner. God has
broken the power of cancelled sin. The old things that I used
to do no longer have power to hurt me. God has taken my past
sins and in return has given rae experiences of forgiveness
which I am willing to share with anyone if they can help him
find God. My health is better. I have found a unified drive
for my life: - it is a willingness to let God use me at any
turn of the road and at any time. Instead of coming to the end
of the day feeling there are not hours enough to do the work,
and instead of the old feeling of frustration and futility,
there is now the quiet confidence that I have followed the will
of God this day. When I have failed to do this I bring it to
God in prayer and ask His forgiveness, doing about it what-
ever He guides me to do and then I get back on the highway and
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on the march once more. God has shown me the way in which all
my powers and passions can be directed toward one supreme goal,
the willingness to do the will of God and so help to achieve the
building of the Kingdom of God.
* This proceeding material was presented as a testimony
to the power of being integrated about the will of God. In the
material reference is made in several places to a moral struggle
In order that we may know the nature of this struggle, and that
this material may be of greatest value to the study at hand, we
shall present an explanatory note appended by the writer;
One of the big causes of my worry, - in fact the
biggest cause - was my moral defeat. Until my full surrender
three and one-half years ago I was in constant fear of falling
into impurity. I had tremendously high ideals and I was so
utterly chagrined when I fell into masturbation. I have spent
one and even two hours on my knees Saturday nights pleading with
God to make me pure enough to preach the next day, and then
perhaps fall the next week. Sometimes I would get victory for
months at a time, sometimes the sin beset me like a pack of
hungry hounds. Oh, unhappy man that I was I The good that I
would do, I did not. Again and again I repeated those words,
"Oh unhappy man, who shall deliver me, etc." Now, thank God,
I can say, "Thanks be to God who has delivered me, who giveth
me the victory, etc." I read and re-read Romans 7. and 8.
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Those unhappy years - gaining victory sometimes for weeks or
even months - but never knowing when I might fall. I wondered
how much others knew; how much they might suspect. Whenever I
looked wrongly at a woman or went (in a distant city) to a
show of which Christ did not approve, I wondered who had seen
me. Then I would resolve to banish sin forever, and would win
for a period.
I generally fell in times of fatigue; or when I was
frustrated or my will was crossed. I used it as a means of
escape. By M itlf in the last sentence I mean evil thoughts or
evil acts. Sometime - in fact most of the time - my way of
escape from criticism, or fatigue or frustration, etc., was
day dreaming, with myself the hero, thus inflating my ego and
compensating for reality. This day dreaming was far more often
than not devoid of sex and was clean and pure. The times it
did fall down to that level it left such a lasting impression,
it harrowed me and haunted me for weeks, end I lived in fear
of the next failure.
Now of course that is all gone. God has granted
forgiveness; he has taken away the power of the past to hurt
I
me. I am willing to write or speak of it if I can be of ser-
vice and help for the Kingdom, and of course God has granted
continuous victory in the acts and a growing and amazing
victory in thought life.
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Let me conclude by saying that I feel I have found
my real mission in life - the training of fishers of men.
I feel this is the task that Jesus came to do. I believe a
Church should be a fellowship or group of soul winners banded
together in love and mutual helpfulness. Slowly but surely
men and women are being trained in this Church who are not
only winning men and women to Christ, but who are staying by
them until they, in turn, win others. My whole soul rejoices
in and thrills to this task; and so from a frustrated, dis-
integrated introvert, God has changed me to this happy man
that I am, for truly I am a new creature in Christ Jesus.
As long as I am willing to keep humble and let God
continue his work of grace, I find I continue to grow and God
continues to work through me. (Perhaps the order of these
last two sentences should be reversed.) When I get holding
the helm myself, I soon run aground. Then I need to humbly
repent and to start anew. It's a thrilling life. How I thank
God for having found the way - Christ's Way- for that is what
it is.
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58 . SUI£IARY
In pursuing the task of determining the place of religion
as a factor in the integration of personality, we have sub-
divided our approach under four headings which embrace the
study of wholesome personality integration known as mental
health. The first task was to determine the criteria of mental
health, study the backgrounds of mental health, examine the
nature of mental conflict which is the central problem of
mental health and, finally, to note the three broad reaction
patterns (face the facts, fight the situation, and flight from
the conflict situations). The criterion for mental health,
which is satisfactory, must be established in terms of adjust-
ment in behavior and not measurement n>r an objective ethical
standard- Socially acceptable behavior must be supplemented
by the criteria of attainment of ideal personality behavior
in which an individual may be mentally healthy (well integrated)
but not in conformity to the social group. Mental ill-health
based upon organic lesions is omitted from this study. Only
the functional disorders having an origin in mental conflict
are considered.
Conflict is found to exist at the physical level (skeletal
muscles, central nervous system, autonomic nervous system)
as well as on the psychological level and in the examination
j
.
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of the latter are to be found the undermining conditions of
mental health. This is the second task of our study. Evidence
as to the origin of mental conflict was gathered from the
experimental and non-experimental schools of psychological
investigation. The conditioned response is the key to the
behaviorist contribution; lack of the development of the "neuro-
dynamical functional barrier" which delays motor response, is
the contribution of the A. R. Luria study; and the Gestalt
psychologists refer to the "unresolved tensions accruing from
the potentials of growth" as the source of mental conflict-
An examination into the concepts of the dynamic structure of
personality according to these several schools is made.
Psychoanalysis finds the source of mental conflict in the
dynamic inter-relationship of the "Id", "Ego", "Super-ego" and
the external world of reality. The repressed material in the
sub-conscious manifests itself in disguised fashion and con-
sists of fixated infantile libido, associated with the Oedipus
and Electra complexes, and guilt-filled ideas, images and
feelings- Religion is identified with the function of the
Super-ego and therefore contributes to the creation of mental
conflict leading to mental ill-health. It is considered by
Freud to be "the universal neurosis-"
Individual psyphology finds the source of mental conflict
| primarily in organic inferiority and social failure. The
individual develops compensation reactions which, if exagger-
ated, place the individual in the category of psycho-pathology.
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The neurotic goal for striving is found in the proto personality
Courage is the chief therapeutic attitude needed to deal with
the sense of inferiority which harrasses the mentally un-
healthy. The wholesome integration of personality occurs when
the style of life consists of courageous attack on the con-
flicts in the world of reality, (face the facts reaction).
Analytical psychology finds mental conflict originating
primarily from the disturbance of the "balance between the
personal conscious and the collective unconscious, which is
lost when the individual regresses, conceals, represses, or
fails in coping ^ith reality, and when he discards the "formal
aids" (religious dogmas, creeds, etc.)
Motivational psychology (as represented by . William H.
Sheldon) presents a "five panel "approach to the understanding of
mental conflict. Conflict originates in the realms in material
relations, social dominance and submission, sexual relations and
in the panel of orientation-in-time . The latter is a distinct-
ly religious adjustment. When the pioneering spirit (Prome-
thean) is repressed by the conserving spirit (Epimethean) a
cleavage in the personality has occurred and the fundamental
conflict of religious personalities is in evidence.
Evidence from other cultures points to the fact that
mental conflict has a distinctly cultural reference- The
Freudian premise that sex is a root source of mental conflict
in our Western civilization is borne out by the study of cul-
tures in which repression does not occur. It is found that the
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psychoanalytical formulas (Oedipus) are not adequate to explain
mental disorder in other cultures.
Sp ecial consideration is given to the genetic method of
gathering evidence concerning the origin of mental conflict
used in child guidance clinics because of the relevance of this
approach to the subject under discussion. Exhibits of sched-
ules of investigation are presented and an evaluation of the
life history method is made in which it is found that not all
historical material (quantitative) is historic, having signif-
icance in the hierarchy of personality organization. Historic
life history material is relevant to pastoral and clinical
practice
•
The third task of our study was to examine the nature of
the process of integration which is concomitant with differ-
entiation. We have found that integration on the psychological i
level consists primarily of five stages: The conditioned reflex,
habits, traits, selves, and personality. It was found that the
,
task of personality integration is more difficult in proportion
|
to tine breadth of experience. On page 62 a chart presenting
this fact is inserted. Mental hygiene has formulated specific
warning signs indicating the tendency toward personality dis-
integration among children. The importance of forming health
giving habits and a philosophy of life reinforcing wholesome
adjustments was presented. Part of the task of pastoral and
clinical practice is to reintegrate personalities torn by
mental conflict. A study is made of the ways in which mental
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conflict is resolved on the unconscious level (mentr>l mechan-
isms) and by conscious effort. The importance of developing
a capacity to tolerate mental conflict is shown in order that
personality might remain integrated in the face of conflict.
A presentation of objectives for a pastoral and clinical
technique designed to aid in the process of integrating
personality is made* Special consideration is given to the
importance of religion in this process* It is shown to be
the "extra tool" which the clergyman has in his psycho-
therapeutic practice. The objects set forth are the following:
explore the depth dimensio n of consciousness (the various
;
techniques are examined and their practibility for pastoral
practice discussed); recondition emotional reaction patterns;
establish new goals for personality striving (consideration is
given to the gradual development and the crisis re-orientation);
cultivate a sense of personal worth (by helping the individual
to understand his instinctual urge of sex, achieve relatively
complete fulfilment of basic "social wishes", and help him
develop a sense of adequacy to meet life situations and to
develop a purposeful life); relate the individual to his
total situation (instinctual urges, social living, outer
universe and God); teach the individual the art of creative
worship and prayer (religious norm). In this last objective
the pastor has a unique opportunity to teach the individual
how to resolve or tolerate mental conflict. Special consider-
ation is given to the function of identification and intro-
-1
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jection of the spirit of Christ and the Fatherly will of God
by means of prayer and worship. Physical health (functional)
emotional integrity, and spiritual enrichment are the rewards
of the individual who has learned to use prayer and worship
as aids to the integration of personality.
In the pastoral and clinical practice some specific
dynamic functions of religion are discernible. Religion is an
aid in removing the sense of isolation, in socializing guilt
complexes, in offering authoritative and ultimate forgivenss
of sin and in structuralizing the "missionary motive" (reform
attitude) with an ethical content. It offers dogmas, creeds
and ceremonies which are means of assisting the individual to
resolve or tolerate mental conflict- Religion, through its
historical literature, is able to present to the individual
classical solutions of mental conflict situations which may
help him to resolve or tolerate his own.
In the closing section of this dissertation a study of
seven original cases is presented in which the function of
religion in the integration of personality is studied. In cases
6 and 7, religion has been the source of guilt feelings, but
in addition it has offered a means of release; the oerson-
alities are well integrated and anchored emotionally to a
living, personal God. In cases 3, 4, and 5 in which the
reaction pattern of fighting the situation prevails, religion
has been one source of the sense of guilt and not of anchorage
and release. In case 3 (criminal) and number 5 (neurotic
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heart) religion has offered new goals for striving which have
been of rehabilitative value. No new interpretation of the
universe from a religious standpoint, however, has as yet taken
place. In case number 4 (criminal) religion has been overthrown
with all other authority but when the individual was facing his !
situation for a period of time, his interest in religious
matters (attitudes and forms) was greater. In cases 1 and 2
in which the reaction pattern of flight from conflict situation
took place, religion has been of value as follows:
To case number 1, by furnishing new goals for striving;; to
case number 2, by furnishing a technique of social living and
emotional security with religious workers and to some degree by
anchorage to God^ Nature (beauties of earth and music).
Thus in conclusion we may cite that we have found religion
to be a re-enforcing aid to the task of maintaining an inte-
grated personality in the face of conflict by helping the
individual to resolve or tolerate mental conflicts. It offers
forgiveness for past sins, goals for future striving and a
philosophy of life which anchors the emotional and intellectual
life to a personal, fatherly God.
.._U-
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